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Auction #1 Updates, Corrections & Errata
Lot Number

Correction

37 & 43

We have had a chance to more closely examine both of these stamps.
Both should have been sent for a certificate before lotting. We strongly
recommend that the winning bidder purchase them on extension.

37

Price is incorrect in print and PDF, should be "Unitrade: $450"

42

Price is incorrect in print and PDF, should be "Unitrade: $2100"

75

Is not Bothwell paper.

95

Is not Bothwell paper.

122

Block of six at time of describing, now two strips of three.

139

This block is two expertly rejoined pairs.

285

"Plate 31" [not 21]

289

"two strips of five" [no longer strip of 10]

1072

"This item has a difficult to see closed tear of approximately 2mm in the
lower right corner."

1074

"It has a fake cancel over a partially lightened fiscal cancel." [Somehow
our initial observations were lost and this was incorrectly described.]

1084

This stamp is Scott #113 (CV$45)/SG #157a (CV Â£60).

1088

One 5 rupee stamp is not George VI (SG/Sc.#34) but rather George V
(SG/Sc.#14) and therefore catalogues £137 SG ($135 Scott). Scan

1140

This item is expertly regummed to appear never hinged.

1267

All stamps are lightly hinged. 10¢ and 12¢ each have a short perf
(visible in scan) which is quite trivial. Three lower values have no short
perfs.

1353

Withdrawn at request of consignor.

1563

There is trivial thinning in part of the third and last perf tips. There is
also a closed pinhole.

1530

#B9 was mis-identified. Lot consists of #B7, B8 and B22, Scott
CV$372.50

1584

[Catalogue shows incorrect scan.]

2020

This cover is addressed to Aylmer, from Toronto, and signed
"Haliburton."

2003

"Chatham NB" [not Ontario].

2022

"contains a number of fronts."

2032

[No longer earliest known date.]

2058

Withdrawn at request of consignor.

2191

#B189-193 is a FDC, the other three are not.

2192

#B189-193 and B234-237 are FDC. #328-9 and B234-237 are
illustrated. B229-244 is not a FDC.

2313

"Street cancels," 24 in total. [not "Select"]

2317

"165 stamps"

2318

[the re-entries ARE annotated on the back.]

2319

"21 stamps in total"

2328

"more than 160 stamps"

2329

"more than 80 stamps"

2350

Lower right corner of #262 is discoloured, with glazed gum in lower
right perf tips.

2402

"150 stamps"

2407

"One Cent Small Queens"

2420

"more than 90 stamps"

2422

"over 300 stamps"

2426

"approx 55 stamps"

2462

Duplicate lot, see lot #1088 in Session 3, British Commonwealth

2574

[New description:] "France #9c with missing corner, #12 or 22 with
just clear margins and trivial thin, #31 unused with serious thin, #37
Five franc without a thin but with trimmed perfs at bottom. CV if VF:
$1765" Scan A, Other Scans

262

Period is 1964-1992, not 1962-1994

Some pages in the PDF catalogue did not render properly and are missing images or
improperly aligned. They are:
Page 56-57 (Canada King George Sc. #211-226)
Page 70 (Canada Semi-Official Airmails)
Page 181 (Canada Postal History)
(Click on the page number to download correct page.)
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SALE #1

Welcome to Sparks Auctions
Philately should be a quiet, relaxing, and pleasant pastime. At Sparks Auctions we will build on those positive
aspects of our hobby. We will provide an honest venue
where vendors can realize full value for their treasured
possessions. We will offer the opportunity for collectors
to fill gaps in their collections or start new topics or new
countries. Everyone will be treated fairly and respectfully
and collectors can gather and enhance their camaraderie during the excitement of a called auction. We
will always want to know how we can improve and we
welcome your comments as they will help direct our
future growth.

VIEWING
Saturday October 27, 2007
Saturday November 3
Monday November 5
Tuesday November 6
Wednesday November 7
Thursday November 8

10:00 am to 5:30 pm
10:00 am to 5:30 pm
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
9:00 am to 8:00 pm
9:00 am to 11:30 am*
* strictly by appointment
(Ottawa-area customers please complete their viewing by
November 7)

At the beginning of 2007 a number of conversations led
to the business plan which presently guides us. Sparks
Auctions is governed by a philatelically respected Board
of Directors and staffed with professional and dedicated
individuals. We are striving to be the best auction house
anywhere.
One of the key elements to our plan is to provide live
internet bidding and we are proud to be the first in
Canada to do so with the use of
StampAuctionNetwork.com. It is our plan to hold two
auctions each year, this being our first. Our next auction
is scheduled for April 2008. We welcome consignments
until the end of January.
Sparks Auctions is located in the same building with Ian
Kimmerly Stamps, however, the two are distinct and
separate entities. Mere months after Sparks Auctions
was imagined we are able to offer an auction sale which
exceeds our initial expectations.

Lot 488

HOTELS
62 Sparks Street is in downtown Ottawa one block from the
Parliament Buildings and across the street from the Prime
Minister’s Office.
There are many fine hotels and restaurants within easy walking
distance.

HOW TO CONTACT US:
62 Sparks Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 5A8 CANADA
Office Hours:
Monday through Friday
10:00 to 5:00 Eastern Time
Tel: 613-567-3336
Fax: 613-567-2972
Email: sales@sparks-auctions.com
www.sparks-auctions.com

The text of this catalogue is printed on ChorusArt Gloss, a recycled stock that carries the seal of the Forest Stewardship Council. It is manufactured to the highest
standards for quality paper, containing 50% recycled content and 25% post-consumer waste. Raw materials originate in forests managed according to today's
best principles for high environmental, social and economic standards.

2

At the Cartier Place Suite Hotel we have booked ten Superior
one bedroom suites at $119 (single/double occupancy) in the
name of Sparks Auctions. They are available on a firstcome/first-served basis directly to anyone reading this.
Regular room rates are also available.
Cartier Place Suite Hotel
180 Cooper Street
Ottawa, ON K2P 2L5
Reservations: 1-800-236-8399
www.suitedreams.com

CANADA
SESSION ONE
November 8 at 1:00 pm
INDEX
1851 Pence issues
1859 Cents
1868 Large Queens
1870 Small Queens
1897 Jubilees
1897-8 Leaf, Numeral, Maps
1903-8 Edwards, Quebecs
1912 Admirals
1927-8 Confederation, Scroll
1930-2 Arch, Medallion
1935 Jubilee, Champlain

Lots 1-36
37-57
58-97
98-145
146-182
183-224
225-267
268-452
453-489
490-531
532-561

CANADA & B.N.A.
SESSION TWO
November 8 at 7:00 pm
INDEX
1937-52 George VI
1953 to date QE II, booklets
Airmails and semi-official airs
Spec. Del., Registration, Dues
Officials etc.
Revenues
B.N.A.
Newfoundland

562-585
586-645
646-669
670-701
702-728
729-749
750-765
766-800
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Pr o vince of Canada

11

 F-VF #4c - Beaver - 3d Red - Soft Ribbed Wove Paper.
Marvelous exhibition strip of six on scarce paper type. Two
stamps (2/6) are very fine with full margins and balance have
been graded as fine. There is a vertical crease in third stamp, and
4mm cut at bottom-left of fourth stamp. Cancelled with series of
period usage target cancels. Exceptional large multiple !
....................................................................................Un. $3,100

12

 VF #4d - Beaver - 3d Orange Red - Thin Wove Paper. Very presentable, four margined single with vibrant colour. Light target
cancel in upper right corner. Fault free.
........................................................................................Un. $300

13

 VF #4d - Beaver - 3d Orange Red - Thin Wove Paper - Cracked
Plate Variety. Constant plate position (No. 31) variety with distinctive white line running through back of beaver to “R”. Large,
generous margins; light target cancel.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

14

 F #4iii - Beaver - 3d Brown Red on Hard Ribbed Paper. A
sound, clean example with strong ribbed lines visible on the
reverse. Fine horizontal margins. Used with “TORONTO” grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $500

15

 VF #4iv - Beaver - 3d Orange Red on Thin Oily Paper. The
paper qualities of this issue are easily distinguishable. The colour
is intense and is not diminished by the black target cancel. All
four margins are well clear of the design. A nice variety of this
classic issue.
........................................................................................Un. $350

16

 F-VF #4ix - Beaver - 3d Brown Red with Cracked Plate. The
white cracked plate line - running through the beaver’s back and
up through the “R” of ‘VR’ is pronounced, and is found in Lower
Right pane (Position 31). The margins are almost clear on all four
sides. There are light, pressed creases at center left and in the
extreme upper left corner, visible under fluid. The target cancel is
faint and does not detract from the overall strong qualities of this
item.
........................................................................................Un. $725

Pence Issues (Sc. #1-13)
Canada's first postage stamps were issued in April, 1851, and
based on the essays submitted by Sir Sandford Fleming. Although
very few issues were adopted, they include many of the benchmark
items of Canadian philately. Stamps are collected based on their
broad range of shade, paper and plate varieties. The major catalogues value unused copies of these issues as being without gum
and items with original gum command a premium.
1

2

 VF #1 - Beaver - 3d Red - Imperforate - Horizontally Laid Paper.
Very presentable used first issue, with four full margins. Small corner crease at lower left, found in oversized margin. Strong laid lines
clearly visible from reverse. Sock-on-nose period target cancel.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $1,600

3

 F #1 - Beaver - 3d Red. Very presentable copy of this classic
stamp. All four margins are clear of the design, however, very close
vertically. The laid lines are pronounced on the back with a light
pencil notation. The paper has a few light bends and a very tiny corner crease in the upper right. Typical, light target cancel.
............................................................................................Un. $800

4

 VG #1 - Beaver - 3d Red - Imperforate - Horizontally Laid Paper.
Presentable used first issue with strong laid lines visible on reverse.
The margins are clear of the design but dip into the frame-line at
top and bottom (we have valued this stamp as very good).
............................................................................................Un. $400

5

 VF #2 - Prince Albert - 6d Slate Violet - Vertically Laid Paper.
Very impressive, on-piece example with scarce, green target cancel.
Four ample, clear margins with two massive. Vertical crease to left
of center. Accompanied by 2007 Greene Foundation certificate.
..........................................................................................Un. $2,500

6

E/P VF #2TCx - Prince Albert - 6d Black with Orange ‘SPECIMEN’
Ovpt. Extremely attractive plate proof with intense colour. Printed
on bright white paper and issued without gum. Four nice margins
from top edge of sheet. Small hinge remnant.
............................................................................................Un. $275

7

 F-VF #4 - Beaver - 3d Red on Medium Wove Paper. Handsome
four margin example with nice colour. The paper quality is flawless.
Centrally struck with period target cancel.
............................................................................................Un. $225

8

 F-VF #4 - Beaver - 3d Red (Shades) - Imperforate. Two on thick
wove paper in two distinct shades. The deeper, brown red shade
four clear, very fine margins and very trivial lightly thinned area. It
hosts a “Cornwall” #11 four-ring cancel. The lighter, red shade is
graded as fine-very fine and has a typical target cancel.
............................................................................................Sc. $550

9

 VF #4a - Beaver - 3d Brown Red - Medium Wove Paper.
Attractive, four-margin vertical pair. Light even toning and distinct
colour shade; pair of typical target cancels.
............................................................................................Un. $700

10

4

E/P VF #1P - Beaver - 3d Red - Imperforate Proof. Uncommon
horizontal plate pair of this first Canadian issue. Very apparent
plate scratches in lower-left corner and many interesting minor
plate flaws also visible, such as cracked plate through beaver’s
back and break in design about 1/3 of way down right margin.
............................................................................................Un. $600

 F #4a - Beaver - 3d Brown Red on Medium Wove Paper. A
somewhat deceiving example with four clear margins, but uniformly cut very close. Strong, rich colour and lightly cancelled with
“TORONTO” grid.
........................................................................................Un. $175

Lot 17

Lot 18

17

(*) VF #4var - Beaver - 3d Brown Red - Medium Wove Paper.
Elusive four margined, unused (without gum) example of this
1852 issue. Interesting short transfer position (88) variety noted
by missing frame-lines at upper-right. Strong relief break extending from beaver’s back through “R” of “VR”. Fault free and accompanied by 1990 Greene Foundation certificate. Unitrade catalogue value of $2200 for stamp without gum and variety.
....................................................................................Est. $2,200

18

(*) VF #4var - Beaver - 3d Red - Machine-made Paper Imperforate. Impressive qualities on this late, 1857 machinemade paper printing. Unlisted in Unitrade, but distinguished by
Gibbons (SG 18 £ 1900). Intense, even colour. Four very fine,
ample margins well clear of the design; short 1mm tear on left
margin and light bend. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate
which has identified the stamp as Un. #4iii on hard ribbed paper.
We are of the opinion that the paper qualities reflect those outlined above.
....................................................................................Sg. £1,900
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Detail Lot 1
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Detail Lot 13
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19

 VF #4var - Beaver - 3d Red - Machine-made Paper. Very fine,
four-margined example on 1857, late printing, machine-made
paper, unlisted in Unitrade, but distinguished by Gibbons (SG 18
£ 450). Rich colour and light, four-ring numeral cancel. Great item!
........................................................................................Sg. £450

20

 F-VF #4 varieties - Beaver - 3d Red (Shades). An interesting
selection showing three key shades of this issue. #4i deep red,
#4ii orange red and #4xi scarlet vermilion. Since they are often
difficult to distinguish, here is a great comparative opportunity. All
stamps are sound with clear margins.
........................................................................................Un. $825

21

 XF #5 - Prince Albert - 6d Slate Grey - Wove Paper.
Impressive looking example with incredible large margins on all
four sides. Very light pressed diagonal crease at bottom, with couple of very shallow, expertly repaired thinned areas. Used with
pair of target cancels. Accompanied by 2004 Greene Foundation
certificate. Ex. Seymour
....................................................................................Un. $2,000

21

22

22

 F-VF #5b - Prince Albert - 6d Greenish Grey. Attractive sound
example with two fantastic margins and two approaching the
frame line, but clear. The design completely lacks a frame line on
the lower half of the left margin. The colour and paper consistency are uniform throughout. There is a light, typical pen cancel.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

23

* F #7 - Jacques Cartier - 10d Blue Thin Crisp Transparent
Paper. Fresh, three full-margined example of this elusive issue.
We offer a lightly hinged item with full, original gum; very light
gum bend at left. Accompanied by 2007 Greene Foundation
Certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $7,500

Lot 23

5

Pence Issues continued
24

 VF #7 - Jacques Cartier - 10d Blue Thin Crisp Transparent
Paper . Very presentable, four-margin example, with deep colour.
The pen cancellation has been removed and gum added to
appear as unused. Small repaired thin in upper-right. Tough
stamp in any condition. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500

25

 F #7 - Jacques Cartier - 10d Blue Thin Crisp Paper. Fine
example with vertical margins close, but outside of the design.
Nice colour stands out despite pair of lighter target cancels. There
is a lightly pressed horizontal crease running parallel to the bottom frame line.
....................................................................................Un. $1,250

26

 VG #7 - Jacques Cartier - 10d Blue Thin Crisp Transparent
Paper . Sound stamp with very sharp impression and intense
colour. Torn into at top left but showing many prominent guidelines in the remaining three large margins. Valued as very good.
........................................................................................Un. $500

31

 F-VF #9a - Queen Victoria - 7.5d Deep Green - Imperforate Wove Paper. Attractive 1857 issue with four margins clear of the
design, but narrow at the bottom. Light, period usage target cancel. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate which draws
attention to “a diagonal scratch in the surface from “1/2” at the
upper-right corner to the right cheek of the Queen. There is a
small thin towards lower-left. Tough stamp in any condition and
missing from most collections that we have handled to date.
....................................................................................Un. $4,625

32

 VF #11 - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Rose - Perf 11.75 x 11.75.
Tough to find in any condition, we offer a presentable example of
this 1858 issue. The well balanced margins are clearly evident.
Light even toning; shorter corner perf in upper left; small thin at
center, bottom; pressed horizontal crease. Despite this series of
faults, the stamp retains a quality appearance. Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500

33

 VF #11 - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Rose - Perf 11.75 x 11.75.
Wonderful full margined example with perfs just touching the thin
outer frame line for part of top and at right. Used with four-ring
numeral cancels. Difficult stamp to find in any grade.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500

34

 F #11 - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Rose - Perf 11.75 x 11.75.
Difficult-to-find, 1858 issue. We offer a finely centered example,
with minor perf faults at top; light, even toning; CHATHAM, UC #8
four-ring numeral cancel. Scarce stamp in any condition.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

35

 VG #12 - Beaver - 3d Red - Perf 11.75 x 11.75. Interesting
example with the strong colour and light pen cancel adding to its
overall appearance. There are a pair of very tiny pinholes in the
central vignette, that are visible under fluid, and the upper right
corner perforation is partially dislodged.
........................................................................................Un. $300

36

 F #13 - Prince Albert - 6d Brown Violet - Perf 11.75 x 11.75.
This 1859 issue is a very tough stamp to find. we offer a fine
example with two large margins, one close and the fourth having
perforations cutting into the design at left. Thinned area in upper
left corner. Light four-ring numeral cancel. Scott catalogue value
$6000 US.
....................................................................................Un. $5,000

Lot 27

27

28

6

 VF #7a - Jacques Cartier - 10d Blue on Thick Opaque Paper.
A classic gem with absolutely stunning margins for this issue.
Impressive clarity of impression and consistent colour shading
throughout. Several guidelines are visible along the outer frameline. The back of this stamp has been expertly repaired on the left
margin.
....................................................................................Un. $3,000
 VF #8 - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Rose. Four margined example
that makes a great first impression. It has been lightly cleaned to
removed some of the cancellation and possibly a pen cancel, and
retains a light horizontal crease. Remains difficult to find in this
grade.
........................................................................................Un. $900

29

 VF #9 - Queen Victoria - 7.5d Green - Imperforate - Wove
Paper. Very fine, four margined example showing part of adjacent stamp at left, however, cut close at upper right. Bright colour
with very slight fading at bottom. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $4,500

30

 VG #9 - Queen Victoria - 7.5d Green. Despite the poor margins on this example, the face free cancel and strong colour make
it an attractive item. The margins, indeed cut into the design at
several points. The bottom reverse of the stamp has been professionally repaired filling in an apparent thin. Cancelled date stamp
is unreadable..
........................................................................................Un. $750

Cents Issues (Sc. #14-20)
Canada adopted decimal currency in 1859 and subsequently
issued stamps reflecting this change. By now, perforated stamps
had become an accepted technological advancement. Design elements basically followed those of the earlier, pence issues. While
few issues were produced in this short period before Confederation,
a wave of successive printings of each issue produced a variety of
shade, perforation and plate varieties. Due to the narrow spacing
between the stamps, it is generally accepted that examples in which
the perforations touch the outer framelines are to be graded as fine.
Items with perforations clear on all sides are very scarce and considered as very fine examples.
37

(*) F-VF #14 - Queen Victoria - 1c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Fresh
unused example without gum as valued. Graded as fine with perforations just touching design at top and otherwise fault free.
........................................................................................Un. $450

38

 VF #14 - Queen Victoria - 1c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Uncommon as very fine and with respect to the issue generous
margins. Used example with period usage grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $125

Canada
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 VF #14 - Queen Victoria - 1c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Wonderful on-piece strip of four tied by series of barred-circle
obliterators and “Montreal DE 23’67” cds. Stamps are atypically
very fine with rich colour. The second stamp in the strip has very
strong doubling of the right frame line caused by re-entry. With by
2007 AIEP certificate. Interesting multiple.
........................................................................................Un. $500
E/P VF #14TCii - Queen Victoria - 1c Orange Yellow Plate Proof.
Interesting, colour variety plate proof issued in 1864, on thin,
bright white paper. Very fine, top margin single; fresh colour with
crisp detail; without gum, as issued.
........................................................................................Un. $350
E/P F-VF #14TCiii and 15P - Plate Proofs. Interesting pair of
plate proofs depicting 5c Beaver and 1c Victoria in deep claret
shade. The Victoria is printed on thick India card and has a small
surface scuff. The Beaver is on thin, white paper and has a thin
area caused by hinge removal.
........................................................................................Un. $575

29
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Lot 42
42

28

33

38

43
39

26

46

41

47

43

* F #15 - Beaver - 5c Vermilion. Presentable example with light,
overall toning and few shorter perfs. The original gum is full and
has been lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $350

44

(*) F-VF #15TC - Beaver - 5c Orange Vermilion Plate Proof.
Stunning colour and crystal clear impression. Margin cut close in
upper right. No gum as issued and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $225

45

E/P VF #15TCiv - Beaver - 5c Brown Red with Black “SPECIMEN” Ovpt. Handsome plate proof on thin, bright white paper.
Full retention of original colour and four full margins. No gum as
issued and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250

46

 F #15vii - Beaver - 5c Vermilion - Perf 12.0 x 12.0 - “Rock in
Waterfall” Variety. Uncommon position (No.53) plate variety
identified by the presence of a “blob” of deep colour in the waterfalls. The stamp is finely centered with shorter perf in lower-right
and expertly repaired thin. Faint #7 cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $300

47

 VF #16iii - Prince Albert - 10c Black Brown - Perf 11.75 x
11.75 - “String of Pearls” Variety. Very tough to find example
with constant variety (Position 3), noted by series of small dots
running diagonally through upper oval frame. Well balanced margins and valued only as fine in Unitrade catalogue. Accompanied
by 2001, Greene Foundation certificate stating that the item has
been “re-perforated at left”. Exceptionally scarce item in any condition !
....................................................................................Un. $5,000

* F #15 - Beaver - 5c Vermilion - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Scarce block
of four with full original gum. Fresh with strong colour. Fine centering; heavy hinging. Ex. Huff
....................................................................................Un. $2,100
7

Cents Issues continued
48

 F #17e - Prince Albert - 10c Deep Red Purple - Perf 11.75 x
11.75. Uncommon, second printing in distinctive deep shade.
Typical centering for the issue, with perfs just touching the design.
Light grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $500

54

 F-VF #20 - Queen Victoria - 2c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 11.5. Lightly
cancelled example graded as fine-very fine with nice colour.
........................................................................................Un. $200

55

E/P F-VF #20TC - Queen Victoria - 2c Dark Rose Plate Proof.
Issued on bright white thin paper without gum. Bright, strong
colour and clear margins all around. The item has been hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250

56

E/P VF #20TCi - Queen Victoria - 2c Deep Claret Plate Proof.
Prepared on thick India card and issued without gum. Four full
margins. No trace of hinging, however, small pencil notation on
reverse.
........................................................................................Un. $275

57

 F #20v - Queen Victoria - 2c Rose with “Dash in LR “2”
Variety. This variety is found in several pane positions and consists of a small dash in the foot of the “2”. Typical centering for
the issue with illegible CDS cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $350

Lot 49
49

(*) XF #18b - Queen Victoria - 12.5d Blue Green - Imperforate.
Exceptional, certified example of this scarce imperforate printing,
of which only 100 stamps were prepared. Generally valued in
pairs, we offer an extremely fine unused single, without gum as
issued. Deep, intense colour. Accompanied by Royal Philatelic
Society (London) certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $3,000

50

 VF #19 - Jacques Cartier - 17c Blue. The strong colour and
clear margins give this item an attractive look. There is a single
shorter perf at right. Several very minor re-entries noted. Oval grid
obliterator cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $300

51

 F-VF #19 - Jacques Cartier - 17c Blue. The incredible deep
colour stands out in comparison to many of the hundreds of such
examples we have dealt with in the past. Grade as fine-very fine
with perforations just touching design at top. Clean example with
light grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $210

52

 F-VF #19 - Jacques Cartier - 17c Blue. By definition, this
stamp could very well be considered as very fine for this issue, as
perforations do not cut into the design. Strong blue colour, possibly the Prussian blue shade. Used with light grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $210

Queen Victoria Era (1867-1902)
Large Queen Issue (Sc.#21-33)
With the establishment of the Dominion of Canada, in 1867, a
new basic design was commissioned, which became affectionately
known as the Large Queens. Issued between 1868 and 1876, successive printings and rate changes resulted in numerous shade, perforation and paper varieties. The Unitrade catalogue adds 100%
premium on stamps with original gum, otherwise they are typically
valued as unused without gum.

58

* VF #21 - Large Queen - 1/2c Black - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Well
balanced, large margined example with even colour and fresh yellowish paper tone as issued. Lightly hinged on full, original gum.
Accompanied by 2006 AIEP certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $250

59

* VF #21iv - Large Queen - 1/2c Black with “Spur in Scroll”
Variety. Handsome clean stamp with great uniform margins. A
couple shorter perfs on the vertical margins. Easily recognizable
spur variety at left. Full original gum with light hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $200

60

 F-VF #22 - Large Queen - 1c Brown Red - Medium Wove
Paper. Nice, clean example with tidy target cancel at right. Finevery fine margins, well clear of design. Overall strong appearance.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $112

61

 VF #22a - Large Queen - 1c Brown Red - Watermarked
Bothwell Paper. Presentable very fine example of this uncommon issue. Unfortunate pulled perf on right margin with small
tone spot in same surrounding area. Light Cornwall 1869 cds cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $600

62

 F #22a - Large Queen - 1c Brown Red with Bothwell Wtmk.
Presentable example on lightly toned paper. Fine centering with
few shorter perfs at top and at right. Clean “Toronto” CDS.
Watermark shows “BO” of BOTHWELL.
........................................................................................Un. $250

Lot 53
53

8

* VF #20v - Queen Victoria - 2c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 11.75 Scratch in Lower Right “2” Variety. Stunning pair with noted
variety on stamp at left, in pair with normal. Deep, intense colour
and wonderful, overall appearance. Single, shorter perf in lower
right with very fine centering. Part original gum, with hinge
residue. Scarce in any sized multiple !
....................................................................................Un. $3,000

Canada
48

50

57

51

Detail Lot 57

64

59

60

67

70

Lot 63

64

58

54

66

69

63

52

61

62

68

(*) F-VF #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Scarce unused
example without gum as valued. Graded as fine-very fine with perforations well clear of the design on all four margins. Fresh, soft
colour typical of the issue.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

66

 VF #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Very presentable
item with even, very fine margins. Clean 2-ring numeral postmark.
........................................................................................Un. $250

67

 VF #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Impressive strip of
three with all stamps graded as very fine. Few shorter perfs
noticed along top margin and couple on right margin. For the
record, trivial minor perf tear between the left pair of stamp on
sixth hole from the bottom. Used with pair of barred-oval obliterators.
........................................................................................Un. $750

68

 F-VF #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Presentable
example with illegible 2-ring cancel. Graded as fine-very fine with
perforations clear of design. Fresh colour.
........................................................................................Un. $175

69

 F #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Interesting example
with unusual fancy “Leaf” cancel. Nice colour tone; fine centering
with shorter perf at right.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

70

 F #23 - Large Queen - 1c Yellow Orange. Unusual green target cancel on this presentable item, Finely centered with shorter
perf at right; fresh colour.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

71

(*) F #23a - Large Queen - 1c Deep Orange. The brilliant colour
stands out in sharp contract to the bright paper on this 1869 first
printing shade. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate that
describes the stamp as being unused, without gum.
........................................................................................Un. $950

Lot 65

 F #22ii - Large Queen - 1c Brown Red - Bothwell Paper with
Vertical Mesh. Vibrant colour on this 1868 showing strong vertical mesh consistent with Bothwell paper printing. Tidy “Brantford
1869” cds cancel. Graded as fine with couple of shorter perfs at
upper-left.
........................................................................................Un. $100

56

65

71

(*) VF #22b - Large Queen - 1c Brown Red - Thin Paper Printing.
Truly impressive item with perfectly balanced margins and rich,
full colour. Excellent paper quality with mesh showing clearly in
the margins. Unused, without gum as valued by Unitrade.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. Top notch example not many this nice.
........................................................................................Un. $800

55
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Large Queens continued
72

 VF #23a - Large Queen - 1c Deep Orange. Very well centered
example of this first printing. Nice colour tone with interesting
effect caused by dimpling of the Toronto 1869 cancel giving the
impression of grilled paper. Couple of shorter perfs at right.
........................................................................................Un. $300

73

 F #24a - Large Queen - 2c Green with Bothwell Wtmk.
Intense, deep green colour and sharp impressions. Fine + margins with design just clear. Appears to have “Brantford” 4-ring #5
and CDS cancels. Nice item.
........................................................................................Un. $225

74

 XF #24vi - Large Queen - 2c Green on Bothwell Paper.
Exceptional classic item on Bothwell paper with strong vertical
weave. Four full margins with great balance. Light period target
cancel and deep colour with crisp impressions. Complete intact
perforations and overall outstanding quality.
........................................................................................Un. $175

75

76

 F-VF #24iv - Large Queen - 2c Green - Bothwell Paper with
Vertical Mesh. Appealing example of this scarce paper printing.
Even colour tone; fine-very fine; “Cornwall” #11 four-ring cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $250
 F-VF #24iv var - Large Queen - 2c Green - Bothwell Paper
with Vertical Mesh. Despite the paper qualities of this item, the
unusual ink blob at queen’s ear is the key feature of this item. Not
mentioned by Duckworth, the stamp is undoubtedly a dramatic
printing flaw. Used; fine-very finely centered; small closed tear at
left. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Est. $125

Lot 79

Lot 80

79

 VF #26a - Large Queen - 5c Olive Green - Perf 12.1 x 12.1.
Tough stamp in any condition, as it has been estimated that
about only 6% have this perforation gauge, which must be consistent on all four sides. We offer a very finely centered example with
trivial, light toning, otherwise fault-free. Faint Toronto duplex cancel.
....................................................................................Un. $1,250

80

 VF #26iv - Large Queen - 5c Olive Green - Perf 11.75 x 12.0.
Superb, balanced margins on this 1875 printing. MONTREAL NO
12, 1875 duplex cancels; deep colour.
........................................................................................Un. $250

81

 F #26iv - Large Queen - 5c Olive Green - Perf 11.75 x 12.0.
Difficult to find perforation on this 1875 issue. Although the
stamp has some general overall toning, the strong green shade is
very apparent. Couple of shorter perfs on left margin. Fairly light
cork cancel covers bottom half of the design. Accompanied by
1995 Greene Foundation certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $120

82

* F #27a - Large Queen - 6c Yellow Brown. Fresh example with
nice colour tone. Fine centering with couple of shorter perfs at
top. Original, hinged gum (premium in Unitrade catalogue).
....................................................................................Un. $1,600

83

 VF #27b - Large Queen - 6c Dark Brown - Bothwell
Watermarked Paper. Presentable, very finely centered example,
with light two-ring cancel. Trivial (1mm) tear between perfs center
left; several shorter perfs at right. Scarce stamp in any condition !
....................................................................................Un. $2,500

84

 VF #27c - Large Queen - 6c Dark Brown - Thin Paper. Well
centered example with a couple of slightly shorter perfs and otherwise fault free. Black smudge cancel across front but surprisingly detracts little from the rich colour tone of the stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $200

85

 F-VF #27f - Large Queen - 6c Black Brown - Thin Paper.
Attractive, clean example with very light grid cancel at left. Finevery fine with few shorter perfs. Characteristic thin paper.
........................................................................................Un. $212

86

 F #27ii - Large Queen - 6c Brown - Soft White Blotting Paper.
Clean example of this scarce paper variety. The texture of the
paper combined with its apparent lack of mesh network confirm
the true nature of this item. Graded as fine with couple shorter
perfs at top and lower-right, otherwise without fault. Used with
light grid cancel. Difficult stamp in any condition.
........................................................................................Un. $500

Lot 77
77

78

10

E/P VF #25P - Large Queen - 3c Red. Plate proof block of four
in colour of issue on card mounted India paper. Large margins all
around. Plate proofs of the Large Queen issues are scarce and
very few multiples remain. Research has failed to verify that
another block of the 3c value exists (The Firth collection only contained a pair).
....................................................................................Un. $2,400
 F-VF #26 - Large Queen - 5c Olive Green - Perf 11.5 x 12.0.
Very presentable example with very nice colour and light “Prince
Edward Island C&S No.1 R.P.O.” cancel (RF 500). Graded as finevery fine.
........................................................................................Un. $185

Canada
72

73

74

81

82

83

87

88

75

84

90

87

 F-VF #27vi - Large Queen - 6c Brown - Bothwell Paper.
Attractive clean copy with light cancellation. Characteristic vertical weave on Bothwell Paper easily discernable. Fine-very fine
centering with single shorter perf at bottom. Great scarce item.
........................................................................................Un. $237

88

 F #28a - Large Queen - 12.5c Blue on Bothwell Watermarked
Paper A nice example of this tough, watermark paper. While the
colour is clear and consistent, the indistinct cancellation interrupts the overall potential of the stamp. The few short perfs and
fine centering are not obviously apparent at first glance. The
watermark is easily visible from the reverse.
........................................................................................Un. $300

91

76

78

85

86

92

93

91

(*) VF #29b - Large Queen - 15c Red Lilac - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Clean, well-centered example of this distinctive, 1868 shade.
Unfortunate shorter perfs at upper right and rounded corner in
lower right. Trace of part original gum, however, valued in
Unitrade catalogue as unused, without gum. Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

92

(*) F-VF #29b - Large Queen - 15c Red Lilac - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Well-presented example with true, distinctive colour. Fine-very
fine with light crease visible under fluid. Unused without gum as
valued.
........................................................................................Un. $900

93

 VF #29b - Large Queen - 15c Red Lilac - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Very well centered example with unfortunate pulled perf at lower
right. “Montreal 1869” duplex sock-on-nose cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Lot 89
89

90

(*) VF #28b - Large Queen - 12.5c Deep Blue - Thin Paper
Printing. Crisp, vivid impression and even colour on this very fine
example, Unused and without gum as valued. Choice item.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350
(*) F #29a - Large Queen - 15c Greyish Purple - Perf 11.75 x
12.0. Presentable example of this scarce perforation/shade
printing from 1874. Finely centered with perfs well clear of the
design, but close at top. Couple of shorter perfs in upper left; margin thinning in hinge area; lightly soiled area in upper right.
Unused, without gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

Lot 94
94

* VF #29e - Large Queen - 15c Red Lilac - Thin Paper - Perf 12.0
x 12.0. Wonderful fresh appearance on this thin paper printing.
Horizontal crease only visible from back. Full original, hinged gum
with “Roumet” expertising mark. Premium added to value due to
original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,800
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95

 F-VF #29v - Large Queen - 15c Grey Violet - Bothwell Paper.
The vertical weave Bothwell paper is easily discernible on this
scarce item. The slightly shifted margins remain clear of the
design. The stamp bears a “Toronto” duplex cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $225

96

 VF #30c - Large Queen - 15c Deep Violet - Very Thick Wove
Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Certified example of this scarce paper
printing. Very large margins atypical for this issue. Intense, deep
colour and clean paper quality. Very light, pressed crease at
lower-left visible only under magnification. Tough stamp in any
condition. Accompanied by 1995 APE certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,650

97

 F #30c - Large Queen - 15c Deep Violet on Very Thick Paper.
A fresh looking, fine example with deep colour. The very thick
paper, has the vertical weave, consistent with the issue. The cork
cancel, although obvious, does not detract strongly from the overall presentation of this scarce item. The upper left corner has
been substantially thinned, however, this not at all evident from
front viewing. Catalogue value is for grading of fine. Accompanied
by APS certificate (1987).
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

103

 XF #35 - Small Queen - 1c Yellow “Ottawa” Printing Jumbo
with incredible large margins. Light Martime grid cancel intensifies the bright colour. Showpiece.
......................................................................................Un. $1.50

104

* F #35iii - Small Queen - 1c Lemon Yellow “Montreal Printing”
Great opportunity to attain this tough shade. Three nice margins,
with design just touching at top. Fresh appearance with original,
hinged gum. Accompanied by 1995, APS certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Small Queen Issue (Sc.#34-47)
In 1870, Canada reformatted its basic design by reducing the
dimensions of its stamps allowing for better economics.
Affectionately known as the "Small Queen" period, it is one of the
more difficult areas of Canadian philately to master and warrants a
great deal of study and exposure. Most issues saw progressive
printings which resulted in a broad range of shade, perforation and
plate varieties, coupled with variation between the basic Montreal
and Ottawa printings of the American Bank Note Co. We also offer
an extensive range of Small Queen shade and/or cancel collections
in SESSION #6 : LOTS and COLLECTIONS.
98

99

100

101

102
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Lot 105
105

*/** VF #36i - Small Queen - 2c Green “Ottawa” Printing.
Absolutely stunning, vibrant block of four, each with jumbo, balanced margins. Superb colour tone and paper quality. Lightly
hinged, with lower left stamp being never hinged. Exhibition quality item !
........................................................................................Un. $800

106

*/** F #36i + var - Small Queen - 2c Green “Ottawa” Printing.
Fresh strip of three with unlisted gash in neck flaw on central
stamp. Typical centering for the issue; outside stamps never
hinged, other lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Est. $250

107

* VF #36ii - Small Queen - 2c Blue Green “Ottawa” Printing.
Wonderful example of this often difficult to distinguish colour
shade. The perforation on the stamp measures 12.0 x 12.25.
Three large margins with the top margin typical of the issue. Fresh
original gum with very light hinge mark in lower corner.
........................................................................................Un. $100

108

* XF #34vi - Small Queen - 1/2c Black - Major Re-entry This reentry is characterized by the strong doubling of the bottom half of
the design. We offer a fresh example with large, symmetrical margins. The paper appears lightly toned, which is typical of the issue
and caused by the brownish yellow gum, which has been hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $150

* F #37a - Small Queen - 3c Rose “First Ottawa” Printing - Perf
12.0 x 12.0. Scarce, early 1872 printing, in strip of three. Fresh
general appearance with heavy, re-enforcing hinge remnants.
Fine centering, with three full margins. Full original gum. (SG 80
£ 900)
........................................................................................Un. $900

109

** F-VF #35 - Small Queen - 1c Yellow “Ottawa” Printing
Attractive strip of three with light gum bend extending across first
two stamps. Each maintains full, intact perfs and typical, dull flat
colour. All are never hinged with full original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

* VF #37c - Small Queen - 3c Orange Red. With large clear margins and bright colour, this is an exceptional item for this issue.
The original gum has a light hinge mark. Difficult to find this quality.
........................................................................................Un. $150

110

 F #37d - Small Queen- 3c Indian Red “First Ottawa” Printing
- Perf 12.5 x 12.5. Tough stamp in any condition, we offer a fine
example of earliest 1870 printing. Few blunted perfs an light corner crease at upper-left. “St. John” #7 two-ring cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $900

*/** VF #34iii - Small Queen - 1/2c Black - Gutter Pair. Scarce,
top margin gutter block of eight. The yellowish paper is typical of
the 1890’s printing and there is a strong offset on the back.
Original, never hinged gum with light bends at upper right.
....................................................................................Un. $2,000
*/** F-VF #34iv - Small Queen - 1/2c Black - Major Re-entry.
Constant plate position (49) re-entry noted by strong doubling of
upper-right corner R2/1, in block of eight with inscription in
selvedge. Fine-very fine; original, never hinged gum, with hinging
in selvedge. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $490

* F-VF #35 - Small Queen - 1c Yellow “Ottawa” Printing.
Unused, vertical pair with partial American Bank Note Co,
Montreal type V imprint in margin selvedge. The top stamp, graded as fine has a small trivial thin, while the bottom, very fine,
stamp is a select example. Never hinged, however, with disturbed
gum and valued as hinged.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

Canada
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Detail Lot 100
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Detail Lot 106

107

109
99

108

110

111

114

102
111

112

* VF #37iii - Small Queen - 3c Orange Red “Montreal Printing”
- Perf 11.5 x 12.0. Tough to find shade/perf combination,
accompanied by 2001, Greene Foundation certificate. Wonderful
balanced margins, with slightly shortened perfs in upper left. Very
minute natural inclusion on queen’s cheek. Full original gum with
hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $350
*/** VF #37 - Small Queen - 3c Orange Red “Montreal
Printing” - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Handsome and unusual item dramatically mis-perforated in pair. The rich colour and freshness
add rich appeal to this item. Full original gum, with hinge remnant
on left stamp, other never hinged. Catalogue value is $900 for
normal NH pair.
........................................................................................Est. $600

112

* XF #38i - Small Queen - 5c Deep Olive “Montreal Printing”.
Impressive example very well centered within large, balanced
margins. Pair of slightly shorter perfs noted. Deep rich colour;
original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $800

Detail Lot 115

Detail Lot 116
114

* F-VF #39 - Small Queen - 6c Yellow Brown “Montreal
Printing” - Perf 12.0 x12.0. Fantastic quality on this 1872 printing with clear, detailed impression. Despite the slight shift of the
design, the centering is well beyond typical for this issue. Select
example with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

115

 F-VF #39d var - Small Queen - 6c Brown “Montreal Printing”
- Line through “6” Variety. Unlisted and prominent variety on this
1875 printing. Very fine centering with somewhat rounded, lower
left corner; light overall toning. Indistinct, light grid cancel.
........................................................................................Est. $150

116

 F #39ii - Small Queen - 6c Brown “Montreal Printing” - Major
Re-entry. Re-entry is characterized by “heavy line through CANADA POSTAGE and line below design”, which is very prominent on
this example. Graded as fine + as light pen cancel does not hide
any of the interesting features found on this example.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

Lot 113
113

115
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Lot 125

Lot 117
117

118

* VF #41b - Small Queen - 3c Orange - Imperforate Pair. An
attractive pair with full original gum. The wonderful colour is
sharp and intense. Three exceptional, large margins with top margin cut closer, but well clear of the design. Characteristic brownish yellow original gum with light hinge mark. Only 800 such
stamps exist.
........................................................................................Un. $500

126

* VF #43 - Small Queen - 6c Red Brown. The deep, intense
colour shows off nicely on this item. The margins are great for this
issue all very clear of the design. Full original gum, with pair of
hinge marks.
........................................................................................Un. $250

127

* VF #43 - Small Queen - 6c Red Brown. c. 1895 printing, with
intense red brown shade, in spectacular block of four. Very fine
with original, lightly hinged gum, with pair of light bends.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

128

* VF #43a - Small Queen - 6c Chocolate. Block of four from
1891 printing. With the central, vertical perforations, not running
clearly down the middle, the block appears to be fine-very fine.
Looking at each individual stamp, however, it can be easily determined that there are a pair of very fine singles in left column and
jumbo XF singles at right. Each have hinge marks on original gum.
Ex. Baillie Truly exceptional item !
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

129

*/** F-VF #43i - Small Queen - 6c Chestnut. Impressive strip of
three of this 1890 printing shade. Fine-very fine, better centering
than typically found on this series, with last stamp on strip graded as very fine. While first stamp is hinged, others are never
hinged, with original gum. Ex. Baillie
........................................................................................Un. $840

Lot 119

* F-VF #39iii - Small Queen - 6c Brown - Lower Left Frameline
Doubled Re-entry. Unusual item listed, but not valued, in
Unitrade catalogue. With four balanced margins; full original,
lightly hinged gum; blind perf at left. Accompanied by 2007
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $1,200
 VF #40b - Small Queen - 10c Deep Rose Lilac (Shades).
Interesting strip of five showing evident progression of shades
from intense and deep at left to much more pale at right. No sign
of chemical treatment or reduction of cancellation intensity
(would be caused by exposure to light). All stamps are very well
centered with large margins for the issue. Couple of tone spots
noted in periphery. Challenge for any expert !
........................................................................................Un. $500

119

(*) VF #40b var - Small Queen - 10c Deep Rose Lilac - Thin
Paper Variety. Brilliant, intense colour shade on this 1877 issue,
with uncharacteristic, thin paper. Clear margins, just shy of being
very fine; unused, without gum. Accompanied by Greene
Foundation 1990 certificate. Ex Roberts.
........................................................................................Un. $750

120

 F-VF #40c - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose Lilac - Perf 11.5 x
12.0. Presentable example of this distinctive shade. Fine-very
fine with shorter perf at top. Double strike “Montreal” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $225

121

 VF #40e - Small Queen - 10c Pale Milky Rose - Perf 11.5 x
12.0. Wonderful example of this scarce, 1874 shade variety.
Cancelled by double-strike duplex. Great colour and fault free.
........................................................................................Un. $900

130

** F-VF #41 - Small Queen - 3c Bright Vermilion. Difficult, never
hinged multiple of this 1888 printing. Some slight colour variation
and fine-very fine margins, both typical of this issue. Right margin
is exceptionally large.
........................................................................................Un. $855

 F #43ii - Small Queen - 6c Brown Red - Major Re-entry.
Prominent re-entry characterized by doubling of oval and top of
“CENTS”. We offer a finely centered example with clear margins.
Used with fancy cork cancel.
..........................................................................................Un. $60

131

*/** F-VF #44c - Small Queen - 8c Grey. Late 1893 printing in
handsome block of four. Almost very fine, with slight design shift.
Great colour and clear detail; original gum, with bottom two
stamps never hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

122

14

125

123

* F-VF #41a - Small Queen - 3c Rose Carmine - Perf 12.0 x
12.25.
Presentable example of this uncommon
perforation/shade variety. Fine-very fine; nice colour and lightly
hinged, original gum. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate. Ex
Roberts.
........................................................................................Un. $450

124

 VF #41a - Small Queen - 3c Rose Carmine - Perf 12.0 x 12.25
An interesting strip of three showing the bold colour of the issue.
The two outlying stamps have fantastic centering at the expense
of the central stamp. The strip is tied by a “Galt, JA 24 ‘89” duplex
cancel. Great item.
..........................................................................................Un. $45

Lot 132
132

* VF #45 - Small Queen - 10c Brown Red. Wonderful, choice single of this 1897 printing shade. Large margins, bordering on
jumbo with outstanding, vibrant colour. Original gum with hinge
remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $800

120

124

126

127

129

135

Lot 133

138

131

130

136

* F-VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose. Scarce block of four
of this 1892 shade. Spectacular colour and overall appearance.
Fine-very fine with couple of shorter perfs at bottom. Original
gum, with single central hinge remnant.
....................................................................................Un. $2,000

137

* F-VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose. Nice example of this
distinctive shade variety. Fine-very fine centering with perforations well clear of the design, Single shorter perf at upper right.
Original gum, with heavy hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $500

138

* F-VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Salmon Rose. Presentable
example with distinctive pale salmon shade. Fine-very fine margins, with short, closed tear at top, and pair of shorter perfs in
lower left. Original, hinged gum with upper 10% missing.
........................................................................................Un. $500

Lot 134

133

* VF #45 - Small Queen - 10c Brown Red. Seldom seen and
probably undervalued shade with luxuriant colour. Stunning margins which are generous all around. Part original gum. Great looking item.
........................................................................................Un. $800

134

* VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose (Salmon). Nicely centered with strong colour standing out on this item. The gum, while
original, has been redistributed to give the appearance of never
hinged. Wonderful example.
........................................................................................Un. $800

135

128

123

136
122

137

121

Canada

118

* VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose. Marvelous, mint single with well-balanced centering. Crisp, fresh appearance; lightly
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $750

Lot 139
139

 VF #45a - Small Queen - 10c Dull Rose. Extremely well-centered strip of four with tidy “Toronto MR5/94” cds cancels and
wonderful colour. Top quality item.
........................................................................................Un. $240
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140

141

* VF #45b - Small Queen - 10c Salmon Pink. Impressive largemargined single, with generous, jumbo margin at right. Very fresh
appearance; noted single short perf at center right; Original gum
with heavy hinging.
........................................................................................Un. $750

** VF #52i - Queen Victoria Jubilee - 2c Deep Green. Wonderful
block of four with pair of select copies at left. The deep green
shade is pronounced and fresh. The block appears to have light
traces of having been folded along the vertical margin; full original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $420

149

* F-VF #52i var - Victoria Jubilee - 2c Deep Green - “Droopyeyed Queen” Variety. Very interesting, unlisted variety first
reported to us back in 2005. Pronounced droopy eye on Chalon
portrait. Stamp itself is fresh; fine-very fine; original gum with
hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Est. $150

150

** VF #53 - Victoria Jubilee - 3c Bright Rose. Choice, uniform
margin example. Vibrant colour and flawless appearance; never
hinged, original gum
..........................................................................................Un. $75

151

** F-VF #54 - Queen Victoria Jubilee - 5c Deep Blue. Handsome
margin block of four with three very fine examples with the lower
left stamp a victim of angled perforation. The block may have light
traces of a vertical bend through the perforations. The colour is
deep and rich. A choice item with full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $660

152

* VF #54i -Victoria Jubilee - 5c Slate Blue. The crisp impression
and incredible colour combined with the almost perfect margins,
makes this a handsome classic example. The full original gum
has been lightly hinged and contains a light fingerprint impression.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

153

** VF #55 - Victoria Jubilee - 6c Yellow Brown. The strong, rich
colour makes this a presentable item. Very fine margins and
intact perforations; full, original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

154

** VF #56 - Victoria Jubilee - 8c Dark Violet. Impressive, large
margined example with rich colour. Original, never hinged gum.
Accompanied by 2004 Greene Foundation certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $450

155

** F-VF #56 - Victoria Jubilee - 8c Dark Violet. Fresh fine-very
fine example with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $265

156

** F #56 - Victoria Jubilee - 8c Dark Violet. Fresh, clean example with deep, intense colour. Fine margins, with perfs clear of the
design. Fully original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $285

157

** F #57 - Victoria Jubilee - 10c Brown Violet. Attractive example with intense colour. Clear margins with slight shift towards the
right; original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $330

158

* VF #57 - Victoria Jubilee - 10c Brown Violet. Handsome well
centered example. Nice colour; original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

159

* F #58 - Victoria Jubilee - 15c Steel Blue. The brilliant colour
and sharp impression highlight this item. The fine centering is
well clear of the perforations. The original gum has been lightly
redistributed and bears a hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $125

*/** F #45iv + 45b - Small Queen - 10c Salmon Pink - “Gash in
Right 1” Variety. Fresh block of six with Position 89 variety found
on upper right stamp. Mixed hinged (x3), never hinged (x3 including var.). Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate Ex Roberts .
....................................................................................Un. $2,025

Lot 142
142

* VF #45c - Small Queen - 10c Brown Red - Imperf Pair.
Amazing item with rich colour. Very fine centering with full, well
balanced margins. Characteristic brownish yellow gum is original
with several rather heavy hinge marks. Estimated that only 1000
imperforate stamps exist.
........................................................................................Un. $750

143

** F-VF #46 - Widow Weeds - 20c Vermilion. Wonderful deep
colour on this classic item. The margins are slightly shifted
towards the right, but remain well clear of the design. There is a
single blind perf on the left margin and a light gum crease along
the right vertical margin. The fresh original gum is never hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,650

144

 F-VF #46 - Widow Weeds - 20c Vermilion. Very presentable,
used example with sock-on-nose WINNIPEG 1896 CDS cancel.
Fine-very fine margins with eye-popping colour.
........................................................................................Un. $100

145

148

* F-VF #47 - Widow Weeds - 50c Deep Blue. Attractive single
with intense colour. Fine-very fine; minute tone spot in “N” of
‘Cents’; unused with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $412

Lot 153

1897 Jubilee Issue (Sc. #50-65)

Lot 146
146

147

16

Lot 147

** XF #50 - Victoria Jubilee - 1/2c Black. Exceptional single
with perfectly balanced margins. Deep, intense colour; original,
never hinged gum. Accompanied by 1992 Greene Foundation certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $450
** VF #51 - Victoria Jubilee - 1c Orange. Issued in 1897 to
Commemorate Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. Very Fine large
margins with original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

Lot 154

Canada

Detail Lot 141

143

141

140

144

150

162

151

157

155

160

158

159

161

163

160

*/** F-VF #59 - Victoria Jubilee - 20c Vermilion. Presentable
block of four with bright colour. While graded as fine-very fine
overall, choice single can be found at lower-right. Full, original
hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,050

161

* F-VF #59var - Victoria Jubilee - 20c Vermilion. Attractive, fresh
example of this very collectible issue. Fine-very fine margins; light,
vertical guideline through “RIV”; original gum with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $262

162

 VF #60 - Victoria Jubilee - 50c Ultramarine. Impressive
jumbo margined, used single. Very light paper wrinkle visible only
from reverse. “Montreal 1899” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $250

163

149

152

148

156

145

** F #60i - Victoria Jubilee - 50c Deep Ultramarine This deep
shade is outstanding on this fresh example. The slight shift
towards the right has all margins well clear of the design; with
slightly rounded corner in the upper left. Full original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $525

Lot 164

Lot 165

164

** VF #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Impressive example with
rich, luxuriant colour. Well-balanced, very fine margins. Original,
never hinged gum with hinge mark on selvedge surface only.
Accompanied by 2007 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $3,600

165

* VF #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Very nice example from
this premier 1897 issue. Even colour tone and balanced, very fine
margins. Extremely lightly hinged, with original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

17

1897 Jubilee Issue continued
166

* VF #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Very nice example with luxurious colour with well-centered margins. Small natural inclusion
behind Queen’s crown at right, otherwise perfectly sound.
Extreme light hinging on original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

167

* F-VF #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Presentable item with
wonderful, rich colour. Slight shift of design but otherwise a great
stamp with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

168

* F #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Impressive colour and overall fresh appearance. Fine centering with design approaching the
perforations at left. Single shorter perf on upper right margin; full
original gum with hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $600

169

 VF #61 - Victoria Jubilee - $1 Lake. Presentable, very fine
used example with clear, Toronto CDS cancel. Very light even toning and small thin in hinge area. Accompanied by 2005 Sismondo
certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

175

** F #64 - Victoria Jubilee - $4 Purple. Bright, fresh item with
full, original, never hinged gum. Fine centering with rounded corner at upper right and light gum bend. Accompanied by 2004
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $2,400

Lot 176

Lot 177

176

* F-VF #64 - Victoria Jubilee - $4 Purple. Wonderful example
with vibrant colour and clean, fresh appearance. Slight margin
shift towards the top, however, well clear of the perforations. Full
original gum with hinge remnant along left margin.
....................................................................................Un. $1,600

177

 VF #64 - Victoria Jubilee - $4 Purple. Well centered, used
item with pair of tidy violet cds cancels in lower corners. Fresh
appearance and without fault. Ex. Roberts
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

178

 F #64 - Victoria Jubilee - $4 Purple. The practical usage of
this high value was to be applied on large parcel material.
Consequently, many examples carry this heavy, smudged obliterator cancel. Fine with thinned area caused by hinge.
........................................................................................Un. $750

Lot 170
170

** XF #62 - Victoria Jubilee - $2 Dark Purple. The exceptional
quality of this item truly speaks for itself. Large, jumbo margins,
fresh colour and pristine, never hinged, original gum.
Accompanied by 1991 PF and 1998 CPS certificates.
....................................................................................Un. $5,400

171

* VF #62 - Victoria Jubilee - $2 Dark Purple. Wonderful classic
stamp with impressive colour. Very fine proportioned margins
with full intact perfs; full original gum with hinge remnant.
....................................................................................Un. $1,800

179

 F-VF #62 - Victoria Jubilee - $2 Dark Purple. Adequate margins with slightly blunted perforations on left margin, otherwise
sound. “Union Station, Toronto” roller cancel, from typical usage
on parcels.
........................................................................................Un. $800

* VF #65 - Victoria Jubilee - $5 Olive Green. High value of the
set. Fresh appearance with rich colour. Very fine centering with
balanced margins. Full original gum, with disturbance caused by
hinging. There is a trivial thin on the upper left margin that is difficult to detect.
....................................................................................Un. $2,000

180

* VF #65 - Victoria Jubilee - $5 Olive Green. A nice appearing
stamp with a few minor faults. While the colour is rich, the paper
is slightly toned. There are a pair of tiny pinholes at the base of
the central “V” and a very light scuff on the Widow Queen’s
cheek. The perforations are fully intact and the uppermost top left
perf has a crease. The gum is original with a hinge remnant and
an area in which the gum has been removed in the upper right
corner. A fantastic looking item much better than a space-filler.
....................................................................................Un. $2,000

181

 VF #65 - Victoria Jubilee - $5 Olive Green. Attractive appearance on this high value issue. Nice colour with slight paper toning. Very finely centered with pulled perf at bottom-left and short,
repaired tear at right, visible only from reverse.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

172

18

173

* F #63 - Victoria Jubilee - $3 Yellow Bistre. Desirable and
sought after classic stamp with nice colour and appearance.
Although well clear of the margins, the design has a noticeable
shift to the left; shorter perf in lower left corner; full original gum
with hinge remnant.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

174

 VF #63 - Victoria Jubilee - $3 Yellow Bistre. The strong underlying colour on this example shows through, despite heavy
smudge cancel. Very finely centered and fault free.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

Lot 179

Canada
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172

173

175

x184
182

178

180

182

E/P VF #65 - Victoria Jubilee - $5 Olive Green. Showpiece plate
proof block of four from left margin. Stunning, fresh appearance
with vibrant colour. Without gum as issued on thick card. Only
800 such stamps were released.
....................................................................................Un. $2,800

169

174

181

185

x183

186

184

** F-VF #66-71 - Queen Victoria “Leaf” Issue Nice selection of
this set to the 6c value. Each is fresh with original, never hinged
gum. All graded as fine-very fine.
....................................................................................Un. $1,080

185

The following two series, known as the Queen Victoria "Leaf" and
"Numeral" issues, each have adopted the same basic designs, differing only in that the bottom pair of maple leaves have been supplanted with numerals of value in the latter. Both issues are riddled with
minor re-entries which have been fairly well documented. While
stamps considered to be very fine are relatively common, extremely
fine examples should still command a premium.

** F-VF #68 - Queen Victoria - 2c Purple. Great looking top margin No. 3 plate strip of three. Strong colour and fresh impression.
A couple of shorter perfs on the right stamp. Overall F-VF with the
first stamp being very fine. There is a light fold in the selvedge.
Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $405

186

** F-VF #68 - Queen Victoria - 2c Purple. Attractive top margin
No. 1 plate strip of three. Deep, rich colour and crisp impression.
Stamps have consistent grading and fresh never, hinged gum
(selvedge has light hinging).
........................................................................................Un. $315

183

187

** VF #69 - Queen Victoria - 3c Carmine Fresh block of four in
a deep, rose carmine shade. Vertical pair at right are very finely
centered, while pair at left have been graded as fine-very fine. All
never hinged with original gum Ex. Roberts
........................................................................................Un. $960

1897 Leaf Issue (Sc.#66-73, 87)

E/P VF #66P-72P - Queen Victoria “Leaf” issue - Plate Proofs
Complete set of plate proofs issued on India Card. The half-cent
and ten cents values are in pairs. Both the 5c and 8c values have
light soiling, otherwise very fresh. No gum as issued.
....................................................................................Un. $2,335

19

1897 Leaf Issue continued
188

*/** F-VF #70var - Queen Victoria - 5c Dark Blue on White
Paper. Interesting block of four, on paper lacking bluish tone.
Fine-very fine with rich, blue colour; bottom pair never hinged, top
two with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $980

189

E/P VF #71P - Queen Victoria - 6c Brown. Large margined plate
proof on India card.
........................................................................................uN. $225

190

* VF #72 - Queen Victoria - 8c Orange - Vertical Wove Paper
Intense deep colour and fresh appearance. Well centered with
large, generous margins.
........................................................................................Un. $300

191

* F-VF #73 - Queen Victoria - 10c Brown Violet with Vertical
Wove Paper Extraordinary colour on this great looking stamp.
There is a very tiny hinge mark covering two perfs in the upper left
corner, with otherwise pristine original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $350

192

* VF #73ii - Queen Victoria - 10c Brown Violet - Horizontal Wove
Paper. Presentable example of this scarce paper variety. Light,
even toning, very fine; original, lightly disturbed, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

193

** VF #87 - Queen Victoria Provisional - 2c on 3c Carmine A
select block of four with great margins and fresh appearance. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

194

196

20

201

* VF #75iii - Queen Victoria - 1c Grey Green - Major Re-entry.
Undervalued, re-entry noted by clear doubling of “1” in lower, left
tablet. Very fine with deep, rich colour; hinged, lightly disturbed,
original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

202

** F #75v - Queen Victoria - 1c Grey Green on Thick Paper, The
thick paper variety is relatively scarce. This example appears to
have light toning, however, the natural quality of this thick paper
has a yellowish tone. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

Lot 203

* VF #74a - Queen Victoria - 1/2c Black - Imperforate Pair with
Gum. A classic item with wonderful appearance and crisp
impression. Currently, only 100 pairs of this issue are know with
gum. We offer a very fine example with large full margins. The
original gum has a hinge remnant and a small, adjacent thin area.
Great looking and scarce item.
........................................................................................Un. $600

198

** VF #74i - Queen Victoria - 1/2c Grey. Well centered block of
four in grey shade on bright, white paper. Fresh and never hinged.
Ex. Roberts
..........................................................................................Un. $90

(*) VF #74v - Queen Victoria - 1/2c Black - Imperforate Pair
without Gum as Issued. Currently, 398 imperforate pairs of this
issue are known, printed without gum. We offer an impressive
example with excellent, proportioned margins and fresh overall
appearance. The owner had identified the plate position as 8384.
........................................................................................Un. $500

Detail Lot 203

203

** F #75v var - Queen Victoria - 1c Blue Green - Engraver’s Slip
at Right. Unlisted major variety with pronounced engraver’s slip
in right frame margin (see additional detail image). This issue was
found previously on the 6c brown (#71i) which sells for a substantial premium over the regular issue. Our item is the thick paper
printing (75v) which is valued at $200 as a fine, never hinged single without variety. Very interesting curiosity.
........................................................................................Est. $200

204

** VF #76a - Queen Victoria - 2c Violet on Thick Yellowish
Paper. An attractive example of this scarce paper variety. While
the stamp appears lightly toned, this is the quality of the yellowish paper and is consistent with the printing. Full original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

E/P VF #74P/82P - Queen Victoria “Numeral” Issue - Plate
Proofs A part set of the plate proofs (#74, 77-78, 79-82) printed
on thick, India Card. Each has very fine margins. The 8c value has
a light crease along the lower margin, just outside of the design.
All were issued without gum and only small quantities of each are
known on the market.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000
** VF #74 - Queen Victoria - 1/2c Black. Fresh block of four in
black shade with distinctive thin paper. Large, well centered margins and original, never hinged gum. Ex. Roberts
........................................................................................Un. $120

197

199

** XF #75 - Queen Victoria - 1c Grey Green. Impressive, top
quality example with wonderful margins, strong colour and original, never hinged gum. Hard to find this nice.
........................................................................................Un. $150

** VF #87ii - Queen Victoria - 2c on 3c Carmine - Narrow
Spacing Pair Select example clearly showing the surcharge variety. With deep rich colour, exceptional margins and never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

Numeral Issue (Sc.#74-84, 88)
195

200

Lot 205
205

** VF #77a var - Queen Victoria - 2c Carmine - Die II - Unlisted
Thick, Yellowish Paper. As yet unlisted paper variety similar to
that found on 1c green and 2c purple. Stunning block of four with
exceptional margins; pristine, never hinged original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $2,400

Canada
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188
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191

192

204

200

209

** F-VF #77a var - Queen Victoria - 2c Carmine - Die II with
Strong Re-entry. The re-entry on this example produces an
almost doubling effect of the bottom half of the design. A fresh,
clean item with nice colour. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

213

** F-VF+ #78 - Queen Victoria - 3c Carmine. Presentable block
of four with vibrant, intense colour. Well centered margins with 2
stamps graded as very fine and two as fine-very fine. All are never
hinged with original gum. Ex. Roberts
........................................................................................Un. $600

208

* VF #79b - Queen Victoria - 5c Blue on Whiter Paper. Attractive
right margin block of four in with paper qualities very apparent.
Strong colour tone and well centered. Trivial gum thins and valued
as hinged. Ex Roberts
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

ex. 195

201

214

211

209

** F #80 - Queen Victoria - 6c Brown. Appealing example with
rich colour and fresh appearance. Fine + margins with slight shift
upwards. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

210

** F-VF #81 - Queen Victoria - 7c Olive Yellow. Top margin
inscription plate (no. 1) strip of four. Fine-very fine; stamp never
hinged with hinging in selvedge. Valued as single stamps only.
....................................................................................Un. $1,650

211

** F-VF #81 - Queen Victoria - 7c Olive Yellow. Bottom margin,
well centered example with strong colour and overall freshness.
Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

212

* F-VF #82 - Queen Victoria - 8c Orange - Vertical Wove Paper.
Presentable block of four in lighter, 1898 printing shade. Finevery fine with pair of lightly toned perfs at left and small, natural
inclusion on left leaf - upper right stamp. Original, hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,100

213

** F #82i - Queen Victoria - 8c Brownish Orange. This deep
shade was resultant of a distinct printing in 1899. We offer a
fresh example with colour typical of the issue. Full original, never
hinged gum. There are a pair of blind perfs on the right margin.
........................................................................................Un. $450

214

** F #83i - Queen Victoria - 10c Deep Brown Violet Attractive
example with great colour. Crisp details of impression.
Presentable margins, well clear of the design. Never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

Scans for Lots #207, 208, 210 and 212 are on page 23.
207

198

194

199

Detail Lot 206
206

196
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Numeral Issue continued

King Edward VII Era (1903-1908)

215

* VF #84 - Queen Victoria - 20c Olive Green. High value from
this 1898-1902 series. Well balanced, very fine margins, with single blind perf at left. Part original gum (about 50%), with hinge
mark.
........................................................................................Un. $800

These issues became the foundation of philatelic study for the early
1900's. Stamps with original, never hinged gum remain uncommon
and command a high premium. Once again, numerous plate and
shade varieties have introduced an area of substantial depth within
the relatively few issues.

216

** VF #88 - Queen Victoria - 2c on 3c Carmine. Spectacular corner block of six with guide dot in selvedge. Consistent, very fine,
balanced margins. Fresh; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720

225

217

** VF #88 - Queen Victoria - 2c on 3c Carmine. Handsome
block of four with well balanced, very fine centering. Fresh with
never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $480

PB VF #89iii - King Edward VII - 1c Blue Green. Impressive top
margin plate block (No, 25) of eight. Outstanding quality with very
crisp detail. Original gum with bottom two center stamps being
very lightly hinged, balance never hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

1898 Map Issue - Imperial Penny Postage
Generally accepted as the world's first Christmas issues, this
pair of items were issued to accommodate the adoption of an
Imperial Penny Postage rate in 1898. The stamps are recognized as
having two basic colour schemes, based on the inherent colour of
the ocean. This ink, is susceptible to changes caused by
light/chemical reactions, have produced a broad spectrum of curious shades. The five plates used to produce successive printings
have been well documented and these stamps have become one of
the first in which collectors can effectively match each stamp to
their respective plate positions. (See Lots and Collections)
218

219

** VF #90 - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Type II. Extremely
presentable item with incredible appearance. Deep, rich colour
and impressive margins are enhanced by the large margin
selvedge. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

227

** VF #90 - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Type II. Excellent,
top margin imprint plate (No. 78) strip of three. Well balanced,
generous margins; stamps with never hinged gum, however,
selvedge has been hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $540

228

** F-VF #90 - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Type II. Never
hinged full top margin strip with Plate 86 imprint. Fine-very fine
and valued as single stamps. See photo on page 29.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

229

*/** F-VF #90 - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Type II.
Selection of four top margin strips with plate inscriptions. Range
from fine to very fine and most never hinged, except for selvedge.
One strip of four has hinged stamps. Valued as single stamps
only.
........................................................................................Un. $680

230

** F-VF #86-86i - Commonwealth Map - 2c Black, Blue and
Carmine. Two printings of this 1898 issue showing the contrasting shades of blue. Both with strong respective colour and clear
detail. Typical centering for the issue; slight rounded lower left
corner on the deep blue; both with never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $212

** NH #90a - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Imperforate Pair.
This was the only denomination of the issue that was released to
public as an imperforate, of which 100,000 were made available.
Typically sold in pairs, we offer a very fine vertical pair with uniform, large margins; deep, rich colour; full, original never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

231

(*) VF #86ii - Commonwealth Map - 2c Black, Blue and
Carmine - Imperforate Pair. Issued in 1898, only 1000 stamps
were printed and valued in pairs. Very fine and fresh with bright
colour; no gum as issued.
........................................................................................Un. $700

** XF #90i - King Edward VII - 2c Rose Carmine - Type II.
Exceptional item with large margins and selvedge from upper left
pane. Fresh, clean appearance and strong colour; original gum
extends just inside the upper perf line and is never hinged. For
the record, there is a very slight fibre crease in the upper selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $180

232

 F #85 - Commonwealth Map - 2c Black, Lavender and
Carmine. Faulty stamp without much character, however,
enhanced by a very scarce T-85v pre-cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $300

* VF #90avar - King Edward VII - 2c Carmine - Type II - Thick
Vertical Margin Variety. Curious single showing variety, with normal margin single for comparison. Both very fine examples are
hinged, with original gum.
........................................................................................Est. $120

233

** F-VF #91 - King Edward VII - 5c Blue on Bluish Paper. The
amazing colour stands out on this fresh example. Fine-very fine
margins; never hinged gum with natural gum skip.
........................................................................................Un. $630

** VF #85-86 - Commonwealth Map - Complete set of two, showing both the grey and blue ‘ocean’ of the issue. Very fine with
fresh colour; never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360
** F-VF #85-86 - Commonwealth Map - Matched bottom margin
imprint blocks, showing strong shades of both issues. Overall
great appearance, with 2c blue shade slightly off center.
Although never hinged, both have minor gum faults due to storage.
........................................................................................Un. $500
** VF #86 - Commonwealth Map - 2c Black, Blue and Carmine.
Very fine fresh block of four with pale blue colour. Full original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

221

** F-VF #86 - Commonwealth Map - 2c Black, Blue and
Carmine. Matched set of corner blocks each with full, intact
selvedge. Bright, intense colours and amazing clarity of detail.
Each block is never hinged with original gum; fine-very fine.
Several minor re-entries noticed.
....................................................................................Un. $1,212
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King Edward VII continued

Lot 234
234

235

236

* VF #91 - King Edward VII - 5c Blue on Bluish Paper.
Interesting example with wonderful, large margins. Design
appears to have many colour streaks caused by incomplete wiping of the printing plates, giving the stamp a somewhat variable
appearance. Full, original hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

 VF #91v - King Edward VII - 5c Blue on Bluish Paper “Portcullis” Retouch Between “A” and “P”. Listed but unpriced
in the Unitrade catalogue. The retouch variety shows strengthening of the cross hatching in the area between “A” of CANADA and
“P” of POSTAGE. Very fine used example with light plate scratches in margins.
........................................................................................Est. $150
** F-VF #92 - King Edward VII - 7c Olive Bistre. Great stamp
with post office freshness. The margins are all large and slightly
off center. The never hinged gum is original and pristine.
..........................................................................................Un. $92

238

** F-VF #92 - King Edward VII - 7c Olive Bistre. Attractive, lower
right corner block of four, with trailing ink dots in selvedge. Finevery fine and fresh; original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $2,280
** F-VF King Edward VII - 7c Greenish Bistre. Fresh example
with strong colour and original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $630

240

* VF #92ii - King Edward VII - 7c Yellow Olive. Fresh appearance
and characteristic colour. Original gum with heavy hinge remnant
and tiny thinned area on bottom margin perf.
........................................................................................Un. $300

241

* VF #93 - King Edward VII - 10c Brown Lilac. Stunning example of this 1903 issue. Generous, well-balanced margins with
minutely shorter pair of perfs at bottom. Original, hinged gum.
Scarcely seen this nice !
........................................................................................Un. $650
* F-VF #93 - King Edward VII - 10c Brown Lilac. The shade of
this printing is deep and rich on this example. The margins are
just shy of being very fine with a couple shorter perfs on the left
margin. The full original gum, has a natural gum skip and has
been hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $425

242

243

Lot 244
244

** VF #94 - King Edward VII - 20c Olive Green. Impressive, top
margin strip of three with Plate No. 1 inscription. Deep rich colour;
pristine, never hinged, original gum. Accompanied by 2007 AEIP
certificate stating that item is in very fine condition, however, we
have conservatively valued the piece as fine-very fine.
....................................................................................Un. $5,700

245

* VF #94 - King Edward VII - 20c Olive Green. Very fine, fresh
example of this 1904 issue. Intense colour - tough this nice, with
original, lightly hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

246

* F+ #94 - King Edward VII - 20c Olive Green. Fresh, clean
example with fine + centering. Full original hinged gum, with small
trace of remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $400

247

 VF #94i - King Edward VII - 20c Deep Olive Green. Unusual
strip of three with interesting HALIFAX oval, grid cancels. Stamps
are very fine and show deep, rich colour.
........................................................................................Un. $180

248

* F #94i - King Edward VII - 20c Deep Olive Green. Tremendous
deep colour on this example. Centering is fine and a few of the
perf tips appear to be slightly blunted, but otherwise fresh. The
original gum has hinge marks and a small repaired thin.
........................................................................................Un. $400

249

 F #94ii - King Edward VII - 20c Deep Olive Green - “SPECIMEN” Overprint. Very interesting item with “specimen” overprint.
These stamps were sent to the Universal Postal Union to confirm
postal validity for presentations/gifts. This example, bears a tidy
red cancel associated with the UPU congress in Bern,
Switzerland. Valued in Unitrade catalogue as unused only.
........................................................................................Un. $125

250

* VF #95i - King Edward VII - 50c Deep Purple. Vibrant, intense
colour shade on this 1908 issue. Well balanced, very fine margins; original gum with hinge remnant.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350

251

* F-VF #95i - King Edward VII - 50c Deep Purple. This deeper
colour shade is very pronounced on this nice, fresh example. The
fine-very fine margins remain well clear of the design. The original
gum has been very lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $825

** F-VF #91var - King Edward VII - 5c Blue on Bluish Paper.
Fresh, deep coloured example of this 1903 printing. Noted light
“portcullis” (mesh between DA and PO) plate was later retouched.
Fine-very fine margins; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $570

237

239

24

Lot 241

** F-VF #93i - King Edward VII - 10c Dull Lilac. Nice example of
this pale, 1903 printing. Fine-very fine margins with very slightly
blunted perfs on bottom margin. Full, never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $950

236

243

Detail Lot 236
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237
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246

248

247

238

240

249
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250

252

Canada
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251

253

254

1908 Quebec Tercentenary (Sc. #96-103)
252

** VF #97i - Cartier and Champlain - 1c Green - Hairlines in
Margins. Excellent 1908 issue with prominent hairlines in left
margin. Very fine, well-balanced margins and intense, rich colour.
Never hinged, original gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

253

** F-VF #98i - King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra - 2c
Carmine with Hairlines in Margins. Attractive example clearly
showing the hairlines. Slight shift to the right, however, remaining
presentable with great colour; full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

254

** F-VF #99 - Champlain’s Habitation - 5c Blue. Presentable
right margin block of four. Deep, rich colour; fine-very fine; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $760
Lot 255

255

** VF #100 - Generals Wolfe and Montcalm - 7c Olive Green.
Attractive bottom margin block of four. Quality, even colour tone,
very finely centered, original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $2,400

25

1908 Quebec Tercentenary continued

Lot 261
Lot 256
256

257

** VF #100 - Wolfe and Montcalm - 7c Olive Green. Attractive
example with very fine margins an sharp impressions. There is a
very slight tone spot on the lower margin at the right; original gum
is never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $600
* F-VF #100 - Generals Wolfe and Montcalm - 7c Olive Green.
Lovely well centered select item with fresh appearance. Original
lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

261

** VF #102 - Departure for the West - 15c Orange. Exceptional,
large margined example. Rich colour and great paper quality.
Original, never hinged gum. Beautiful choice item !
........................................................................................Un. $900

262

** F-VF #102 - Departure for the West - 15c Orange. Very nice
example with margins just shy of being very fine. Strong colour;
light perforation impression on gum, however, clearly never
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $570

263

*/** F-VF #102 - Departure for the West - 15c Orange. Fresh,
fairly well-centered block of four with deep rich colour. Top two
stamps have been hinged, while the bottom two are never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $990

264

 VF #102 - Departure for the West - 15c Orange. Stunning
select example with sock-on-nose “Lucerne C.E.” undated favour
cancel. Well balanced generous margins. Tough to find this nice.
........................................................................................Un. $175

265

** F-VF #103 - Cartier’s Arrival at Quebec - 20c Brown.
Attractive, high value from this popular 1908 issue. Fine-very fine;
rich shade; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $675

Lot 258
258

** VF #101 - Quebec in 1700 - 10c Violet. Great example with
dark, rich violet colour. Very fine margins and short extension of
the violet ink in the upper left corner; original gum is never
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $750

259

* F #101 - Quebec in 1700 - 10c Violet. Fresh block of four graded as fine. The top two stamps have been hinged, and the bottom
two carry lightly disturbed gum and have been valued as hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

Lot 266
266

* VF #103 - Cartier’s Arrival at Quebec - 20c Brown. Interesting
full margined block of four. Unusual in that the top-right stamp is
noticeably shifted out of alignment from the other three, giving
the illusion of uneven margins. Undocumented in any literature
that we have reviewed. Original, although lightly disturbed gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

267

* F-VF #103 - Cartier’s Arrival at Quebec - 20c Brown. Clean
example with margins slightly shifted downward. While the stamp
has original gum, it has been redistributed and shows some light
brush strokes on the reverse. Light traces of the gum residue can
bee seen on several perfs from the front, otherwise a great
stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $250

Lot 260
260

26

** VF #102 - Departure for the West - 15c Orange. Select example with large balanced margins. Strong colour attributes to the
overall impression of the stamp; full original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

262

264

259

269

265

267

263

268

270

King George V Era (1911-1936)

271
270

** VF #104b - King George V - 1c Blue Green. Unusual, fresh
corner block of four from 1911 printing. Clear, CPR diagonal
perfins, as per the period. Top two stamps graded as very fine,
with bottom two fine-very fine; all never hinged. Valued as single
stamps only.
........................................................................................Est. $200

271

*/** F-VF #104b - King George V - 1c Blue Green. Presentable,
top margin imprint plate (No, 68) strip of four. Absolutely incredible, vibrant colour and overall fresh appearance. Stamps
progress from very fine to fine-very fine, with the first stamp being
hinged, and balance never hinged (hinged in selvedge).
........................................................................................Un. $260

The Admirals
One of the most celebrated and studied areas of Canadian philately, the Admiral issues were the workhorse between 1911 and
1925. Due to the extensive range of use, the stamps underwent
numerous printings that witnessed changes in printers, issued
colours, booklet pane formats, "wet" and "dry" printings and
changes in postal rates. Also, the introduction of experimental
coils, an idea that was later adopted, brought about a much broader
range of study. We offer an extensive range of material with select
singles, multiples and uncommon shade varieties. As well, we have
a wonderful selection of imprint plate strips. We have chosen to
incorporate all of the elements of this Admiral design into this area,
which includes the War Tax issues (MR #'s).

268

* VF #104aii - King George V - 1c Deep Blue Green - Squat
Printing Booklet Pane. Fantastic centering for this issue.
Intense, exceptional fresh colour. Full original gum with central
hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $250

269

* VF #104aiii - King George V - 1c Blue Green - Squat Printing
Booklet Pane of Six. Extremely attractive pane with characteristic vertical hairlines in margins. Overall very fine centering; brilliant colour; hinge remnants with minor album adhesion on back.
........................................................................................Un. $250

Canada

257

Lot 272
272

** VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Die I Wet
Printing . Fresh appearance and strong colour. Minute natural
inclusion below king’s beard. Full original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

27

The Admirals continued
273

*/** VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Die I Wet
Printing. Attractive block of four with inverted, type “D” lathework. Very fine and fresh with top pair hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250

274

** PB VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Wet
Printing. Select, top margin plate (no. 172) block of eight. Nice
colour with very fine, balanced margins; unused, never hinged.
Valued as single stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $600

275

276

277

*/** PB F-VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Die I
Wet Printing. Pair of fresh, top margin plate (No. A170) blocks of
eight. Fine to F-VF centering, with one never hinged, the other having hinge remnant on single stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $490
** PB F-VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Die I Wet
Printing. Small package of three, top margin plate (No. A169,
A173, A174) blocks of eight. Fine to F-VF centering, each never
hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $790
*/** F-VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow. Set of
three, top margin plate (No. A172, A183, A197) blocks of eight or
ten. Fine to F-VF centering, each with a pair of hinged stamps.
While the large multiple is wet printing, the other two are later dry
printings.
........................................................................................Un. $984

278

** PB F-VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Wet
Printing. Presentable, top margin plate (no. 171) block of eight.
Deep, vibrant colour; fine-very fine; unused, never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $420

279

** PB F-VF #105 - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Wet
Printing. Impressive block of eight, with top margin plate inscriptions (no. 179). Vibrant colour; fine-very fine with single blind perf
at lower center; unused, never hinged with light hinging in
selvedge. Valued as stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $420

281

** VF #106 - King George V - 2c Carmine. According to Marler’s
reference literature on the subject, Plates 93 and 94 (seen here)
had undergone heavy retouching to remedy the wearing of the
previous plate series. On December 9, 1915, these two plates
were used exclusively for one day, when it was assessed that the
extensive retouching warranted further attempts at a new plate,
which was put into use the following day. We offer a very fresh,
bottom plate (A94) strip of four. All very fine and never hinged with
original gum. Interesting and very short lived print run !
........................................................................................Un. $360

282

** F-VF #106 - King George V - 2c Carmine. Full, top margin
strip of ten with Plate 49 imprint. Never hinged and fresh; finevery fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $530

283

** XF #106a - King George V - 2c Carmine - Booklet Pane of
Six. Very intense colour with very fine. generous margins. Never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

284

* F-VF #106aiii - King George V - 2c Deep Rose Red - Squat
Printing Booklet Pane. Excellent representation of 1912 shade.
Original gum with pair of hinge remnants.
........................................................................................Un. $287

285

** F-VF #106c - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine. Never
hinged full bottom margin strip with Plate 21 imprint. Fine-very
fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $530

286

** F-VF #106c - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine. Top margin
strip of ten with Plate 50 imprint. Hinged only in selvedge; finevery fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $530

287

*/** F-VF #106c - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine. Pair of
imprint strips A63 (top) and A64 (bottom). The A63 has an interesting white spot between the “A” of CANADA and “P” of POSTAGE
across the entire strip. Several hinged stamps on each strip; graded as fine-very fine and valued as individual stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $898

288

** VF #106iii - King George V - 2c Dark Carmine. Top margin
gauge strip of ten with Plate 138 imprint. Hinged only in selvedge;
fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Small, natural inclusion in
second stamp from left.
........................................................................................Un. $900

289

** VF #106iii - King George V - 2c Dark Carmine. Top margin,
plate strip of 10 with Plate 137 imprint. All with never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

290

** F-VF #106ix - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine - Hairlines in
Margin. Full, top margin strip of ten with Plate 51 imprint. Never
hinged and fresh; fine-very fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $937

291

** F-VF #106ix - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine with
Hairlines. On this example, the margin hairlines are very clear
and the rose carmine colour is exceptional. Flawless original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $112

292

*/** VF #106ix - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine - Hairlines
in Margin. Full top margin strip of ten with Plate 14 imprint. Only
one stamp is hinged with balance never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

Lot 280
280

** PB VF #105d - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Dry
Printing. Brilliant colour and very fine margins on this stunning
block of eight, with top margin plate inscriptions (no. 188).
Unused, never hinged with light hinging in selvedge. Valued as
stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $480

Scans of Lots 273/293 are on pages 29-30.
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The Admirals continued
293

30

PB VF #106ix - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine - Hairlines in
Margins. Marvelous, brilliant colour and very generous margins
on this stunning block of eight. Inverted plate (No.52) inscriptions
at bottom with very pronounced guide-lines clearly visible. Three
stamps never hinged, balanced with hinge remnants. Valued as
stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $700

294

** VF #107 - King George V - 2c Green. Nice selection of shades
- yellow green and green. Both with very fine centering and never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

Canada
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298

297

300

296

302

295

** XF #107a - King George V - 2c Deep Green on Thin Paper.
Exceptional example with large, generous margins. Never hinged,
original gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $60

296

** F #107b - King George V - 2c Yellow Green - Booklet Pane of
Four. Marvelous colour and crisp, clean detail. Typical centering
for this issue. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

297

** VF #108 - King George V - 3c Brown - Wet Printing. Choice
strip of three with A106 plate inscriptions. Very fine centering,
with small area with fingerprint gum on selvedge surface. Never
hinged with hinge remnants in selvedge. Valued as stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $225

298

** XF #108a - King George V - 3c Yellow Brown - Wet Printing.
One of the toughest shade and printing combinations of this
issue, we offer an example of outstanding quality. Very large, symmetrical margins and distinct, strong colour. Flawless full original,
never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

299

300

299

303

Lot 301
301

* VF #108a - King George V - 3c Brown - Booklet Pane of Four.
Miscut on slight diagonal. Deep rich colour and fresh appearance.
Original gum with hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $120

*/** F-VF #108c - King George V - 3c Brown - Dry Printing.
Desirable block of four with dull strength, type “D” lathework.
Fine-very fine with crisp impression. Top pair are lightly hinged,
while bottom remain never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $675

302

* F-VF #108c - King George V - 3c Brown Dry Printing The crisp
sharp impression stands out on the full type ‘D’ lathework.
Original gum is very lightly hinged. Lovely example.
........................................................................................Un. $125

PB VF #108c - King George V - 3c Brown - Dry Printing.
Beautiful multiple of eight, top margin plate No. A120. Post office
fresh with rich colour. Attempts to hinge exclusively in the
selvedge resulted in very top of two items being very lightly
hinged, with balance never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $500

303

PB F-VF #108c - King George V - 3c Brown - Dry Printing. Top
margin plate block of eight (no. 118) with very rich colour. Finevery fine with second row in showing pair of select jumbos. Only
one hinged stamp (R1/3) with balance being never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $385

31
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Lot 313
Lot 304

** VF #110d - King George V - 4c Yellow Ochre ‘Dry Printing’.
Fantastic example with intense colour and large margins. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $195

314

** VF #110d - King George V - 4c Yellow Ochre - Dry Printing.
Very finely centered, large-margined single. Fresh, vibrant colour;
pristine, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $195

315

PB F-VF #110d - King George V - 4c Yellow Ochre - Dry Printing.
Impressive large multiple of twelve, with No A5 plate inscription at
top. Overall fine-very fine with few better singles. Original, never
hinged, except for selvedge.
....................................................................................Un. $1,545

316

PB F-VF #109 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I. Attractive,
fresh package of four, top margin plate (No. A135-137) blocks of
eight. Fine to F-VF centering, with all being never hinged, except
in selvedge. Valued as stamps only.
....................................................................................Un. $1,490

* F-VF #111 - King George V - 5c Dark Blue. Uncommon large
block of twelve stamps with fresh appearance. Great colour and
graded as fine-very fine. Lightly disturbed original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,560

317

* VF #109a - King George V - 3c Carmine - Booklet Pane of
Four. The generous margins and strong colour stand out on this
item. Light bend through selvedge. Full original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $100

** F #111a - King George V - 5c Indigo. First, 1912 printing in
indigo shade with confirming Plate 1 imprint on top margin strip
of seven. All stamps are never hinged, with hinging in selvedge;
fresh and graded as fine. Valued as stamps only.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

318

** F-VF #111iii - King George V - 5c Deep Blue with Redrawn
Upper Right Spandrel. Valued only as very fine in Unitrade, our
copy has a very slight shift towards the left. Intense dark colour,
more indicative of the indigo shade. Original never hinged gum,
with light fingerprint impression.
........................................................................................Un. $600

** XF #109 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I. Stunning
example with fantastic colour and superb margins. Pristine, never
hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

305

** VF #109 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I. Impressive
block of four with intense colour. Well-balanced very fine margins.
Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

306

PB VF #109 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I. The intense,
deep colour makes this an extremely attractive block of eight. Top
margin plate (no. 116) imprint with horizontal guideline. Center
block of four graded as very fine, with outside stamps fine-very
fine. Hinged only in selvedge, with light diagonal gum bend.
Valued as stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $480

308
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313

304
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Lot 314

309

** F-VF #109iii - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I - Pyramid
Guide Block. Fresh unusual item with characteristic guidelines in
left margin. Graded as fine-very fine with original, never hinged
gum including the selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $450

310

** F-VF #110 - King George V - 4c Olive Bistre - Wet Printing.
High level of instant appeal on this large multiple of sixteen.
Although the grade varies, we have valued the whole block as
fine-very fine, due to its inherent scarcity as a multiple and overall fresh appearance. To top it off the block has original, never
hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,960

311

** F-VF #110 - King George V - 4c Olive Bistre - Wet Printing.
Full, top margin strip of ten with plate A4 imprint. Never hinged
except for selvedge; fine-very fine and fresh with light pencil notation at left. Valued as stamps only.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350

312

PB F-VF #110b - King George V - 4c Olive Yellow - Wet Printing.
Very presentable, top margin plate (no.A4) block of eight. Fine-to
very fine; fresh colour; single stamp (R1/3) hinged with balance
never hinged and light hinging in selvedge. Valued as stamps
only.
........................................................................................Un. $990

Lot 319
319

PB VF #112 - King George V - 5c Violet - Wet Printing.
Outstanding multiple of ten with No. A15 plate inscription at top.
Intense, deep shade; Full gum with natural gum skip in centre.
Partial hinge remnant on six center stamps, with outside four
being never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $900
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The Admirals continued
320

** F-VF #112 - King George V - 5c Violet - Wet Printing. Fresh
block of four with vibrant colour. Graded as fine-very fine with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

321

** VF #112a - King George V - 5c Violet - Wet Printing on Thin
Paper. Wonderful intense colour and crisp impression, are
enhanced by the balanced margins. The thin paper qualities are
easily distinguishable. Fresh original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

322

PB F-VF #112a - King George V - 5c Violet on Thin Paper. Highly
desirable plate block (No A21) of ten. Thin paper qualities show
clearly on this fine-very fine example. Full, original gum with never
hinged stamps, except for bottom center space. Great Item !
........................................................................................Un. $674

323

** VF #112c - King George V - 5c Violet - Dry Print with
Redrawn Upper Right Spandrel. The crisp image shows the typical redrawn characteristics clearly. Pronounced colour and very
fine centering with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $195

Lot 330
330

324

** F-VF #112c - King George V - 5c Violet - Dry Printing with
Redrawn UR Spandrel. Full, top margin strip of ten with plate 24
imprint. never hinged except for selvedge; fine-very fine and fresh.
Valued as stamps only.
....................................................................................Un. $1,225

Lot 325

34

325

** VF #112c - King George V - 5c Violet - Dry Printing with
Redrawn UR Spandrel. Select block of four from 1925 printing.
Very fine with lovely colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $780

326

PB F-VF #112ii - King George V - 5c Violet - Wet Printing.
Outstanding multiple of ten with No. A15 plate inscription at top.
Intense, deep shade; Full gum with natural gum skip in centre.
Partial hinge remnant on six center stamps, with outside four
being never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $552

327

** F-VF #113 - King George V - 7c Yellow Ochre Wet Printing.
Fresh block of four with great colour. Design slightly shifted
upwards. Never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

328

** F #113 - King George V - 7c Yellow Ochre - Wet Printing.
Impressive large block of sixteen items showing off the rich colour
tone of this issue. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $480

*/** VF #113 - King George V - 7c Yellow Ochre - Wet Printing.
Very presentable, top margin plate (No. 5) block of four. Very finely centered; original gum with three items never hinged. Valued as
stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $700

** VF #113a - King George V - 7c Olive Bistre. Stunning block
of four with deep, rich colour. Very fine proportioned margins. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $840

Lot 331
331

** VF #114 - King George V - 7c Red Brown - Wet Printing.
Marvelous block of four with 40%, type “D” lathework. Very fine
with brilliant colour and crisp detail; original never hinged gum.
Highly collectible item !
........................................................................................Un. $400

332

 VF #114 - King George V - 7c Red Brown ‘Dry Printing’ Hard
to find used example with Full type ‘D’ Lathework. Lower right corner has been partially clipped. Unobtrusive 1929 duplex cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $125

333

*/** F-VF #114ii - King George V - 7c Pale Red Brown ‘Dry
Printing’ Difficult pale shade block of four. Design has slight shift
downward. While bottom two stamps are never hinged, top two
have small hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $425

334

** VF #114v - King George V - 7c Red Brown - Wet Printing Scratch in “N” of CENTS Variety. Attractive example of this hairline variety exclusive to the plate 8 printing. Very fine, bright
colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Canada
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335

** VF #115 - King George V - 8c Blue ‘Dry Printing’. The sharp
detail and intense colour stand out on this very fine example.
Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

336

** VF #115 - King George V - 8c Blue. Presentable quality on
this fresh, 1925 printing. Very fine with never hinged, original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

337

** VF #115 - King George V - 8c Blue. Very fine and fresh block
of four. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

334

337

335

336

Lot 338
338

** VF #115 - King George V - 8c Blue. Obvious, deep shade on
this 1925 issue. Very fine, balanced margins; crisp detail;
unused, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150
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Lot 344
Lot 339
339

340

341

PB VF #115 - King George V - 8c Blue. Deep, rich shade on this
1925 printing. Top margin plate block (No. A3) of eight. Original
gum, with pair of hinge remnants extending onto center, four
stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $800
** F-VF #116 - King George V - 10c Plum. Attractive example
with beautiful colour tone. Graded as fine-very fine and with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720
* VF #116 - King George V - 10c Plum “Brown Purple” - Wet
Printing. The deeper, distinctive later printing shade is characteristically shown on this nice item. Well balanced, but narrow vertical margins. Fresh original gum with hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $400

344

PB F-VF #116 - King George V - 10c Plum. Rare plate multiple
of eight (No. A11). Fine-very fine centering and retaining original,
intense colour. Stamps all never hinged, with hinging in selvedge
only.
....................................................................................Un. $5,760

345

* VF #116a - King George V - 10c Reddish Purple. Fresh example of this tough shade of Admiral issue. Very finely centered with
original gum, hinged with part remnant. Great looking item.
........................................................................................Un. $450

346

* F #116a - King George V - 10c Reddish Purple. Scarce first
printing with distinctive, intense colour. Top margin part imprint
block of six (Plate 1). Valued as stamps alone and graded as fine.
Appears to be never hinged, however, with minor gum disturbances and valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $900

347

* F #116a - King George V - 10c Reddish Purple. Scarce first
printing with distinctive, intense colour. Fresh single graded as
fine. Appears to be never hinged, however, with minor gum disturbances and valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $150

348

* F #116a - King George V - 10c Reddish Purple. Fresh upperright corner block of four. Intense shade of first printing. Appears
to be never hinged, however, with minor gum disturbances and
valued as fine, hinged
........................................................................................Un. $300

349

** F #117 - King George V - 10c Blue ‘Wet Printing’. The colour
on this block of four is exceptional. The stamps each have a slight
shift to the right , but are well clear of the margins. All are never
hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

Lot 342
342

343

36

*/** VF #116 - King George V - 10c Plum. Uncommon, fresh
block of four of this tough, 1912 printing. Deep rich colour; very
fine margins; Bottom two never hinged, top two lightly hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $3,600
*/** F #116 - King George V - 10c Plum. Very attractive block
of four of this scarcest Admiral. Strong colour and clear impression. Bottom two stamps are never hinged, while top are lightly
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $960

A further selection of remainder lots from the balance of
a wonderful Canada collection can be found in the Lots
and Collections (Session #6) beginning on page 193.
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353
PB VF #118 - King George V - 10c Bistre Brown. Stunning plate
block of eight No. A23. Exceptional, balanced margins and post
office freshness. Original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,440

356

Lot 352
Lot 354

350

351

352

** VF #117 - King George V - 10c Blue - Dry Printing. Marvelous
example with large, generous margins. Deep colour; never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $195

354

** F-VF #117ii - King George V - 10c Light Blue - Wet Printing.
The strong shade and crisp details make this an attractive item.
Margins are slightly shifted downward. Full original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $157

PB VF #118 - King George V - 10c Bistre Brown. Outstanding
plate block of eight (No. A23) with top margin inscriptions.
Beautiful colour and crisp detail. Never hinged, except for
selvedge, with full, original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,440

355

** XF #118b - King George V - 10c Yellow Brown. Exceptionally,
well balanced example of this 1925 printing. Desirable colour and
full, original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

356

** VF #118b - King George V - 10c Yellow Brown. Impressive,
very fine block of four in distinctive 1925 printing shade.
Exceptionally fresh; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720

** VF #118 - King George V - 10c Bistre Brown - Dry Printing.
Outstanding choice example with great margins and distinctive
colour. Pristine original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

37
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357

** VF #118b - King George V - 10c Yellow Brown. Nicely centered single with crisp detail and fresh, overall appearance. Never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

358

** VF #119 - King George V - 20c Olive Green - Dry Printing.
Clean, fresh example of this late 1925 printing. Symmetrical margins with a single lightly bent perforation on lower right margin.
Pristine original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

Lot 366
366

** VF #119iv - King George V - 20c Olive Green - Dry Printing Redrawn Upper Right Spandrel. Very fine single with distinctive
vertical line at upper right. Fresh and attractive; original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

367

** XF #120 - 50c Black Brown - Dry Printing. This late, 1925
printing was re-engraved. This exceptional item has rich colour
and a clear, sharp image. Incredible, perfectly balanced margins.
Pristine original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

368

** VF #120 - King George V - 50c Black Brown - Dry Printing.
Very nice example of this redrawn, 1925 printing. Beautiful colour
with very fine centering; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

369

** VF #120 - King George V - 50c Black Brown - Dry Printing.
Wonderful high-quality item showing distinctive shade of colour.
Very finely centered; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

Lot 359
359

** VF #119 - King George V - 20c Olive Green - Dry Printing.
Impressive block of four with type D lathework. Rich colour; original, never hinged gum. One of the key lathework items.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500

360

** F-VF #119 - King George V - 20c Olive Green - Dry Printing.
Fresh example of this late, 1925 printing. Fine-very fine margins;
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $275

361

* VF #119b - King George V - 20c Sage Green - Wet Printing.
Well-centered example of this scarce shade. Very fine; intense
colour; original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

362

* F-VF #119c - King George V - 20c Dark Olive Green - Wet
Printing. Great pair from early 1912 printing with top-marginal,
plate inscription. Deep, intense colour; original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

363

* F #119c - King George V - 20c Dark Olive Green - Wet
Printing. Fresh bottom-left corner block of six. Graded as fine
with original gum that appears never hinged but with light disturbances and valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $300

Lot 367

Lot 370

38

364

** F #119d - King George V - 20c Grey Green Wet Printing .
Attractive block of four of this scarce 1912 shade. Two stamps
with better centering and all four are never hinged with original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $780

365

* VF #119iv - King George V - 20c Olive Green with Redrawn
Upper Right Spandrel. Select block of four with strong colour
and great margins. Full original gum with two hinge marks.
........................................................................................Un. $600

370

** VF #120 - King George V - 50c Black Brown - Dry Printing.
Fresh block of 4 with full original never hinged gum.
......................................................................................Un. $1440

371

** F #120 - King George V - 50c Black Brown Dry Printing.
Crisp, fresh block of four of this late, 1925 printing. Incredible
colour. Never hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

372

** VF #120a - King George V - 50c Black Wet Printing. Early
1912 printing with deep colour. Light overall toning. Original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900
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Detail Lot 365

377

371

** VF #122 - King George V - $1 Orange - Dry Printing.
Exceptional beauty with intense colour, well-balanced very fine
margins and fresh, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $375

379

* F-VF #120a - King George V - 50c Black - Wet Printing.
Quality pair from early, 1912 printing. The blind perfs down the
center give the illusion of an imperf-between pair. Intense colour;
fine-very fine; hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

374

* F-VF #120i - King George V - 50c Silver Black - Wet Printing.
Very nice example showing unique colour qualities of this 1917
printing. Margins just shy of being very fine with original, lightly
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $175

375

** F #120ii - King George V - 50c Brown Black - Wet Printing.
Late, 1923 printing of this shade issued prior to the redrawing in
1925. We offer a finely centered, bottom margin single. Fresh
with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $105

376

* VF #120ii - King George V - 50c Brown Black Wet Printing.
Scarce 1917 printing. Attractive colour qualities. Very well proportioned margins. Original, disturbed gum with hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $200

Lot 378
378

** VF #122b - King George V - $1 Deep Orange- Wet Printing.
Much tougher stamp than its dry printing counterpart, we offer a
wonderful example with deep, rich colour. The great margins and
fresh, never hinged gum make this an exceptional item.
........................................................................................Un. $825

379

(*) F #122 - King George V - $1 Orange ‘Dry Printing’. Pair with
full Type D lathework. The right stamp has noticeable crease (not
counted). Unused, no gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

39
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389

** XF #126b - King George V - 1c Orange Yellow - Dry Printing
Die I - Perf 8.0 Vertically. Excellent example, with very large, balanced margins. Sharp impression; unused, never hinged gum.
Choice Beauty !
..........................................................................................Un. $90

390

* VF #127i - King George V - 2c Carmine - Paste-up Coil Pair
Nice colour with overall light paper toning. Original gum with very
light hinging.
........................................................................................Un. $125

391

** VF #128a - King George V - 2c Green - Dry Printing. Stunning
block of four with crisp, fresh appearance. Great margins and
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

392

** VF #129i - King George V - 3c Brown - Paste-up Coil Pair.
Very nice margins on this example. Pristine, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

393

** VF #130 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Die I Wet Printing
Coil. Extremely attractive coil pair with intense colour. Clean,
fresh appearance and never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

Lot 380
380

** VF #122 - King George V - $1 Orange Dry Printing.
Wonderful block of four with strong colour. Great margins and
never hinged, original gum. Choice example.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

381

* F-VF #123-124 - King George V - Perf 8.0 Horizontally
Complete set of two of the 1913 printing in vertical pairs. Great
colour, with typical centering. Both have original gum with hinge
remnants.
........................................................................................Un. $210

382

* VF #124 - King George V - 2c Carmine - Perf 8.0 Horizontally
Presentable example with light overall toning. Original gum has a
small selvedge remnant attached and hinge marks.
........................................................................................Un. $150

383

*/** F-VF #125-130 - King George V - Coil Pairs Nice, clean
selection with varieties. All are never hinged except the 3c brown.
While the grading varies, most are very fine. (Includes 125iv,
126b, 127, 128ii, 129 and 130b)
........................................................................................Un. $538

384

** VF #125iii - King George V - 1c Blue Green Paste-up Pair.
Wonderful, large margins for this issue with intense colour. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

385

386

387

388

40

* VF #125iii - King George V - 1c Blue Green Paste-up Pair.
Wonderful, large margins for this issue with intense colour.
Original gum has small hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $100
** VF #126a - King George V - 1c Yellow - Dry Printing Die II Imperf Horizontally. Scarce, large multiple of fifteen, with cutting
guide in bottom, right selvedge. Very fresh with light corner bend
in upper right. Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450
** VF #126a + 128a - King George V - Perforated 8.0 Vertically
Pair of attractive blocks of four. Fresh appearance with never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240
** VF #126ai - King George V - 1c Yellow - Wet Printing Die I Imperf Horizontally. Remarkable block of four with full, type B
lathework and bonus selvedge at base. Very finely centered; original gum, with hinge mark at top and natural gum skip in selvedge
area. Showpiece!
....................................................................................Un. $2,250

Lot 394
394

 XF #138aii - King George V - 3c Carmine - Imperf R-gauge
Block of Four. Exceptionally rare item unlisted as used.
December 14, 1924 sock-on-nose cancel. Great item with strong
colour and full margins.
........................................................................................Un. $250

395

* F #130i - King George V - 3c Carmine - Paste-up Coil Pair.
Pronounced colour and nice margins. Original gum with light
hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $125

396

** VF #130iii - King George V - 3c Carmine - Perforated 8.0
Vertically - Die II - Dry Printing Paste-up Pair. Exceptional example with margins much larger than is typically found on this issue.
Brilliant colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $675

397

* F-VF #131iv - King George V - 1c Dark Green - Toronto
Experimental Coil Pair. Issued in July, 1918, typical centering for
this issue. Light Toning, however, nice colour and impression.
Original gum with two hinge marks at top.
........................................................................................Un. $120

398

* VF #131v - King George V - 1c Dark Green - Toronto
Experimental Coil Paste-up Pair. A pair of large holes were
punched to help accommodate separation from vending
machines. Tough-to-find centering on these items. Original gum
with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $200
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** F-VF #132 - King George V - 2c Carmine - Vertical Coil Pair.
The exceptional colour pops out on this fresh item. Slight design
shift towards the left. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $143
** F #132iii - King George V - 2c Rose Carmine - Perf 12.0
Horizontally. Fresh strip of four which is difficult to find in any
grade. Fine centering; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Lot 401
401

** VF #133 - King George V - 2c Yellow Green - Perf 12.0
Horizontally. Very difficult pair to find in this quality, especially
with balanced horizontal margins. Strong, intense shade without
fault; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $500

41
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402

** VF #133 - King George V - 2c Yellow Green - Perf 12.0
Horizontally. Stunning showpiece quality item in strip of four.
Huge vertical margins, fresh and never hinged with original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

403

** VF #136-138 - King George V - Imperforate Pairs. Issued in
1924, these late Admiral printings are generally collected in pairs.
We offer a complete set, each with large, very fine margins and
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $500

404

 VF #136-38 - King George V - Imperforate. Complete set of
three values, each in used blocks of four. Large, clear margins on
each with no fading or faults.
........................................................................................Un. $500

405

* VF #137 - King George V - 2c Green. Imperforate block of four
with deep colour. Original gum has been very lightly hinged, natural inclusion on reverse.
........................................................................................Un. $200

** VF #140 - King George V Provisional - 2c on 3c Carmine.
Exceptional bottom marginal block of four. Deep rich colour with
balanced margins. Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320

Lot 413
413

PB VF #140 - King George V - 2c on 3c Carmine. Marvelous
block of eight with Plate 117 imprint at top. Well centered and
fresh with six stamps being never hinged. Valued as singles.
........................................................................................Un. $560

414

** VF #140 - King George V - 2c on 3c Carmine. Handsome
block of four with fresh, vibrant colour. Very finely centered with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320
PB VF #184 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Perf 12.0 x 8.0.
Presentable imprint plate block No. 15. All stamps are generally
very fine, except pair at right. Unquestionable freshness and
great colour. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

415

416

PB VF #184 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Perf 12.0 x 8.0.
Great selection of three, top margin plate blocks (no. A13-15).
Very fine with bright colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720

417

** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. First issue of
1915 in lower marginal block of six with stunning full type B lathework. Scarce quality item with full, original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $525

418

** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Very well centered example with full margins. Intense colour, fresh and with
never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $105

419

*/** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, topmarginal strip of ten with Plate A1 imprint. Four of the stamps are
never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps. Very deep, intense
colour.
........................................................................................Un. $630

420

*/** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, topmarginal strip of ten with Plate A13 imprint. Nine of the stamps
are never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $980

421

*/** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, bottom-marginal strip of ten with Plate A16 imprint. Six of the stamps
are never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps. Hinge remnant
visible on obverse at left.
........................................................................................Un. $770

422

*/** VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, topmarginal strip of ten with Plate A18 imprint. Nine of the stamps
are never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps. Bright, yellow
green shade.
........................................................................................Un. $980

Lot 406
406

407

42

** VF #138 - King George V - 3c Carmine - Imperforate. Truly
impressive imprint marginal plate block of eight, with full detail,
Type “D” Lathework. Very intense colour and clean, crisp impression. Exceptional combination with complete, never hinged gum.
Very light gum bend visible when held up to light at an angle.
Showpiece.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500
* VF #138 - King George V - 3c Carmine. An attractive block of
four with deep, rich colour. Redistributed original gum, with hinge
remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $150

408

* XF #138i - King George V - 3c Carmine - Pyramid Guide Block
of Four. Undervalued, collectible item with excellent, large margins and strong colour. Full original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

409

** VF #139 - King George V Provisional - 2c on 3c Carmine.
Handsome example with strong colour and slightly shifted surcharge. Very fine, balanced margins with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $160

410

** F #139c - King George V - 2c on 3c Carmine - Die II. Scarce,
Die II printing with brilliant colour. Fine centering, still demanding
a high catalogue premium, in this never hinged state. Light, diagonal gum bend in upper left.
........................................................................................Un. $750

411

** VF #140 - King George V Provisional - 2c on 3c Carmine.
Magnificent example with intense, deep colour. Symmetrical large
margins and never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $80
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423

*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Bottom
margin, gauge block of twenty with Plate A6 imprint. Thirteen of
the stamps are never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $989

424

*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Bottom
marginal, gauge block of twenty with Plate A1 imprint. Sixteen of
the stamps are never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps.
Pencil notation.
....................................................................................Un. $1,161

425

*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, top
margin strip of ten with Plate A3 imprint. Nine of the stamps are
never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Very deep,
intense colour. Pencil notation.
........................................................................................Un. $602

430

426

427

428

429

430

*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, bottom margin strip of ten with Plate A7 imprint. Eight of the stamps
are never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Pencil
notation.
........................................................................................Un. $559
*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, top
margin strip of ten with Plate A13 imprint. Nine of the stamps are
never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Very deep
green shade. Pencil notation.
........................................................................................Un. $602
*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, top
margin strip of ten with Plate A12 imprint. Eight of the stamps are
never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Light pencil
notation.
........................................................................................Un. $559
*/** F-VF #MR1 - King George V War Tax - 1c Green. Full, top
margin strip of ten with Plate A11 imprint. Five of the stamps are
never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps. Light pencil
notation at left.
........................................................................................Un. $430
** VF #MR2 - King George V War Tax - 2c Carmine. Attractive
example with “A9” plate imprint in top margin selvedge. Fresh,
well centered with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $105

432

433

433

 VF #MR2Di - King George V War Tax - 50c Black with “Inland
Revenue” Overprint in Red. As these issues were mainly for fiscal use and postal use was permitted for a short time (1915 only),
few are found postally used. We offer a well-centered, single with
light cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $150

434

** VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II.
Full, top-marginal strip of ten with Plate A31 imprint. never hinged
except in selvedge; very fine and valued as stamps. Light pencil
notation at left.
........................................................................................Un. $900

435

*/** VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die
II. Full, top-marginal strip of ten with Plate A37 imprint. Nine of
the stamps are never hinged; fine-very fine and valued as stamps.
Light pencil notation at left.
........................................................................................Un. $840

436

*/** VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die
II. Full, bottom- marginal strip of ten with Plate A24 imprint. Eight
stamps are never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps. Light
pencil notation at left.
........................................................................................Un. $780

437

*/** VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die
II. Full, bottom- marginal strip of ten with Plate A17 imprint. Six
stamps are never hinged; very fine and valued as stamps. Pencil
notation.
........................................................................................Un. $660

438

*/** F-VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die
II. Selection of three top-marginal strips of ten with Plate A32 (x2)
and A34 imprints. On the A32, nine stamps are never hinged on
each, while the A34 has five never hinged. fine-very fine and valued as single stamps.
....................................................................................Un. $1,298

439

PB VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II.
Showpiece upper left plate block (No. A30) of eight. The strong
colour shows exceptionally well on this item. Very fine with original gum, hinged on two stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $600

440

PB VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II.
Plate block of eight (no. A29) with great overall quality. Very finely centered; original gum, with single hinged stamp, rest never
hinged. Valued as single stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $660

441

PB F-VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II.
Plate block of eight (no. A36). Slight shift in margins, however,
original gum, with single hinged stamp, rest never hinged. Valued
as single stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $411

Lot 431
431

432

** VF #MR2Bi - King George V War Tax - 5c Blue with “Inland
Revenue” Overprint. Attractive example of this 1915 issue. Fresh
with shorter perf at bottom. Full original, never hinged gum with
light pencil notation on reverse.
........................................................................................Un. $210
** VF #MR2C - King George V War Tax - 20c Olive Green with
War Tax Overprint. Well-centered marginal single with fresh
colour. We offer a never hinged example with full original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

Scans of Lots 423/446 are on pages 46-47 .
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Lot 442
442

PB VF #MR4 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II.
Impressive upper left plate block (No. A35) of eight. Fresh appearance with great colour and very fine centering; original gum, with
single hinged stamp, rest never hinged. Valued as single stamps
only.
........................................................................................Un. $660

443

** VF #MR4a - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Yellow Brown
- Die II. Full, top margin strip of ten with Plate A24 imprint. Never
hinged except in selvedge; very fine and valued as single stamps.
Light pencil notation.
........................................................................................Un. $900

444

(*) VF #MR4b - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown - Die II
- Imperf Pair. An interesting item without gum as issued. Rich
colour and very fine, balanced margins.
........................................................................................Un. $250

445

** VF #MR5 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Carmine - Perf
12.0 x 8.0. Nicely centered, presentable example with vibrant
colour. Fresh with never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

446

*/** PB VF #MR5 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Carmine Perf 12.0 x 8.0. Very finely centered. bottom margin, plate (no 1)
block of four. Even paper toning, however, retaining crisp impression. Light pencil notation in selvedge, at front. Top two stamps
are hinged; bottom two stamps are never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $640

447

** VF #MR6 - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Carmine Die I Perf 8.0 Vertically. Very nice horizontal pair with atypical large
margins. Unused with original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

448

* F-VF #MR6 and MR6ii - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c
Carmine/Rose Carmine - Perf 8.0 Vertically. Two coil varieties
of this 1916 issue. First, a very fine, regular printing in the deep
carmine shade. The second item is a well centered paste-up pair
in the rose carmine shade. Both have original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $700

449

** VF #MR6ii - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Rose Carmine
- Perf 8.0 Vertically. Tough, brighter shade variety of this 1916
issue. Well balanced, very fine margins; unused, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $675

450

* VF #MR7a - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Brown Die I - Perf
8.0 Vertically. Fresh horizontal pair of this 1916 issue. Very finely centered; original gum with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un. $500

451

** F-VF #MR7iii - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Yellow Brown
Die I - Perf 8.0 Vertically. One of the key items from the War Tax
issues, we offer a fresh coil pair in this distinctive shade. Graded
as fine-very fine with original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,050

452

* VF #MR7iii - King George V War Tax - 2c + 1c Yellow Brown
Die I - Perf 8.0 Vertically. One of the key items from the War Tax
issues, we offer a fresh coil pair in this distinctive shade. Graded
as very fine with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $550
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1927 Confederation Issue (Sc. #141-145)
453

* VF #141a - Sir John A. Macdonald - 1c Orange - Imperforate
Pair Deep, rich colour on this scarce item of which only 250 pairs
are estimated to exist. Very fine with original hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $160

454

** VF #141c-145c - Confederation Issue - Vertical Pairs Imperf between Issued in 1927 to commemorate the 60th
anniversary of Canadian confederation. Rarely offered as a complete set; very fine with fresh appearance; full original never
hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

1927 Historical Issue (Sc. #146-148)

x Lot 460
460

E/P VF #146-148DP - Historical Issue Die Proofs. Incredible
complete set of die proofs from this 1927 issue. Printed on India
paper and affixed to sunken approval cards (150 x 139 mm).
Inscription in the issued colours ie X-G-147 appear at the top of
each proof. The engravings were done by E.T. Loizeau for the
American Bank Note Co., Ottawa. Fresh and scarce. Accompanied
by 2000 Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $3,000

461

* VF #146a - Thomas D’Arcy McGee - 5c Violet - Imperforate
Pair. Appealing example of this scarce item, estimated that only
250 pairs exist. Very fine with deep, vibrant colour; the full original gum has been lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $160

Lot 455
455

** VF #142b - Fathers of Confederation - 2c Green - Horizontal
Pair Imperf Between It is estimated that only 250 such pairs
exist. Deep, rich colour with clean impression. Very fine with full
original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

456

* VF #142c - Fathers of Confederation - 2c Green - Imperforate
Pair Wonderful margin pair with sharp impression; very fine with
original lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $160

457

PB F-VF #143 - Parliament Buildings - 3c Dark Carmine.
Handsome No. 2 plate block of three. Centering slightly off, with
partial separating between 2nd and 3rd row at top. Single hinge
remnant in upper right selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $135

458

** VF #144a - Sir Wiifrid Laurier - 5c Violet - Imperforate Pair.
Issued to commemorate the 60th anniversary of Canadian confederation, it is estimated that only 250 pairs exist. Very fine with
strong colour; full original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

459

** VF #144b - Sir Wilfrid Laurier - 5c Violet - Horizontal Pair
Imperf Between. Attractive and uncommon item from the 1927
Confederation issue. It is estimated that only 250 pairs exist. Very
Fine with slightly uneven margin at left; original never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

xLot 460

48

Lot 462
462

** VF #146a-148a - 1927 Historical Issue - Vertical Pairs
Imperf Between. Uncommon and highly collectible variety, with
an estimated 250 pairs only. Very fine with strong colour; original
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720

463

* VF #146b - Thomas D’Arcy McGee - 5c Violet - Horizontal Pair
Imperf Between. Issued in 1927 as part of the Historical issue,
it is estimated that only 250 pairs exist. Very fine with slight slant
to the margin at right; original lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $160

464

** VF #146c - Thomas D’Arcy McGee - 5c Violet - Vertical Pair
Imperf Between. Interesting variety from this 1927 issue, with
only 250 such pairs believed to exist. Very fine; fresh with deep
colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

463
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468
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xLot 467
467
469
465

466

471

** VF #148 - Baldwin and Lafontaine - 20c Brown Carmine.
Very fine upper marginal block of four. Intense colour, original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320
PB VF #148 - Baldwin and Lafontaine - 20c Brown Carmine.
Very fine upper margin block of six. Intense colour, original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320

468

** VF #149b-154a - King George V “Scroll” Issue - Imperforate
Pairs. Complete set of this often elusive issue. While most are
very fine, the 3c carmine has a closer margin at the top. All are
never hinged with original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,237
** VF #150e - King George V - 2c Green - Vertical Pair Imperf
Between. Interesting example of this scarce item with guide
arrow in lower left, from center of sheet. Original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

469

** VF #151 - King George V - 3c Dark Carmine. Outstanding,
fresh block of four. Never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360

470

** VF #151c - King George V - 3c Dark Carmine - Vertical Pair
Imperf Between. Fresh example with deep, rich colour. Very fine
with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

471

** VF #152 - King George V - 4c Bistre. 1928-29 issue, afresh
block of four of this 1929 issue. Vibrant colour and well centered.
Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320

KGV Scroll Issue (Sc. #149-161)
This issue which, includes one of Canada’s best known and
most popular stamps – the Bluenose.
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KGV Scroll Issue continued
472

** VF #152c - King George V - 4c Bistre - Vertical Pair Imperf
Between. Unusual right-marginal pair with nice colour. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

473

** VF #154c - King George V - 8c Blue - Vertical Pair Imperf
Between. Wonderful clean item, very fine with never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

474

** VF #155b - Mount Hurd - 10c Green - Horizontal Pair Imperf
Between. It has been estimated that only 250 pairs exist. We
offer an impressive fresh example very fine with original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $375

475

E/P VF #155P - Mount Hurd - 10c Green Plate Proof . The plate
proofs of this issue were produced on ribbed paper that differed
from the actual issues. Issued in 1928, without gum, the stamps
are generally collected in pairs. Complete set of the issued pairs
valued at $5,000.
........................................................................................Est. $300

476

Lot 480
480

** VF #158 - Schooner Bluenose - 50c Dark Blue. Outstanding
quality on this classic in a stunning block of four. Sharpest of
detail enriched by intense colour; very fine, flawless margins; full
original, never hinged gum. Showpiece item !
......................................................................................Sc. $2,800

** VF #156 - Quebec Bridge - 12c Grey. Fresh, attractive block
of four from the 1929 Scroll issue. Unused and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $480

Lot 481
481

** VF #158 - Schooner Bluenose - 50c Dark Blue. Incredible
combination of quality and well-balanced margins, make this a
truly exceptional item. Never hinged with full, original gum. Tough
to find this nice.
........................................................................................Un. $700

Lot 477
477

** PB VF #157 - Harvesting Wheat - 20c Dark Carmine.
Excellent, partial plate No. A1 block of four from 1928-29 series.
Very finely centered; rich colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $720

478

* PB F-VF #157 - Harvesting Wheat - 20c Dark Carmine. Fresh
pair of full plate blocks of six (No. 1, No. 3). Deep, rich colour;
each with pair of hinge remnants touching all stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $625

479

50

* VF #157a - Harvesting Wheat - 20c Dark Carmine Imperforate Pair. Outstanding quality on this scarce item, with
only 250 pairs known to exist. Very fine and intense colour. Full
original gum with light hinge mark.
........................................................................................Un. $250

Lot 482

Detail Lot 482

482

 VF #158iii - Schooner Bluenose - 50c Dark Blue - “Man on
Mast” Variety. Exceptional item that clearly shows the position
variety. Tidy cancel enhances the overall qualities of this item very fine margins and rich colour. Accompanied by 2004 Greene
Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,250

483

** VF #159 - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green. Well centered example with overall light toning. Full original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

Canada
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 F-VF #159 - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green. Block of
four with “Toronto 1934” cds cancels. Graded as fine-very fine
with very slight wear due to usage.
........................................................................................Un. $360

Lot 484
484

** VF #159 - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green. Well centered high value from this 1929 series. Fresh appearance with
even colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

485

* VF #159 - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green. Well centered high value from this 1929 series. Fresh appearance with
even colour; original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

486

 VF #159 - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green. Choice
used single with tidy “Montreal 1938” cds cancel. Very finely centered with single shorter perf at right.
........................................................................................Un. $120

Lot 488
488

E/P VF #159P - Parliament Buildings - $1 Olive Green - Plate
Proof. Rarely seen, proof block of four on brilliant, white paper.
Estimated that only 250 pairs exist, with much fewer blocks. Very
fine without gum as issued.
....................................................................................Un. $2,700

51

KGV Scroll Issue continued
489

* VF #160-161 - King George V - Horizontal Coil Pairs.
Complete set with both values. The 1c orange is represented by a
pair and a paste-up pair, (the latter with a small hinge thin) and
the 2c green by a standard coil pair. All have light toning; original
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $340

490

** VF #161i - King George V - 2c Green - Paste-up Coil Pair.
Great centering for this issue. Never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240
Lot 500

KGV Arch/Leaf Issue (Sc. #168-210)
These issues were printed by the British North American Bank
Note Company on thicker paper and using different perforating
machines. As a result well centered examples are often scarce.
491

** VF #162i + 163i - King George V - Major Re-entry. Strong reentry - doubling of “1” - in lower left stamps in combination with
three normal. Re-entries are each with never hinged gum. Top two
stamps have heavy hinging and not included. Value of re-entry
stamps only.
........................................................................................Un. $320

492

* VF #164ai - King George V - 2c Dull Green - Rotary Press
Booklet Pane. Attractive example of this scarce item. Fresh
appearance and nice margins. Original gum with hinge marks in
upper corners.
........................................................................................Un. $200

493

* F-VF #166i - King George V - 2c Dark Brown - Extended
Moustache Variety. Attractive example of this well-known, yet
hard to find, variety. Lightly hinged original gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

494

495

** VF #171var - King George V - 8c Dark Blue. Interesting block
of four showing perforated, mis-cut gutter margin at bottom. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $240

496

PB VF #174 - Quebec Citadel - 12c Grey Black. Nice upper left
No. 1 plate block from this 1930-31 series. Wonderful, very fine
margins with uncommon, extra perf line at left. original, lightly yellowed gum, with pair of hinge marks, and appears to have light
hinge residue on upper selvedge. See scan on page 59.
........................................................................................Un. $180

497

PB VF #175 - Harvesting Wheat - 20c Brown Red. Exceptional
quality on this No. 1 lower right plate block. Very fine centering,
crisp detail and colour; full, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $520

498

PB VF #175 - Harvesting Wheat - 20c Brown Red. Wonderful
lower right plate block (No. 1). Fresh and well centered with full,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $520

499

52

** VF #169a - King George V - 5c Dull Violet - Flat Plate
Printing. This fresh block of four appears to have clear traces of
having been used, but is an effect caused by unusual inking patterns across the surface of the stamps. The characteristic offset
of the flat plate is very pronounced on the gum side, however, it
is most uncommon to see similar results on the face side. A fresh,
never hinged curiosity.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

** VF #176 - Acadian Memorial Church - 50c Dull Blue. Choice
example of this 1930 issue with well balanced, very fine margins.
Strong colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

500

** VF #177 - Mount Edith Cavell - $1 Dark Olive Green.
Exceptional, very fine high value of this 1930-31 issue. Crisp
detail, strong colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

501

** VF #178-183 - King George V - Horizontal Coil Pairs. An
interesting lot comprised mostly of line pairs. The 2c red is a regular pair, while the 3c red is an end pair with “Plate Line”
inscribed on the pasted selvedge. Unusual grouping with above
average centering; fresh and all never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $362

502

** VF #181iii - King George V - 2c Deep Red - Perf 8.5 Vertically
- “Cockeyed King” Variety. The variety from this 1930 issue,
always appears to the left of the joint line. Found in strip of six
with gradual progression from very fine to fine; original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

503

* F #181iii - King George V - 2c Deep Red - Perf 82 Vertically “Cockeyed King” Variety. Nice paste-up strip of six, with variety
to left of joint line. Fine and fresh; original gum with several light
hinge marks.
........................................................................................Un. $300

504

** VF #181var - King George V - 2c Deep Red - Perf 8.5
Vertically. Interesting, tabbed coil end strip with dramatic ink
smear on last stamp. Original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Est. $210

505

* VF #182iii - King George V - 2c Dark Brown - Cockeyed King
Variety. An unusual item showing a selection of interesting features. The cockeyed king variety, 2nd stamp, is always to the left
of the guide line. The 4th stamp shows a ‘post office repair’ in
which the coil strip became detached and was then repaired by
hand. There is very light hinging on the end stamps. Overall
impressive item.
........................................................................................Un. $175

xLot 506
506

** VF #183-183i - King George V - 3c Deep Red Coil. Fresh,
clean horizontal coil strips of four; one standard (VF) and one with
joint line (F-VF); both never hinged with original gum
........................................................................................Un. $300

Canada
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Lot 509

507

** VF #183var - King George V - 3c Deep Red - Perf 82
Vertically. Unusual, post office repaired end strip with single
blank tab. Very finely centered with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Est. $100

508

(*) VF #190 var - Georges Etienne Cartier - 10c Dark Green.
First appearance suggests the item is a vertical pair imperf
between, but has been mis-perforated horizontally. The stamps
have no gum and is speculated that they originated from printer’s
waste when issued in 1931. Scarce showpiece.
........................................................................................Est. $250
** VF #190 - Georges Etienne Cartier - 10c Dark Green. Fresh
very fine block of four with deep colour; never hinged original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

509

510

*/** F #191ii - King George V - 3c on 2c Deep Red with
Surcharge Varieties. A fine, NH single showing the shifted surcharge variety (second copy added for comparison), followed by a
fresh block of six, showing an unusual bent surcharge bar on the
top right stamp (top bar at right).
........................................................................................Est. $100

511

PB VF #192i - King George V - 3c Deep Red - Broken “E” Variety.
Lower right position plate block (no.2) with variety seen in upper
left stamp. Very presentable item with generally large margins;
never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

512

PB F #194 - Britannia - 13c Deep Green Fine plate no. 2 upper
left block. Fresh colour; original gum, lightly hinged at top.
........................................................................................Un. $120

Scans for Lots 502-505, 507, 510-512 are on page 55.
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KGV Medallion Issue
513

** VF #195b - King George V - 1c Dark Green - Booklet Pane of
Six. Often difficult to find these booklet panes in very fine grade;
fresh appearance and deep, rich colour; never hinged, original
gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $97

522

PB VF #200 - King George V - 8c Red Orange. Upper-right No. 2
plate block with exceptional balanced margins. Fresh in every
respect with full, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $500

523

PB F #200 - King George V - 8c Red Orange. Lower right No. 1
plate block, with light residual orange ink in selvedge. Fresh
detail; fine centering; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $187

524

*/** VF #201 - Quebec Citadel - 13c Dull Violet. Issued in
1932 as the high value of the George V “Medallion” issue.
Attractive very fine block of four; lower two stamps are never
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $360

525

PB VF #201 - Quebec Citadel - 13c Dull Violet. Impressive,
upper right plate block (No. 1). Very fine with fresh colour; never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

526

PB VF #203 - Grain Exhibition - 20c Brown Red. Fresh lower left
plate block (no.1). Very finely centered; rich colour; original, never
hinged gum, with very light fingerprints in selvedge area.
........................................................................................Un. $450

527

* VF #203i - World Grain Exhibition - 20c Brown Red - Broken
“X” Variety. Sought after variety found in pane position 19, and
noted by the shortened arm on the “X” of EXHIBITION. Very fine
example with a few lightly toned perf tips along top margin; original gum has been hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $150

528

** VF #205-207 - King George V - 1933 Medallion Coils.
Complete set of three values; very fine and with fresh appearance; never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $149

529

** F-VF #208ii - Jacques Cartier - 3c Blue - “Scarface” Variety.
One of the most sought-after of Canadian plate varieties, we offer
the item in a fresh block of four with three normal. Graded as finevery fine with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $275

530

** F #208ii - Jacques Cartier - 3c Blue - “Scarface” Variety.
Very collectible constant variety found in Plate 2 R, Position 2. We
offer a fine margin copy with fresh colour; original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

xLot 514
514

** VF #195c-200a - King George V - Medallion Issue Imperf
Pairs. Complete set of this 1932 issue. Consistent very fine margins throughout with strong colour. Full original never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $2,700

515

** F #196a-196b - King George V - 2c Black Brown - Booklet
Panes. Pair of Booklet Panes (x4 + 2 Labels) and (x6) both
issued in 1933. Fine with clean, sharp detail; never hinged, original gum. The pane of six has been miscut along the margins creating a slightly diagonal impression.
........................................................................................Un. $262

516

PB VF #198 - King George V - 4c Ochre. Stellar lower left plate
(no. 2) block of four. Immaculate, with well balanced, very fine
margins; unused, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $700

517

PB VF #198 - King George V - 4c Ochre. Well centered, fresh
upper-left plate (no. 1) block of four, with guide dot in selvedge.
Rich colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $700

518

PB VF #198 - King George V - 4c Ochre. Presentable lower-left
plate (no. 1) block of four. Very fine with minor separation at first
three perforations between top stamps. Great colour; never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $700

519

** VF #199 - King George V - 5c Dark Blue. Appealing corner
block of four; very fine with intense colour; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $144

520

** VF #199i - King George V - 5c Dark Blue with major Re-entry.
The re-entry is noted as doubling of ‘CAN’ of CANADA and is found
in the upper right stamp in combination with three normal. All the
stamps are very fine and show strong colour. While the stamps
are never hinged, the top margin selvedge has a light hinge mark
and pencil notation. See scan on page59.
........................................................................................Un. $300

527

Detail Lot 527

Detail Lot 521
521

54

** F #199i - King George V - 5c Dark Blue - Major Re-entry.
Interesting blank upper-right corner block of four with re-entry
found on corner stamp and characterized by line running along
top of “CAN” of CANADA. This is a constant plate 2 variety found
in position 10. Fresh and finely centered with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150
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x531
531

532 with Detail

*/** VF #209 - United Empire Loyalist Monument - 20c Olive
Green. Complete set of matched plate blocks (No.1). Three are
fresh and very fine with lower left graded as fine. Upper blocks
are never hinged, while bottom are hinged and valued accordingly.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350

x535
536

** VF #217-227 - King George V Pictorial Issue. Complete set
of eleven issued in 1935 in commemoration of the King’s Silver
Jubilee. Very fine with uniform margins throughout; strong
colours; never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $320

537

** F-VF #217b - King George V - 1c Green - Booklet Pane of Six.
A presentable booklet pane with margins only slight off; crisp
appearance of both colour and paper; full original never hinged
gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

538

** VF #218a - King George V - 2c Brown - Booklet Pane of Four.
Fresh, flawless booklet pane of four + two labels, issued in 1935.
Large margins and bright paper; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $135

539

** VF #218b - King George V - 2c Brown - Booklet Pane of Six.
Very fine and fresh booklet pane; full original gum, never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $105

KGV Silver Jubilee Issue (Sc. #211-216)
532

533

** VF #211i - Princess Elizabeth - 1c Green - Weeping Princess
Variety. A highly sought-after variety, found on Plate 1 UL,
Position 21. We offer the variety (lower-left stamp) in a block of six
with five normal. Very fine margins and fresh overall appearance;
full, original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $262
E/P VF #212P+214P - Silver Jubilee Issue. Pair of Plate Proofs
from the 1935 Silver Jubilee issue. Printed on India Card, only
800 of each value were produced. The 2c brown depicts the Duke
of York, while the 5c blue portrays the Prince of Wales. Both
proofs are very fine and without gum as issued, and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $150

537

Lot 540
540

** VF #218i - King George V - 2c Brown - “Mole on Forehead”
Variety. A relatively uncommon and sought-after variety of the
King George VI Pictorial issue of 1935. The ‘Mole on the
Forehead’ is a constant plate variety (Pl 2 UL, Position 21). The
single variety stamp, lower left, is very fine and never hinged. It is
found in a block of four combination, the top two stamps having
a hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Un $120

541

** VF #218i - King George V - 2c Brown - “Mole on Forehead”
Variety. Constant position variety on lower left stamp, in margin
block with five normal. Great overall appearance and typically valued in block of four. Very fine with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

542

* VF #218i - King George V - 2c Brown with “Mole on Forehead”
Variety. Nice example with large, full margins. Original gum with
light hinge mark.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

543

** XF #219a - King George V - 3c Dark Carmine - Booklet Pane
of Four. Exceptional booklet pane of four + two labels, issued in
1935. Large, uniform margins which is atypical for this issue. For
the record, there are several loose fibers along the left margin,
which probably extended beyond the original booklet cover.
..........................................................................................Un. $82

Lot 534
534

** XF #216b - Royal Yacht Britannia - 13c Dark Blue - Imperf
Pair. With only 150 imperf pairs known, we offer an exceptional
imperforate block of four. Large, uniform margins and deep, rich
colour; full original gum which is never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $900

KGV Pictorial Issue (Sc. #217-230)
535

56

PB VF #217-222 - King George V. Nice clean complete set of low
values from this 1935 issue. Each in imprint, plate blocks of six,
except 3c value in block of eight. Very fine centering throughout;
never hinged except 3c being lightly hinged, with single stamp
having small, margin thin.
........................................................................................Un. $286
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Lot 544
544

545

** XF #219b - King George V - 3c Dark Carmine - Imperf Pair.
Extraordinary example with large balanced margins and deep
colour. Never hinged with full original gum. Only 150 pairs known
to exist.
........................................................................................Un. $300
PB VF #223 - RCMP - 10c Carmine Rose. Stunning top margin
imprint plate block No. 1. Exceptional colour stands out in contrast to bright paper. Very fine with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

x550
546

* VF #223a - RCMP Officer - 10c Carmine Rose - Imperf Pair.
Rare and highly desirable item. Full margins and pronounced
colour. Original gum with hinge mark on top stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $300

547

PB VF #224 - “Fathers of Confederation” - 13c Violet.
Beautifully fresh top margin imprint plate block No. 1. Intense rich
colour and fresh paper quality; generous, large margins; original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $135

548

** VF #225 - Niagara Falls - 20c Olive Green. Lower left No 1
plate block of four. Very fine margins with strong colour and bright
paper; never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $180

549

** XF #226 - British Columbia Parliament - 50c Dull Violet.
Outstanding block of four with wonderful, large margins. Original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $270

550

*/** VF #226 - British Columbia Parliament - 50c Dull Violet.
Pair of upper and lower plat No. 1 inscription blocks of six. Very
finely centered; fresh with bottom block never hinged and top
lightly hinged (valued accordingly).
........................................................................................Un. $800
57

KGV Pictorial Issue continued

Lot 551
551

Detail Lot 551

* VF #226i - British Columbia Parliament - 50c Dull Violet Major Re-entry This re-entry line through “CANADA” is found on
Plate 1 LR Position 25. Very fine with light bend in upper left corner, with hinge mark in same; original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $125
Lot 555
555

PB VF #227 - Champlain Monument - $1 Blue. Spectacular,
high value, large multiple of nine with partial, bottom margin
imprint. Consistent, very fine centering on each stamp. Eight
stamps are never hinged, lightly hinged in extreme lower-right
margin of lower right stamp.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350

556

** VF #228 - King George V - 1c Green - Perf 8.0 Vertically. Very
nice coil strip of four with large, jumbo margins. Strong colour;
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

557

** VF #228-229var - King George V - 1c Green/2c Brown - Perf
8.0 Vertically. Two varieties from this 1935 series. The one cent
value represented by normal, the “narrow 1” variety, and precancel. Two cent value is a normal pair. Each with very fine margins;
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $303

558

** VF #228iii - King George V - 1c Green - Perf 8.0 Vertically “Narrow 1” Variety in Jump Strip of Four. Large margin combination strip of four. Narrow “1” variety on 2nd stamp from left. Full
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

559

** VF #228var - King George V - 1c Green - Perf 8.0 Vertically.
Start strip of 4, well-centered, two never hinged stamps with one
tab. (CV for four stamps with 10 tabs).
........................................................................................Un. $200

560

** VF #229 - King George V - 2c Brown - Perf 8.0 Vertically.
Paste-up Start strip of two with two attached tabs, typically valued
with ten tabs attached. Much easier to accommodate in an
album. Very fine with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

561

** XF #230 - King George V - 3c Dark Carmine - Perf 8.0
Vertically. Attractive coil strip of four with nice, well proportioned
margins. Fresh colour; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $120

Lot 552
552

PB XF #226 - British Columbia Parliament - 50c Dull Violet
Impressive, top quality imprint plate block No. 1. Deep , intense
colour and fresh paper; well balanced, large margins; original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $480

Lot 553
553

554

58

** XF #227 - Champlain Monument - $1 Blue. Extremely fine,
choice single, with very large, balanced margins. Intense, deep
colour and stunning clarity of detail; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150
* VF #227 - Champlain Monument - $1 Blue. Appealing marginal block of four in deeper blue shade. Fresh appearance with
excellent balanced margins. Light gum bend on lower right stamp.
The original gum has been lightly disturbed.
........................................................................................Un. $400

End of Session 1
The timing of the start of the second session might
depend on the progress of the first session. We expect to
finish calling the first 561 lots before 5:00 p.m. In the event
that we cannot finish before 6:15, we will break and then
complete the first session starting at 7:00. The second session will follow immediately.
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SESSION #2
Canada - Modern Era and B.N .A
King George VI Era (1937-1952)

x562

571
Lot 572

562

** VF #231/245 - King George VI Pictorial Issue. Complete set
of the Mufti definitives and pictorial series of 1937-38. Very fine
centering throughout and all never hinged. High value is aniline
violet shade and additional 2c and 10c shades represented.
........................................................................................Un. $425

572

** XF #245i - Chateau de Ramezay - $1 Aniline Violet. Truly
outstanding example of this item with respect to quality and
shade representation. Fresh margin block of four with never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

563

PB VF #233 - King George VI - 3c Carmine. Handsome No. 13
imprint lower marginal block of eight. Very fine with crisp detail;
full original gum, never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $202

573

** VF #249-262 - War Effort Issue. Fresh clean complete set of
fourteen values with consistent very fine centering throughout;
original gum and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $297

564

* VF #233 - King George VI - 3c Carmine. Misperforated block
of four from the lower left corner with arrow guideline. Original
lightly hinged gum; pencil notation in selvedge.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

574

565

PB VF #235 - King George VI - 5c Blue - Cracked Plate Block.
Interesting No. 2 lower left plate block variety with cracked plate
- line through Canadian Bank Note inscription. Very fine and fresh;
original never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $78

PB XF #251 - War Effort Issue - 3c Dark Carmine. Toughest
position/number plate block of the possible combinations found
in this definitive value. We offer an upper-right No. 9 plate block
of four with fantastic, jumbo margins with never hinged, full original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $157

575

PB VF #252 - War Effort Issue - 3c Rose Violet. Scarce No. 6
lower left plate block of four. Very fine with large uniform margins;
original lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

576

PB VF #252 - War Effort Issue - 3c Rose Violet. Uncommon No.
19 lower left plate block with cracked plate lines in selvedge. Very
Fine with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $168

566

567

PB XF #244 - Vancouver Harbour - 50c Green. Extremely fine
upper right No. 1 plate block; rich colour and sharp impression;
full original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

568

PB VF #244 - Vancouver Harbour - 50c Green. Choice example
of No. 1, lower left plate block. Very fine; fresh with never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

569

* VF #244 - Vancouver Harbour - 50c Green. Pristine block of
four with symmetrical margins on each stamp; crisp rich colour;
full original gum which has a central hinge mark on the top two
stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $300

570

PB VF #245 - Chateau de Ramezay - $1 Dull Violet. Bottom marginal imprint block of four; very fine centering and sharp impression; original gum, and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $900

571

60

PB F-VF #235 - King George VI - 5c Blue. Scarce lower left No.
3 plate block. Clean impression with F-VF centering; original never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

** VF #245i - Chateau de Ramezay - $1 Aniline Violet. Very fine
example of this shade with strong aniline colour showing through
on the reverse; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

xLot 577
577

** VF #258-262 - War Effort Issue Stunning quality in this set
of high values each in blocks of four. Wonderful margins consistent throughout the set; never hinged, original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,098
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569

575

576

579

578

PB VF #262 - Destroyer H.M.S. Cossack - $ 1 Deep Blue.
Attractive, upper right plate block of four (No. 1). Very fine with
fresh paper quality; lightly hinged in selvedge, with hinge mark
partially extending onto upper left stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $600

579

PB VF #262 - Destroyer H.M.S. Cossack - $ 1 Deep Blue.
Impressive plate block No. 1, upper right. Very fine with fresh
paper quality; lightly hinged in selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $600

580

566

PB VF #273 - P.E.I. Train Ferry - $1 Red Violet. Handsome, lower
left plate block No. 1. Very fine with fresh paper; original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $450

580

Lot 581
581

E/P VF #291 P - King George VI - 3c Rose Violet - “PostesPostage” Omitted. Wonderful exhibition piece with this select
item. Rare Canadian Bank Note Die proof mounted on thick stock
card. Approximately six die proofs would typically be pulled for
archival purposes. Ex. Baillie.
........................................................................................Est. $900
61

589

E/P VF #443-444 P - Gifts of the Wise Men Issue. Possibly
unique 1965 Christmas issue proofs. The 3c olive value has manuscript acceptance “x” in margin. The 5c value, later issued in violet blue, is shown here on plate in trial olive colour. Wonderful
exhibition items.
....................................................................................Est. $3,200

590

** VF #460fi - Queen Elizabeth II “Centennial” - 6c Black - Die
Ia - Printed on Gum Side. Large corner block of fifteen, with
unusual gum variety. Consistent, very fine. Showpiece !
........................................................................................Un. $375

591

E/P VF #293 P - King George VI - 5c Deep Blue - “PostesPostage” Omitted. Rare die proof mounted on thick stock card.
Crisp details with Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited inscription at base. Approximately six die proofs would typically be pulled
for special recognition or archival purposes. Ex. Baillie.
........................................................................................Est. $900

** VF #522i and 525i - Christmas Children’s Drawings - Center
Blocks of Four The pane layout of this 1970 issue was such that
only the center four stamps portrayed the same design. Highly
collectible, this pair of items are well centered with never hinged
gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

592

PB VF #302 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine.
Stunning, lower left plate block No. 1. Very fine with brilliant, fresh
paper; original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

** VF #555var - Christmas Snowflake - 7c Bright Green.
Dramatic mis-perfed block of four. Fresh, clean example with
deep, intense colour. Unused, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Est. $125

593

PB VF #302 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine.
Exceptional, perfectly balanced margins on this 1951 issue.
Upper right plate block No. 1. Very fine with brilliant, fresh paper;
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

** VF #572ii - Pacific Coast Indians - 8c Multicoloured “Missing Bird” Variety. Stunning large, corner block of fifteen,
with variety found on central stamp (R3/3). Very collectable constant plate variety from position 28. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250

594

** VF #604a - Queen Elizabeth II - 8c Blue - Imperf Pair on Low
Fluorescence Paper. First-class coils from the Caricature series,
issued in 1974, with vertical perforations missing. Very fine, fresh
and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $200

595

** VF #604iii - Queen Elizabeth II - 8c Blue - Imperf Pair on
Hibrite Paper. Similar to previous lot, however with differing
paper quality. Very fine, fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250

596

** VF #604var - Queen Elizabeth II - 8c Blue - Perf 10.0
Vertically. While imperforate pairs are valued in Unitrade catalogue ($ 250), imperf pairs with one end perforated are not mentioned. We offer a wonderful strip of four, perforated at left only.
Full tagging and never hinged. Unusual curiosity.
........................................................................................Est. $275

597

** VF #614a - RCMP Musical Ride - 15c Multicoloured - Imperf
Pair Issued in 1973 to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Large uniform margins and
fresh, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

598

** VF #614a - RCMP Musical Ride - 15c Multicoloured - Imperf
Pair. One of the best known of Canadian modern errors. We offer
a fresh, never hinged top margin example with generous, full margins.
........................................................................................Un. $750

599

E/P VF #616 P - Joseph Howe - 8c Gold and Black. Interesting
large die proof of this 1973 commemorative issue. Printed on
thick card stock, with coated fluorescent paper and untagged.
Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $1,600

King George VI Era (1937-1952) continued

Lot 582
582

583

584

585

PB VF #334/334ii/334iii - Textile Industry - 50c Light Green Plate Varieties. The two constant plate varieties are found in
positions 41 and 47 of lower-left pane and therefore both appear
on this plate No. 1 block of four. Unitrade #334ii - a vertical
engraver’s slip extending beyond the lower left corner frame - is
found on the top-left stamp. Number 334iii - retouched
engraver’s slip along the bottom frame extending below POSTAGE
- is found on the lower right stamp. Both in combination with two
normal. Block is never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $140

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953 - 2007)
586

** VF #337 - Queen Elizabeth II - 1c Violet Brown. Interesting
large block of 24, with dramatic misplaced ‘CPR” private perfin.
Fresh and fully never hinged.
........................................................................................Est. $200

587

** F-VF #337aiii/340aiii - Queen Elizabeth II “Wilding” Hibrite Paper. Pair of booklet panes taken from same, 1954
booklet, found on scarce hibrite paper. Very fine to F-VF and both
with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

588

** VF #399ii - Victoria Centenary - 5c Black and Rose - Hibrite
Paper. Blank corner block of four on scarce hibrite paper.
Accompanied by 200y Greene Foundation certificate. The block is
fresh and never hinged, with full original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

Lot 589

62

594

595
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xDetail Lot 600

595
596

600

** VF #705/789var - Floral and Elizabeth II Definitive Issue Trudeau Overprints. In February, 1971, then Prime Minister,
Pierre Trudeau, created a minor parliamentary scandal by
mouthing four-letter explicative in the House of Commons. When
the media pressed him over the true nature of this gesture,
Trudeau replied “What is the nature of your thoughts, gentlemen,
when you say ‘fuddle duddle’ or something like that?” Once the
Liberal government fell, in 1979, this pair of overprints were unofficially produced in very small quantities. Recognizing that the
items were being accepted for legitimate postal use, the government tolerated the issue for a short while. Only the 1c denomination is valued in the Unitrade catalogue at $10.00 for an unused
single. We offer some of the largest remaining multiples of this
series in eight different blocks, with one inverted.
........................................................................................Un. $620

597

598
63

Queen Elizabeth II Era continued
601

** VF #719var - Sugar Maple - 25c Stone and Multicoloured.
To date a unique printing flaw seen as the blob of “stone” colour
found alongside the left margin on this plate block of four. It has
been determined that the ink is found beneath the tagging bars
and is consistent with a production flaw. Great item for exhibition
purposes.
........................................................................................Est. $100

Lot 608
608

** VF #936a - Banff National Park - $2 Multicoloured “Inscriptions Omitted” Error. Top corner single of this dramatic
modern error. Issued in 1985, this stamp was part of the highvalue definitive series featuring national parks. Fresh and never
hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

609

** VF #951a - Maple Leaf Definitive - 32c Brown - Imperf Pair.
Interesting horizontal coil pair from 1983 issue, with vertical perforations omitted. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $225

610

** VF #952a - Parliament Definitive - 34c Dull Ped Brown Imperf Pair. Large margined vertical coil pair for 1985 issue, with
horizontal perforations omitted. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $200

Lot 602
602

** VF #727a - Kluane National Park - $2 Multicoloured Missing Silver Inscriptions. Unusual modern error with an estimate 500-600 copies in existence. Nice exhibition item with
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

603

** VF #729a - Parliament Definitive - 12c Blue - Imperf Pair on
Low Fluorescence Paper. First-class definitive coils issued in
1977 with vertical perforations missing. Very fine, fresh and never
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $200

604

** VF #729ii - Parliament Definitive - 12c Blue - Imperf Pair on
Dull Paper. Similar lot to the previous, however, with differing
paper quality. Very fine, fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $200

605

 VF #730a - Parliament Definitive - 14c Red - Imperf Pair.
Very unusual severed imperforate pair used on piece and posted
from “Ottawa 13.VII.1978”. Rare as a used item, and valued only
as unused in the Unitrade/Scott catalogues. Interesting item;
suitable for exhibition.
........................................................................................Est. $100

606

** VF #806a - Parliament Definitive - 17c Green - Imperf Pair.
High quality, modern perforation error with full, generous margins. Never hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

Lot 611
611
Lot 607
607

64

** VF #806a var - Parliament Definitive - 17c Green - Imperf
Pair. Impressive block of four with imperforate error, with unusual normal perforations down the left margin only. Valued as two
pairs of the regular error. Never hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

** VF #1164c - Queen Elizabeth II - 38c Multicoloured - Imperf
Block of Ten. Truly incredible modern error. Forty blocks are
known with middle pair imperforate and 2nd and 4th pairs part
imperforate, and found on sheets with no horizontal perfs above
rows 8 and 9, and these same rows imperf vertically. We suggest
looking at the image to make sense of this lot.....we think you will
be impressed. VFNH
....................................................................................Un. $1,500
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615

** VF #1178a - Grizzly Bear - 76c Multicoloured - Perforated
13.1 x 13.1. This denomination was introduced in January,
1989, to accommodate international first-class rate. Higher-tahnexpected demand resulted in an additional printing in November
of that same year, which was issued with this new perforation. As
the rate was only in effect until December 31, this perf. variety is
somewhat scarce. We offer a fresh, never hinged marginal block
of four.
........................................................................................Un. $200

616

** VF #1179b - Beluga Whale - 78c Multicoloured - Perforated
13.1 x 13.1. International first-class rate definitive paying the
1990 rate. A late printing produced this perforation variety. Fresh
corner block of four with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

Lot 612
612

** VF #1172h - Pronghorn Antelope - 45c Multicoloured Imperforate. Stunning, large margined, never hinged imperforate pair from 1988-1990 definitive series.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

613

PB VF #1174i - Musk Ox - 59c Multicoloured - Perforated 14.4
x 13.8 - Slater Paper Printing. Late printing of this 1989 issue
paying the overweight domestic rate. Printed on Slater Paper denoted by “S” before coloured circles on plate inscription, the
stamp was produced in limited quantities in anticipation of a new
rate being applied shortly after. We offer a inscription corner
block of four with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

614

** VF #1175a - Timber Wolf - 61c Multicoloured - Perforated
13.1 x 13.1. Uncommon perforation variety found on this June,
1990 printing on Slater Paper. Impressive balanced margins,
fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $100

Our next auction is tentatively
scheduled for April. We will
accept consignments until
January 31, 2008.
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Queen Elizabeth II Era continued
624

** VF #1250ii - Canadian Infantry Regiments - 38c
Multicoloured - Inscription Block. A significant shortage of
inscription blocks resulted from technical difficulties at the printer. We offer an upper-left block with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

Lot 625
625

** VF #1359 var - Flag over Prairies Definitive - 43c
Multicoloured - Perf 13.6 x 13.1 Stunning modern printing flaw,
with double printing of grey-black colour. The result is a very pronounced misprint, accompanied by Greene Foundation certificate. Fresh, never hinged item, currently unlisted in Unitrade catalogue. With Greene Foundation Certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $1,800

626

** VF #1361c var - Flag and Building Definitive - 45c
Multicoloured - Perf 13.6 x 13.1 Impressive modern error resultant from major perforation shift, found in upper right corner
block. The shift also caused dramatic tagging shift as well. Such
errors are increasing in demand.
........................................................................................Est. $300

627

** VF #1362ii var - Flag and Building Definitive - 45c
Multicoloured - Imperf Pair. Interesting, unlisted variety on this
already scarce item. The additional variety is noted as a numeral
“9” in the last “A” of CANADA, on the left stamp. Never hinged and
fresh as expected. Wonderful item !
........................................................................................Est. $950

628

** VF #1394a - Canadian Flag Definitive - 42c Red - Imperf
Pair. Interesting coil error only found in vertical pairs. We offer a
well centered example with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

629

** VF #1395a - Canadian Flag Definitive - 43c Olive Green Imperf Pair on Dull Fluorescent Paper. Interesting modern coil
error with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

630

** VF #1396a - Canadian Flag Definitive - 45c Blue Green Imperf Pair on Hibrite Paper. Interesting modern coil error with
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

631

** VF #1534ii - Christmas Choir - 52c Unissued Denomination.
In anticipation of a rate change, this 52c denomination was prepared. The rate changed was not approved by Parliament and the
50c value in the same design was issued in November, 1993.
Shortly afterwards, it was discovered that a few sheets of the
unissued value had been found on the market. A similar 90c
denomination was broken up into singles before they reached the
philatelic market. We offer a stunning, full pane of this scarce
item. See scan on page86.
..................................................................................Un. $10,600

632

** VF #1534ii - Christmas Choir - 52c Unissued Denomination.
Similar lot to the one previous, however, we offer a corner plate
block of four. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Est. $850

Lot 617
617

618

619

620

66

** VF #1182ii - McAdam Railway Station - $2 Multicoloured.
Rare and stunning block of ten from single pane of twenty-five,
which is imperforate above rows 3 and 4 and within these same
rows also imperforate vertically. Only five such panes have been
recorded.
....................................................................................Un. $4,000
** VF #1183var - Bonsecours Market - $5 Multicoloured.
Curious 1990 definitive high value with unusual perforation shift
towards the left, resulting in the denomination being almost eliminated. Uncharacteristic of Canadian Bank Note issues.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
** VF #1194Bf - Canadian Flag Definitive - 39c Dark Violet Imperf Pair on Dull Fluorescence Paper. Issued in 1990 in coil
rolls, we offer a vertical coil pair with horizontal perforations omitted. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $250
** VF #1194Biii - Canadian Flag Definitive - 39c Dark Violet High Florescence Paper - Imperf Pair. Large margined vertical
pair with distinctive paper quality. Fresh with original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $250

621

** VF #1194d - Parliament Definitive - 37c Blue - Imperf Pair
on Creamy Paper. We offer a well centered pair with original,
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

622

** VF #1194i - Parliament Definitive - 37c Blue - Perforated
10.0 Horizontally - Rolland Paper with Dull Fluorescence. Fresh
vertical coil paper on scarce paper variety. Well centered example
with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

623

** VF #1194v - Parliament Definitive - 37c Blue - Imperf Pair
on Roland Paper. Modern error produced during the production
of the horizontal perf 10.0 coil issues. Well centered vertical pair
with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

Canada
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623
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632

** VF #1701a - Moose - $5 Multicoloured - “Missing Moose”
Variety. Rare and very dramatic modern error discovered here in
Ottawa, shortly after the item was issued in 2003. This single is
from a pane distributed to a Post Office in Nova Scotia where the
selvage was removed from a group of about 10 panes and only
after this, was the error discovered. Removing the selvage
caused irregular perforation ends and a short perf at lower left.
Otherwise the stamp is very fine with no little creases or other
faults..
....................................................................................Un. $7,500

634

635

636

634

** VF #2128var - Red Bergamot Blossom - 51c Multicoloured Perf 8,0 Horizontal Die-cut. Currently unlisted self-adhesive coil
strip of ten showing compound perfs between the 4th and 5th
stamp above the inscription tab. Unused with paper backing
intact.
......................................................................................Ret. $275

635

** VF #2129var - Yellow Lady’s Slipper - 89c Multicoloured Perf 8.0 Horizontal Die-cut. Currently unlisted self-adhesive coil
strip of ten showing compound perfs between the 6th and 7th
stamp above the inscription tab. The first stamp above the
inscription has 9.0 x 10.0 gauge. Unused with paper backing
intact.
......................................................................................Ret. $425

636

** VF #2130var - Pink Fairy Slipper - $1.05 Multicoloured Perf 8.0 Horizontal Die-cut. Currently unlisted self-adhesive coil
strip of ten showing compound perfs between the 4th and 5th
and 6th stamps above the inscription tab. Unused with paper
backing intact.
......................................................................................Ret. $495

Lot 633
633

620

67

Back-of-Book Issues
637

** VF #B1i - Montreal Olympic Games - 8c + 2c Multicoloured
- Hibrite Paper. Uncommon paper variety sought after and
missed by many collector’s. Full pane of 50, fresh and never
hinged. Since this hibrite paper variety was only found in field
stock, no plate block inscriptions exist.
........................................................................................Un. $750

638

** VF #BK3c - King George V “Admiral” - 1c Yellow Green in
Four Panes of Six. Presentable booklet lacking any wear on the
cover. Panes are finely centered and fresh. Sans serif capitals on
rate sheet.
........................................................................................Un. $250

644

** VF #BK280Abi - Flag over Edmonton - 49c Multicoloured Self-Adhesive with Die-cut Omitted Error . Scarce imperforate
booklet printed on Fasson paper and fully tagged. Due to the
absence of the die-cutting, the holding hole at the top is also omitted and was manually punched to accommodate storage/display.
Accompanied by 2006 AIEP certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $895

645

** VF #BK280Bbi - Flag over Edmonton - 49c Multicoloured Self-Adhesive with Die-cut Omitted Error . Scarce imperforate
booklet printed on Tullis Russell Coated paper and fully tagged.
Due to the absence of the die-cutting, the holding hole at the top
is also omitted. Accompanied by 2006 AIEP certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $995

646

** VF #C1 - Allegory of Flight - 5c Brown Olive. Marvelous plate
no. 1 top margin bock of eight (usually collect as block of six).
Fresh and never hinged with full, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $380

647

** VF #C1b - Allegory of Flight - 5c Brown Olive - Horizontal
Pair Imperf Between Marvellous fresh example of this scarce
item. Balanced, very fine margins and fresh appearance. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

648

* F #C1c - Allegory of Flight - 5c Brown Olive - Vertical Pair
Imperf Between Desirable example of this difficult to find item.
Fresh appearance and clear margins with slight shift towards left.
Original gum with light hinge mark at top, pair of owner’s stamps,
and light pencil notation on reverse.
........................................................................................Un. $225

Lot 639
639

** VF #BK3c - King George V “Admiral” - 1c Yellow Green in
Four Panes of Six. Post office fresh booklet with very fine, fresh
panes. Sans serif capitals on rate sheet.
........................................................................................Un. $375

Lot 649
Lot 640
640

641

642

643

68

** F-VF #BK3e - King George V “Admiral” - 1c Yellow Green in
Four Panes of Six. Fresh booklet with very fine, lightly toned
panes. Sans serif capitals on rate sheet with rate change notice
stamped diagonally in violet on booklet cover.
........................................................................................Un. $250
** F #BK3e - King George V “Admiral” - 1c Yellow Green in Four
Panes of Six. Fresh booklet with very fine, lightly toned panes.
Sans serif capitals on rate sheet with rate change notice stamped
diagonally in violet on booklet cover.
........................................................................................Un. $250
** VF #BK5f - King George V “Admiral” - Two Panes of 106a.
Very clean booklet with very fine, fresh panes. Small type II text
with violet rate change overprint diagonally on cover.
........................................................................................Un. $187
** F #BK10b - King George V “Admiral” Booklet. Presentable
booklet issued in 1923. Standard appearance for these items,
however, the panes appear to be lightly affixed to the waxed interleaves, which have become slightly yellowed. Possibly salvagable
and worth a view due to the high catalogue value of this item.
........................................................................................Un. $500

649

PB VF #C2 - Mercury and Globe - 5c Olive Brown Scarce No.1
plate block with reversed “1’ in margin. Proportioned, large margins; original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

650

PB F #C3 - Allegory of Flight - 6c on 5c Brown Olive Presentable
top margin No. plate block of six. Fine centering; small, natural
inclusion in upper left stamp (below wing); never hinged, original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

651

PB F #C3i - Allegory of Flight - 6c on 5c Brown Olive - “Swollen
Breast” Variety Attractive large No. 2 plate multiple, with variety
found on third stamp on upper row. Fresh overall appearance;
fine centering; light hinging in corners.
........................................................................................Un. $175

652

** F #C3ii - Allegory of Flight - 6c on 5c Brown Olive with
Shifted Surcharge Impressive margin block of four of this scarce
item. The shifted surcharge extends onto the adjacent stamps
and onto the selvedge. Fine centering with full never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $570
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Detail Lot 651

653

PB F #C4 - Mercury and Globe - 6c on 5c Olive Brown Plate
block, with reversed “1”. Typically valued as block of four, we offer
a fine block of six; with never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $255

Lot 654
654

* VF #C5b - Icaraus in Flight - 6c Red Brown - Imperforate Pair
Magnificent item with only 125 pairs known to exist. Large, well
balanced margins with crisp impressions. Full original gum with
two light hinge marks.
........................................................................................Un. $800

Lot 655
655

PB VF #C9i - Canada Geese in Flight - 7c Deep Blue - Thin
Transparent Ribbed Paper. Lower right plate (No.1) block of four
of this scarce paper printing, with normal included for comparison. Very finely centered; original, never hinged gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,687
69

656
656

657

PB VF #C9i - Canada Geese in Flight - 7c Deep Blue - Thin
Transparent Ribbed Paper. Very fine, lower right plate (No.2)
block of four of this scarce paper printing, with normal included
for comparison. Original never hinged gum; characteristic yellowish paper with aniline type ink.
....................................................................................Un. $1,687

Lot 659
659

Semi-Official Airmails
657

* F-VF #CLP1 - Aero Club of Canada Issue - (25c) Red and
Black. This item was issued on August 26, 1918 to commemorate the inaugural flight between Toronto and Ottawa. It was
quickly realized that the denomination (25c) had been omitted
from the design - only 200 were ever released. A revised issue followed a couple of days later. We offer a presentable example of
this scarce item, with typical centering and light gum crease. The
original gum has a pair of hinge remnants.
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

Lot 658
658

70

** VF #CLP2 - Aero Club of Canada Issue - 25c Red and Black.
Following an error on the original issue, this revised design saw
the addition of a value (25) added to the lower corners, which was
made available on August 28, 1918. A very finely centered example on yellowish paper with full original, never hinged gum. There
is a minor gum thin on two perforations at upper right.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

660

* VF #CLP3a - Aero Club of Canada - $1 Red and Blue - Thin
Paper Printing. Issued to commemorate the inaugural flight
between Toronto and New York, by pilot W.G.Archer. Very impressive, large margined example with lightly hinged original gum.
Note natural colour printing flaw extending through “$1” at lowerleft.
........................................................................................Un. $300
* VF #CL3 - Laurentide Air Service Ltd. - (25c) Red - Perf 11.5
x 11.5. Well centered example of this issue with “CANADA 1924”
added to the design. Fresh with pair of hinge remnants found on
original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $110

661

 F-VF #CL5 - Northern Air Service - 25c Blue. One of the earlier private commercial airlines issues from 1925. Produced for
the flight between Haileybury, Ontario and Rouyn, Quebec. We
offer a fine-very fine pane single with tidy pair of cancels.
........................................................................................Un. $150

662

** VF #CL8c - Elliot-Fairchild Air Service - (25c) Red on Yellow
Background of Swastikas - Tall “r” Variety. This 1926 issue
would have been very politically incorrect in today’s world ! The
airlines brought mail services to Red Lake and the Rouyn
Goldfields. The position (2,4) variety is identified by the taller, narrow “r” in “Fairchild”. We offer a very fine example with never
hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $82

663

(*) VF #CL9b - Elliot-Fairchild Air Service - (25c) Blue on Yellow
Background of Swastikas. Impressive vertical tete-beche pair
with margin selvedge found on three sides. Fresh and unused,
without gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

664

* VF #CL12b - Fairchild Air Transport Ltd. - (25c) Ultramarine Tete-Beche Pair. The booklet pane of this issue had the right column of five stamp inverted. We offer a select example with huge,
jumbo margins. The stamp at right is noticeably darker than its
counterpart. Fresh with original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Canada
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666

* VF #CL42a - Yukon Airways and Explorations Co. Ltd. - 25c
Blue - “ArRWAYS” Variety. This unusual variety is caused by a
small area lacking full blue colour at the upper-left tip of the “I”
producing what appears to be a small “r”. Graded as fine-very fine
and fresh with original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

667

** VF #CL46ii - Cherry Red Airlines - 10c Red and Black “Snow on Wings” Variety. Produced by a slight directional colour
shift, the “snow on wings” variety is an interesting curiosity. We
offer a very fine example with original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

668

** VF #CL48 - Commercial Airways - 10c Black on Thick Paper.
Very impressive full pane of ten of this 1930 issue. Redrawn to
read “AIR FEE”, the design was later produced in purple and
orange. Never hinged with original gum and very finely centered.
........................................................................................Un. $187

669

* VF #CL49 - Commercial Airways Ltd. - 10c Purple with “VIA
AIR”. Choice, large-margined single taken from the bottom of
booklet pane. Fresh with even colour tone and hinged, original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Lot 665
665

* VF #CL16 - Patricia Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd. - (10c)
Green and Red on Yellow Paper - “RED LAKE” Overprint. Only
200 items were issued with this overprint, valid for services in
1926-1927. Very finely centered bottom margin single with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $550

71

Special Delivery Stamps
670

679

PB VF #E8 - Coat of Arms - 20c Dark Carmine. Exhibition quality top margin plate block (No.1) of six. Each stamp has full, balanced margins and fresh appearance. While there is light hinging
in the selvedge, the stamps are never hinged. Valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $525

680

PB VF #EO2 - Coat of Arms - 10c Green with “G” Overprint.
Extremely well centered upper right plate (No.1) block of four.
Fresh with full, original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

* VF #E1 - Special Delivery - 10c Blue Green. First special delivery issue of Canada, issued in 1898. Well centered example with
excellent colour tone and crisp clarity of detail. Original, lightly
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

Registration Stamps
681

** F-VF #F1 - Registration Postage - 2c Orange Brilliant, bright
shade of this 1875 printing. Fine-very fine with nice overall
appearance; unused, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

682

* VF #F1a - Registration Postage - 2c Vermilion. Impressive
item with huge, balanced margins. Distinctive colour with characteristic deeper shade. Original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $220

683

* VF #F1a - Registration Postage - 2c Vermilion. Attractive,
fresh example graded as very fine, with large, generous margins.
Even colour tone and original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $220

Lot 671
671

** VF #E1a - Special Delivery - 10c Green Shade. Scarce very
fine block of four with strong colour. Mint never hinged, full original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,800

672

** VF #E1ii - Special Delivery - 10c Green - “No Shading in
Value Tablet”. Handsome item with exceptional features. Well
balanced, very fine margins; intense, even colour; pristine, never
hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $600

673

** VF #E2a - Special Delivery - 20c Scarlet - Wet Printing Fresh
example of one of the scarcer items of the period. Very fine centering and NH original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

674

* VF #E3a - Special Delivery - 20c Orange - Vertical Pair Imperf
Between Attractive bottom margin example with bright colour.
The original gum has been lightly hinged in the upper corner. Only
250 known copies exist. The stamp, depicting period mail delivery, was issued in conjunction with the 1927 Confederation issue.
........................................................................................Un. $250

675

676

677

678

72

PB VF #E5 - Special Delivery Express - 20c Henna Brown Largemargined No.1 plate block of this 1932 issue. Intense, rich
colour; never hinged, original gum. Pair of light paper wrinkles in
right margin, slightly extending into design of lower right stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $800

PB F-VF #E5 - Special Delivery Express - 20c Henna Brown
Attractive plate block No. 1 with very strong colour. Fine-very fine;
hinged in upper selvedge only and light pencil notation on back.
Cv as single stamps
........................................................................................Un. $510
PB VF #E6 - Allegory of Progress - 20c Dark Carmine Incredible
No. 1 plate block of six. Very fine; strong colour; never hinged,
original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225
PB VF #E6 - Allegory of Progress - 20c Dark Carmine
Impressive, top margin plate block with “Dot after T” variety. Very
fine; strong colour; never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

Lot 684
684

** VF #F1b - Registration Postage - 2c Rose Carmine.
Spectacular imprint block of four showing the British American
Bank Note imprint and reversed “B” at top, including cutting lines.
Two stamps are partly sulphurated, which does not overtly detract
from the oversized stamps. Truly, a showpiece.
....................................................................................Un. $5,400

685

 XF #F1b - Registration Postage - 2c Rose Carmine - Perf
12.25 x 12.0. Extremely well-centered, large-margined single
with unusual, vermilion-like colour tone. Perforations confirm it is
the Montreal Gazette printing, which was issued in rose carmine
shade only. Neat “R” registration cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $140

686

* F-VF #F2a - Registration Postage - 5c Blue Green. Wonderful,
top-margin imprint block of four with reversed “R” in margin. Deep
intense colour; very finely centered; original gum with re-enforcing
hinge in center.
........................................................................................Un. $660

687

(*) VF #F3 - Registration Postage - 8c Dull Blue. Introduced in
1876 to pay the registration rate to the United Kingdom, we offer
an attractive, fresh example with vibrant colour and full, balanced
margins. For the record we note a slightly shorter perforation at
upper-left otherwise without fault. Unused, without gum.
........................................................................................Un. $600

Canada
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696

Postage Dues
688

*/** F-VF #J1 - Postage Due First Issue - 1c Violet Early, 1906
printing, vertical strip of three with plate inscription. Deep, vibrant
colour on yellowish, toned paper as issued. Fine-very fine; original
gum, with bottom pair never hinged; light gum bend in selvedge.
Unitrade notes that all imprint pieces are scarce and command a
100% premium.
........................................................................................Un. $175

689

PB F-VF #J1 - Postage Due First Issue - 1c Violet Attractive plate
inscription block of four. While the bottom two stamps have been
graded as very fine, however, at the expense of the upper pair (FVF). The block is never hinged, and is uncommon with inscription.
........................................................................................Un. $540

PB VF #J8 - Postage Due Second Issue - 4c Dark Violet.
Stunning top margin plate block of four, with reversed “1” inscription. Very fine; reverse; original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $375

Lot 697
697

** VF #J8 - Postage Due Second Issue - 4c Dark Violet.
Exceptional, vibrant, top margin plate block of four, with reversed
“1” inscription. Very fine with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

698

PB F-VF #J8 - Postage Due Second Issue - 4c Dark Violet. Fresh
top margin plate block of four, with reversed “1” inscription. Finevery fine with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $560

699

PB VF #J9 - Postage Due Second Issue - 5c Dark Violet.
Marvellous bottom margin plate block of four, with “1” inscription.
Very finely centered with fresh, never hinged original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

700

PB F #J9 - Postage Due Second Issue - 5c Dark Violet.
Presentable, bottom margin plate block of four, with “1” inscription. Fine centering; original gum with top left stamp lightly
hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $300

Lot 690
690

** PB VF #J3 - Postage Due First Issue - 4c Violet Late 1928
printing in stunning right marginal inscription plate block of eight.
Very fine with deep colour. Full original, never hinged gum. A
showpiece!
....................................................................................Est. $3,200

691

*/** F-VF #J4c - Postage Due First Issue - 5c Reddish Violet Ordinary Paper. Late, 1928 printing, vertical strip of three with
plate inscription. Strong, distinct shade on whiter paper. Fine-very
fine; original gum, with bottom pair never hinged. Unitrade notes
that all imprint pieces are scarce and command a 100% premium.
........................................................................................Un. $172

692

PB VF #J6 - Postage Due Second Issue - 1c Dark Violet. Very
well centered, top margin plate block of four, with reversed “1”
inscription. Vibrant colour; fresh; lightly hinged in selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $300

693

** VF #J7 - Postage Due Second Issue - 2c Dark Violet. Fresh
and never hinged full pane of 100 stamps. Plate 1 imprint in top
margins. Well centered for this issue.
....................................................................................Un. $2,370

Lot 701
701

74

694

PB VF #J7 - Postage Due Second Issue - 2c Dark Violet. Very
fine and fresh top margin plate block of four, with plate 1 inscription. Small hinge remnant in selvedge only.
........................................................................................Un. $225

695

PB F #J7 - Postage Due Second Issue - 2c Dark Violet. Top margin plate block of four, with “1” inscription. Finely centered with
never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $225

* VF #J10a - Postage Due Second Issue - 10c Dark Violet Vertical Pair Imperf Between. Only one sheet of this variety
exists, and it has been acknowledged that the vertical perforations are positioned at a slight angle. Being a bottom margin pair,
the effects are quite obvious, however, very fine for the issue.
Fresh colour and original, lightly hinged gum. Very interesting
scarce item with only 50 pairs in existence!
....................................................................................Un. $5,000

Canada
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702

PB VF #O6a - Great Bear Lake - 10c Olive Green with “OHMS”
Overprint - Missing Stop after “S”. Constant overprint position
(47) variety found on each of the values in this series. We offer an
stunning, very well centered, lower-left plate block (No. 1) of four.
Fresh and hinged only in Selvedge.
........................................................................................Un. $262

700

704

703

PB VF #O7a - Hydroelectric Station - 14c Sepia with “OHMS”
Overprint - Missing Stop after “S”. Extremely well centered,
never hinged lower left plate block. Noticeable constant overprint
position (47) variety found on each of the values in this series.
........................................................................................Un. $300

704

** VF #O8a - Harvest Combine - 20c Slate Grey with “OHMS”
Overprint - Missing Stop after “S”. Attractive block of four, previously a plate block with selvedge removed. Noticeable constant
overprint position (47) variety on lower-right stamp with three normal. Bottom two stamps, including, variety are never hinged and
valued as combination value of individual stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $310

NOTE: WAR TAX STAMPS ARE FOUND WITH
THE ADMIRALS (Lot #417-452)
Officials

695

75

Officials continued

711

** VF #O25 - PEI Train Ferry - $1 Red Violet with “G” Overprint.
Immaculate lower right block of four with guideline in margin.
Fresh color; very fine; original, never hinged gum.
......................................................................................Un. $1000

712

* VF #O25 - PEI Train Ferry - $1 Red Violet with “G” Overprint.
Impressive lower-left No. 1 plate block high value with official
overprint. Very fine and fresh with lightly hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

713

** VF #O27 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine with
“G” Overprint. Nicely centered block of four. Vibrant colour with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

714

** VF #O27 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine with
“G” Overprint. Attractive features are found on this fresh, perfectly centered example. Vibrant colour with never hinged, original
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $187

715

PB VF #O27 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine with
“G” Overprint. Fresh lower-left plate block with brilliant colour
and appearance. Very finely centered; lightly hinged in margin
selvedge only.
........................................................................................Un. $750

Lot 705
705

** VF #O9 - Lumbering - 50c Green with “OHMS” Overprint .
Key value of all OHMS overprinted issues. We offer a very finely
centered example with fresh appearance and never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $330

706

* VF #O10 - PEI Train Ferry - $1 Red Violet with “OHMS”
Overprint. Attractive, peace issue high value. Upper right plate
block No 1. very fine and fresh with lightly hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $675

707

PB VF #O10 - PEI Train Ferry - $1 Red Violet with “OHMS”
Overprint. Impressive No.1 upper-left plate block featuring pair of
cutting guidelines on both selvedge margins. Well centered with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $900

708

** VF #O11 - Oil Resources 50c Dull Green with “OHMS”
Overprint. Very well-centered single with rich colour and freshness. Full original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

709

PB VF #O23 - Harvest Combine - 20c Slate Grey with “G”
Overprint. Presentable upper-right plate (No.2) block of four with
guide dot in selvedge. Well-centered and fresh with never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

710

PB VF #O24 - Oil Resources - 50c Dull Green with “G” Overprint.
Handsome lower-right plate (No.1) block of four with guide dot in
selvedge. Fresh with excellently balanced margins. Original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $130

Lot 711

76

Lot 716
716

** XF #O27 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine with
“G” Overprint. Superb upper-left blank corner block lacking plate
inscriptions. Truly wonderful perfectly balanced, large margins.
Intense colour with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $750

717

PB VF #O27 - Fishing Resources - $1 Bright Ultramarine with
“G” Overprint. Very well centered, large margined lower-left block
of four with plate No.1 inscriptions. Fresh with single hinge mark
on upper-right stamp.
........................................................................................Un. $750

718

PB VF #O32 - Totem Pole - $1 Grey Black with “G” Overprint.
Attractive upper-left plate (No. 2) block of four, well-centered with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $150

719

PB F #O45a - Paper Industry - 20c Green - Flying “G” Overprint.
Scarce upper-left plate block (No.2) of six with “Flying G” overprint. Graded as fine with full, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $390

Canada
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Lot 720
720

** F-VF #O47iii - Queen Elizabeth II - 2c Green - Misplaced “G”
Overprint. Very impressive modern error caused by the dramatic
shift of the “G” overprint on this 1955 Cameo definitive. The additional “G” in the bottom margin selvedge, adds to the appeal of
this unusual item. Graded as fine-very fine with original, never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $675

719

77

Officials continued

Revenues

721

* VF #O231/45 - King George VI Pictorials - Four-Hole
“O.H.M.S.” Perfins. Complete set of the Mufti-pictorial issue of
1937-38 with these official perfins. Generally very fine, each is
fresh and with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $394

722

** VF #O262 - Destroyer H.M.S. Cossack - $1 Blue with
“OHMS” Perfin. Attractive, war effort official. Very fine; fresh;
unused, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

729

* VF #FB4 - Queen Victoria - 4c Blue. Unlisted “Feather in Bun”
variety from first “Bill” issue, with used normal example for comparison. Variety stamp is unused, with hinged gum; fine-very fine
with blunt perfs at top. Unusual curiosity !
........................................................................................Est. $100

730

E/P VF #FB18-26P - Queen Victoria “Second Federal Bill”
Issue. Unusual lot of plate proof of the low values (1c to 9c) from
this 1865 issue, each in horizontal pairs and printed on India
card. Consistent, fresh colour throughout and each with full,
ample margins.
..............................................................................Van Dam $450

731

 F-VF #FB33 - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $1 Red and
Green. Clean, 1865 example retaining vibrant colours. Fine-very
fine with dainty, manuscript cancel, dated 9/8/67.
..............................................................................Van Dam $200

732

 F-VF #FB34 - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $1 Green and
Red. Presentable, sound example from this 1865 printing. Finevery fine with tidy, QUEBEC FEB 26, 1866 cancel.
..............................................................................Van Dam $150

733

(*) `VF #FB35 - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $2 Red and
Violet. Very attractive, fresh example from 1865, second bill
issue. Very fine with slight vignette shift; unused, without gum.
..............................................................................Van Dam $400

734

 F-VF #FB36 - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $3 Red and
Blue. Scarce, collectible used example with light cancel. Very
intense blue shading; very fine and fault-free.
..............................................................................Van Dam $400

Lot 723
723

** VF #O262 - Destroyer H.M.S. Cossack - $1 Blue with
“OHMS” Perfin. Stunning high value block of four with four-hole
perfin. Very finely centered with perfectly balanced margins.
Fresh with never hinged, original gum.
......................................................................................Un. $1200

724

* F-VF #OA231-33 - King George VI - Five-Hole “O.H.M.S.”
Perfins. Valued only as used in the Unitrade catalogue, these
mint, hinged plate examples should not be available as unused.
Issued exclusively for official mail, they were not available through
philatelic services as were the subsequent issues. Valued as
used singles without any premium applied for plate inscriptions.
The one-cent value is very fine, while others are fine.
........................................................................................Un. $60+

725

** VF #OCE4 - DC 4-M Plane Special Delivery - 17c Bright
Ultramarine with “OHMS” Perfin. Extremely well centered 1946
issue showing revised accent. Fresh with never hinged, original
gum; for-the-record light fingerprint on back
........................................................................................Un. $150

726

 F #OX1 - Officially Sealed Postage - Yellow Brown. Used to
repair damaged or opened envelopes, if undeliverable and no
return address was used after opening to determine sender. The
first such issue from 1879. Fine centering with light crease; black
cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $100

727

728

78

* F-VF #OX3 - Queen Victoria Officially Sealed Postage - Black
on White Paper. The beautiful design elements of this issue are
a perfect balance between style and function. Originally issued on
bluish paper, this 1907 printing was produced on white paper.
Fine-very fine example with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $105
** VF #OX4 - Officially Sealed Postage - Brown Black. 1913
issue, we offer a very fine, fresh example with original, never
hinged gum. (There are other later Canadian Official seals, but no
others are listed in Unitrade).
........................................................................................Un. $200

Lot 735

Lot 736

735

E/P VF #FB35TC - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $2 Red and
Violet. Trial colour plate proof block of four in red with un-adopted black centre on thin, India paper. Interesting plate scratches
on surface; without gum as prepared.
........................................................................................Est. $300

736

E/P VF #FB35TC - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - $2 Red and
Violet. Trial colour plate proof block of four in un-adopted green
frame with black centre on thin, India paper. fresh quality and
crisp detail. Without gum as prepared.
........................................................................................Est. $300

Canada
ex. Lot 721
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740

732

** F-VF #FB46 - Queen Victoria “Federal Bill” - 9c Green. We
offer a full pane of 100 stamps of this 1868, third bill issue.
British American Bank Not Co. imprints in each if the four margins
and a “NINE CENTS” counter at top. Fresh, never hinged sheet
with streaky gum on horizontal, wove paper, perforated 11.75 x
12.1. Note pre-perforating paper fold in upper-right corner. Van
Dam catalogue value is for hinged, uncancelled singles.
..............................................................................Van Dam $300

738

(*) F #FSC1 - Queen Victoria “Supreme Court” - 10c Blue.
Impressive, collectible, 1876 first issue. Fine centering with
design just clearing the perfs at right; unused without gum.
..............................................................................Van Dam $275

739

(*) F-VF #FSC3 - Queen Victoria “Supreme Court” - 25c Blue.
Desirable, large format stamp from 1876 issue. Fine-very fine
with single, blind perf in lower right; tiny, shallow thin on reverse;
unused without gum.
..............................................................................Van Dam $250

728

729

741

733

737

734

740

(*) F-VF #FSC5 - Queen Victoria “Supreme Court” - $1 Blue.
Bright blue shade on this 1876, American Bank Note issue.
Stunning design features; fine-very fine with short corner perf in
upper right; unused without gum.
..............................................................................Van Dam $250

741

 F-VF #FSC12 - Queen Victoria “Law Stamp” - $5 Black with
Purple Control Number. Issued by the American Bank Note Co.
in 1897 as the high value of this series. We offer a used example
with security punch cancellations. Graded as fine-very fine, the
stamp has a small hinge thinned area at the top margin, with disturbed gum and offset. The same issues that caused the offset
on the reverse cased a slight gummed finish that appears on the
front of the stamp as well.
..............................................................................Van Dam $475

79

749
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** VF #QR28 - Registration Postage - $100 Carmine.
Wonderful choice example of this 1912 Quebec provincial issue.
Deep vibrant colour with original, never hinged gum.
................................................................................Van Dam $75

British Nor th America
British Columbia

Lot 742
742

* F-VF #FSC15 - King George V “Supreme Court” - 25c Blue and
Red. The incredible, deep blue shade enhances the fine details
of the intricate design elements of this 1915 issue. Very fine and
sound; original gum with pair of hinge remnants.
..............................................................................Van Dam $700

743

** VF #FWH2-FWH15 - Wildlife Habitat Conservation Issues.
We offer a complete range of 1986-1999 issues, each in full,
never hinged panes of sixteen. These stamps, affixed as proof of
payment to hunting licenses, are commissioned from wildlife
artists annually. Excellent opportunity for the collector or dealer.
Each sheet catalogues between $275 and $325 as single
stamps.
....................................................................................Un. $3,950

744

745

746

747

748

80

 VF #AL9L - Alberta Law Stamp - 25c Purple and Black.
Scarce 1906 revenue issue, hand-stamped CANCELLED in blue.
Very fine, generous margins and fresh appearance. Note fancy “L”
in LAW variety.
..............................................................................Van Dam $250
 VF #AL10L - Alberta Law Stamp - 25c Green and Black.
Rarely offered 1906 revenue issue, hand-stamped CANCELLED in
violet. Superb, large margins and fresh appearance. Note fancy
“L” in LAW variety.
..............................................................................Van Dam $180
 F-VF #AW41 - Alberta Wildlife “Alien” Big Game Certificate $100 Yellow and Yellow Brown. Completely sound stamp used
properly on certificate for hunter from Germany. As usual for pocket-storage, license has creasing at top, endured during the 1966
hunting season. Very few of these tags were issued in any year
and, to the best of our knowledge this is the only example recorded for the 1966 “non-resident alien big game.”
........................................................................................Est. $400
** VF #PC6a - Prairie Provinces Conservation Stamp - 25c Blue
and Red. Post office fresh, never hinged, full pane of five of this
1943 issue. The Prairie provinces issued combined usage stamps
for only two years, this being the last printed. The third item has
period after “PRAIRIE” variety. Interesting piece.
..............................................................................Van Dam $300
** VF #QR27 - Registration Postage - $50 Orange Carmine.
Stunning item with well balanced, very fine margins. Marvelous,
rich colour with original, never hinged gum.
..............................................................................Van Dam $150

Lot 750

Lot 751

750

* VF #10 - Colonial Seal - 10c on 3d Lilac Rose - Perf 14.0 x
14.0. Due to the natural tight margins of this issue, we offer a
stunning single. Fresh with full original, hinged gum; outstanding
colour. Premium added by Unitrade for original gum.
Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $4,500

751

 VF #17 - Colonial Seal - 50c on 3d Violet - Perf 12.5 x 12.5.
Very finely centered example for the issue with brilliant colour.
Tidy Victoria #35 barred-oval obliterator in blue.
....................................................................................Un. $1,000

New Brunswick
752

 VF #1 - Heraldic Emblems - 3d Red on Blue Paper. Very fine,
full-margined single, showing margins from two adjacent stamps.
Light pencil notation on reverse, and tiny suspect white area, with
shallow surface scuff also on back. Indistinct, oval grid obliterator.
........................................................................................Un. $700

753

 F-VF #2 - Heraldic Emblems - 6d Olive Yellow on Bluish
Paper. Interesting, on piece example of this 1851 first issue. Tied
by ST. JOHN #1 oval grid cancel and LONDON PAID MR 20/60 red
cds. The stamp has three full margins with fourth just cutting into
design at one end. Intense colour. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP
certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,125

754

 F #2i - Heraldic Emblems - 6d Mustard Yellow on Bluish
Paper. Unusual shade of this 1851 first issue. Three large margins with fourth just cutting into the design. Clean #5 barred-oval
grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $900

755

E/P VF #6P - Locomotive - 1c Dark Violet. We offer a plate proof
of this design which was adopted and issued in May, 1860.
Prepared by the American Bank Note Co., New York, the locomotive is described as Engine No. 9 of the North American Railway.
Printed on India paper in accepted colour. Very fine and sound.
........................................................................................Un. $125

Canada
743

744

745

748

749

752

753

754

747

746
755

756

758

762

759

760

758

 VF #1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Red Brown - Blued Paper Imperforate. Very fine, four margined single. Fresh colour and
deeply blued paper are enhanced by light, grid cancel. Tough-tofind with this appearance.
........................................................................................Un. $800

759

 F-VF #1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Red Brown - Blued Paper Imperforate. Nice quality example with very light, oval grid cancel. Three larger margins with fourth just touching at right hand
corners. No hidden faults and accompanied by 2007 Sismondo
certificate.
........................................................................................Un. $600

760

 F-VF #3 - Heraldic Emblems - 3d Dark Blue - Blued Paper Imperforate. Distinctive, almost steel blue colour qualities show
nicely on this four margined example. Unfortunate, trivial corner
nick at right, otherwise fault free. Indistinct, oval obliterator.
........................................................................................Un. $225

761

E/P VF #11P, 12P, 13Pi - Queen Victoria. Plate proofs of the
adopted designs/ colours that were issued in 1860. The vignette
was engraved by William Chorlton for the American Bank Note Co.
The eight-and-half cent and ten-cent values are both in very fine
fairs on India card. The twelve-and-half cent is a single item with
diagonal “SPECIMEN” overprint in carmine.
........................................................................................Un. $250

762

* F-VF #13var - Queen Victoria - 12.5c Black - Yellowish Paper.
Interesting block of four with both stamps at right missing a substantial part of the upper-left spandrels. Found in combination
block of four with left column normal. Fine-very fine with original,
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Cv. $140

x761

Nova Scotia

Lot 756
756

(*) VF #1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Red Brown - Blued Paper Imperforate. Impressive, fresh item with four full margins.
Beautiful colour on deeply blued paper. Fault-free and unused
without gum.
....................................................................................Un. $4,500

757

(*) VF #1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Red Brown - Blued Paper Imperforate. Uncommon example of this BNA classic unused,
without gum. Rich colour. Four clear margins - three ample with
one narrow. Accompanied by 2004 Sismondo certificate which
explains a fault free item with natural paper (inclusion) defect.
....................................................................................Un. $4,500

81

Prince Edward Island
768
763

E/P * Prince Edward Island Essay - Queen Victoria - 3c Deep
Green. Uncommon, engraved plate essay on perforated paper.
Full, original hinged gum and very nicely centered. This British
American bank Note Co. design incorporates many similar elements as those utilized by Canada and Nova Scotia Bill stamps in
1868. Production was halted shortly before the colony joined
Confederation in 1870.
........................................................................................Est. $300

*/** VF #11A - Heraldic Emblems - 3d Green - Wove Paper
without Mesh - Imperforate. Impressive “triangular block” of
four cleverly cut with very fine margins. Hinged at top leaving two
stamps never hinged. Quality item.
........................................................................................Un. $600

Lot 769
769

 VF #12 - Scottish Thistle - 4d Orange - Wove Paper without
Mesh - Imperforate. 1860 issue with four clear, although narrow
margins. Unused without gum, and accompanied by 2001
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $4,000

770

 VF #19 - Heraldic Emblems - 5d Reddish Brown - Wove Paper
without Mesh - Imperforate. Unusual red cork cancel found on
this 1861 issue. The cancel is almost of identical shade as the
stamp and creates a peculiar illusion. The stamp has four, clear
margins and is without fault.
..........................................................................................Un. $80

771

E/P VF #24P/OX1ii - American Bank Note Archival Proofs.
Wonderful selection of plate proofs selected from 1865 to 1901
issues and neatly mounted on stock card possibly used as trade
sample. Each item is on India card in the issued colours. Some
very light soiling on two examples.
....................................................................................Est. $1,900

Lot 764
764

765

(*) VF #3 - Queen Victoria - 6d Yellow Green - Perf 9.0 x 9.0.
Tough stamp to find this well centered and graded as very fine.
Few small perf faults at lower-left. Unused and without gum as
valued.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500
E/P VF #7 - Queen Victoria . Attractive re-issue die proofs of the
1862, six pence issue. Produced in ten colours on thick stock
card, we offer a complete, fresh set. Identified within footnote of
Unitrade catalogue.
........................................................................................Un. $300

Newfoundland

Lot 766
766

767

82

*/** VF #8 - Heraldic Emblems - 8d Scarlet Vermilion - Thick
Porous Wove Paper with Mesh - Imperforate. Rare showpiece
item of this early 1857 issue. In fresh block of four with single,
light hinge in upper left with balance being never hinged, original
gum. Brilliant colour and strong paper quality. Accompanied by
2007 AIEP certificate. Ex. Baillie
....................................................................................Un. $5,000
 VF #8 - Heraldic Emblems - 8d Scarlet Vermilion - Thick
Porous Wove Paper with Mesh - Imperforate. Very appealing
used example with very faint cancel. Four large margins and great
colour. Unfortunate tiny pinhole below “O” of “JOHN’S” and
expertly repaired thin, visible under fluid. Despite these minor
faults, a wonderful looking item.
........................................................................................Un. $600

Lot 772
772

*/** F #27 - Prince Albert - 10c Black - White Paper.
Spectacular imprint corner block of twelve. Single hinge mark in
upper left encroaching on stamp with balance being never
hinged. Few natural bends. Extremely scarce large multiple. Ex
Liechtenstein, “Zurich” and Baillie.
....................................................................................Un. $8,520

Canada
763

767

770

774

778

779

x765

768

776

775

777

775

** VF #43 - Prince of Wales - 1c Brown. Superb block of four
with stunning, well balanced, generous margins. Original, never
hinged gum with light gum wrinkle on bottom right stamp.
Accompanied by 2007 AIEP certificate. Ex. Baillie.
....................................................................................Un. $1,440

776

** VF #45 - Prince of Wales - 1c Green. Absolutely marvellous
margin block of twelve. All stamps are very fine and never hinged,
however, natural gum disturbances close to selvedge margin.
Wonderful showpiece item with great colour and overall freshness.
........................................................................................Un. $900

777

** VF #45 - Prince of Wales - 1c Green. Large margined jumbo
from upper right corner, complete with selvedge. The gum naturally falls short leaving several perfs without gum, otherwise
never hinged and fresh.
..........................................................................................Un. $75

778

* VF #59 - Fishing Schooner - 10c Black. Impressive large, balanced margins on this 1894 issue. Very aesthetically pleasing
design elements enhanced by the crisp details and even colour
tone. Original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $160

779

E/P VF #66P - Caribou Hunting - 4c Olive Green. This plate
proof block of four is printed on thick India card. The adopted
design was one of fourteen issued to commemorate John Cabot’s
claim to Newfoundland in 1497.
........................................................................................Un. $200

Lot 773
773

** VF #30 - Fishing Schooner - 13c Orange. Stunning lowermargin inscription block of six. Incredible combination of brilliant
colour, very fine margins and fresh tone. Original, never hinged
gum, with natural light disturbance. Ex. Baillie.
....................................................................................Un. $5,400

774

* F-VF #39 - Queen Victoria - 3c Blue - Roulette Perforation.
One of four values issued with this roulette perforation between
1876 and 1879. Vibrant colour on this fine-very finely centered
example with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

771

83

Newfoundland continued
780

E/P VF #86P - Map of the Colony - 2c Rose Carmine. This
stamp was issued in 1908 to pay the postcard rate and was its
most common usage. We offer a plate proof of the stamp on
bright, white paper, without gum, as issued. The proof is in a
deeper tone than the issued stamp with crisp detail.
........................................................................................Un. $100

781

*/** VF #87-97 - John Guy Issue. Complete, fresh set of this
1910 lithographed printing. Several printing and perforation varieties included. While most are hinged, a few are never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $905

782

* VF #87ix/87xii - King James I - 1c Deep Green - Perf 12.0 x
11.0. Impressive block of four featuring two plate varieties of this
issue. Type xii “NFW” spelling flaw is found at upper-left and the
damaged “E’ of ‘JAMES’ is found at upper-right in combination
with two ordinary. Very fine and fresh; original hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $140

783

784

785

* F-VF #88c - Coat of Arms Issue - 2c Carmine - Perf 11.8 x
11.4. Fresh example of this 1910 issue with scarce perforation
variety. Fine-very fine; original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $475
* VF #98-103 - Sir John Guy Issue - Engraved - Perf 14.0 x 14.0.
Stunning complete set of six values from this 1911 engraved
printing. Each post-office fresh with well-balanced, generous margins and original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $540
*/** VF #115-126 - Trail of the Caribou Issue. Very fine, fresh
complete set of 1919 issue, with two shades of the 4c value.
While valued as hinged, couple of never hinged singles included.
........................................................................................Un. $368

xLot 788
788

E/P VF #212-225P - Sir Humphrey Gilbert Issue. Impressive
and very interesting complete set of numbered die proofs of this
1933 issue. Printed entirely in black, the clear details are extensive. The thin, translucent paper shows the Coat of Arms
Watermark of the issue, uncharacteristic of most die proofs.
Suitable for exhibition.
....................................................................................Est. $6,000

789

** VF #240ii - Trans-Atlantic Beacon - 20c Green - “Extra
Smokestack” Variety. This constant plate variety (Position 55) is
recognized by the thin vertical line to the left of the lighthouse.
The stamp is very fine and fresh, with original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $90

790

E/P VF #245-248P - Royal Family Issue - Proofs. Complete set
of proof pairs on thick, bond paper. Each fresh with large, balanced margins. Unused without gum as issued.
........................................................................................Est. $900

791

** VF #253a - Atlantic Codfish - 1c Dark Grey - Imperforate
Pair on Watermarked Paper. Interesting, large margined item
from this 1941 Perkins Bacon Printing. Full original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300

792

** VF #261var - Newfoundland Dog - 14c Brownish Black Watermarked Paper - Perf 122 x 122. Remarkable lower right
plate block of four showing progressive “Male Dog” variety. While
the variety is known, it was previously only ascribed to the 1937
long Coronation issue. Currently unlisted in Unitrade catalogue.
Fine-very fine centering with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Est. $175

793

* F #C2 - Alcock and Brown Trans-Atlantic Air Post Flight - $1
on 15c Scarlet. Issued in June 1919 to accommodate this and
subsequent trans-Atlantic flights. These two pilots were the first
to successfully complete the historic voyage by air. The stamp is
fresh and fine with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200

794

* F #C2c - Alcock and Brown Trans-Atlantic Air Post Flight - $1
on 15c Scarlet. Position 22 overprint variety identified by the vertical alignment of the “A’s” of “Trans” and “AIR”, and without the
comma after POST. The stamp has been graded as fine and has
original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $400

795

* F #C3 - Alcock and Brown Airmail Flight - 35c Red. Issued for
use on mail carried from Newfoundland to Halifax, Nova Scotia,
which at that time was considered an international destination.
The stamp is fresh and fine with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $140

Lot 786
786

787

84

** VF #140a - Shell Bird Island - 11c Olive Green - Imperforate.
Typically collected and valued in pairs, we offer a fresh block of
four of this elusive 1923 issue. Generous, well balanced margins.
Full original, never hinged gum with two minor bends, visible only
from reverse, Affecting only one pair and mentioned for accuracy
only.
........................................................................................Un. $750
* VF #186iii/191b - Definitive Issue - Perkins Bacon Printing of
1932-37. Unusual lot of four imperf pairs from this series. Note
Unitrade #186iii (x2) in two very distinctive shades with measures
matching P.B. printing; #189a Prince of Wales vertical pair; and
191b Caribou Die II. All without gum as issued.
........................................................................................Un. $270
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x797

x799

792

798

798

* VF #C18 - Balbo Flight Airmail - $4.50 on 75c Bistre. This
overprint was applied in July 1933 in conjunction with the return
flight from Chicago to Rome of the squadron of seaplanes under
General Italo Balbo. Select example with well balanced margins.
Fresh with hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $550

799

** F-VF #J1-6 - Postage Dues - Perf 10.5 x 10.5. Complete set
of unwatermarked values. Fresh and graded as fine-very fine,
each with full original, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Un. $94

800

** VF #J7-J7ii - Postage Dues - 10c Dark Violet - Perf 11.0.
Scarce, full pane of 100 stamps, complete with attached
selvedge. While the margins tabs have some toning at edge,
stamps are generally clean and very finely centered. Folded in
half vertically with couple areas of light separation on margins
only. Two varieties, noted in Unitrade are each represented twice.
“POSTAGE LUE” (position 23 and 28) and Period after “DUE”
(position 91 and 96). Interesting sheet !
....................................................................................Un. $3,028
See scan on page 86.

Lot 796
796

797

** VF #C8 - Trans-Atlantic Flights - $1 Blue on Unwtmk Paper.
Stunning quality on this 1931 issue depicting historic TransAtlantic flights. Vibrant colour; very fine; original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $200
* VF #C13-17 - “Labrador” Airmail Issues. Complete set of five
values featuring aspects of Labrador colonial life. Each stamp is
very fine and fresh, with original hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $255

85

631 See description on page 66.

800 See description on page 66.
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One man’s collection is the base for this session which offers at least one lot from 84 countries, colonies, or stamp-issuing entities of the
British Commonwealth. The collection was
strong in varieties most of which are listed in
the Stanley Gibbons Catalogue. In addition,
there are a great many multi-page balances
from this collection. These can be found in
Session Six. Consignments from other owners
in this third session often complement rather
than duplicate the collection. We expect that
successful bidders will get the same thrill of
examining these varieties as we experienced
when lotting them
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
Great Britain

1007  F-VF - Great Britain 57a - Queen Victoria - 5sh Pale Rose Maltese Cross Wtmk. Great opportunity to attain this often elusive, 1867 issue, plate 1. Nice pale shade, despite light overall
toning. Good margins for the issue with trivial corner bend in
upper right. Light LONDON duplex cancel. (SG 127 £ 600)
........................................................................................Sg. £600
1008  VF - Great Britain 65 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Orange Brown Spray of Rose Wtmk. Very finely centered wing margin example
with London MR 1/81 cds cancel. Plate 13, issued in 1880, position “JI”. , plate 1. Lightly toned paper, otherwise without faults.
(SG 151 £ 575)
........................................................................................Sc. $550

Lot 1001
1001  VF - Great Britain 1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Black - Small Crown
Wtmk. Stunning item with significant pre-printing paper fold at
lower-right. Plate four printing with position “BF”. The stamp has
four ample margins and is graded as very fine. Used with red
Maltese cross obliterator, that is light enough that it in no way
detracts from the aesthetic qualities of the item. Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 2 £ 275)
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1002  F-VF - Great Britain 2 - Queen Victoria - 2d Blue on Bluish
Paper - Small Crown Wtmk - Imperforate. Impressive four margin example with crisp detail. Plate position “AA”. The bright
colour adds considerably to the positive presentation of this item.
Small, lightly thinned are on reverse. Appearing to have indistinct
numeral within Maltese cross cancel. (SG 5 £ 650)
........................................................................................Sg. £650
1003  F-VF - Great Britain 4b - Queen Victoria - 2d Blue Interesting
horizontal pair with strong, rich colour. Plate positions “OA-OB” .
Margins just clear of the design while just touching in middle bottom. Cancelled with pair of “LONDON” Maltese Crosses. (SG 15
CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $190
1004  F-VF - Great Britain 8 - Queen Victoria - 1d Red Brown on
Bluish Paper - Small Crown Wtmk - Perf 16.0 x 16.0. On corner
piece, with fold-over, and tied by scarce, #186 Dublin “Diamond
Spoon” cancel in green and partial back-stamp. Stamp has finevery fine centering and is fault free. (SG 17 £ 20 for stamp)
..........................................................................................Est. $40
1005  VF - Great Britain 27c - Queen Victoria - 6d Lilac on Thin
Azure Paper - Heraldic Emblem Wtmk. Premium example of this
scarce, often misidentified, 1855 paper printing. Very finely centered with minor perforation fault in upper left corner. Clean
Cambridge #158 barred-oval cancel. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 70a £ 700)
........................................................................................Sc. $725
1006  F-VF - Great Britain 30 - Queen Victoria - 2d Blue - Large
Crown Wtmk - Lines Above and Below Head Thinner. A spectacular position plating of this issue. An incredible 234 of the 240
possible positions have been mounted on a 25.5 x 56.0cm page.
A magnificent showpiece item. It was noted that 15 perfins were
included in the collection. Condition is variable as is expected
and graded a fine + due to the fact that the great majority are
fault free. Much higher quality than is usually found of plating
studies. See scan on page125.
....................................................................................Sc. $6,786
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1009  XF - Great Britain 109 - Queen Victoria - 10sh Ultramarine.
Attractive example of this 1883 issue with large, generous margins. Pair of tidy SOUTHWESTERN 1901 cancellation. Position
“CE”. Usually with Parcel cancel. (SG 183 £ 475)
........................................................................................Sg. £525
1010  VF - Great Britain 122 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Green.
Uncommon block of this 1887 issue. While item has very light
toning, the colour is strong and lacks fading, typically found on
this issue. Tied by three Registered W.C.D.O. 1890 cancels. High
premium added by Gibbons for such combination of features. (SG
211 £ 360)
........................................................................................Sg. £360
1011 ** F-VF - Great Britain 136 - King Edward VII - 9d Ultramarine
and Dull Violet - 1902 De La Rue Printing on Ordinary Paper.
Presentable fresh item with never hinged, original gum. Graded
as fine-very fine. (SG 250 £ 80 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1012 * VF - Great Britain 137 - King Edward VII - 10d Carmine and
Dull Purple on Ordinary Paper - 1902 De La Rue Printing
Attractive, fresh example with pronounced colour. Very fine, well
balanced margins; Original, lightly hinged gum (SG 254 CV £ 80)
..........................................................................................Sc. $92
1013  VF - Great Britain 139d - King Edward VII - 2sh6d Pale Dull
Purple - De La Rue Printing on Chalk-surfaced Paper. Used
example with great colour characteristics for this 1905 printing.
Evenly balanced, very fine margins. Pair of period usage,
Registered CORN.EX. LIPOOL oval cancels. (SG 261 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sg. £150
1014  VF - Great Britain 140 - King Edward VII - 5sh Carmine Rose
(Bright Carmine) - 1902 De La Rue Printing. Attractive, clean
example with bright colour. Well balanced, generous margins.
Pair of typical usage, LONDON undated rubber cancel. Complete
lacking the typical fading of many similar offers. (SG 263 £ 200)
........................................................................................Sg. £220
1015  F-VF - Great Britain 142 - King Edward VII - £1 Blue Green.
Attractive and highly sought after issue, printed by De La Rue in
1902. A sound example with nice colour and graded as fine-very
fine. Pair of tidy “Gracechurch St. 23 JY 11” cds cancels.
Signature on reverse. (SG 266 £ 650)
........................................................................................Sc. $800
1016 ** F-VF - Great Britain 159-172 - King George V - Crown and
GvR Watermark. Complete set of fourteen values of this 19121913 printing. Stamps generally fine-very fine. All are never
hinged with a couple having light tone spots on the gum, otherwise fresh. (SG 351-95 £ 250 as hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $278
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Detail Lot 1019

1017 ** XF - Great Britain 167 - King George V - 6d Rose Lilac.
Marvelous fresh block of four with exceptional, perfectly balanced margins. Full original, never hinged gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 385 £ 60 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1018 * XF - Great Britain 173b - “Britannia Rules the Waves” - 2sh6d
Black Brown - Waterlow Printing. Exceptional appearance on
this jumbo margined, fresh example. Deep rich colour and sharp
detail. Original gum with hinge remnant. (SG 400 £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $260
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Detail Lot 1021

1021  F-VF - Great Britain 181 - “Britannia Rules the Waves” - 10sh
Blue - Bradbury Wilkinson Printing. Very nice colour enhanced
by uncharacteristically light parcel cancel. Graded as fine-very
fine with strong re-entries on both vertical frame-lines. (SG 417 £
160)
........................................................................................Sc. $180

1019  VF - Great Britain 173c var - “Britannia Rules the Waves” 2sh6d Light Brown - De La Rue Printing. Interesting item with
major positional (R2/1) re-entry seen as strong doubling at entire
right third of stamp. Very finely centered with light usage toning.
Typical parcel postmark does not cover the area of interest.
Unlisted in Scott catalogue. (SG 407a £ 600)
........................................................................................Sg. £600
1020  VF - Great Britain 179-181 - “Britannia Rules the Waves” Bradbury Wilkinson Printing. Complete set of three values from
this 1919 printing. Nicely centered examples with lovely cancels.
The ten shilling has very strong re-entry lines on both vertical
margins. located on several positions within the sheet. Couple of
shorter perfs on the 5sh value and light toning on the 10sh value.
Tough to find with legible cancels. (SG 415-417 £ 650)
........................................................................................Sg. £650

Lot 1022
1022 * VF - Great Britain 209 - St. George and the Dragon - £1 Black.
One of the benchmark stamps for British collectors, this 1929
issue celebrates the Postal Union Congress. We offer a well centered example graded as fine-very fine. Fresh with hinged, original gum. (SG 438 £ 750)
........................................................................................Sc. $850
89

Great Britain continued
1023 E/P VF - Great Britain 249-251E - King George VI. Four essays
prepared by W.T. Wiggins-Davies and hinged to his original card.
They were submitted on May 1, 1937 but, ultimately, they were
not approved. Approximately twenty essays were produced and all
were given away or donated to raise money for War Relief. A
scarce and fascinating set of essays.
......................................................................................Est. $200
1024 ** VF - Great Britain 292-308 - Queen Elizabeth II ‘Wilding’ Multiple Tudor Crown and E2R Wtmk. Complete set of seventeen values from this 1955-57 printing. Consistent, very fine centering throughout; never hinged gum. (SG 515-531 £ 95)
........................................................................................Sc. $126
1025 ** VF - Great Britain 353c-360a - Queen Elizabeth II ‘Wilding’
- Multiple St. Edward’s Crown Wtmk. Complete set of eight values each with black graphite lines on back. All are never hinged
and fresh and graded as very fine.
........................................................................................Sc. $144

1034 * VF - Great Britain O45 - Queen Victoria with “O.W. Official”
Ovpt - 1d Lilac. Office of Works overprint on this well centered
example. Fresh appearance with very light toning on upper perf
tips. Original, hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG O68 £ 175)
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1035 * VF - Great Britain O63 - King Edward VII with “R.H.
Official”Ovpt - 1/2d Green. Rarely offered “Royal Household”
official, issued exclusively in 1902. Original, hinged gum with
gum wrinkle in lower left. Fresh and well centered for the issue.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG O91 £ 350)
........................................................................................Sc. $350

General Commonwealth
Many of our Commonwealth lots were taken from an impressive multi-volume collection that had been identified exclusively
with using Stanley Gibbons catalogue numbers. While singles and
sets have been valued with Scott and Stanley Gibbons, the larger
lots were expressed using the Gibbons values, and are identified
as such in the listings.

1026 * F-VF - Great Britain 353c-360ap - Queen Elizabeth II ‘Wilding’
- Multiple St. Edward’s Crown Wtmk - Phosphorous Tagging.
Complete set of eight values each with black graphite lines on
back. Only the 2d to 4.5d values have the tagging, as issued. All
are lightly hinged and fresh
........................................................................................Sc. $191
1027 ** VF - Great Britain BK24 - King George V Silver Jubilee
Booklet Pane. Issued in 1935, this red booklet on buff card, sold
for 3sh. The fresh panes are all complete with advertising interleaves. (SG £85)
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1028 ** VF - Great Britain BK126 - Queen Elizabeth II ‘Machin’ “Stamps for Cooks” Booklet. Uncommon 1969 stapled booklet
featuring panes of the Machin definitive series. Fresh and complete with all four panes having good perforations. (SG ZP1)
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1029 * F-VF - Great Britain J45-54 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues
- Multiple St. Edward’s Crown and E2R Wtmk. Complete set of
ten values of this 1955-57 issue. Generally fine-very fine and
each fresh and lightly hinged. (SG £85)
........................................................................................Sc. $486
1030 ** F-VF - Great Britain J54 - Numeral of Value Postage Due 5sh Red on Yellow Paper - Multiple St. Edward’s Crown and
E2R Wtmk. Fresh high value of series, issued in 1955. Graded
as fine-very fine, never hinged.
..........................................................................................Sc. $95
1031 ** VF - Great Britain MH61var - Queen Elizabeth II “Machin” 7p Purple Brown with Center Bar Tagging - Imperf Pair. Very
interesting, uncommon example of this 1977 printing, unlisted in
Scott’s. Attractive margin pair with cutting guide at right. Never
hinged gum. (SG X875 £ 140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140
1032  VF - Great Britain O33 - Queen Victoria “GOVt PARCELS” 4.5d Carmine Rose and Green. We offer the key used value this
1887-92 official series. Well centered with “registered London”
oval cancel. (SG O71 £ 180)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1033  VF - Great Britain O36 - Queen Victoria with “Govt Parcels”
Ovpt - 1sh Green. Certified (Sismondo 2007) used example with
pair of rubber, parcel postmarks. Stamp is fine-very fine and in
sound condition. (SG O68 £ 175)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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Lot 1036
1036 E/P VF - King George V Portrait Essay. Essay of unadopted central vignette (14x16mm) with profile portrait facing left. Printed in
deep slate green on coated paper. Overall measurements
54x61mm. It should be noted that as an avid philatelic collector,
the king approved most design elements produced by the Crown
Agencies.
......................................................................................Est. $250

Antigua
1037 * VF - Antigua 8 - Queen Victoria - 1d Lake Very presentable
example with fresh appearance. Trivial hinge thin and lightly
blunted perforations at bottom. Full, original hinged gum. (SG 16
CV 140)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
1038 * VF - Antigua 14a - Queen Victoria - 22d Ultramarine - Large
“2” with Slanting Bottom Line Variety. Clearly visible variety
accompanied by 2005 Sismondo certificate stating : “The stamp
is genuine, unused, with original gum, which is somewhat disturbed. The stamp is otherwise free from hidden faults or repairs
at this time.” (SG 27a CV £160)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1039 * VF - Antigua 17 - Queen Victoria Keyplate - 1sh Violet (Mauve)
Attractive appearance on this 1886 high value. There is a tiny
perf thin in the upper right. Original gum with hinge remnant. (SG
30 CV £ 160)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1040  F-VF - Antigua 19 - Queen Victoria - 6d Deep Green - Crown
and CA Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Clean example with typical centering (F-VF) and traces of period grid cancel. This 1882 printing
is uncommon as used item. (SG 27a CV £160)
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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1041 * XF - Antigua 38 - Colonial Seal - 2sh Violet and Green Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk on Chalk-surfaced Paper.
Impressive with perfectly balanced large margins and retaining
full, vibrant colour. Original hinged gum. (SG 50 £85)
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Ascension
1042 */ VF - Ascension 1/17 - King George V Issue. Nice selection
of early colonial period issues 1922-1933. Most are hinged with
couple being NH and one used. From collection identified with
Gibbons catalogue. (SG 1/16 CV £ 244)
........................................................................................Sg. £244
1043 * VF - Ascension 10var - King George V - 1/2d Black and Grey
- Broken Mainmast Variety Nice example of this 1924 variety.
Very fine margins; original gum with small hinge remnant. (SG
10a CV £ 80)
..........................................................................................Sg. £80

British Commonwealth

x1023

1031

1037

1038

1039

1043

Detail Lot 1045

1045

1044 * VF - Ascension 10var - King George V - 1/2d Black and Grey
- Torn Flag Variety Attractive, sought after item that clearly
shows off the detail of this 1924 variety. Very fine, proportioned
margins; original gum with hinge remnant. (SG 10b CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130
1045 * VF - Ascension 10var - Colonial Badge - 1/2d Black and Grey
- “Cleft Rock” Variety Noted position variety (LL) in combination
plate block with three normal. Couple light tone spots and pencil
notations. Hinge mark only in margin, but gum is very lightly disturbed. Great looking item. (SG 10c + 10 CV £ 75.50)
..........................................................................................Sg. £75
1046 * F-VF - Ascension 11a - Colonial Badge - 1d Bright Blue Green
and Grey Black Strong shade colours on this late , 1933 printing. Fine-very fine centering; original gum with light hinge mark.
(SG 11d CV £ 100)
........................................................................................Sg. £100
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Ascension continued

Australia

1047 * O - Ascension 11var - King George V - 1d Deep Blue Green
and Grey Black - Cleft Rock Variety Highly collectible variety
from the 1924 issue. Deep, rich green shade; very fine, balanced
margins; original hinged gum (SG 11c CV £ 80)
..........................................................................................Sg. £80
1048  VF - Ascension 11var - King George V - 1d Deep Blue Green
and Grey Black - Broken Mainmast Variety Scarce, used example of this 1924 variety. Typical centering for the issue; rich
colour. (SG 11a CV £150)
........................................................................................Sg. £150
Lot 1058
1049 * VF - Ascension 13var - King George V - 2d Bluish Grey and
Grey - Torn Flag Variety Stunning example of this 1924 variety.
Exceptional balanced margins; fresh appearance; original,
hinged gum. Highly sought after item. (SG 13b CV £ 160)
........................................................................................Sg. £160

1058  VF - Tasmania 4 - Queen Victoria - 1d Dark Carmine Excellent
brilliant colour on this item with unobtrusive grid cancel. Sound
with four margins all clear of the design. Select item. (SG 14 CV
£ 800)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,050

1050 ** VF - Ascension 23-34 - King George V Issue. Complete,
never hinged set of this 1934 issue. Fresh and very fine, with 5sh
value having light tone spot on gum. (SG 21-30 CV £ 110 for
hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $200

1059  F-VF - Queensland 6H - Queen Victoria - 1d Rose - Small Star
Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 Clean-cut. Presentable item with tidy
“Q.L.” target cancel and even colour. Well centered for the issue
and graded as fine-very fine. (SG 12 £42)
..........................................................................................Sc. $55

1051 */** VF - Ascension 40/49 - King George VI Issue. Clean selection from 1938-1953 series. Fresh mix of H/NH with several key,
perforation varieties. Identified by Gibbons numbers. (SG 38/47a
CV £ 628)
........................................................................................Sg. £628

1060  F-VF - South Australia 84 - Queen Victoria - 15sh Buff - Perf
12.0 x 12.0. Attractive example with tidy “Adelaide” postmark at
lower-left. Well centered for the issue and fault free. (SG 198a £
180)
........................................................................................Sc. $225

1052 ** XF - Ascension 40var - King George VI - 1/2d Violet and
Black - Perf 12.0 x 13.0 - Long Center Bar on “E” Variety
Choice example of this 1944 variety, found in lower left stamp, in
margin block with three normal. Fantastic margins; original, never
hinged gum. (SG 38ba CV £ 70++)
..........................................................................................Sg. £70
1053 * VF - Ascension 42dvar - King George VI - 1.5d Lilac Rose and
Black - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 - Davit Flaw Interesting variety of this
1949 printing. Fresh example with strong colour; original gum
with hinge remnant. (SG 40da CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sg. £120
1054 * VF - Ascension 42var - King George VI - 1.5d Vermilion and
Black - Perf 13.0 x 13.0 - Davit Flaw Fresh example of this 1944
variety. Intense colour and appearance; original gum with hinge
remnant. (SG 40ba CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130
1055 ** F-VF - Ascension 50-51 - Peace Issue with Specimen Perfin
Interesting set of the 1946 omnibus series. Fine-very fine centering; pair of small surface scuffs on the 4d value; lightly yellowed,
never hinged gum. (SG 48s-49s CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sg. £225

1061  VF - Victoria I1 - Queen Victoria “Late Fee” - 6d Lilac and
Green. Extremely well centered, large margined example of this
1855 issue that saw very limited postal duty. Tidy pair of period
cancels, applied fairly lightly. (SG 33 £180)
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1062  XF - Australia 43 - Kangaroo and Map - 2sh Brown - Wide
Crown and Narrow A Wtmk. Impressive jumbo margin, 1915
printing with sock-on-nose “Special Sydney 1922” cds cancel.
Nice soft colour tone. Great stamp ! (SG 29 £ 90)
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1063 * F - Australia 57s - Kangaroo and Map - £1 Grey - Type IV Narrow Crown and Narrow A Wtmk. Fresh example of this 1924
printing with SPECIMEN overprint in black. Graded as fine + with
original, hinged gum. (SG 75s £ 75)
..........................................................................................Sg. £75
1064 ** VF - Australia 68var - King George V - 1.5d Rose Red Multiple Small Crown and A Wtmk. Attractive bottom margin,
gutter block of four with “John Ash” imprint with “N” over “N” plating. Fresh with full, never hinged gum. Light pencil notation on
reverse.
..........................................................................................Est. $65

1056 */** VF - Ascension 62-74 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial Issue.
Complete set of thirteen values of this 1956 issue. Each is well
centered and fresh. Never hinged, except for 2d and 2.5d values
which have trace of hinge marks in corners.
........................................................................................Sc. $126
1057 ** VF - Ascension 62-74 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial Issue.
Complete set of thirteen values issued in 1956. All are fresh, very
finely centered and never hinged. Some topical interest with
birds, fish, maps, etc.
........................................................................................Sc. $126
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Detail Lot 1065
1065 ** VF - Australia 114var - King George V - 1d Green - Multiple
Crown and C of A Wtmk - Thin “R” in AUSTRALIA Variety.
Attractive and interesting variety recognized on the lower stamp
in combination with normal and with bottom imprint selvedge.
While the variety item is never hinged, the adjoined stamp has
been hinged. (SG 125 £ 1.75)
............................................................................................Sc. $3
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1066  VF - Australia 130 - Sydney Harbour Bridge - 5sh Grey Green
Magnificent example of this key Australian item. Full, generous
margins and deep, rich colour. Faint CDS cancel. (SG 143 CV £
190)
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1067 ** XF - Australia 179a - King George VI and Queen Elizabeth £1 Blue Grey - Thin Paper Printing. Stunning jumbo margined
item. Excellent colour with original, never hinged gum. Tough to
beat this example ! (SG 178a £ 55)
..........................................................................................Sc. $90
1068 ** VF - Australia 218-221 - Coat of Arms Definitive Complete
set of four values. All very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $231
1069 ** VF - Australia 376-379 - Explorers Issue - Black “SPECIMEN” Overprint. Four high values of this 1963-65 series each
with overprint. The Stanley Gibbons catalogue identifies that only
these four denominations in the series received this overprint.
Each is fresh, well centered and never hinged (SG 357s/60s
£450)
........................................................................................Sg. £450

x1069

x1068

x1070

1070 ** VF - Australia 377-78var - Matthew Flinders/George Bass.
Two printings of this each of these issues are recognized. The first
printing of both was released in February 1964 in lighter shades
and on lightly toned paper. The second, issued in January, 1965,
and November, 1964, respectively, were printed in deeper
shades an on thin, white paper. We offer a never hinged set of all
four stamps. (SG 358-359a £ 122)
........................................................................................Sg. £122
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Bahamas
1071 (*) F-VF - Bahamas 14a - Queen Victoria - 6d Violet - Crown and
CC Wtmk - Perf 12.5 x 12.5. Very presentable item in lighter, violet shade. Graded as fine-very fine with perforations just touching
design inside narrow left margin. Unused, without gum and few
pencil notations on reverse. (SG 32 CV £250)
........................................................................................Sc. $190
1072  F-VF - Bahamas 15 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Green High value
of the issue. Great colour with a few shorter perfs. “NASSAU”
#A05 numeral grid cancel. (SG 36 CV £ 300).
........................................................................................Sc. $350
1073 * F-VF - Bahamas 23/31 - Queen Victoria. Small selection of
fresh items from 1882-1890 printings. All are unused, hinged
and fresh. Example of Sc #30 with SPECIMEN overprint, which is
lightly toned. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue.
(SG 44/54 CV £ 259.50)
........................................................................................Sg. £259
1074  F-VF - Bahamas 32 - Queen Victoria - £1 Venetian Red Crown and CA Wtmk Sound high value from 1884-1890 issue.
Typical centering for the issue; period NASSAU “B” grid cancel.
(SG 57 CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1075 * VF - Bahamas 44-47 - King Edward VII - Multiple Crown and
CA Wtmk. Complete set of four values from this 1906-1911
series. Each is fresh and very finely centered with lightly hinged,
original gum. (SG 71-74 CV £73)
........................................................................................Sc. $101
1076 * F-VF - Bahamas 73var - King Edward VII Keyplate - 22d
Ultramarine - Inverted Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Scarce
variety of this 1907 issue. Typical margins for this issue; light
overall toning; original, very lightly hinged gum. (SG 73w CV £
130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130
1077 */** F-VF - Bahamas 49/83 - King George V. Almost complete
selection of both 1912-19 and 1921-34 keyplate issues. Mix of
H/NH and generally fresh. From collection identified with Gibbons
catalogue. (SG 81/124 CV £ 269.45)
........................................................................................Sg. £269
1078  VF - Bahamas 49a var - King George V - 1/2d Yellow Green Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Interesting variety with prominent flaw in crown seen as white vertical line extending into central vignette. Stamp is very fine with tidy grid cancel at lower-right.
(SG 81a var £15)
..........................................................................................Sc. $15

1080  F-VF - Bahamas 58-62 - Queen’s Staircase - Multiple Crown
and CA Wtmk. Complete set of five values from this 1917-1919
printing. All are used and retain deep colour characteristic of the
issue. Graded as fine-very fine. (SG 75/78)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
1081 ** VF - Bahamas 84 - King George V Keyplate - £1 Green and
Black - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk Stunning example
of this 1926 issue with deep, rich colour. Excellent margins for
this item and scarce, never hinged gum- valued as hinged. (SG
125 CV £ 170)
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1082 * VF - Bahamas 85-91 - Colonial Seal Issue. Complete pair of
sets covering two printings of this issue, with all colour shades. All
unused, hinged and fresh. From collection identified with
Gibbons catalogue. (SG 126-132 CV £ 245.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £245
1083 */** VF - Bahamas 100/113 - King George VI. Nice selection
of values from 1938-46 keyplate series. Great range of shades
and paper varieties, as noted in Stanley Gibbons catalogue. Real
strength in high values of issue. Noted Gibbons #156 (£170),
#156c (£ 95) and $157a (£60). All fresh and generally very fine
with mix of hinged/never hinged.
........................................................................................Sg. £527
1084 * VF - Bahamas 113a - King George VI - £1 Grey Green and
Black - Thick Chalk-surfaced Paper. Well centered example of
this 1938 printing. Attention should be paid to the cracked “U” in
POUND found in the keyplate tablet. The stamp has original, very
lightly hinged gum. (SG 157 £250)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1085 ** VF - Bahamas SB2var - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial Issue 3sh Stitched Booklet - Inverted Panes Variety. Unlisted variety
with all four panes inverted and stitched at left. Post-office fresh
with all panes very finely centered. (SG SB2var £25 for normal)
..........................................................................................Sg. £25
1086 ** VF - Bahamas SB3var - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial Issue 6sh Stitched Booklet - Inverted Panes Variety. Unlisted variety
with all three panes inverted and stitched at left. Post-office fresh
with all panes very finely centered. The bottom perforations (now
at top) have been trimmed on each pane. (SG SB3var £35 for
normal)
..........................................................................................Sg. £35

Bahrain
1087 ** F-VF - Bahrain 28 - King George VI - 4a Chocolate Fresh
example of this 1938 issue depicting mail train. Fine-very fine
centering; original, never hinged gum. Valued as hinged in
Scott’s. (SG 28 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $110
1088  VF - Bahrain 30/37 - King George VI Issue Select group of
used high values from 1938-41 issue. Originally issued in India
and overprinted “BAHRAIN” in black, the 12a value has questionable overprint and was not included in total. Condition varies and
each has valid, CDS cancel. (SG30/37 CV £ 331)
........................................................................................Sc. $323

Barbados
Lot 1079
1079  F-VF - Bahamas 58a var - Queen’s Staircase - 3d Purple on
Thin Yellow Paper Interesting example with prominent plate
scratch diagonally. Cancelled with light “NASSAU” CDS. (SG 76 CV
£ 29)
............................................................................................Sc. $3
94

1089 E/P VF - Barbados - Britannia Reprinted Die Proof. Interesting
reprinted item, pulled form the original die with blank value
tablet. deep rich, orange colour and printed on thin card. Fault
free. Accompanied by Sismondo Certificate.
......................................................................................Est. $250
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1090 * XF - Barbados 2 - Britannia Issue - (1d) Dark Blue on Blued
Paper - Imperf - Unwatermarked Wonderful example of this first
1852 issue. Corner block of four, with crisp detail and stunning
colour. Pair of light bends in margin area. Full original, hinged
gum. (SG 4 CV £ 112)
........................................................................................Sc. $116
1091  F-VF - Barbados 5 - Britannia - (1/2d) Green on White Paper
- Imperf. Used horizontal pair with margins all around (Close at
upper-left, else full to large). Natural paper wrinkle on right
stamp; vibrant colour. Bridgetown #1 barred numeral cancel. (SG
8 £ 400)
........................................................................................Sc. $450
1092  F-VF - Barbados 4/56 Used Lot. Small selection of eleven
Britannia items from early colonial period. Mostly very fine with
clear cancels. Noted SG #5 ( £ 275) and #11 (£ 120). From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG 5/83 CV £ 681 +)
........................................................................................Sg. £681
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1093 * F-VF - Barbados 13/51 - Britannia Issues Selection of
unused, quality items from 1860-1875 printings. Scott catalogue
#13 (SG 17) deep green with part original gum; #15 (SG 21)
Green with rough Perfs, no gum; #15var (SG 22) Grass Green
with rough perfs, part original gum; and #51 (SG74) 1d grey blue,
hinged . Total catalogue value £ 220.00.
........................................................................................Sg. £220
1094  F-VF - Barbados 43 - Britannia - 5sh Dull Rose Sound example with fine-very fine centering. Light overall toning. Cancelled
with pair of ‘starburst’ obliterators. (SG 64 CV £ 300)
........................................................................................Sc. $375
1095  VF - Barbados 104var - Nelson Monument - 1d Carmine and
Black - Watermark Reversed Attractive example from the 1906
issue with reversed “Crown and CC” watermark, unlisted in Scott.
Nice, large margins with very light paper toning. Clean ST. PETER
06 cancellation. (SG 147x CV £ 70)
..........................................................................................Sg. £70
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Barbados continued
1096 * VF - Barbados 126 - King George V - 3sh Green and Violet
Stunning example of this 1912 issue. Huge margins; plate marking in selvedge; Short perf in upper right; fresh, original very lightly hinged gum. (SG 180 CV £ 90)
........................................................................................Sc. $110

1106 * VF - Bechuanaland 25a - Queen Victoria - 2d on 2d Lilac “Curved Foot on 2” Variety Similar lot to the one previous with
nice colour, very fine centering and hinged gum. (SG 23b CV
£250)
........................................................................................Sc. $260

1097 * F - Barbados 149var - Victory Issue - 2sh Brown and Black Inverted Watermark Clean, fresh example of this 1920 issue.
Slight shift of design. Original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 210w CV £
70)
..........................................................................................Sg. £70
1098 ** VF - Barbuda 1178-1187 - Local Birds Issue Stunning complete pictorial issue from 1991. Issues of Antigua overprinted
“BARBUDA MAIL”. Fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $104
1099 ** VF - Barbuda 1198-1208 - World War II Anniversary Issue
Complete set of nine values and Souvenir Sheet. Issue of Antigua
overprinted “BARBUDA MAIL” . Scarce and highly collectible.
Never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $197
1100 ** VF - Barbuda 1333-1342 - Edible Mushrooms Issue
Complete set of 1993 issues from Antigua overprinted “BARBUDA MAIL”. Attractive and fresh with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $139
1101 ** VF - Barbuda 1343-1352 - Granada ‘[92 Philatelic
Exhibition Complete set of eight values and two souvenir sheets,
depicting classic paintings. Originally issued in Antigua and overprinted “BARBUDA MAIL”. Note 10c value has small perf defect at
top. Never Hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $111
1102 ** VF - Basutoland 1-10 - King George V Issue. Wonderful, complete set of this first, 1933 issue. All stamps never hinged and
very finely centered. Valued in Scott’s as hinged. (SG 1-10 CV £
190 as hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $244
1103 ** VF - Basutoland 12var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 2d
Grey Black and Ultramarine - “Dot to Left of Chapel” Sought
after variety of this 1935 omnibus series. Very fine well proportioned margins; original never hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG
12g CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sg. £120

Lot 1107
1107  VF - Bechuanaland 39var - Hope Seated - 2d Bistre - Inverted
“u” for 2nd “n” in Overprint. Very impressive item with noted
variety (at right) in pair with normal. Cancelled with stunning pair
of tidy MAFEKING OC 1 1895 cds cancels. Very fine; sound and
accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 39e £ 130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130
1108  F-VF - Bechuanaland 53a - Queen Victoria - 2d Vermilion Inverted “Protectorate” Overprint. Highly unusual item from two
perspectives. First, the inverted overprint error (Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate) is an obvious error on this 1890
issue. Secondly, this was more the norm, as the upright overprint
has catalogue value almost double the error ! On piece and tied
with “KANYE 1890” cds cancel. (SG 54a £ 95.00)
........................................................................................Sc. $110
1109 * XF - Bechuanaland Protectorate 92-93 - Britannia Rules the
Waves Issue - Waterlow Printing Stunning pair with incredible
colour and crisp detail. Although often found with nice centering,
rarely this nice! Full original, hinged gum. (SG 83-84 CV £290)
........................................................................................Sc. $315
1110 * VF - Bechuanaland Protectorate 94 - Britannia Rules the
Waves - 2sh6d Grey Brown Bradbury Wilkinson Printing with
large, generous margins. Single shorter perf at bottom. Original,
lightly hinged gum. (SG 88 CV £ 85)
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1111 * VF - Bechuanaland Protectorate 94-95 - Britannia Rules the
Waves Issue - Bradbury Wilkinson Printing Fantastic representation of the distinct colour shades of this 1920 printing. Very fine
margins and fresh overall appearance; original, lightly hinged
gum.(SG 88-89 CV £195)
........................................................................................Sc. $240

Lot 1104
1104 * VF - Bechuanaland 16-20 - Queen Victoria Issue Absolutely
stunning, fresh set of mid-range values of this 1887 issue.
Consistent very fine centering, intense colour; original, hinged
gum. Not often offered in this condition. (SG 15-19 CV £409)
........................................................................................Sc. $467
1105 * VF - Bechuanaland 25a - Queen Victoria - 2d on 2d Lilac “Curved Foot on 2” Variety Clean, fresh example of this 1888
surcharge variety. Remarkable colour; very fine centering; original, hinged gum. (SG 23b CV £250)
........................................................................................Sc. $260
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1112 */ F-VF - Bermuda Victorian Period. Virtually complete (3
missing) collection of 1865-1904 issues. Mixed unused/used
stamps (one without gum) with noted printing shades included.
Mostly very fine with damaged not counted. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG 1/29b CV £ 694.90)
........................................................................................Sg. £694

1113 * F-VF - Bermuda 6 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Green - Crown and CC
Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Nicely centered for this early issue,
with full original hinged gum. An elusive stamp to locate in
unused condition as all remainders were utilized for the 1875
provisional surcharges. (SG 8 CV £ 325)
........................................................................................Sc. $450
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1114 * F - Bermuda 6var - Queen Victoria - 1sh Green - Inverted
Crown and CC Wtmk. Scarce inverted watermark variety with
fresh colour. Full, original gum with small paper hinge remnant.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate and with stamp
signed on reverse. (SG 8w £650)
........................................................................................Sg. £650

1115 * VF - Bermuda 49-54 - King George V “Scroll” Issue - Multiple
Crown and CA Wtmk Impressive complete set of basic colour
shades of this 1901-1924 issue. Fairly consistent centering
throughout; each with original, hinged gum. (SG 15b-55 CV £
600)
........................................................................................Sc. $832

1116 * F - Bermuda 51var - King George V - 4sh Carmine and Black
- “Broken Crown and Scroll” Variety Highly desirable variety
from this 1920 issue. Great colour and nice overall appearance;
original gum with heavy hinge remnant. (SG 52bb CV £ 300)
........................................................................................Sg. £300
1117 * F-VF - Bermuda 55-69 - Representative Government Issue.
Complete set of nine values of this 1920-21 commemorative
series. generally fine-very fine, each is lightly hinged with original
gum. (SG 59-67 £100)
........................................................................................Sc. $129
1118 * VF - Bermuda 96 - King George V - 10sh Red and Green on
Emerald Paper Stunning centering with fresh appearance on this
1924 issue. Full original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 92 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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Bermuda continued
1119  VF - Bermuda 96 - King George V - 10sh Red and Green on
Emerald Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk. Well balanced, very fine margins and light “Hamilton” cancel contribute
to the stunning appearance of this item. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 92 £ 250)
........................................................................................Sc. $300

1127 ** VF - Bermuda 127c - King George VI “Scroll” - 12sh6d Grey
and Brownish Orange on White Paper. Early January, 1938
printing. Deep shade of orange yellow is very distinctive in relation to similar printings. Very fine and fresh with never hinged
gum - valued in Scott catalogue as hinged. (SG 120d £550 for
NH)
........................................................................................Sc. $200

1120  VF - Bermuda 97 - King George V - 12sh6d Ochre and Grey
Black - Crown and Script CA Wtmk Scarce, very lightly used
example of this desirable 1932 issue. Rounded corner in upper
right and light overall toning. Tough stamp. (SG 93 CV £ 350)
........................................................................................Sc. $425

1128 ** VF - Bermuda 1268/128b - King George VI - £1 Black and
Violet on Red Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk. Two
stunning never hinged examples with perfectly balanced margins.
We offer Scott #128 with perf 13.0 and #128b perf 14.0. (SG
121/121d £325 as NH)
........................................................................................Sg. £325

1121  VF - Bermuda 123-128var - King George VI “Scroll” Issue.
Selected group of eleven used singles, representing some of the
various shades of this definitive series, most unlisted in Scott catalogue. All are very finely centered and fresh. Each with tidy cds
postmark with two items on-piece. (SG 116e-121c £602)
........................................................................................Sg. £602

1129 * VF - Bermuda 128ar - King George VI “Scroll” - 10sh Purple
and Black on Red Paper - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. First January, 1938
printing, with deeper colours than successive issues. Very fine
and fresh with original, hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG 121
£275)
........................................................................................Sc. $225

1122 */** VF - Bermuda 123-128var - King George VI “Scroll” Issue.
Selection of 29 all-different shade/printing varieties identified by
Stanley Gibbons catalogue numbers. About 50% mix of
hinged/never hinged with equal balance between high and low
values. Majority are very fine and all are fresh. Great foundation
for continued study missing only a few shades. (SG 116-121d
£1945)
....................................................................................Sg. £1,945

British Antarctic Territory
1130 ** VF - British Antarctic Territory 24 - Queen Elizabeth II - £1
Black and Rose Red. Redrawn high value with central vignette
showing the research ship H.M.S. Endurance. Fresh, lower-right
plate block of four, very well centered and never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $800

British Central Africa
1131  VF - British Central Africa BF 13 - Coat of Arms Revenue 1sh on £1 Blue and Red. Issued in 1893 by the British South
Africa Company, which held some jurisdiction within this administrative area. Very fine stunning example, with sock-on-nose cancel. (Barefoot Catalogue “Rhodesia 13 CV £ 35)
................................................................................Barefoot £35
1132  F-VF - British Central Africa 37 - Coat of Arms - 2sh6d Violet
and Black - Crown and CC Wtmk Sideways. Attractive example
with fresh, vibrant colour. Used with pair of barred-oval obliterators and faint cds cancel. (SG 37 £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $350

British Forces in Egypt
Lot 1123
1123 * F-VF - Bermuda 124var - King George VI “Scroll” - 2sh6d
Black and Red on Grey Blue Paper - Perf 14.25 x 14.25 Line.
Presentable example of this February, 1942 scarce printing.
Graded as fine-very fine with original, hinged gum. (SG 117a £
550)
........................................................................................Sg. £550
1124 * VF - Bermuda 125var - King George VI “Scroll” - 5sh Pale
Green and Red on Yellow Paper. March, 1939, printing with
fresh colour and very fine margins. Full, original hinged gum. (SG
118a £325)
........................................................................................Sg. £325
1125 ** VF - Bermuda 126b - King George VI “Scroll” - 10sh Red and
Green on Green Paper - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Issued in August
1939, we offer a very fine, never hinged example- valued as
hinged. (SG 119a £225 for NH)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1126 * VF - Bermuda 126b - King George VI - 10sh Red and Green on
Green Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk - Perf 14.0
x 14.0. Very well centered example from this highly sought-after
series. We offer a fresh unused single with full original, very lightly hinged gum as valued in Scott. (SG 119a £225)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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1133 E/P VF - British Forces in Egypt M1Proof - Seal of NAAFI - (1pi
Red and Deep Blue). Wonderful, never hinged, block of four
plate proofs later issued in 1932. The British forces operating in
Egypt at the time were provided these special issues at a reduced
rate in arrangement with the Egyptian government. These proofs,
with blue value absent, were ‘part of the initial submission by the
company (Hanbury, Thomsett and Co. Ltd) of plate proofs for
approval.’ Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. Unusual
and scarce item.
......................................................................................Est. $400

British Guiana
1134  VF - British Guiana 10b - Seal of the Colony - 4c Pale Blue
with Partial White Line above Value. Very presentable, 1855
issue, with four large, balanced margins. Circular “DEMERARA DE
24 58” datestamp. The characteristic thick paper, has shallow
thinning in hinge area, light vertical crease, and short feather tear
in lower-right margin. Tough stamp in any condition. Accompanied
by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $650
1135  F-VF - British Guiana 88A - Colonial Seal - (2c) on 8c Rose.
This 1878 provisional issues resulted from a shortage of stamps
in the colony corrected by obliterating the value with brush-like
pen lines as seen at the bottom. To do this, stamps allocated for
official use were applied. The two-cent surcharge was implied as
per the use of the item. The stamp is graded fine-very fine and
hosts a “MAHAIOA DE 27 78” cds cancel. (SG 148 £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $125

1120
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x1121
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1130

1134
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1136

1136 * VF - British Guiana 97 - Colonial Seal - 1c on 48c Red Brown.
A second shortage at the colony, in 1881, produced a series of
newly surcharged “official” items now destined for regular postal
duty. We offer an unused, fine-very fine item with hinged original
part gum - about 80%. (SG 154 £170)
........................................................................................Sc. $175

x1122

1127

1128

1132

x1138

British Commonwealth

1119

1129

1133

1139

1140

1138 * VF - British Guiana 210-222 - King George V Pictorial Issue.
Complete set of thirteen values from 1934 issue. All are very fine
with original, hinged gum. (SG 288-300 £ 95)
........................................................................................Sc. $123

1139 ** XF - British Guiana 223var - King George V Silver Jubilee 2c Grey Black and Ultramarine - “Dot by Flagstaff” Variety
Impressive jumbo margins and fresh appearance on this 1935
omnibus series variety. Full original, never hinged gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 301h CV £ 75)
..........................................................................................Sg. £75

British Honduras

Lot 1137

Detail Lot 1137

1137 * VF - British Guiana 157var - Mount Roraima - 2c on 5c Brown
and Green - “TWO CINTS” Variety. Unusual plate position (R4/1)
variety in which the “E” of Cents has been dramatically reduced
to resemble an “I”. We offer a very well centered unused example
without gum. (SG 222c £140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140

1140 ** F-VF - British Honduras 8 - Queen Victoria - 1d Blue - Crown
and CC Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Fresh, never hinged example
of this 1977 printing of the design used for this colony between
1866 and 1891. We offer a well centered item for the issue with
full, original gum valued as hinged. (SG 12 £ 75 as hinged)
..........................................................................................Sc. $75
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British Indian Ocean Territory

1146 * XF - Cayman Islands 81var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 2d
Green and Black - Diagonal Line by Turret Variety Marvelous
example with brilliant appearance and colour. Wonderful, large
margins; full original, very lightly hinged gum. (SG 108f CV £ 35)
..........................................................................................Sg. £35
1147 * VF - Cayman Islands 85-96 - King George V Issue. Complete
set of twelve values from 1935-36 pictorial series. Very fine and
fresh and all unused, hinged. (SG 96-107 CV £ 180)
........................................................................................Sc. $229
1148 * XF - Cayman Islands 96 - King George V - 10sh Carmine and
Black Spectacular horizontal pair with intense colour. Extremely
fine, balanced margins; full original gum with hinge remnant. (SG
107 CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $170

Lot 1141

Ceylon

1141 ** VF - British Indian Ocean Territory 33var - Lionfish - 10R
Multicoloured - Imperforate. Interesting, scarce imperforate of
this 1968 pictorial series. Valued in pair by Stanley Gibbons
(#30a CV £650), we offer a fresh, never hinged single accompanied by 2004 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sg. £325

British Offices in China
1142  F-VF - British Offices in China 14 - King George V - $3 Violet
and Green - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Lightly toned example with tidy cancel at upper right. Very finely centered. ( SG 15
£180)
........................................................................................Sc. $210

Brunei
1143 * VF - Brunei 62-75 - Scene on Brunei River in Re-issued
Colours - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Complete set of fourteen values of this 1947-1951 series issued in new colours. Each
is very fine with original, lightly hinged gum. (SG79-92 CV £100)
........................................................................................Sc. $132

Cape of Good Hope
1144 (*) F - Cape of Good Hope - 14 - Hope Seated - 6d Purple. Very
presentable example with vibrant colour tone. Graded as finevery fine with left margin cut right along frame-line. Unused and
without gum. (SG 20 £ 200)
........................................................................................Sc. $210

Cayman Islands

1149 (*) VF - Ceylon 14 - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Lilac Great large margins on this 1857 issue. Tiny trivial closed tear at right otherwise
a scarce, classic stamp. Unused without gum. (SG 17 CV £ 170)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1150 * F-VF - Ceylon 278a - King George VI “Tapping Rubber” - 2c
Carmine Rose and Black - Perf 13.5 x 13.0. Uncommon perforation variety from 1938 printing of this issue. Well centered and
fresh with original, very lightly hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG
386a CV £120)
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Cook Islands
1151 */** F - Cook Islands 23 - Queen Makea Takau - 10d Green Perf 11.0 x 11.0. Attractive block of six form this second, 1898
printing. With wonderful colour tone and fresh paper. Four
stamps are never hinged, while upper corner singles are lightly
hinged. (SG 19 £108 as hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $156
1152 ** F-VF - Cook Islands 73var - Avarua Waterfront - 1d Carmine
and Black - NZ and Star Wtmk - “Double Derrick” Variety.
Three distinct states of this variety have been identified on each
pane. This example is found on R2/8 which is represented as the
lower-left single in corner block with five normal stamps. The
block is fresh and never hinged. (SG 82a £46 as hinged variety)
..........................................................................................Sg. £46

Cyprus
1153 * F - Cyprus 4 - Queen Victoria - 4d Light Olive Green Overprinted “CYPRUS” in Black. Outstanding colour on this
early Great Britain issue overprinted for use in 1880. Position
“GK” and Plate 16. Finely centered with original, hinged gum. (SG
4 £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1154 * VF - Cyprus 48-59 - King Edward VII - Multiple Crown and CA
Wtmk. Complete set of eleven values of this 1904-1907 keyplate series. generally very fine; fresh and with hinged, original
gum. (SG 60-71 CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $254

Lot 1145

Detail Lot 1145

1145 * F-VF - Cayman Islands MR2a - King George V “War Stamp” 1.5d on 2.5d Ultramarine - “Fraction Bar Omitted” Variety
Interesting variety clearly visible on this 1917 issue. Well centered for the issue, with typical narrow margins. Fresh original
gum with small hinge remnant. (SG 54a £ 70)
..........................................................................................Sc. $85

100

1155 ** VF - Cyprus 97a - King George V Keyplate - 9pi Yellow Brown
and Carmine - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk Very nice
example enhanced by the rich tone of this distinctive shade.
Clear very fine margins; never hinged original gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 97a CV £ 90)
..........................................................................................Sc. $97
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1156 * VF - Cyprus 89-108 - King George V - Crown and Script CA
Wtmk. Fresh set of twenty to the 90pi value (missing only Pound
values) from this 1924-1938 keyplate series. Generally very fine;
fresh and with hinged, original gum. (SG 103-122 CV £ 213)
........................................................................................Sc. $231

1159 * VF - Cyprus 143/166 - King George VI Issue. Complete set of
pictorial issues from entire expanse of the series, 1938-1951.
Includes perforation varieties of 2pi value. All are fresh; lightly
hinged. (SG 151-163 CV £ 173.90)
........................................................................................Sc. $173

1157 * VF - Cyprus “George V” Period. Fresh, unused pair of sets from
larger Commonwealth collection. The 1928 commemorative
issue, missing only the high value and a complete, 1934 pictorial issue. All items are hinged. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 123-143 CV £ 226.25)
........................................................................................Sc. $258

1160 ** VF - Cyprus 168-82 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial Issue.
Complete set of twelve values from 1955 pictorial issue, featuring aspects of Cypriotic life. Each is very fine, fresh and never
hinged. (SG 173-187)
..........................................................................................Sc. $88

1158 * VF - Cyprus 125-135 - King George V Issue. Complete set of
eleven values from this 1934 issue. All are fresh and very fine
with original, hinged gum. (SG 133-143 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $154

1161 ** VF - Cyprus 224-6 - Boy Scouts Issue - Black “SPECIMEN”
Overprint. Fresh complete set of three values commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the Boy Scout movement in Cyprus. Each
stamp is very fine and never hinged. Scarce and unlisted in
Stanley Gibbons catalogue as overprints. (SG 229-231 £1.25
without ovpt)
..........................................................................................Est. $90
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Dominica
1162 * F-VF - Dominica 1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Lilac - Crown and CC
Wtmk - Perf 12.5 x 12.5. First, 1874 issue from this tiny
Caribbean nation. Typical centering for the issue with characteristic rougher perforations. Stamp is unused without gum and has
no evidence of having been cleaned. (SG 1 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $170

1163 * F-VF - Dominica 1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Lilac - Crown and CC
Wtmk - Perf 12.5 x 12.5. Presentable example with clear, but
slightly off-center margins. Fresh with small ink spot near
Queen’s nose. Original, hinged gum. (SG 1 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $170
1164 (*) VF - Dominica 6 - Queen Victoria - 2.5d Red Brown - Crown
and CC Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Very well centered for the issue
with four clear margins. Unused, without gum but fresh with great
colour. (SG 6 £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $260

Lot 1171

Lot 1174

1171  F-VF - Falkland Islands 28 - King Edward VII - 3sh Grey Green
Very presentable with strong appeal. Well centered margins and
deep rich colour. Sock-on-nose “NO 15/11” cds cancel. Great
stamp. (SG 49b CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $150

East Africa and Uganda
1165  F-VF - East Africa and Uganda 49a - King George V - 1r Black
on Emerald Paper - Multiple Crown and Block CA Wtmk.
Appealing used example with light KISUMU 12 NO 19 double circular datestamp. Fine-very finely centered and fault free example
of this 1919 printing. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 53a £ 50.00)
..........................................................................................Sg. £57

Falkland Islands
1166 * F-VF - Falkland Islands 1 - Queen Victoria - 1d Claret - Perf
14.0 x 14.0 - Unwtmk Paper. Scarce, 1878 first issue of this
very collectible region. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate stating: “The stamp is genuine, unused, with just traces of
gum (there is not enough gum to determine if it is original or not).
There is one pulled perforation at lower left. No other faults.” (SG
1 £ 750.00)
........................................................................................Sc. $775
1167 * F - Falkland Islands 14 - Queen Victoria - 2.5d Prussian Blue
Shade - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 - Crown and CA Wtmk. Presentable,
fresh example with excellent true colour. Graded as fine with left
perforations even with design elements. Full, original hinged
gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate and signed on
reverse of stamp. (SG 29 £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1168 * F F - Falkland Islands 20-21 - Queen Victoria Issue of 1898
High values from a very collectible area and period. We offer
attractive items with typical centering; both with slight toning;
original, toned, hinged gum. The 5sh value has a pair of small
thins.(SG 41-42 CV £ 450)
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1169 */ F-VF - Falkland Islands 22-28 - King Edward VII Issues.
Attractive part set of eight items, with mixed of used/unused. Two
paper types of the 1d are noted, as well as a presentable, hinged
example of the ( #28) 3sh Green, with very light gum bend. From
collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG 43c/49b CV £
296.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £296
1170 * XF - Falkland Islands 28 - King Edward VII - 3sh Grey Green
Select example showing the intense colour of this later, 1907
printing. Generous, balanced margins; full original, lightly hinged
gum. (SG 49b CV £ 140)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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1172 * VF - Falkland Islands 29 - King Edward VII - 5sh Dull Red Very
nice example of this 1904 issue. The paper on this issue is relatively thin and consequently, the watermark design shows
through in several areas. The dull red is typical shade; full original gum with small hinge remnant. (SG 50 CV £ 200)
........................................................................................Sc. $180
1173  VF - Falkland Islands 29 - King Edward VII - 5sh Dull Red
Much more difficult to find in presentable, used condition. Very
fine with light horizontal bend near bottom; clear, 1913 cancellation. (SG 50 CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $230
1174 ** F-VF - Falkland Islands 36 - King George V - 3sh Deep Green
- Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Intense, rich colour on this 1912
printing. Fine-very fine; full original, never hinged gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 66 CV £ 85)
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1175 * F - Falkland Islands 38 - King George V - 5sh Plum - Multiple
Crown and CA Wtmk Incredible colour and sharp, detailed
impression on this 1941 printing. Fine with design well clear of
perforations; Original, hinged gum with very light soiling. (SG 67a
CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $220
1176 */** VF - Falkland Islands - King George VI Issues. Impressive,
set of 1938-1946 series, complete with revalued items (Sc #8496). The set is fresh and hinged, unused. Also includes fresh,
never hinged pair of complete sets - pictorial series of 1952 and
UPU 75th Anniversary. (SG CV £ 586)
........................................................................................Sg. £586
1177  VF - Falkland Islands 85/120 - King George VI Period.
Selection of singles and on-piece (six items) each showing scarce
first air cancel. In James Andrews book The Cancellations of the
Falkland Islands, he writes: “On 21st April 1952 a Hudson flying
boat G-AGJN left Southampton on the first direct flight to Port
Stanley and back, The aircraft had been chartered by the
Falklands Islands Company from Aquila Airways Lt.d......The
Hudson arrived at Stanley on 28th April, and on the following day
mail was back-stamped....The mail accepted for the return flight
to England on 2nd May was cancelled the large hand-stamp Type
17 (seen here) - the first cancellations of the Colony to commemorate an event.” The value of the stamps alone catalogue $115.
An interesting and potentially exciting lot for the postal historian.
......................................................................................Est. $150
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1179 * VF - Falkland Islands Dependencies 1L1a-1L8a - King George
V - Thin Lines Printing. Mentioned within the footnotes of the
Scott catalogue, the fine lines of the central map vignette are in
sharp contrast with the earlier printing. We offer a complete, lightly hinged set of eight values, with potential plate varieties. (SG
G9/16 CV £ 158)
........................................................................................Sc. $120
1180 */** F-VF - Falkland Islands Dependencies 1L1a-8a var - King
George V - Thin Printing with Plate Position Varieties
Interesting accumulation of the “12 plate group” flaws. Mix of
used and unused (*/**) all sound and fresh. Only the Dot in “T”
position variety listed in Stanley Gibbons, typically at double catalogue value for normal. Accompanied by reference sheet.. (SG
G9/16 CV £ 158)
........................................................................................Sc. $158

1172

x1178

Detail Lot 1180

1178 ** VF - Falkland Islands 128-142 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial
Issue. Complete set of fifteen values depicting birds of the
colony. Fresh and never hinged and generally well centered. (SG
193-207 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $164

1167

1181

British Commonwealth

1162

x1179

1182

1183

Fiji
1181  VF - Fiji Islands 68 - King Edward VII Keyplate - 5sh Green
and Black Choice example from this 1903 issue. The tight margins are consistent with the printing. Strong colour with bright,
white paper; corner CDS cancel. (SG 113 CV £ 140)
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Gambia
1182 (*) VF - Gambia 4 - Queen Victoria - 6d Blue with “CC” Wtmk
Great large, balanced margins on this classic, 1874 issue.
Unused, without gum and hinge mark. (SG 8 CV £ 325)
........................................................................................Sc. $375
1183  F-VF - Gambia 5-11var - Queen Victoria - Crown and CC
Wtmk Upright - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 Part set of mint/used examples with upright watermarks. Better than typical centering on
most of the set, with thin area on 1sh stamp. (SG 10B/19B CV £
253.25)
........................................................................................Sg. £253
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Gambia continued

Ghana

1184 * VF - Gambia 7var - Queen Victoria - 2d Rose - Sideways Crown
and CC Wtmk Attractive item from 1880 printing, distinguished
in Scott catalogue only by footnote. Slight misalignment with
embossing and typography gives impression of blurred, double
image. Original gum with heavy hinge remnant. (SG 13A CV £
140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140

1191 ** VF - Ghana 843var - False Killer Whale - 2.30c
Multicoloured. Very dramatic printing error found on this strip of
five. Printed by Format International Ltd., the strip shows the
gradual un-alignment of the darker colours atop the normal yellow undertone, followed by an abrupt stop. Uncommon and
impressive item. (SG 1034 £ 5 for normal)
............................................................................................Sc. $8

Gibraltar
1192  F-VF - Gibraltar “Victoria” Period. Attractive, early selection
from first, 1886 overprints to 1895 Spanish currency issues. All
used with range of CDS and grid cancels. Noted Scott #3, 5, 16
and 27 with twenty-four items in total. No obvious faults and most
well centered. (SG 1/42 CV £ 427.05 )
........................................................................................Sg. £427

Lot 1185
1185  F-VF - Gambia 10a - Queen Victoria - Panel Sloping Down
from Left to Right - 6d Blue - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 - Crown and CC
Wtmk. Desirable variety of this 1880 issue. Typical centering for
the issue with paper very lightly toned. Cancelled with seven-bar
circular grid. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG
17Bc £ 150.00)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1186 * F-VF - Gambia 12-19a - Queen Victoria - Crown and CA Wtmk
Attractive complete set of this 1886-1887 issue, complete with
full range of shades as listed in Stanley Gibbons. All are unused
copies, with no apparent hidden faults. Variation in centering as
expected for this issue. Great lot. (SG 21-36 CV £ 181.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £181
1187 */** VF - Gambia “Edward VII”” Period. Very clean, solid representation of various watermark and overprint issues (19021909). All fresh and unused (valued as being hinged). (SG 45/85
CV £ 410.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £410

1193 */** F-VF - Gibraltar “Victoria” Period. Great, clean selection
of early Victorian 1886-1896 issues. Strength in 1889-96
Spanish currency series. All unused (one no gum not counted).
Generally fresh and well centered for this issue. Noted Scott #2,
14a, 19, 21, 32, 35 with nineteen items in all. (SG 2/45 CV £
472.00 )
........................................................................................Sg. £472
1194 * F-VF - Gibraltar 5 - Queen Victoria - 4d Orange Brown. The
earliest issues from Gibraltar featured stamps from Bermuda
overprinted in black. We offer a fine-very fine centered item with
light toning. Fresh original, hinged gum with several ownership
marks on the reverse. (SG 5 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1195 * VF - Gibraltar 22-28 - Queen Victoria Complete, fresh set of
this 1889 issue, surcharged new values in Spanish currency.
Comparable margins throughout; intense colours; original,
hinged gum. (SG 15-21 CV £ 180)
........................................................................................Sc. $251

1188 * VF - Gambia 50var - King Edward VII - 5d Grey and Black Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Interesting specimen overprint on
1904 printing. Very fine centering; trivial tone spot at top; original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 63s CV £ 40)
..........................................................................................Sg. £40
1189 */** VF - Gambia “George V”” Period. Two sets sets well represented in this attractive grouping. The 1912-1922 George V keyplates, unused to the 1sh6d with used 2sh6d and nice unused
selection from 1922-1927 elephant series, with several, unlisted
printing shades represented. All valued as being hinged, however, we noted a few never hinged items. (SG CV £ 177.55)
........................................................................................Sg. £177
1190  VF - Gambia 116/120 - King George V Issue Choice grouping of used high values from 1922-1927 series, missing 3sh
value. Each with typical margins for the issue, with the 10sh bordering on XF. Consistent favour cancels tidily tucked into upper
corners. (SG 137/143 CV £ 167.50)
........................................................................................Sc. $181

Lot 1196

Detail Lot 1196

1196 * VF - Gibraltar 24b - Queen Victoria - 25c on 2d Brown Violet Broken “N” Variety Desirable variety from 1889 surcharge
issue. Fresh colour with few minor specks of surcharge ink drops
on vignette. Very fine; original gum with heavy hinge remnant. (SG
17b CV £ 100)
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1197 * VF - Gibraltar 45-47 - King Edward VII - Crown and CA Wtmk
Nice selection of mid-range values from the 1903 printing. Great
colour and balanced margins, with unfortunate short LL corner
on the 8sh value. Full original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 52-54 CV
£ 375)
........................................................................................Sc. $370
1198 * XF - Gibraltar 62 - King Edward VII - 4sh Black and Red Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Choice example of this late, 1910
printing. Extraordinary freshness with perfectly balanced margins; original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 73 CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $125
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1199 */ VF - Gibraltar “Edward VII to George V”” Period. Nice accumulation taken from impressive Commonwealth collection of
mainly unused, hinged items with approximately 40% of value in
used items. Noted items are Scott #44*, 56*, 59*, 60, 85* with
many others. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers.
(SG 46/143 CV £ 608.20 )
........................................................................................Sg. £608
1200 ** VF - Gibraltar 75 - King George V - £1 Violet and Black on
Red Paper - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Stunning margin
example with remarkable overall appearance. Perfectly balanced
margins; scarce, original never hinged gum with very minor bend
for the record. (SG 85 CV £ 140 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1201 ** VF - Gibraltar 84a - King George V - 1sh Brown Olive and
Black - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk. Handsome margin
block of four all well centered and fresh. All never hinged with
what appears to be natural gum skip in one area and gum has
slight yellowish tone. (SG 102a £ 56 for hinged)
..........................................................................................Sc. $70
1202 * VF - Gibraltar 86/92 - King George V - Multiple Crown and
Script CA Wtmk Small key selection of better items from 19251932 printing. Each with exceptional appearance with consistent
grading; original, hinged gum with £1 high value lightly hinged.
(SG 103/107 CV £201)
........................................................................................Sc. $234

1201
1202
1203 * VF - Gibraltar 100var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 2d Black
and Ultramarine - Extra Flagstaff Variety Sought after variety
from 1935 omnibus series. Attractive, well centered example with
clean CDS cancel in corner. (SG 114a CV £ 65)
..........................................................................................Sg. £65
1204 */** F-VF - Gibraltar “George VI”” Period. Great selection of
1938-1949 series and rounded off with period commemoratives.
Most mid-value perf varieties noted in lot with nine in $30-80
range. Most are unused, assumed hinged with a few used examples. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG
122/143 CV £ 588.45)
........................................................................................Sg. £588
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Gibraltar continued

Lot 1214

Lot 1205
1205 * VF - Gibraltar 113a - Moorish Castle - 6d Dull Violet and
Carmine Rose - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Vibrant, fresh example with
large margins. Uncommon 1938 perforation variety with original,
hinged gum. (SG 126a £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $125

Gilbert and Ellice
1206 * VF - Gilbert and Ellice J1-8 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues
Complete set of eight values issued in 1940. Consistent margins
and freshness throughout; original, hinged gum. (SG D1-8 CV £
140)
........................................................................................Sc. $110
1207 * VF - Gilbert and Ellice “Classic” Period. Selection of earliest
issues from 1911 overprints to 1924 George V keyplates. Eleven
items in total, all fresh and hinged unused. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG 2/23 CV £ 129.25 )
........................................................................................Sg. £129

Gold Coast
1208 * VF - Gold Coast 4/8 - Queen Victoria - Crown and CC Wtmk Perf 14.0 Fresh, clean short set of four values from 1876-79
issue - missing 4d value. Two low values are unused without gum
and higher values have original gum with hinge remnant. Small
thin area in 1/2d with light crease. (SG 4/8 CV £ 349)
........................................................................................Sc. $340
1209  VF - Gold Coast “Victoria” Period. Great used selection of 30
items with nice range of cancels and few shade varieties. Stamps
consistently very fine centering and no obvious faults. Only first,
1875 issue and overprints notably absent. Nice clean lot with
value spread out over several key items. (SG 4/34 CV £ 439.10 )
........................................................................................Sg. £431
1210 * VF - Gold Coast “Victoria” Period. Fresh, very clean collection
of of keyplate issues from 1883 through 1901. Predominantly
very fine and all unused, hinged. Noted Scott #19a, 20a, 22, 28
and 34. (SG 11/36 CV £ 454 )
........................................................................................Sg. £454
1211 * VF - Gold Coast 15/20 - Queen Victoria with Specimen
Overprints Complete set of the four overprinted values from
1883-91 issue. Fresh and attractive; very fine consistent margins; original, hinged gum. (SG 14s-19s CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sg. £150
1212 * F-VF - Gold Coast 21 - Queen Victoria - 1d on 6d Orange
Interesting 1889 issue with very strong overprint with very minute
doubling. Typical 7.0 mm spacing. Overall light toning, heavier on
perf tips at top; original, hinged gum with couple small areas with
gum removed. (SG 20 CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $130
1213 * VF - Gold Coast 49-55 - King Edward VII Keyplate - Multiple
Crown and CA Wtmk Complete set of the 1904-1907 issue.
Each with fresh colour and appearance; slightly variable margins;
hinged, original gum. (SG 49-57 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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1214  VF - Gold Coast 78a - King George V - 5sh Green and Red on
Yellow Paper - Die II - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Scarce,
used example with CDS cancellation. Very fine. (SG 82f CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Grenada
1215 * F-VF - Grenada “Victoria” Period. Interesting 1883 missing
low and high values only, arranged as singles and as tete-beche
pairs. All mint, hinged and fresh, except for light toning to the 1p
value. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG 3134 CV £ 180.75 )
........................................................................................Sg. £180
1216  VF - Grenada 26 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Pale Violet High value
of 1883 definitive issue. Very fine, clear margins; clean CDS cancel. (SG 36 CV £ 55)
..........................................................................................Sc. $65
1217 * F-VF - Grenada 39-46 - Queen Victoria Keyplate Issue
Complete set of this 1895-99 issue. Typical centering for the
issue, each with strong , fresh colour. Unused with occasional
hinge remnant. (SG 39-46 CV £ 104.50)
........................................................................................Sg. £104
1218 */** VF - Grenada “Colonial Badge” Series. Range of common
design series from 1898 through to 1908. Noted Scott #47a on
bluish paper, 68-71a complete, 76 ** and 78* with balance of
few others. All fresh and unused. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 56a/80 CV £ 261.75 )
........................................................................................Sg. £261
1219 * VF - Grenada 48/57 - King Edward VII Keyplate Part set of
seven values, including scarce 10sh high value. Consistent quality and freshness throughout; very fine; original, hinged gum. (SG
57/66 CV £ 142)
........................................................................................Sc. $165
1220 * VF - Grenada “George V” Period. Almost complete selection of
both 1913 and 1914 keyplate series, missing only few of the
lower values. All fresh with very fine centering; unused, hinged
(rounded corner on 3sh value). Great looking lot ! (SG 89/134 CV
£ 151.65 )
........................................................................................Sg. £151
1221 */** VF - Grenada “King George VI” Period. Virtually complete
selection of 1937-1942 series with most of perforation varieties
(Scott #132-142a). Majority of items never hinged, with couple of
low values lightly hinged. Lot completed with lightly hinged 1951
issue. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG
152/184 CV £ 212.85 )
........................................................................................Sg. £212
1222 * VF - Grenada 142var - Colonial Badge - 10sh Steel Blue and
Bright Carmine “Narrow” Print - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 Attractive
shade variety, unlisted in Scott. Very fine margins; characteristic
colour; hinged, yellowed gum resulting in overall toned appearance. Scarce item. (SG 163a CV £ 180)
........................................................................................Sg. £180
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1223 * VF - Grenada 142var - Colonial Badge - 10sh Slate Blue and
Bright Carmine - Narrow Printing - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Stunning
fresh quality that shows off scarce, 1943 colour shade superbly.
Original, lightly hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 163b £ 190.00)
........................................................................................Sg. £190
1224 * VF - Grenada 142var - Colonial Badge - 10sh Slate Blue and
Carmine Lake - Wide Printing - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Excellent
appearance on this 1944 printing with deep, intense colours.
Original, lightly hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 163d £ 100.00)
........................................................................................Sg. £100
1225 ** VF - Grenada 199 - Queen Elizabeth II - 6c Olive and Black Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Scarce modern definitive item
from 1964 printing. Sharp, fresh detail and strong colour; never
hinged gum. (SG 218 CV £ 190)
........................................................................................Sc. $200

1226 ** VF - Grenada Grenadines 182var - Piper Apache Airplane 1/2c Multicoloured - Imperf at Right Margin. Unusual (and
unlisted) vertical margin pair, imperf at right. Low value denomination from 1976 airplanes pictorial issue.
......................................................................................Est. $100

Guernsey
1227 ** VF - German Occupation of Guernsey N4-5 - Coat of Arms on
Bluish French Bank Note Paper. Pair of bottom-left corner
blocks of this 1942 printing. The distinctive paper qualities are
enhanced by the additional selvedge. The stamps are never
hinged but with natural gum disturbance and valued as hinged
otherwise valued at $ 136. (SG 4-5 £164)
..........................................................................................Sc. $96
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1237 ** VF - Hong Kong 639/651A - Queen Elizabeth II Definitive
Coils. Lot of four coil rolls of 200 each, with numbers on the back
of each fifth stamp.. The Scott catalogue numbers represented
are 639, 642, 650 and 651A. Each roll is fresh, never hinged and
remains attached to its plastic central ring. Catalogue value for
regular, sheet format examples is US $950.
........................................................................................Sc. $950

Hong Kong

India

Lot 1228

Detail Lot 1228

1228 * F-VF - Hong Kong 66var - Queen Victoria - “1841 /Hong
Kong/ JUBILEE/1891” Overprint - Slanted “E” Variety. Well
centered example with light, even toning. Unusual slanted bar at
top of second “E” of JUBILEE, unlisted in major catalogues.
Stamp is lightly hinged with original gum and valued without premium on variety. ( SG 51 £450)
........................................................................................Sc. $550
1229  VF - Hong Kong 106 - King Edward VII - $3 Dull Blue and
Slate - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Very well centered example despite the typical narrow margins. Used with pair of cds cancels in combination with light pen cancel. (SG 88 £225)
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1230  VF - Hong Kong 146 - King George V - $5 Red and Green on
Emerald Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk. Nicely
centered high value with typical narrow margins. Used with
“Victoria 1937” cds cancel. (SG 132 £ 70)
..........................................................................................Sc. $77
1231 ** VF - Hong Kong 147-150 - King George V Silver Jubilee
Issue. Complete set of four values from this 1935 omnibus
series. Generally very fine and all are fresh with never hinged,
original gum. The 10c value has numerous vertical guidelines
which are frequently found on this issue, however, not often in
this quantity. (SG 133-136 £60 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1232 ** VF - Hong Kong 151-153 - King George VI Coronation Issue.
One of the few key values from this 1937 British Commonwealth
omnibus series. We offer a complete set of fresh, upper-right
plate blocks. Generally fine-very fine and all with never hinged,
original gum. (SG 137-139 £ 100)
........................................................................................Sc. $160

1238 ** F-VF - India (Nabha State) 83/86 - King George V
Overprinted Fresh and well centered selection of three choice
high values of this 1938-39 series. Each has deep colour and is
never hinged with original gum. (SG 91/94 £233)
........................................................................................Sc. $302
1239  VF - India (Nandgaon State) 1 - 1/2a Blue. First, 1892 issue
of this feudatory state that was in effect only until 1894.
Unvalued in Scott catalogue as used, Stanley Gibbons comments
on the scarcity of used copies, however, applies a value. We offer
fresh, four margin example with interesting, period postmark. (SG
1 £160)
........................................................................................Sg. £160
1240 ** XF - India (Jind State) 164 - King George VI - 25r Dark Violet
and Blue Violet Stunning, post office fresh block of four.
Magnificent large, balanced margins. Original, never hinged gum
- Valued as hinged. (SG 136 CV £ 240)
........................................................................................Sc. $500

Ireland
1241 ** F - Ireland 117 - Sword of Light - 1sh Blue Fresh example of
this high value late, 1940 printing. Perforations just clear design
at right. Full original, never hinged gum. (SG 122 CV £ 65)
........................................................................................Sc. $125

Jamaica
1242 * VF - Jamaica 110var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 12d
Black and Ultramarine - Extra Flagstaff Variety Desirable variety on top stamp in combination with normal, from the 1935
omnibus series. Very fine margins, with light pencil notation in
selvedge; original, hinged gum. (SG 117a CV £ 80)
..........................................................................................Sg. £80

1233 * VF - Hong Kong 178-79 - King George VI Silver Wedding
Jubilee. Complete set of two key values of this 1949
Commonwealth omnibus series. Fresh and very well centered
with lightly hinged gum. ( SG 171-72 £303)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1234 ** VF - Hong Kong 213-217 - Queen Elizabeth II - Multiple
Crown and CA Wtmk Upright. Complete set of five high values
from this 1962 portrait definitive series. All stamps are fresh and
never hinged with original, unglazed gum. (SG 206-210 £ 199)
........................................................................................Sc. $209
1235 ** VF - Hong Kong 213a-215b - Queen Elizabeth II - Multiple
Crown and CA Wtmk Sideways. Part set comprising three of the
high values from the 1962 portrait definitive series. All stamps
are fresh and never hinged with original, glazed gum as issued.
(SG 206d/208c)
........................................................................................Sc. $102
1236 ** VF - Hong Kong 249-250 - Year of the Rooster Issue.
Complete set of two values commemorating the 1969 lunar new
year. Both stamps are fresh and never hinged. (SG 257-258)
..........................................................................................Sc. $83
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Lot 1243
1243 * VF - Jamaica 112var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 1sh
Brown Violet and Indigo - Extra Flagstaff Variety Sought after
variety on top stamp in combination with normal, from the 1935
omnibus series. Intense colour; very fine margins; original,
hinged gum. (SG 117a CV £ 250)
........................................................................................Sg. £250
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
1246  F-VF - Kenya, Uganda Tanganyika 54a - King George V - 1sh
Green and Black - Perf 13.0 x 11.5 Scarce perforation variety
from the 1936 printing. Typical centering for the issue with light
overall toning; heavy pair of CDS cancels. (SG 118a CV £ 120)
........................................................................................Sc. $125

1244

1245

1246

1244  VF - Jamaica 127var - King George VI - 5sh Slate Blue and
Yellow Orange - Line Perf 14.0 Scarce, 1941 printing with line
perforation. Light overall toning; couple of shorter perfs at left;
Registered oval cancel. (SG 132a CV £ 190)
........................................................................................Sg. £190

1245 * F-VF - Jamaica MR8c - King George V “War Stamp” - 1.5d
Orange - Inverted Overprint. Interesting variety on this 1917
issue. The stamp has fine-very fine typical centering with lightly
hinged gum. (SG 74d £ 80)
..........................................................................................Sc. $92

Lot 1247

Detail Lot 1247

1247 ** XF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 66var - King George VI - 1c
Black and Chocolate - Perf 13.0 x 13.5 - Retouched Value
Tablet Variety Noted position variety, 3rd stamp on top row. In
combination with seven normal stamps in bottom margin, inscription block. Extremely fine centering; original, never hinged gum.
Showpiece item. (SG 131ad + 131a CV £ 47.10)
..........................................................................................Sg. £47
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika continued
1248 ** F-VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 70var - King George VI 10c Green and Black - Mountain Retouch Variety Interesting
variety in UR in combination with three normal. Clean, fresh
appearance; original, never hinged gum. (SG 135a CV £ 75)
..........................................................................................Sg. £75
1249 */** VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 76-76b - King George VI
- 30c Deep Blue and Grey Complete selection of three perforation varieties from this series. All with wonderful margins and
presentation. While 76b is never hinged, the other two have hinge
marks - valued as hinged. (SG 141-141b CV £ 192.75)
........................................................................................Sc. $172

Lot 1257

Detail Lot 1257

1250 */** VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 81-81b - King George VI
- 2sh Red Violet and Orange Brown Attractive grouping representing the three perf varieties of this series. The scarce perf
13.0 is never hinged, with the alternates being lightly hinged - valued as hinged. (SG 146-146b CV £ 203)
........................................................................................Sc. $177

1257 * F-VF - Labuan 110var - Peacock - 4c on 5c Green and Black Partial Albino Surcharge. Wonderful, curious item clearly showing off details of the variety on this 1904 issue.. Very fine centering; original, hinged gum. Nice addition to almost any commonwealth collection. (SG 129var - CV £ 42.00 from normal)
..........................................................................................Est. $70

1251 */** VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 83-83b - King George VI
- 5sh Carmine Rose and Grey Nice, fresh offer of the three perforation varieties of this issue. The perf 14.0 example has been
hinged, while others are never hinged - valued as hinged. (SG
148-148b CV £ 198)
........................................................................................Sc. $175

Lagos

1252 */** VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 84-84b - King George VI
- 10sh Ultramarine and Red Violet Complete set of perforation
varieties of this 1938-54 series. The subtle shade differences are
very pronounced when in comparison. The 13.0x13.0 perf variety
is hinged while the others are never hinged - valued as hinged
(SG 149-149b CV £ 194)
........................................................................................Sc. $167

1258  F-VF - Lagos “Victoria” Period Wonderful selection of many
key items from earliest 1874 issues through to 1902 keyplates.
Many better items, all used and without obvious faults (few with
light toning). Note the 10sh Scott #38 has pen cancel, while balance have CDS or grid cancels. Scarce used early lot. (SG 5/42
CV £ 699.25 )
........................................................................................Sg. £699

1253 */** VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 85-85a - King George VI
- £1 Black and Scarlet Pair of perforation varieties of this 19381954 series. A very fine, hinged example with perf 14.0 and a
fine-very fine, never hinged example with 11.5x13.0 perforation valued as hinged (SG 150-150a CV £ 324)
........................................................................................Sc. $292
1254 ** F-VF - Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 89var - Brindled Gnu 70c on 1sh Light Blue and Olive Brown - “Crescent Moon”
Variety Interesting pair clearly showing variety on left stamp in
pair with normal. Great overall appearance enhanced by large
margin selvedge. Full original, never hinged gum. (SG 154a CV £
65)
..........................................................................................Sg. £65

Kenya and Uganda
1255 */** F-VF - Kenya and Uganda 18-36 - King George V Issue.
Series of low values to the 10sh denomination from this 1922-27
issue. Most are very well centered examples with the only exceptions being the first three lowest values. Most are unused, hinged
with the 12c, 75c and 3sh values used with cds postmarks.
Taken from a collection which was identified by the owner using
the Stanley Gibbons catalogue. (SG 76-94 £ 270)
........................................................................................Sg. £270

Labuan
1256 * F-VF - Labuan 49-57 - North Borneo “LABUAN” Overprints Perforated 142 to 15.0. Complete basic set of nine values from
this 1894 issue, not compared for shade varieties. Exceptional
bright colours throughout and without fault. Very fine, though
tight margins; original, hinged gum. (SG 62/74)
........................................................................................Sc. $151
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Lot 1259
1259 * VF - Lagos 35 - Queen Victoria - 5sh Blue - Crown and CA
Wtmk Very presentable example of scarce 1886 printing.
Excellent, proportioned margins; light overall toning; original,
hinged gum. (SG 28 CV £ 600)
........................................................................................Sc. $650
1260 * F-VF - Lagos 40/48var - King Edward VII - Crown and CA
Wtmk Attractive set of 1904 issue with SPECIMEN overprint,
missing 3d and 10sh values. Rich colour with only slight variation
in grading; original, hinged gum. (SG 44/52s CV £ 180)
........................................................................................Sg. £180
1261 /* VF - Lagos “Edward VII” Period Pair of unused sets from
1904-1905 issues (one used item). Stamps are fresh with very
fine centering for the issue. The first issue, with crown and CA
watermark is missing the 10sh high value. The second issue with
multiple watermark is complete, with intermixed chalky/ordinary
papers. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify numerous shades.
(SG 44/63 CV £ 452.50 )
........................................................................................Sg. £452
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Leeward Islands
1264 * VF - Leeward Islands 114-115 - King George VI - Shade
Varieties Small select group of attractive items. Gibbons #113
bluish green and deep red; #113c deep green and deep vermilion; #114b brown purple and black on salmon paper. All with original, hinged gum. (SG 113/114b CV £ 355)
........................................................................................Sg. £355

Malawi

Lot 1262
1262 * VF - Leeward Islands 9a - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Green and
Dull Mauve - Double Overprint Error. Rare, certified item clearing showing doubling of “Sexagenary” overprint. Fresh and nicely
centered; original, lightly hinged gum. Accompanied by 2005
Sismondo certificate. (SG 9a £1400)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,350
1263  VF - Leeward Islands 13 - Queen Victoria - 6d Lilac and
Brown. Uncommon, postally used example, commemorating the
Queen’s diamond jubilee in 1897. Very fine and on piece and tied
with TORTOLA (British Virgin Islands) CDS cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $105

1265 * VF - Malawi 51var - Swallowtail Butterfly (Cyrestris cammillus
sublineatus) - £2 Dull Violet, Yellow and Black. Uncommon precancelled block of four high value from this 1966-67 pictorial
issue. Fresh and very fine. Full never hinged gum with slight precancel offset on reverse. (SG 262 £ 25 per single)
........................................................................................Sc. $130
1266 ** VF - Malawi 322a - World Wildlife Fund Souvenir Sheet.
Attractive and highly collectible WWF issue from 1978. Depicts
nyala antelope, lions, zebra and reedbuck. Fresh with never
hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $90
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Malaya
1267 ** VF - Malaya Johore J1-5 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues “SPECIMEN” Perfin. Complete set of five values from this 1938
issue. Very well centered with fresh, hinged gum. (SG D1-6s £
140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140
1268  F - Malaya Perak 36 - Queen Victoria - 1c on 6c Violet. Key
value of this 1891 surcharged series. Finely centered with very
light toning. “Taiping” cds cancel. (SG 45 £ 160)
........................................................................................Sc. $210
1269 * F - Malaya Perak 96 - Sultan Iskandar - $1 Red and Black on
Bluish Paper. One of the key values of this 1938-1941 issue. We
offer a fresh single with typical centering for the issue. Original,
hinged gum. (SG 119 £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $110

1278 */** VF - Malta “George VI” Period Attractive pair of sets from
1938-1948 issues. The basic pictorial series, missing only few
noted varieties listed in Gibbons, however, with 5sh “Semaphor
Flaw” (SG #230a £75) included. Followed by ‘Self-Government”
overprint series with 2sh6p value and varieties absent. Majority
are unused, never hinged. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify
issues. (SG 217/248 CV £ 199.10 )
........................................................................................Sg. £199

Mauritius
1279  F - Mauritius 11 - Britannia - (9d) Magenta - Imperforate.
Wonderful fresh colour with trimmed margins or into the design.
Tidy PAID handstamp cancel. (SG 29 £ 200)
........................................................................................Sc. $240

1270 ** VF - Malaya Trengganu 53-67 - Sultan Ismail Nasiruddin
Shah Issue. Complete set of this 1949 series. All are fresh and
never hinged - valued as hinged. (SG 67-87 £ 100 as hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $113
1271 ** VF - Malaya J16,J19 - Numeral of Value “Postage Dues” “SPECIMEN” Perfins. The eight-cent and twenty-cent values
were the only two denominations of 1945-1949 printing that
were produced with this “specimen” perfin. These uncommon
items are very finely centered with never hinged gum. (SG D10s,
D13s CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sg. £150

Malta
1272 (*) VF - Malta 3f - Queen Victoria - 1/2d Orange Buff - Crown
and CC Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Presentable example of this
1872 printing on thin paper. well centered with very fine, balanced margins. Unused, without gum and with light pencil notation on reverse. (SG 8 £ 140)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1273 ** XF - Malta 7a - Queen Victoria - 2d Orange - Crown and CA
Wtmk Outstanding quality on this 1882 printing. Despite the narrow margins, the stamp is extremely well balanced for the issue.
Exceptionally fresh with original, never hinged gum. An absolute
gem. (SG 18 CV £ 35 for hinged)
..........................................................................................Sc. $40

Lot 1280
1280  VF - Mauritius 205var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 12c
Green and Indigo - “Dot by Chapel” Variety. Very collectible variety from this popular omnibus series. Very finely centered with
tidy cds cancel. (SG 246g £ 60)
..........................................................................................Sg. £60

Montserrat
1281 * F-VF - Montserrat 43-53 - Badge of the Colony Issue Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Complete set of eleven values of
this 1916-22 issue. Stamps are fresh, although the 3d value has
a short corner at upper-left. All with original, hinged gum. (SG 4959 £85)
........................................................................................Sc. $110

1274 * VF - Malta 14 - Queen Victoria - 5sh Rose - Crown and CC
Wtmk. Attractive example with soft shade from 1886 issue. Very
fine, balanced margins; unused, hinged with small remnant. (SG
30 - CV £ 110)
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1275 * F-VF - Malta 21-27 - King Edward VII - Crown and CA Wtmk
Complete set of this 1903-04 issue. Brilliant colours and fresh
appearance; original, hinged gum. (SG 38-44 CV £ 120.25)
........................................................................................Sc. $129
1276 ** VF - Malta 114 - Allegory of Malta - £1 Black and Bright
Carmine - Upright Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk 21-27
Impressive high value, 1925 printing of this issue. Intense, rich
colour; well balance, very fine margins; scarce original, never
hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG 140 CV £ 100 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1277  VF - Malta 184var - King George V Silver Jubilee - 2d Green
and Black - Extra Flagstaff Variety Sought after variety from the
1935 omnibus series. Maintains brilliant green colour and sharp
impression. VALETTA 1935 cancel. (SG 210a CV £ 38)
..........................................................................................Sg. £38
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Lot 1282
1282  VF - Montserrat 740var - Stamp World London Exhibition
Miniature Sheet with Unlisted Value. Four of these six values
appear in all major catalogues, while the $3.50 on $1.20 value
remains unlisted. Combined in miniature sheet , with PLYMOUTH,
May 5, 1990 first day cancel. An exceptionally rare item !
......................................................................................Est. $500
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Morocco Agencies
1283 ** VF - Morocco Agencies 3var - Queen Victoria - 20c Olive
green and Brown - Inverted “V” for “A” Variety Scarce and
appealing 1898 variety (at right) in pair with normal. Stunning
colour; very fine; rarely offered with never hinged gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 3-3a CV £ 79 for hinged)
..........................................................................................Sg. £79
1284 * VF - Morocco Agencies 20var - King Edward VII - 5c Grey
Green and Blue Green - Hyphen between “nc” Variety
Interesting variety that is often easily missed from the 1903
issue. Nice combination in pair with normal. Variety stamp has
hinge remnant, while normal has never hinged gum. (SG 17c+17
CV £ 65)
..........................................................................................Sg. £65

1276

1279

1284

British Commonwealth

x1267

x1281

x1285

x1287
1285 * VF - Morocco Agencies 55-57, 62 - Britannia Rules the Waves
“Spanish Currency” Small, choice grouping of consistently fresh,
very fine examples. Represented by the three Waterlow printings
of 1914 and the Bradbury Wilkinson printing of 1926. (SG 13638, 142 CV £ 282)
........................................................................................Sc. $203
1286 ** XF - Morocco Agencies 217+219 - Britannia Rules the
Waves “British Currency” Stunning pair of items with exceptional freshness and margins. The 2sh6d yellow brown, De La Rue
printing and 5sh rose red, Bradbury Wilkinson printing. Both with
full, original, never hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG 51+54 CV
£ 100 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $105
1287 * XF - Morocco Agencies 217/269 - Britannia Rules the Waves
“British Currency” Exceptional selection of representative printings by the various printing firms - Waterlow, Bradbury Wilkinson,
Thomas De La Rue and re-engraved Waterlow (2sh6p and 5sh).
Each with impressive full margins; fresh appearance; original,
hinged gum. (SG 50,51,53, 73,74 CV £ 193)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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Nauru

Nigeria

1288 * VF - Nauru 17-30 - Freighter Series - Unsurfaced Greyish
Paper. Complete set of fourteen values from first, 1924 printing
(see Scott Specialized). Exceptionally fresh, with typical centering
for the issue and a few shorter perfs which should also be expected. Original, hinged gum. (SG 26A-39A - CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sg. £225

1296  VF - Nigeria 11 - King George V - 10sh Green and Red on
Green Paper - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk. Well centered
example of this 1914 keyplate issue. Used with registration postmark, typical of the denomination. (SG 11a £85 )
..........................................................................................Sc. $95

New Hebrides (British)
1289 * VF - British New Hebrides J1-5 - Native Idols Issue - Toned
Paper. Complete 1925 issue with POSTAGE DUE overprint. Fresh
copies on paper printed with light tone (and valued as such). Very
fine with original, lightly hinged gum. (SG D1-5 - CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $215

1297 * VF - Nigeria - Biafra SG 4-16 - “Sovereign Biafra” Overprint
Issue. This eastern region of Nigeria of Nigeria declared its independence in May, 1967 and the Nigerian military intervened within days. After issuing its own stamps in February, 1968, restrictions resulted in Nigerian issues being overprinted “SOVEREIGN
BIAFRA” in April of that same year. We offer the complete set of
thirteen values all fresh and lightly hinged. (Unlisted in Scott)
........................................................................................Sg. £183

New Zealand

North Borneo

1290 */ VF - New Zealand 99/131; O16 - Commerce Definitive
“Study” Lot. In depth study of the successive plates and varieties implemented over the twelve year span of this basic design.
The Commerce design was introduced in 1901 as New Zealand
adopted “Universal Penny Postage” rates. The study outlines
identifying features within the plates and is accompanied by
numerous illustrations. Also includes unused booklet pane of six
with “Official” overprint. Better blocks and singles throughout.
........................................................................................Sg. £472
1291 ** F-VF - New Zealand 184a - King George V - 1d Rose Red Advertising Booklet Pane of Six - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Choice quality freshness on this interesting item. Characteristic red bars and
advertising in selvedge. Typical centering for the issue; original,
never hinged gum. (SG 468c - CV £ 85)
..........................................................................................Sg. £85
1292 ** F-VF - New Zealand 288-301 - Queen Elizabeth II Issue.
Issued between 1953 and 1957, we offer this complete definitive
series of sixteen values. Each is very well centered, fresh and
never hinged. Also includes four of the 1955-59 redrawn designs
with right corner ornament omitted.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1293 ** VF - New Zealand 320 - Queen Elizabeth II - 2d on 12d Rose
Brown. Fresh example of this 1958 surcharged issue with characteristic “southern cross” emblem adjacent to country name.
Very fine; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $180

Lot 1298

Detail Lot 1298

1298 * VF - North Borneo 55var - Coat of Arms - 6c on 10c Blue “Partial Surcharge” Flaw. Curious, 1891 printing flaw with large
portion of “cents” surcharge absent. Very fine and fault free
example; original, hinged gum. (SG 56 - CV £ 60 for normal)
..........................................................................................Est. $70
1299 * VF - North Borneo 58var - Coat of Arms - 8c on 25c Blue Double Surcharge Error. Uncommon error characterized by a
second, lighter “8” surcharge to right of original. The stamp is
accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate stating : “The stamp
submitted is genuine in all respects, unused, with full original
gum, fresh colour, and is entirely free from faults or repairs...” (SG
65var £150)
........................................................................................Sc. $150

1294 E/P VF - New Zealand B61-62 P - Birds Semi-postal Issue. The
1962 health semi-postals featuring the Great White Egret and
New Zealand Falcon. We offer pairs of plate proofs on thick card.
Fresh and never hinged, without gum as issued.
......................................................................................Est. $175
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Detail Lot 1295

Lot 1300

1295 ** VF - New Zealand OY23var - Lighthouse - 6d Pink - Wiggins
Teape Paper - Perf 14.0 x 15.0. Interesting example of this
scarce, 1937 paper variety - chalky with thin, hard paper with vertical mesh. Curious perforation on left row with wavy pattern, in
margin block of four. Brilliant colour; fresh appearance; never
hinged gum. (SG 36c - CV £ 140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140

1300 * VF - North Borneo B13 - Coat of Arms - 25c Black and Green
with Maltese Cross Overprint. This unusual overprint was
applied and then one-third of the issue was donated to the
National Philatelic War Fund Committee in London to be auctioned for the benefit of war veterans. The balance of the items
were lost en-route when the ship was sunk by a submarine. (SG
201 £350)
........................................................................................Sc. $450
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British Commonwealth
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x1303

x1304

1294

Northern Rhodesia
1303  F-VF - Northern Rhodesia 9-16 - King George V Issue
Difficult, used selection of high values - 10d -10sh. All postally
used with varying grades, but without faults. The key value 7sh6d
is the most attractive of the group. (SG 9-16 CV £ 354)
........................................................................................Sc. $359

Northern Nigeria

Lot 1301

Lot 1302

1301  VF - North Borneo B46 - Coat of Arms - $5 + 4c Claret and
Black. This surtax overprint was applied in 1918 to assist in raising funds for the Red Cross foundation. The key used value of the
set. Very fine with black cds cancel. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 251 £400)
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1302  VF - North Borneo B47 - Coat of Arms - $10 + 4c Vermilion
and Black. The high value of this 1918 issue with surtax for the
Red Cross foundation. Well centered with “Jesselton 1919” cds
cancel. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 252
£400)
........................................................................................Sc. $375

1304 * VF - Northern Nigeria 10-18var - King Edward VII Issue Crown and CA Wtmk Complete set of nine values of 1902 printing with SPECIMEN overprints. Consistent fresh appearance and
typical centering for the issue; original, hinged gum. (SG 10s-18s
CV £ 150)
........................................................................................Sg. £150

Pakistan
1305  VF - Pakistan O28a - Star and Crescent - 1-1/2a Grey Green
- Inverted “SERVICE” Overprint in Carmine. Interesting block of
four of this 1949 official issue with unusual error. Very fine with
nice centering. Indistinct black cancels. (SG O28a £168)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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Papua
1306 */** VF - Papua 2/C4 - Lakatoi War Canoe Issues. Wonderful
selection of early colonial period issues, covering broad range of
scope of this evolving series. Beginning with British New Guinea
1906 issues through to airmail and official overprints. All unused,
with most hinged, but several never hinged noted. Several
shades and varieties noted in Gibbons also identified. Very collectible series and rounded off with 1935 Silver Jubilee issue.
Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG 2/126 CV £
391.35 )
........................................................................................Sg. £391

Detail Lot 1315
1307 ** VF - Papua 69var - Lakatoi Boat - 6d Dull Purple and Pale
Purple - “POSTACE” Variety Interesting variety found on all printings of this value. Located on the right stamp in combination with
one normal. Generous margins with pencil notation; nice fresh
colour; original, never hinged gum. (SG 101+101c CV £ 79.25)
..........................................................................................Sg. £79

Rhodesia
1308 */ VF - Rhodesia 2/81 - Coat of Arms and Waterfalls Issues.
First 1890-1894 series in mixed used/unused condition. Lot consists almost entirely of mid-range values. The 10sh is accompanied by 2007 certificate identifying a “Bualawayo” fiscal cancel
(with $100 value not included in total.) The 6d and 2sh6d values
are unused without gum. Selection of used/unused items from
coat of arms series, representing both 1896 Die types and 1897
redrawn design. Rounded off with a complete set of six of the
1905 waterfall issue. Unused to 1sh value with 2sh6d used
example with small thin, and used 5sh value with light toning.
Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG 2/99 CV £ 905)
........................................................................................Sg. £905
1309  F-VF - Rhodesia 16/18 - Coat of Arms - £1 Dark Blue/ £5
Yellow Green Pair of key items from this highly collectible issue.
One Pound value has F-VF centering and KOPJE/SALISBURY CDS
cancel. Genuine use Scott $140. Scott fiscal use $50.Five Pound
value has fiscal cancel with repaired fiscal punch. Both accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificates. (SG 10; 12)
........................................................................................Sg. £130

1311  F-VF - Rhodesia 43/49 - Hope Overprinted Short set of 1896
issue, missing 1d and 2d low values. Each has great centering for
the issue and most with clear, CDS cancels. The 5sh high value is
accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 131ad + 131a
CV £ 179)
........................................................................................Sg. £179
1312 */ F-VF - Rhodesia 67/100 var - Coat of Arms Issues.
Interesting scope of overprinted arms series from 1909. Couple
of representatives from original 1898-1908 series without overprint noted (CV $76). Mixed used/unused with varying condition.
Scott #99 is fiscally used with doubled “kiss print” overprint;
#83var without stop; #73 in clean block of four; and unlisted (SG
#113e) £5 blue not included in total with high Gibbon’s value of
£4250, with small faults. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify
issues. (SG 85/113e CV £ 467.10 - note £ 4250 not counted)
........................................................................................Sg. £467
1313 ** XF - Rhodesia 73 - Coat of Arms - £2 Red Brown Top quality, stunning example of this 1908 issue. Excellent centering;
intense colour; original, never hinged gum - valued as hinged. (SG
91 CV £ 85)
..........................................................................................Sg. £85
1314 */ F-VF - Rhodesia - 101-118 - King George V “Double
Heads” Issue. Very nice selection of forty items to the 2sh
denomination. Numerous shades (unlisted in Scott catalogue)
identified with Stanley Gibbons numbers. Generally fine-very fine
and an even mix of unused hinged and used. A couple of unlisted minor varieties and shades identified by the owner. (SG
119/184 £ 1738)
....................................................................................Sg. £1,738

Lot 1315
1315 * F-VF - Rhodesia 107a - George V and Queen Mary - 5d Purple
Brown and Ochre (Error of Colour) - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Nicely
centered example of this scarce item. Deep, repaired thin that
does not detract from the impressive qualities. Wonderful colour;
original gum, with hinge remnant. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 141ab CV £ 600)
........................................................................................Sc. $600
1316 * VF - Rhodesia 109a - George V and Queen Mary - 8d Brown
2 x 132
2. Fresh, clean example
Violet and Grey Black - Perf 132
from this highly desirable, 1910 series. Great margins for the
issue; full original gum, with hinge remnant in lower left..
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 109a CV £ 60)
..........................................................................................Sc. $60

Lot 1310
1310 * VF - Rhodesia 17 - Coat of Arms - £2 Rose Red One of the key
values of this 1890-94 series. Wonderful centering with rich
colour. Full, original hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 11 CV £ 425)
........................................................................................Sg. £425
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1317 * VF - Rhodesia 109a - George V and Queen Mary - 8d Brown
2 x 132
2. Spectacular example
Violet and Grey Black - Perf 132
from this highly desirable, 1910 series. Large, well balanced margins for the issue; full original gum, with hinge remnant..
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 109a CV £ 60)
..........................................................................................Sc. $60
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x1320

1318  F-VF - Rhodesia 112a - George V and Queen Mary - 2sh Grey
Blue and Black - Perf 15.0 x 15.0. Attractive, sought after item
with great centering for the issue. Indistinct CDS cancel; small,
shallow thin spot in lower center. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 178 CV £ 325)
........................................................................................Sg. £325
1319  VF - Rhodesia 115var - King George V “Double Head” - 5sh
Crimson and Yellow Green - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Attractive example of this Scott unlisted shade variety. Very finely centered with
tidy “1911” cds cancel. Accompanied by 2000 B.P.A. certificate.
(SG 160a £190)
........................................................................................Sg. £190
1320 */ F-VF - Rhodesia - 119-140 - King George V. Nice selection
of 44 George V “Heads” identified by Stanley Gibbons numbers
and neatly mounted on quadrille pages. Typically fresh, with mix
of unused (hinged) and about 15% used. Noted are Gibbons
#274b (with certificate), 258*, 270 used, 222*, 238 used, 317*.
Majority are very fine with few graded as fine-very fine. (SG
186/300 £ 1191)
....................................................................................Sg. £1,191

Lot 1321
1321  F-VF - Rhodesia 136a - King George V - 7sh6d Blackish
Purple and Slate Black - Die II - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Presentable
used single with tidy cds cancel. Graded as fine-very fine with perforations well clear of design on all four sides. Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate and signed on reverse. (SG 240
£325)
........................................................................................Sg. £325
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St. Helena

1327 ** VF - St. Helena 93 - Colonial Badge - 10sh Olive Green and
Black One of the key high values of this 1922-27 series. Very
fine margins; nice colour; scarce, never hinged gum - valued as
hinged. (SG 112 CV £ 110 for hinged)
........................................................................................Sg. £110

Lot 1322
1322 */ F-VF - St. Helena - 1856-1966 Collection. A comprehensive mounted collection with a number of varieties, blocks, etc.
This lot together with six lots taken from the collection and
offered in this auction, are St. Helena complete for the period,
except four stamps (#2,2B, 3 and 114). Stamps with remainder
cancels and Scott #62/64 with Specimen overprints not counted
in the total. Overall quality is mostly very fine, but we note that
#40-46 are toned and three stamps (#33var, #33a and #38a)
have faults (CV $ 52.50). An impressive collection and excellent
start for this popular country.
....................................................................................Sc. $4,429
1323  F - St. Helena 1 - Queen Victoria - 6d Blue - Large Star Wtmk
- Imperforate. Fresh used single with pen cancellation removed
and re-gummed to appear as unused item. Although the item has
been cleaned, it still has its own merits due to its fresh colour.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 1 £180)
........................................................................................Sc. $210

Lot 1328
1328 * VF - St. Helena 94 - Colonial Badge - 15sh Violet and Black
on Blue Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk. Stunning
high value from this 1922-27 series. Well balanced, large margins and fresh appearance with deep, vibrant colour. Very lightly
hinged, with full, original gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo
certificate. (SG 113 £850)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,025
1329 * VF - St. Helena 99 - Colonial Badge - £1 Red Violet and Black
on Red Paper - Multiple Crown and Block CA Wtmk. Well centered item with “SPECIMEN” overprint in black. Unlisted in Scott
catalogue and valued as a set of five, the pro-rated value is about
£ 450. Fresh with vibrant colour and lightly hinged, original gum.
......................................................................................Est. $200

St. Lucia
1330  VF - St. Lucia 38 - Queen Victoria - 5sh Lilac and Orange Crown and CA Wtmk. One of the key values of this 1883-98 keyplate series. Atypical, very fine margins; with light “Castries”
#A11 numeral grid cancel. (SG 51 £130)
........................................................................................Sc. $150
Lot 1324

Lot 1325

1324 * F-VF - St. Helena 6 - Queen Victoria - 6d Grey Blue - Crown and
CC Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Presentable, fresh single with typical centering. Original, hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG 29 £400)
........................................................................................Sc. $450
1325 * VF - St. Helena 10 - Queen Victoria - 4d on 6d Carmine Crown and CC Wtmk - Imperforate. Wonderful looking example
with four clear margins, atypical of these early issues. Fresh with
astounding colour quality. Original hinged gum. Accompanied by
2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 5 £500)
........................................................................................Sc. $600
1326 * VF - St. Helena 79/82var - Colonial Badge “Cleft Rock”
Variety Great combination of three values showing this sought
after variety. Each in combination pairs with normal stamp from
lower left plate number pairs. Light pencil notations in margins;
fresh with strong colour; Original, hinged gum. (SG 98e,99c,100c
CV £ 200)
........................................................................................Sg. £200
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1331  VF - St. Lucia 38 - Queen Victoria - 5sh Lilac and Orange Crown and CA Wtmk. One of the key values of this 1883-98 keyplate series. Atypical, very fine margins; with tidy “St. Lucia” c.d.s.
cancel. (SG 51 £130)
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1332 ** VF - St. Lucia 106 - Seal of the Colony - 10sh Carmine Rose
and Black - Perf 13.0 x 12.0. Key high value of the 1936 King
George V pictorial issue. Fine-very fine with fresh, vibrant colour
and never hinged gum. (SG 1245 £50 for hinged)
..........................................................................................Sc. $93

St. Vincent
1333  F-VF - St. Vincent 10 - Queen Victoria - 10sh Brown - Unwtmk
Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Rich vibrant colour on this 1869 issue
with typical (F-VF) centering. Used with small cork cancel. (SG 14
£ 160)
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1334 */** F-VF - St. Vincent 13/70 - Victorian Period. Small assortment of early issues, with almost complete set of 1898 keyplates,
missing only 5d value. All fresh and unused, hinged. (SG 18a/75
CV £ 176.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £176
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Detail Lot x1326

1332

x1336

1335  VF - St. Vincent 23 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Vermilion - Large
Star Wtmk - Perf 11.75 x 15.0. Attractive example with brilliant
colour tone. Well centered for the issue with margins clear and
cut at a slight diagonal vertically. Used with “French Accountancy”
cancellation. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 24
CV £ 85)
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1336 * VF - St. Vincent 71-79 - King Edward VII Keyplate - Crown and
CA Wtmk Complete issue of this early 1902 printing. Consistent
quality throughout the set. Fresh quality with very fine margins;
original, hinged gum. (SG 76-84 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130
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Samoa
1338 * VF - Samoa 7 - Samoa Express - 2sh Deep Brown Type III Perf. 122 x 122. Expertised example of this 1879 printing,
under the direction of postmaster G.L. Griffiths. Minor toning and
pair of imperf margins as is usual with genuine examples. Stamp
corresponds to position 6 in setting of twelve; unused, hinged,
original gum. Accompanied by 2005 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1339 * VF - Samoa 7 - Samoa Express - 2sh Deep Brown Type III Perf. 122 x 122. Very fine example of this 1879 issue, printed
under the auspicies of Postmaster G.L. Griffiths. Straight left margin as is usual with genuine examples. Unused with part original,
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1340  F-VF - Samoa 8 - Samoa Express - 5sh Emerald Green Type
III - Perf. 122 x 122. Decent example of this item that is tough
to find as an original printing. All key verifying characteristics
acknowledged with roughly retouched line above “X”. Used with
partial SAMOA CDS cancel. Expertly repaired thin at right and
signed and stamped on reverse.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,000

Lot 1337
1337 * VF - St. Vincent 117a - King George V - 1d on 1sh Black on
Green Paper - “PENNY” and Bar Doubled. Unusual error in
which only the bottom segment is doubled, as described in the
major catalogues. We offer a very well centered example, fresh
with hinged, original gum. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate (SG 121c £ 650)
........................................................................................Sc. $775

Lot 1341
1341 ** VF - Samoa 133var - King George V - 3d Chocolate - Vertical
Pair in Compound Perf. Magnificent large multiple of twelve with
six pairs of this compound perf variety, unlisted in Scott
Catalogue. Very fine with deep, rich colour. Full original, never
hinged gum. Excellent showpiece item. (SG 140b - CV £ 96 for
hinged)
..........................................................................................Sg. £96
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Samao continued

Sierra Leone

1342 E/P VF - Samoa 220-222 P - “Fono Fou” Definitives. Crisp, fresh
proof pairs of this 1958 redrawn issues. These were the last
issues prior to the recognition of Western Samoa’s independence. Each with original, never hinged gum.
......................................................................................Est. $125

1347 * VF - Sierra Leone 1a - Queen Victoria - 6d Dull Violet - Unwtmk
Paper. Earliest printing of this first issue from 1859. Very finely
centered; original, hinged gum with light gum bend. (SG 1 £ 200)
........................................................................................Sc. $220
1348 (*) VF - Sierra Leone 1b - Queen Victoria - 6d Grey Lilac Unwtmk Paper - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Very nice looking unused
example without gum. Exceptional centering for the issue.
Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (SG 2 £250)
........................................................................................Sc. $300
1349 * VF - Sierra Leone 33var - Queen Victoria - 1/2d on 1.5d Violet
- Additional Pen Line through Value Tablet. Unusual item
addressed only by footnote in the Stanley Gibbons catalogue. In
addition to the two typographed lines, a third line in pen was
applied to compensate for the upward shift of the originals that
failed to obliterate the printed value. We offer a very fine, lightly
hinged example. (SG 39var £ 4.50 for Normal)
......................................................................................Est. $150

Lot 1343
1343 ** VF - Samoa 14 (Barefoot Catalogue) - Coat of Arms - £20
Yellow and Blue - Overprinted “WESTERN SAMOA”. Issued originally in 1949, only 290 of these stamps were printed. Most were
used for their intended, fiscal purpose. Mint examples are exceptionally rare and one was last offered in the United States as part
of the Frederick A. Bell “King George VI” Collection, where it was
estimated at US $1200. Our example is never hinged, well centered and with deep, rich colour. Only valued in used state, at
£350 by Barfeoot.
....................................................................................Est. $1,000

1350 * VF - Sierra Leone 117-118 - King George V Issue - Multiple
Crown and CA Watermark Two key, mid-value items from the
1912-1921 Printing. Note Carmine and Blue Green shade on the
10sh value (SG127a). Great margins; fresh appearance; original,
lightly hinged gum (SG 126+127a CV £ 108)
........................................................................................Sg. £108

Sarawak
1344 ** F-VF - Sarawak 155-158 - Brooke Centenary Issue with
Specimen Perfin. Uncommon, complete set of four values from
1946 issue. Generally fine-very fine, with original, hinged gum.
(SG 146-149s - CV £ 140)
........................................................................................Sg. £120
1345 * VF - Sarawak 109/113 (Barefoot Catalogue) - Sir Charles
Vyner Brooke - Japanese Occupation Overprints. These overprints were applied in 1942 and were primarily intended as censor seals or as control stamps on letters (cash registration seals).
Four of the higher values ($1-$5) each unused with part original
gum, valued only in Barfeoot as used (£100).
........................................................................................Est $200

Lot 1351
1351 E/P VF - Sierra Leone 164 P - King George V. Die proof of King
George V vignette, adopted for the 10sh value of the 1933
William Wilberforce Issue. Contemporary ink notations for production, as applied at the Bradbury, Wilkinson Ltd. Printing firm.
There is a small fault at upper right resulting from affixing the
item into the production book. A very rare item, with only a few
known and unique with the production notes.
....................................................................................Est. $1,500

Seychelles

1352 ** VF - Sierra Leone 1167-71A - Exploration of Mars Issue.
Complete 1990 issue with six souvenir sheets. Elusive space topical in fresh, never hinged condition.
........................................................................................Sc. $112
Lot 1346
1346 * VF - Seychelles 70var - King George V - 45c Brown and Rose
- Spilt “A” Variety. Fresh single with interesting variety found on
“A” of POSTAGE in right tablet. Original, lightly hinged gum. (SG
78a £ 190)
........................................................................................Sg. £180
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1353 * F-VF - Sierra Leone 34-45var - Queen Victoria Keyplate Specimen Overprints. Complete set of this 1896-97 issue.
Generally fine-very fine, with noted 22d and 3d items with damaged perfs at top, otherwise fresh. Original, hinged gum. (SG 4152s - CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sg. £225
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Singapore

South Africa

1354 ** XF - Singapore 21-22 - George VI Silver Wedding Jubilee.
One of the more elusive of this highly collectible, 1948 omnibus
series. Immaculate with perfectly balanced, full margins; pristine,
never hinged gum. (SG 31-32 - CV £ 110.75)
........................................................................................Sc. $131

1358 * F-VF - South Africa 15 - King George V - 10sh Deep Blue and
Olive Green. An attractive example of this high value from the
1913 issue. Graded as fine-very fine, typical of the issue; fresh
colour; lightly hinged, original gum. (SG 16 £180)
........................................................................................Sc. $225

1355 ** VF - Singapore 28-42 - Queen Elizabeth II Issue. Fresh, complete set of fifteen values with generally very fine grade. All with
expected, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $138

1359  F-VF - South Africa 32 - Cape Town and Table Mountain 10sh Olive Brown and Blue - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Engraved, 1927
first issue of this progressive series. Intense shades with crisp
detail; fine centering on scarce, vertical pair. Period usage, 1930,
CDS cancels. (SG 39 - CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $200

Solomon Islands
1356 * VF - Solomon Islands 40 - King George V - 10sh Green and
Red on Green Paper - Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Brilliant,
fresh example of this 1914 issue. Very fine centering; original,
hinged gum. (SG 37 CV £85)
..........................................................................................Sg. £85
1357 ** VF - Solomon Islands 578var - Clavularia Coral - 60c
Multicoloured. Lower-left imperforate block of four with “Corals
from Solomon Islands” and Coats of arms omitted. Unlisted in
major catalogues.
......................................................................................Est. $250

1360 ** VF - South Africa J36var - Numeral of Value - 2d Dark Purple
and Black - Redrawn Design without Hyphen. Stunning contrast between thick “D” variety (at right) in pair with normal. Fresh
and very fine; original, never hinged gum. Accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate. (SG D36-36a £ 70.00)
..........................................................................................Sg. £70
1361 ** VF - South Africa 37 - Pretoria Government Buildings - 2d
Violet and Indigo. This 1938 printing, with distinctive shade was
produced in se-tenant bilingual sheets. We offer a never hinged
joined pair, with small corner fault at lower-left and light gum
bend. Valued in Scott catalogue for hinged. (SG 44d - CV £300)
........................................................................................Sc. $250
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South West Africa

Lot 1362

Lot 1368

1362 * F-VF - South West Africa 2var - King George V - 1d Rose Red
- “South West Africa.” Overprinted. An unusual item, mentioned
only by footnote in the Stanley Gibbons catalogue. The “South
West” and “Africa” components of the overprint have been interposed. This same error also applies to the Afrikaans overprint, as
seen in this se-tenant pair. Fine-very fine; unused with traces of
original gum. (SG 2var)
......................................................................................Est. $300

1368 * VF - Straits Settlements 135 - Imperial Crown - 2c Green and
Black with Red Overprint - Perf 14.0 x 14.0 . Very finely centered, key value from this 1907 issue. Full, original, hinged gum
and fresh colour. Accompanied by 2006 Sismondo certificate.
(SG 142 £350)
........................................................................................Sc. $350

Tanganyika

1363 * F-VF - South-West Africa B5-8 - Vortrekker Centenary Issue.
Commemorative 1938 complete set with “S.W.A.” overprints. Fair
centering for tight margined issue and fresh, overall appearance;
original, hinged gum. (SG 105-108 - CV £ 95)
........................................................................................Sc. $105

1369 * VF - Tanganyika 29/44 - King George V Issue. Impressive part
set of this 1927-1931 issue. Missing four 75c to 2sh values, however, key high values present. All fresh, mint and hinged. (SG
93/107 CV £ 268.25)
........................................................................................Sg. £268

Southern Rhodesia

Togo

1364  F-VF - Southern Rhodesia 1/33 - King George V Issue. Clean,
used selection of first 1924-1930 series. Noted are great examples of Scott #8, 9, 13, 14. The 1932 waterfall issues also included. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG 1/33 CV £
359.20)
........................................................................................Sg. £359

1370 ** F-VF - Togo 41 - Kaiser’s Yacht - 40pf Lake and Black - First
Wide 3mm Setting Attractive, fresh example issued during
British occupation period in October, 1914. Fine-very fine with
attached counter margin; original, never hinged gum.
Accompanied by 2003, Ceremuga certificate. (SG H7 CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sc. $225

1365 */** VF - Southern Rhodesia 16/30 - King George V Issue.
Great selection from 1931-37 bi-coloured series. All fresh with
most of low denominations never hinged, lightly hinged from 2sh
to 5sh. Several of the perforation varieties noted by owner’s
Gibbons numbers. (SG 15a/27 CV £ 230.90)
........................................................................................Sg. £230

Stellaland
1366 (*) VF - Stellaland 1 - Coat of Arms - 1d Red. Nicely centered
original example of this 1884 issue. Many collectors shy away
from these items, as there are many common forgeries in the
marketplace. The key distinguishing feature is the length of the
value “Een Penny” which measure 13.5mm on the original and
12.5 on the forgeries, as per Robson Lowe Empire in Africa.
Unused, without gum. (SG 1 £180)
........................................................................................Sc. $450

Straits Settlements
1367  F-VF - Straits Settlements 19 - Queen Victoria - Perforated
12.5 x 12.5 Difficult to find perforation variety issued in 1871.
Few minor perf problems and light overall toning. Lighter pair of
typical usage cancels. (SG 19a CV £ 225)
........................................................................................Sg. £225
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Lot 1371

Detail Lot 1371

1371 */** XF - Togo 47-47b - Kaiser’s Yacht Surcharged - 1d on 5pf
Green - “TOG” Spelling Variety Unusual position variety in combination with normal stamp. Both are very fine on bright, white
paper. Full original gum with very light hinging. Accompanied by
2003, Ceremuga certificate. (SG H28a+28 CV £ 134.50)
........................................................................................Sg. £134
1372 * VF - Togo 48var - Kaiser’s Yacht Surcharged - 1/d on 3pf
Brown - 3mm Spacing Variety Interesting overprint/surcharge
combination mentioned in Stanley Gibbons footnote (Mi 14i).
Fine-very fine with couple of light toning spots on gum and single
toned perf tip at upper left. Original, never hinged gum.
Accompanied by 1980, Hans Bothe certificate with certificate
markings on reverse of stamp. (SG H27 CV £ 35)
..........................................................................................Sg. £35

1366

x1364

1367

x1365

x1369

British Commonwealth

x1363

1372

1370

1373

1374

1375

1373  XF - Togo 62 - Kaisers Yacht - 5pf Green with Third Setting
Overprint Extraordinary example with beautiful, large margins
and LOME/TOGO CDS Cancel. Accompanied by 2003, Ceremuga
Certificate. (SG H30 CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sg. £130

1376

Trinidad and Tobago

Tonga
1374 * VF - Tonga 53b - Ovava Tree - 1d Red and Black with Black “TL / 1 June 1899” Overprint - “Missing Comma” Variety.
Interesting variety (unlisted in Gibbons and unpriced in Scott)
found on a slightly oxidized, well centered example, with original,
hinged gum. (SG 54var)
..........................................................................................Est. $60
1375 ** VF - Tonga CO4 - Mutiny of the Bounty with “Official Air
Mail” Overprint - 5sh Purple and Yellow. Very fresh and well centered example with full, never hinged gum. Key value of this 1962
issue.
..........................................................................................Sc. $85
1376 (*) VF - Tonga O4-O5 - King George I - “G.F.B.” Overprint in
Carmine. Pair of official postage high values from 1893 series.
Both are unused, without gum and have centering and uneven
perfs that are typical of the issue. The 1sh value has light, overall toning. Only 100 of each were issued with overprint which
stands for “Gaue Faka Buleaga” (On Government Service).
........................................................................................Sc. $210

Lot 1377

Detail Lot 1377

1377 * VF - Trinidad and Tobago 20var - Britannia - £1 Deep Yellow
Green and Carmine Attractive example of this later, 1918 printing in deep yellow green shade. Additional printing flaw at top of
left Star-of-David. Fine-very fine centering, and very light toning
areas due to mishandling of chalky paper. Full original, hinged
gum. (SG 156a CV £ 140)
........................................................................................Sg. £140

Tristan da Cunha
1378 ** VF - Tristan da Cunha 1-12 - King George VI Issue. Complete
set of twelve St. Helena values overprinted in 1952. Very fine and
fresh and each with never hinged gum. (SG 1-12 £ 95)
........................................................................................Sc. $113
1379  VF - Tristan da Cunha 1-12 - King George VI Issue. Complete
set of twelve St. Helena values overprinted in 1952. Generally
very fine each with faint, CDS cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $100

x1378

x1379
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Tristan da Cunha continued
1380 ** VF - Tristan da Cunha - 14-27 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial
Issue. Complete set of fourteen values from this 1954-1958
issue. All fresh and well centered, with original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $115
1381 ** VF - Tristan da Cunha 42-54 - Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial
Issue. Complete set of thirteen values, issued in 1961 to accommodate currency change. All fresh with expected, never hinged
gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $75

x1380

Turks and Caicos

x1381

Lot 1382

1384

Detail Lot 1382

1382 ** F-VF - Turks and Caicos MR1a - King George V - 1d Carmine
- Double “War Tax” Overprint at Bottom of Stamp Great example of this 1917 error, with normal for comparison. Clear doubling
of overprint. Fine-very fine margins; lightly yellowed, never hinged
gum - valued as hinged. (SG 140a CV £ 180)
........................................................................................Sg. £180
1383 ** XF - Turks and Caicos MR10a - King George V - 1d Carmine
- Double “War Tax” Overprint Impressive block showing successive double overprint error in all four margin examples, in combination with four ordinary. Light pencil notation in margin
selvedge. Veritable showpiece with original, never hinged gum.
(SG 150a CV £ 560)
........................................................................................Sg. £560

Zululand
1384 * VF - Zululand 22 - Queen Victoria - 4sh Green and Carmine
Rose. One of the key values of this 1894-96 keyplate series.
Fresh vibrant colour with original, lightly hinged gum. (SG 27 £
110)
........................................................................................Sc. $125
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1383

Detail Lot 1383

Lot 1006
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British Commonwealth

Lot 1494 See page 134 for description.
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SESSION FOUR —
WORLDWIDE
November 9 at 2:00 pm
INDEX
U.S.A.
Abu Dhabi – Finland
France and Colonies
Germany and Colonies
Greenland – Israel
Italy – Somalia
St. Pierre & Miquelon
Sweden, Switzerland
Thailand – Vietnam

Lots 1401-1440
1441-1473
1474-1558
1559-1595
1596-1627
1628-1673
1674-1686
1687-1716
1717-1726

Because we rely on our consignors, we cannot
predict what area will be strong in future auctions. If we could choose, we would like to
expand our offerings of worldwide especially
from the continents of South America, Africa,
and Asia. Nice quality single lots as well as
strong collections or specialized Exhibits are
not easy for collectors to find in most auction
houses of North America. We believe that the
time has come for vendors to realize better
returns for their collections from the more
obscure places on the globe due to internet
bidding and promotion.
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W ORLDWIDE
United States
1401  VF #1 - Benjamin Franklin - 1c Red Brown. Full to huge margins on this sought after item. The light shade shows good detail.
The partial CDS cancel is complemented with a red straight-line
“PAID” cancel. A trivial corner bend is found in the margin, outside of the design.
..........................................................................................Sc $600
1402  VF #9 - Benjamin Franklin - 1c Blue - Type IV - Imperforate.
Very well centered item with all four margins well clear of the
design elements. Used with extremely light pen cancel across
mid hairline. Deep, rich colour and without fault. Top quality single.
........................................................................................Sc. $130
1403  VF #14 - George Washington - 10c Green - Type II Printing Imperforate. Very fine centering on this four-margined example.
Sound with small paper hinge along top margin. Used with tidy
barred-circle obliterator.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1404  F+ #36 - George Washington - 12c Grey Black - Plate 1.
Presentable used example with strong red grid obliterator, Typical
centering for the issue with part of next stamp showing in right
margin.
........................................................................................Sc. $360
1405 (*) F #36b - George Washington - 12c Black - Plate 3 Printing.
Fresh example with typical centering for the issue. Unused, without gum and valued as such.
........................................................................................Sc. $360
1406  F-VF #37a - George Washington - 24c Grey. Lightly toned
item with deep red lozenge grid cancel. Distinctive shade shows
well on this example. Typical fine-very fine centering for this issue.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1407  VF #69 - George Washington - 12c Black. Well centered
margin copy with straight edge at right. Even detail and colour
tone and bearing a black cork cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $110
1408  F #73,87, 93 - Andrew Jackson - 2c Black. “Black Jack” Lot
A presentable collector’s grouping of 39 stamps. The majority of
stamps are Sc #73, however, there are three copies of #87 with
the E-type Grill, and five copies of #93 with the F-type Grill. An
interesting selection with numerous civil war period cancels.
Above average quality for a lot such as this. Accompanied by a
pair of 2007 Sismondo certificates.
......................................................................................Sc $2,600
1409  F-VF #76 - Thomas Jefferson - 5c Brown - Perforated 12.0 x
12.0. Presentable example of this 1863 classic, with fine-very
fine centering. Single, loose perforation at upper left, otherwise
without fault. Nice even colour tone and lightly applied fancy cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $150

1412  F+ #118 - Landing of Columbus - 15c Brown and Blue - Type
I. Presentable example of this sought-after item. While there is a
noticeable shift toward the lower-left, the perforations remain
clear of the design on all four sides. Light, central grill. Used with
indistinct period cancel. Tough stamp in any condition.
........................................................................................Sc. $750
1413  F-VF #151 - Henry Clay - 12c Dull Violet - Unwtmk Paper
without Grill - Perforated 12.0 x 12.0. Very finely centered
example with four ample margins well clear of the design. Light
fancy cancel allows muted violet shade to present reasonable
well. Few irregular perfs but without fault.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1414  F #155 - Oliver Hazard Perry - 90c Dark Carmine Shade - Perf
12.0 x 12.0. Presentable example of this 1870 National Bank
Note Co. printing. Typical centering for the issue with perforations
cutting into frame-line at left otherwise three ample margins.
Centrally struck dark blue target cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $360
1415  F-VF #166 - Commodore O.H. Perry - 90c Carmine Rose
Shade - Oliver Hazard Perry - Unwtmk Thick Wove Paper Perforated 12.0 x 12.0. Typically centered example of this 1873,
Continental Bank Note Co. printing. Lightly toned with short
closed tear at bottom. Indistinct pair of grid obliterator cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1416  F-VF #191 - Commodore O.H. Perry - 90c Carmine Rose Unwtmk Soft Porous Paper - Perforated 12.0 x 12.0. Attractive
well centered example with four margins clear of the design.
Single shorter perf at lower-left, otherwise without fault. Indistinct
black, face-free cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
1417  F-VF #241 - “Columbus in Chains” - $1 Salmon. Presentable
example from 1893 Columbian Exposition series. Tidy face free
cancel in lower-left and graded as fine-very fine. Light corner
bend at lower right.
........................................................................................Sc. $650
1418 * F-VF #289 - Troops Guarding Wagon Train - 8c Violet Brown.
Fresh example from the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition issue.
Fine-very fine centering with small gum reside on single, front
side perforation at bottom-left. Full original gum that appears to
be never hinged but with light disturbances and partial offset that
appears natural. We have thus evaluated the stamp as hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1419 ** F-VF #290 - Hardships of Emigration - 10c Blackish Violet
Shade. Well centered (fine-very fine) example with margins clear
of design on all sides. Wonderful, vibrant colour tone. Original,
never hinged gum with minor offset.
........................................................................................Sc. $500

1410  F-VF #76 - Thomas Jefferson - 5c Brown - Perforated 12.0 x
12.0. Nice item with typical centering for this issue, having perforations at left just touching outermost design elements. Fancy
pinwheel cancel with trace of red cancel at lower-left. Couple of
shorter perfs along lower-left margin otherwise without fault.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1411  VF #116 - Eagle and Shield - 10c Yellowish Orange Shade.
Well centered example with strong, visible grill to right. Tidy
duplex cancel that allows vibrant colour to show well. Paper hinge
remnant on reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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Lot 1420
1420 ** VF #299 - Ocean Liner - 10c Yellow Brown and Black. Very
fine, full margined example with exceptional freshness. Full original never hinged gum, with very slight gum bend. High quality
item.
........................................................................................Sc. $375
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1413

1404

1419

1421

1423

1424

1426

1422
1421  F-VF #313 - John Marshall - $5 Dark Green - USPS Wtmk 191
- Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Well centered (fine-very fine) example with
deep, rich colour tone. Single lower-left corner perf has light
crease, otherwise fault free. Used with “New York” Registration
oval postmark.
........................................................................................Sc. $750
1422 * XF #390 - Benjamin Franklin - 1c Dark Green - Perforated 8.5
Horizontally. Exceptionally well-centered guide-line pair. Very
fresh with lightly hinged, original gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $37
1423 * XF #411 - George Washington - 2c Deep Carmine - USPS
Wtmk 190 - Perforated 8.5 Horizontally. Exceptional centering
with generous, balanced margins. Fresh, deep colour and lightly
hinged, original gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $10
1424 ** F+ #472 - Benjamin Franklin - 10c Orange Yellow - Unwtmk
Paper - Perf 10.0 x 10.0. Post office fresh, never hinged example of this 1916 issue. Typical centering graded as fine + with
clear, though tight margins at upper-right.
........................................................................................Sc. $240

Lot 1425
1425 */** VF #480 - John Marshall - $5 Light Green - Perf 10.0 x
10.0 - Unwtmk Paper. Incredible, fresh block of four from this
1917 printing. Very fine, generous margins; full, original never
hinged gum on bottom two stamps, with top being lightly hinged.
Stunning, uncommon multiple.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,390
1426  F-VF #579 - George Washington - 2c Carmine - Rotary Press
Printing - Perf 11.0 x 10.0. Used example of this scarce perforation with face-free meter cancel. Typical centering and graded
as fine-very fine. Perfs at right have overall somewhat blunted
appearance, otherwise a nice looking item.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
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United States continued
1427 ** F-VF #630 - White Plains Souvenir Sheet. This 1926 sheet
was made available in conjunction with the International
Philatelic Exhibition, New York. Unavailable at philatelic counters,
the majority of sheets had the corners clipped. A limited number
were available outside of the show - without clipped corners.
Bright coloring and choice centering make this an attractive item.
Note that the right selvedge had been trimmed to produce a balanced overall appearance.
..........................................................................................Sc $600

1437 (*) VF #PR5 - George Washington Reprint - 5c Dull Blue - Hard,
White Paper. Stunning, fresh example of this 1875 reprint by the
Continental Bank Note Co. Spectacular margins with crisp detail.
Unused, without gum as issued. Trivial thin speck with pair of tiny
pinholes.
........................................................................................Sc. $725
1438 * F-VF #Q10 - Parcel Post “Dairying” - 50c Carmine Rose.
Presentable unused example with hinged, original gum. Fresh
appearance with slight design shift toward the top, but with perforations well clear of design elements on all sides.
........................................................................................Sc. $300

1428 ** F-VF #669-679 - Nebraska Overprint Issue. Complete set of
eleven values with “Nebr.” overprint in black. Generally fine-very
fine with a few better singles included. Fresh with full, original
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $591
1429 ** VF #1271a - Florida Settlement Issue - 5c Red, (Yellow) and
Black - Yellow Omitted Error. Well centered modern error from
this 1965 issue commemorating the 400th anniversary of the
settlement of Florida. The yellow is noticeably missing from the
banner and castles. Accompanied by 1995 Professional Stamp
Experts certificate (photocopy).
........................................................................................Sc. $350
Lot 1439
1430 ** VF #2870 - Legends of the West - Recalled Miniature Sheet.
This 1995, scarce sheet, contained in its original, unopened
package was produced in a limited quantity before being recalled
by the USPS due to an image error on the Bill Pickett stamp. A
prize lottery allowed 150,000 sheets to be offered to the public.
The catalogue value of $240.00 is for the pane w/o package.
..........................................................................................Sc $240
1431  XF #E9a - Bicycle Messenger - 10c Blue - USPS Wtmk 190 Perf 10.0 x 10.0. Stunning used example with massive, balanced jumbo margins. Single shorter perf at lower-right, otherwise without fault.
............................................................................................Sc. $8
1432  XF #J5 - Numeral of Value Postage Due - 10c Brown Unwtmk Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Impressive jumbo margined
used example with tidy, single ring “mute” postmark. Such margins are very uncharacteristic of this early 1879 issue.
..........................................................................................Sc. $60
1433  F+ #J21 - Numeral of Value Postage Due - 50c Red Brown Unwtmk Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Nice looking example of this
1884 issue. Graded as fine with thin pen cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $225
1434  F-VF #J27 - Numeral of Value Postage Due - 30c Bright
Claret - Unwtmk Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Strong, vibrant colour
on this 1891 issue. Graded as fine-very fine with ample, clear
margins on all sides. Used with indistinct postmark.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1435 * F-VF #J34 - Numeral of Value Postage Due - 5c Deep Claret Unwtmk Paper - Perf 12.0 x 12.0. Fairly well centered example
with deep, intense colour. Original gum with paper hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
1436 (*) F-VF #LO6 - American Eagle “Carrier Stamp” - 1c Blue - Perf
12.0 x 12.0. Reprinted in 1875 by the Continental Bank Note Co.
We offer a fine-very fine unused single, without gum as issued.
Very fresh with wonderful colour.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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1439 ** F-VF #Q12 - Parcel Post “Fruit Growing” - $1 Carmine Rose.
Very Fresh example with never hinged gum. Fine-very finely centered.
........................................................................................Sc. $850
1440 E/P VF - United States - Dr. Bull’s Family Medicines Revenue
Proof. Interesting private revenue proof on thin paper mounted
on thick card. Prepared by National bank Note Co, New York for
the Vogeler, Meyer & Company of Baltimore.
......................................................................................Est. $150

GENERAL F OREIGN A -Z
Abu Dhabi
1441 */** VF - Abu Dhabi 1-11 - Sheik Shakbut bin Sultan Issue.
Complete set of eleven from first 1964 issue of this Persian Gulf
Emirate. While the low values are never hinged the Rupee values
lightly hinged. Fresh and fault free.
........................................................................................Sc. $119
1442 * VF - Abu Dhabi 26-37 - Sheik Zaid bin Sultan al Nahayan
Issue. Complete set of twelve values from 1967 pictorial issue,
that has seen a dramatic rise in catalogue value over the past
couple of years. All are fresh and hinged.
..........................................................................................Sc. $92
1443 * VF - Abu Dhabi 56-67 - Sheik Zaid bin Sultan al Nahayan
Issue. Complete set of twelve values representing the final definitive series from this emirate before joining the United Arab
Emirates in 1971. All are fresh and hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $149
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1440

1445

Afars et Issas
1446

1447

Algeria
1445 * F-VF - Algeria 18var - Liberty and Peace - 40c Red and Pale
Blue - Inverted “ALGERIE” Overprint. Interesting variety known to
exist on similar stamps, however, unlisted in major catalogues.
We offer a fresh example graded as fine-very fine with original,
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Est $100

Austria
xLot 1444
1444 E/P VF - Afars et Issas 311P, 312P - Birds Issue Plate Proofs.
Attractive pair of plate proofs with engraved impression on
embossed paper. Each proof appears in single colour, is signed
by the engraver and has a control embossed seal at lower left.
Fresh and attractive, featuring the oystercatcher (Haematopus
ostralegus) and the greenshank (Tringa nebularia).
......................................................................................Est. $150

1446 ** VF - Austria B269-B271 - Carinthian Plebescite 30th
Anniversary. Complete set of three of this 1950 commemorative
issue. Fresh colour; very fine; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $106
1447  VF - Austria C54-60 - Birds Issue. Collectible, complete
1950-53 airmail issue. Select, fault free examples each with consistent large margins and light, CDS cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $298
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Belgium

Brazil

1448  F+ - Belgium 1-2a - King Leopold I. Small lot of five examples from the first Belgian issues of 1849. Noted Scott #1 (x2) in
brown F-VF, #1a red brown - fine, #2 blue - very fine with four
clear margins and #2a milky blue - also very fine. All are used
with period numeral-grid cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $867

1456  F-VF - Brazil 2 - Numeral of Value - 60r Black on Yellowish
Paper. Presentable early printing with fine impressions. Known
in the philatelic community as the “Bull’s Eye” issue, we offer a
fine-very fine example with three full and one tight margin. Used
with tidy cds cancel in upper-left corner.
........................................................................................Sc. $240

1449 E/P VF - Belgium 100P - King Albert I - 1fr Orange Die Proof.
End of production die proof on white glossy card in adopted
colour. The stamp was issued in 1912 as part of the definitive
series featuring Belgian Coat of Arms and King Albert I. Very slight
wear on right margin.
......................................................................................Est. $150

1457 (*) VF - Brazil 667-670var - Definitive Issue - Imperforate Pairs.
Selection of high values from this 1947-54 definitive series with
values in centavo and cruzeiros currency. Each pair is unused
without gum and as they are unlisted in Selos catalogue it is suspected that they are, in fact, plate proofs. Interesting and scarce
items.
......................................................................................Est. $125

1450 E/P VF - Belgium 101P - King Albert I - 2fr Violet Die Proof.
Handsome die proof printed in adopted colour of this 1912 issue.
Printed on glossy white card. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo
certificate.
......................................................................................Est. $150
1451 ** VF - Belgium B521-522 - Verhaeren-Consciene Issue.
Interesting 1952 issue with attached labels bearing the surtax,
and valued with labels attached. Well centered, never hinged
complete set of two.
........................................................................................Sc. $200

Bulgaria
1458 * F-VF - Bulgaria 3 - Lion of Bulgaria - 25c Black and Violet.
Fresh example from first, 1879 issue. Fine-very finely centered
with original, hinged gum. Accompanied by 2004 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
1459 * VF - Bulgaria 237-243 - Balkan Games Issue Complete set of
seven sports issue. Fresh and lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $163

Benin
China
1452 ** VF - Benin Mi 583 - Madonna and Child - 10fr on 100fr
Multicoloured Unlisted in Scott catalogue and unpriced in
Michel. Many similar items catalogue in excess of $200-300.
Fresh quality with never hinged gum.
......................................................................................Est. $100
1453 ** VF - Benin 679B var - Automobile Centenary - 190Fr on
300fr with Double Overprint Taken from an ex UPU presentation
book. Extremely fresh quality on this unlisted variety.
......................................................................................Est. $200
1454 ** VF - Benin C402 var - Lucas Cranach Death Anniversary 190Fr on 150fr with Double Surcharge Unlisted variety taken
from ex UPU booklet. Extremely fresh with never hinged gum.
......................................................................................Est. $150

Bhutan

1460 (*) VF - China Republic 1109-10 - Forest Conservation Issue.
Complete set of two values issued in 1955. Both are fresh margin singles with inscriptions in the selvedge. Never hinged and
without gum as issued.
........................................................................................Sc. $112
1461 ** VF - China People’s Republic 1067-1075 - Chinese
Communist Party 50th Anniversary Issue. Complete 1971 issue
from this continuing hot market. Fresh scenic pictorials and complementary se-tenant strip. All with never hinged, original white
gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $96

Columbia
1462 * F-VF - Colombia 475-484 - Francisco Santander Death
Centenary Issue Complete, seldom seen 1940’s set of ten values. Exceptionally fresh and all with lightly hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $84
1463  VF - Columbia C95 - Airmail Overprint - 5p Olive Green
Excellent example of the high value of this 1932 issue. Proper
usage cancellation and faint blue registration markings.
........................................................................................Sc. $110

Cyrenaica

xLot 1455
1455 ** VF - Bhutan 152-152F - Phonographic Records Issue. This
small nation shocked the philatelic world with the release of this
1973 issue. Playable recordings of Bhutanese national anthem,
history and folk songs. Unused self-adhesives, fresh and
unplayed ! Rarely seen.
........................................................................................Sc. $375
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1464 * VF - Cyrenaica 19a - King Victor Emmanuel - 1.25l Dark Blue
with Black Overprint - Perforated 13.5 x 13.5. Scarce, early
1925 printing with perforation variety. Very fine with well balanced margins. Light blue colour streak exposed in upper margin
area. Fresh with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Czechoslovakia
1465 * VF - Czechoslovakia C1-3 - Hradcany Castle with Airplane
Overprints - Imperforate. Complete set of three values from this
first airmail issue of 1920. Each is very finely centered, fresh and
with original, hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $85
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Dahomey
1466 * F-VF - Dahomey 16 - Navigation and Commerce - 5fr Red
Lilac and Blue on Lavender Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Attractive
fresh item with wonderful colour. Typical centering for the issue
and original gum with hinge remnant. Signed (stamp) on reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Eritrea
1463

1464

Lot 1467
x1465
1467 * VF - Eritrea 6 - King Humbert I - 25c Blue Overprinted “COLONIA ERITREA” in Black. One of the key philatelic items of the
colony. We offer an exceptionally well centered item for this issue.
Fresh with even, vibrant colour. The gum is original and shows
some degree of toning with hinge mark. Truly wonderful item.
........................................................................................Sc. $500

1466

1468

Finland
1468  VF - Finland 10 - Coat of Arms - 40p Rose on Lilac Rose
Paper - Roulette Type III. Very presentable example of this early
1866 issue with tidy ABO 20/10/68 circular date stamp. All teeth
intact with one shorter at bottom. Nice looking stamp.
..........................................................................................Sc. $62
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Finland continued
1469 * VF - Finland 13 - Coat of Arms - 10p Black on Buff Paper Roulette Type III. Nice example with single short perforation at
bottom. About 80% part original gum, hinged. Very nice, balanced
margins, atypical of these early issues. Several minor plate flaws
(ie scratch to right of crown).
........................................................................................Sc. $625
1470  F-VF - Finland 24 - Coat of Arms - 11.0 x 11.0. Very presentable single with attractive Ekenas (now Tammisari) cds cancel in
violet blue, which complements the pale violet stamp exceptionally well. This 1877 issue has been graded as fine-very fine.
........................................................................................Sc. $160
1471  VF - Finland 43-45 - Coat of Arms - Perf. 12.5 x 12.5. Set of
three high values from 1889-92 issue. Each has retained full
colour quality and present very well. All very finely centered with
tidy cds cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $148

1475  F-VF - France 1 - Ceres Definitive - 10c Bistre - Imperforate.
Presentable item with three full and one close margins. Used with
face free “anchor” cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $300
1476 * F-VF - France 3b - Ceres Definitive - 20c Black on Buff Paper
- Imperforate. Fresh item with three full and one tighter margin
at bottom. Wonderful appearance and having original, hinged
gum.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,400
1477  VF - France 7 - Ceres Definitive - 40c Orange on Yellowish
Paper - Type I - Imperforate. Impressive example with large, balanced margins. Soft yellowish orange tone shows in sharp contrast with black cancel. Owner’s stamp on reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1478  VF - France 7a - Ceres Definitive - 40c Orange Vermilion on
Yellowish Paper - Type I - Imperforate. Stunning, very fine item
with generous margins. The intense colour is even and rich. Used
with “petite chiffre” postmark.
........................................................................................Sc. $475

Lot 1472
Lot 1479
1472 H VF - Finland 56 - Russian Coat of Arms - 1r Brown and
Orange - Laid Paper with Wavy Lines and Script Wtmk.
Marvelous item with perfectly balanced, large margins. Light
hinge mark; bright colours.
..........................................................................................Sc. $77
1473 ** VF - Finland 140 - Finnish Lion Rampant - 25m Deep
Orange and Yellow - Swastika Watermark. Impressive plate
block of six with wonderfully fresh examples. Entirely never
hinged.
......................................................................................Est. $175

France

1479  VF - France 7b - Ceres Definitive - 40c Orange on Yellowish
Paper - Type II - Imperforate. This retouched “4” (type II) is noted
by the pronounced extension of the upper slanted branch of the
numeral extending beyond the plain of the vertical bar. We offer
a very finely centered example with four large margins. Slight soiling at bottom-left. Used with lozenge cancel.
....................................................................................Sc. $5,600
1480  VF - France 13 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5c Green on
Greenish Paper - Imperforate. Very well centered, large margined example. Fault free with small, unusual printing flaw behind
king’s head. Used with lightly applied cancel. Tough this nice.
..........................................................................................Sc. $70
1481  VF - France 13a - Emperor Napoleon III - 5c Dark Green on
Greenish Paper - Imperforate. Handsome horizontal pair with
generous, balanced margins. Even, true colour and without fault.
Used with double strike #208 petite-chiffres cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $300
1482  F-VF - France 15d - Emperor Napoleon III - 20c Blue on
Bluish Paper - Type II - Imperforate. Presentable block of four
with margins just cutting into the design at upper-left , otherwise
large. While the individual stamps do not warrant high catalogue
values, blocks of four are rather scarce and command a premium
as identified in the Scott Classic catalogue.
........................................................................................Sc. $375

Lot 1474
1474 (*) VF - France - Unadopted Painted Design with Photographic
Essay. Magnificent, original hand-painted unadopted design,
circa 1900, featuring winged allegory atop globe. Accompanied
by interesting photographic essay (seen above). Uncommon on
the marketplace and typically found today only in postal archives.
Should be a unique item in this state. See photo on page 126.
......................................................................................Est. $250
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1483  VF - France 16a - Emperor Napoleon III - 20c Blue on
Greenish Paper - Type I - Imperforate. Attractive item that shows
the greenish paper qualities exceptionally well. Very finely centered with ample margins all around. Used with petite-chiffres
#2703 cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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1483

1488
1489

1490

1491
1487 ** F-VF - France 23 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5c Yellow Green
on Greenish Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Fresh unused item with
original, never hinged gum. typical centering for the issue with
perforations just touching design elements at left. Valued in
major catalogues only as hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Lot 1484

Lot 1485

1488  VF - France 23 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5c Yellow Green on
Greenish Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Attractive block of four with
typical centering for this issue. Used with multiple strike
“Dunkerque” #1364 cancel. Note corresponding blind perfs on
each vertical margin at center.
........................................................................................Sc. $200

1484 * VF - France 17 - Emperor Napoleon III - 25c Blue on Bluish
Paper - Type I - Imperforate. Wonderful appearance on this very
finely centered item. There is a small, very lightly toned area on
the cheek. Unused with original, hinged gum with natural bend.
Couple of shallow thinned areas where gum had been removed
along with hinge.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,900

1489 ** F+ - France 33 - Emperor Napoleon III - 20c Blue on Bluish
Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Scarce, never hinged example with full
original gum. Typical centering for this issue with perforations cutting into design elements at right. Fresh with true, bright colour.
Valued only as hinged in major catalogues
........................................................................................Sc. $250

1485 (*) VF - France 18 - Emperor Napoleon III - 40c Orange on
Yellowish Paper - Imperforate. Scarce, unused example with
trace of gum and four clear margins. Bright colour and outstanding appearance. Light pencil notation on reverse. Accompanied
by 1984 Swiss Philatelic Society certificate.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,900

1490  XF - France 37 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5fr Grey Lilac on
Lavender Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Exceptional quality on this
item, which is almost always offered with faults. Perfectly centered with nice, even colour tone. Used with lightly applied #22
star cancel. Select item !
........................................................................................Sc. $775

1486  VF - France 22a - Emperor Napoleon III - 1c Olive Green on
Pale Blue Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Attractive used horizontal
pair with tidy “DIJON 14 JANV. 69” cds cancels. Very finely centered with balanced, clear margins which is exceptionally difficult
for this issue due to the close printing of the stamps in the pane.
..........................................................................................Sc. $67

1491  F-VF - France 37 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5fr Grey Lilac on
Lavender Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Presentable example with
better than normal centering for the issue. Light even paper toning and pair of pressed creases at lower-right are only negative
elements on this scarce item. Used with pair of #37 star cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $775
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France continued
1492 * VF - France 38 - Ceres Definitive - 1c Olive Green on Pale
Blue Paper - Imperforate. Well centered example with four generous margins. Nice colour tone and paper quality. Unused original gum with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1493 (*) F-VF - France 39 - Ceres Definitive - 2c Red Brown on
Yellowish Paper - Imperforate. Attractive example of this 1870
Bordeaux issue. Four ample, balanced margins and nice colour
tone. Small black mark at back of hair inconsistent with any type
of cancellation. Unused without gum and with small paper adhesion at upper left. Identical catalogue value for used and unused
stamp.
........................................................................................Sc. $190
1494  F-VF - France 39b - Ceres Definitive - 2c Chestnut on
Yellowish Paper - Imperforate. Presentable four margined example. Light soiled appearance from postmark ink at bottom. Used
with “Nantes 15 FEVR. 71” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $525
1495  F-VF - France 40 - Ceres Definitive - 4c Grey on White Paper
- Imperforate. Impressive wing margin single, very finely centered with margins well clear of the design. Appearance of light
soiling at left, due to partially smudge postmark ink. Used with
#2278 numeral cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1496  VF - France 41 - Ceres Definitive - 5c Yellow Green on
Greenish Paper - 3rd State - Imperforate. Interesting example of
this 1870 issue in that the image has a a doubling causing a pronounced blurred image and visible doubling of thin outer frameline at bottom-right. Very finely centered with short scissor clip at
upper-right within the margin area. Used with “PCN” Ambulant
(R.P.O.) cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1497  VF - France 48 - Ceres Definitive - 80c Rose on Pinkish
Paper - Imperforate. Presentable jumbo margined example.
Unfortunate pair of light creases visible only from the back, and
short 1mm tear at middle-right which does not extend into the
design. Used with #2046 “Gros Chiffres” cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1498 * VF - France 52 - Ceres Definitive - 4c Grey on White Paper Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Fresh example of this 1870 issue. Well centered for the issue, with balanced margins. Original gum with
hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1499 * F-VF - France 53 - Ceres Definitive - 5c Yellow Green on Pale
Blue Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Presentable item with original,
hinged gum. Well centered for the issue, with slight shift of design
to left.
........................................................................................Sc. $140

For a continued great selection of French material,
see Remainders, Lots and Collections Session #6.

Lot 1500
1500  F - France 55a - Ceres Definitive - 10c Bistre on Rose Paper
- Tete-beche Pair. Scarce item created where respective tetebeche halves of the full pane met at a central junction line. We
offer a fine example with couple of minor perforation faults and
light corner crease at lower-left. Used with double-strike “gros
chiffres” numeral cancels. Accompanied by 1999 APS certificate.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,500
1501 * F-VF - France 64 - Peace and Commerce - 1c Green on
Greenish Paper - Type I. Well centered for the issue, we offer a
fine-very fine example. Single shorter perf at lower-right. Original
gum with paper hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1502 * F-VF - France 66 - Peace and Commerce - 4c Green on
Greenish Paper - Type I. Presentable, fresh example with typical
centering for this 1876 issue. Original gum with hinge remnant
along top margin.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1503 * F+ - France 67 - Peace and Commerce - 5c Green on
Greenish Paper - Type I. Uncommon, unused item showing original gum with hinge remnant. Typical centering for the issue with
perforations extending to outer frame-line on left and bottom
margins. Couple of shorter perfs at top. Fresh with deep, rich
colour.
........................................................................................Sc. $600
1504 * F-VF - France 70 - Peace and Commerce - 20c Red Brown on
Straw Paper - Type I. Presentable, fresh example with very nice
colour tone. Typical centering for the issue with slightly nibbled
perfs along bottom margin.Unused with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1505 * F+ - France 74 - Peace and Commerce - 40c Red on Straw
Paper - Type I. Typically centered example of this 1878, type I
printing. Perforations just touching inner frame-line at bottom.
Vibrant colour and overall fresh appearance. Lightly hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1506 * VF - France 75 - Peace and Commerce - 75c Carmine on
Rose Paper - Type I. Very well centered item with four clear margins. Slightly irregular perfs at right. Fresh with deep, intense
colour and original gum with pair of hinge remnants.
........................................................................................Sc. $875
1507 * VF - France 77 - Peace and Commerce - 2c Green on
Greenish Paper - Type II. Exceptional item with well balanced
margins and strong overall appearance. The original gum has pair
of hinge remnants covering about 60% of the back.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1508 ** VF - France 78 - Peace and Commerce - 5c Green on
Greenish Paper - Type II. Wonderful, showpiece quality block of
ten. Extremely fresh and completely never hinged. Roumet expertising stamp on reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
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1509 * F-VF - France 80 - Peace and Commerce - 15c Grey Lilac on
Greyish Paper - Type II. Presentable example with typical centering for the issue. Fresh with even, rich colour tone. Unused with
original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $525
1510 * F-VF - France 99 - Peace and Commerce - 25c Yellow on
Straw-coloured Paper - Type II. Lovely example of this 1879
issue retaining deep, true colour. Graded as fine-very fine, typical
of the issue. Unused with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $300

1513

1514

1515

1512 * F-VF - France 119a var- The Rights of Man - 25c Blue with
Numerals Printed Separately. Interesting item with bottom margin imperforate. Graded as fine-very fine with lightly toned paper.
This particular variety is unlisted in Ceres catalogue, however,
similar designs typically are valued at five-to-six times the value
of a regular item. Unused with hinged, original gum that shows a
small, thinned area at bottom. Catalogue value is pro-rated.
........................................................................................Sc. $475
1513  VF - France 123a- Liberty and Peace - 50c Bistre Brown and
Lavender - Imperforate. One of the few imperforate items in this
issue that has been recorded as used. We offer an impressive,
large margined example with indistinct, cds cancel. Small area at
upper-left shows trivial indent, and also has a minor thinned area
right at corner tip. Scarce and interesting piece.
........................................................................................Sc. $350
Lot 1511
1511 (*) XF - France 117a- The Rights of Man - 15c Orange Imperforate. Stunning lower margin block of four. Balanced, generous imperforate margins on all sides and retaining full, vibrant
colour. Unused without gum and valued as individual stamps.
........................................................................................Sc. $400

1514 * VF - France 131- Liberty and Peace - 10fr Green and Red.
Well centered example of this 1926 issue. Fresh appearance
retaining even colour tone. Hinged original gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $95
1515 ** F+ - France 132- Liberty and Peace - 20fr Magenta and
Green. Post-office fresh example with brilliant colour. Graded as
fine with design shifted downward. Full, original never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
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France continued
1516 * F+ - France 135var- The Rights of Man - 25c Blue. Interesting
example of this redrawn, 1902 design with printed offset on
reverse. Fresh with crisp detail of image on both front and back.
The original gum has been applied over the reverse image, which
retains a small hinge remnant at upper-left. Graded as fine with
perforations just touching outer frame-line at right. Ceres catalogue (#127b) values this item at 2.5x the normal issue.
........................................................................................Sc. $170

1517 ** VF - France 198-201- Paris Olympic Games Issue. Complete
set of four values, each in very fine blocks of four. The 25c value
has a light diagonal gum bend extending across the right two
stamps. All are never hinged, with full original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1518  VF - France 226b - Peace and Commerce - 5fr Carmine.
Issued in May, 1925 and sold exclusively at the International
Philatelic Exhibition, Paris. The stamps were issued in souvenir
sheets of four in perforated or imperforate formats. We offer a
very finely centered used example with tidy cds cancel.
..........................................................................................Sc. $85
1519 * F-VF - France 246 - Le Havre Exposition - 2fr Orange and Pale
Blue Scarce item often missing from many French collections.
Typical of this issue, the design has shift, but remains clear of the
perforations. Unused with original, lightly hinged gum..
Accompanied by 2005 Sismondo certificate of authenticity.
........................................................................................Sc. $375
1520 ** VF - France 253 - Pont du Gard, Nimes - 20fr Red Brown Die I - Perf. 13.5 x 13.5. Handsome, right margin single with
attached selvedge. Very finely centered and of top quality. Never
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $325

1526 ** VF - France 624a - French Postage Centenary Issue - 10fr
Brown Orange. Stunning sheet of ten, which sold for 110fr which
included the admission fee to the Centenary International
Exhibition, held in Paris in 1949. Hinged only in selvedge leaving
all stamps never hinged, and valued as such.
See photo on page 159.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
1527 ** VF - France 1100 - Philatec ‘64 Exhibition - 1fr Brown, Dark
Red and Dark Blue. This souvenir sheet of eight stamps (which
includes labels) sold for four Francs plus three Franc admission
to the show. We offer a never hinged, fresh sheet that includes
admission ticket.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1528 ** VF - France (Ceres) Colis Postal 191-199 - Locomotives
Issue with Surcharged Surtax. Complete set of nine values that
were surcharged and overprinted “C.N.S. Cheminots” in
December, 1942. The series was prepared on the initiative of Mr.
Besnerais, then general manager of the SNCF, to help finance a
program aimed at creating awareness of the contribution of railway workers in “moving the posts”. The venture supported a rally
held in late December, 1942 in St. Lazare Park, Paris. The affixed
surtax prohibited the postal sale and the items were prohibited
for use on the parcels.
..........................................................................................Mi €200
1529 ** VF - France B2 - La Sameuse - 10c + 5c Red. Attractive gutter margin pair with counter, with surtax applied to the Red Cross
Foundation. Issued in panes of 150 stamps, the counter was only
applied three times making this item somewhat scarce. The pair
is fresh and never hinged and valued as stamps.
........................................................................................Sc. $110

1521 ** XF - France 300a - S.S. Normandie - 1.50fr Blue.
Exceptionally well centered, fresh item with distinctive shade
from this early, 1936 printing. Commemorates the first TransAtlantic crossing of this steamship. Full original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1522 ** VF - France 329a-d - Multicoloured Ceres Issue. Attractive,
central block from the souvenir sheet which were sold in conjunction with the purchase of an admission ticket at the philatelic
Exhibition, held in Paris, in June 1937. Valued as stamps, each is
very fine and fresh with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1523  VF - France 348 - Clement Ader - 50fr Ultramarine - Thin
Paper Printing. Handsome block of four with large, balanced
margins. Appears that paper has light, even toning, which is characteristic of this thin paper printing. Used with multiple strikes of
circular datestamp cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1524 * VF
- France 348-348a - Clement Ader - 50fr
Ultramarine/Dark Ultramarine. Lot comprised of two stamps
which represent the successive printings of this issue on thin,
toned paper (#348) and thick, bright paper (#348a). The slight
colour shade differences is relatively pronounced on these fresh
examples. Both have original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $142
1525 ** VF - France 615a - French Postage Centenary Issue - Setenant Strip of Four with Label. Impressive full pane of forty
stamps (10 vertical strips), with hinging only in the selvedge area.
Very fine and fresh with folded crease down central labels.
Valued as ten strips. See photo on page 159.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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Lot 1530
1530 * VF - France B7-9 - War Orphans Fund Semi-postal Issue.
Selection of three mid-range values from this 1917 issue. Well
centered and fresh. Scott #B7 is very lightly hinged, #B8 hinged
with remnant and #B9 disturbed, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $675
1531 ** VF - France B11 - Hospital Ship and Field Hospital - 15c +
5c Slate and Red. Attractive, 1918 issue with surtax applied to
assist the Red Cross Foundation. Well centered and fresh with
never hinged gum, showing a trivial light gum bend.
........................................................................................Sc. $190
1532 * F-VF - France B12-B19 - War Orphans Surtax Semi-postal
Issue Complete surcharged set of 1922 issue. Extremely fresh
with better centering on the higher values. Original lightly hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $160
1533 ** VF - France B23 - La Marseillaise - 5fr + 1fr Slate Blue and
Black. Wonderful example of this 1926 printing with newly
adopted colours. Balanced, generous margins are enhanced by
the overall fresh appearance of the item. Never hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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1534 * VF - France B27var - Industry and Agriculture - 1.50fr +
8.50fr Dull Blue. Stunning pair of items representing type I and
type III printings of this issue, as identified by the Ceres catalogue
(#252,252b). Both have exceptional centering and freshness
with lightly hinged, original gum. The type III printing carries a
10% premium in the Ceres catalogue, which has not been
applied here.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1535 ** VF - France B41 - La Sameuse - 1.50fr + 50c Deep Red with
Black “Caisse d’Amortissement” Overprint. Despite the tight,
natural margins on this issue, this stamp has attractive, overall
appearance. Post office fresh with original, never hinged gum.
The surtax was applied to the Sinking Fund.
........................................................................................Sc. $125

1536
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1536 ** VF - France B282a - Red Cross Surtax Booklet. Complete
booklet, issued in 1953, showing a single pane with two designs
in blocks of four with gutter between. The stamps feature classic
paintings by Louis Le Nain. Valued as booklet pane only.
..........................................................................................Sc. $80
1537 ** VF - France C5a - Airplane over Marseille - 1.50fr Deep
Carmine - “E.I.P.A. 30” Perfin Initials. Remarkable example of
this rare, 1930 issue with perfin initials. The stamps were sold at
the International Air Post Exhibit, held in Paris in November. We
offer a very fresh item with generous, balanced margins and original, never hinged gum. Accompanied by 1966 Expertisese a
Brun (Paris) certificate.
....................................................................................Sc. $3,600
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1545 ** VF - France J14, J16, J18 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues
- 4c Black/10c Black/20c Black. Three choice, very fine examples from this 1882-1892 series. Never hinged, full original gum
with post-office fresh appearance. Valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $355

France continued

Lot 1538
1538 ** XF - France Cba - Airplane over Marseille - 1.50fr
Ultramarine - “E.I.P.A. 30” Perfin Initials. Very attractive, signed
example with associated margin selvedge which also shows
perfin. As per the previous lot, the items were sold at the
International Air Post Exhibition in 1930. Fresh with never hinged,
original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1539 ** VF - France C13 - Airplane over Paris - 3.50fr Orange Brown.
Marvelous example from this 1936 airmail issue. Well balanced,
large margins and beautiful colour tone. Full original, never
hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $85
1540  VF - France C14b - Airplane over Paris - 50fr Green. Key,
high value of this 1936 issue. Very finely centered with large margins all around. Evenly toned paper. Used with indistinct, centrally struck cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $275

Lot 1546
1546 ** F-VF - France J26-28 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues - 1fr
Brown/2fr Brown/ 5fr Brown. Complete set of three values
from this 1884 issue. Each well centered, fresh and never hinged
(valued as hinged)
........................................................................................Sc. $765
1547 * F - France J43 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues - 2fr Red
Orange. Fresh, finely centered example issued in 1910. Unused
with original gum showing hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $210
1548 * VF - Frankreich Mi 1 - French Sword and Soviet Bear - 100fr
Blue and Red. Appealing design elements on this 1942 issue.
Printed in occupied France to support the French Volunteer
Expeditionary Corps operating in Russia. Printed as a miniature
sheet, we offer a fresh example with hinge remnants in four corners.
..........................................................................................Mi €500

French Offices and Territories
1549 * F-VF - French Offices in China (Pakhoi) 51 - Cambodian
Woman - 10fr Purple and Black with Red Overprint. High value
issue of Indo-China overprinted in 1908 for use in this fishing port
city, now known as Beihai. We offer a fine-very fine example with
hinged, yellowed gum typical of many of these tropical issues of
the period.
........................................................................................Sc. $110
Lot 1541
1541 * XF - France C15 - Monoplane over Paris - 50fr Ultramarine
on Paper with Red Network Overprint. Showpiece quality item
with perfectly balanced margins and impressive quality. Entirely
without fault with lightly hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $450
1542 ** XF - France C17 - Airplane over Atlantic - 10fr Prussian
Green. Issued in 1936 to commemorate the 100th airmail flight
across the South Atlantic. Perfectly balanced, generous margins
with pristine, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $450
1543 ** XF - France C23-C27 - Planes over Cities Airmail Issue
Complete set of five values of this 1949 issue. Extremely fine,
large margins with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $164
1544 E/P VF - France C29/31P - Airplanes Issue - Colour Plate
Proofs. Interesting lot of three pairs of plate proofs, each showing an absence of one of the adopted colour elements on one of
the stamps in the pair. Fresh and never hinged. Great lot for the
topical collector.
......................................................................................Est. $125
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1550 */** VF - French Colonies - French Colonial Art Exhibition
Omnibus Series. This exhibition, held in Paris, produced this
impressive omnibus series that in many cases included both single stamps and these imperforate souvenir sheets. We offer a
complete set of 24 souvenir sheets issued by respective French
colonies. Each is fresh and we only noted three that had been
hinged with balance never hinged (valued as hinged). One item
has light gum bend visible from the reverse. Although many are
rather inexpensive, a tough lot to piece together.
......................................................................................Est. $225
1551 * VF - French Colonies 1 - Eagle and Crown - 1c Olive Green on
Pale Blue Paper - Imperforate. Uncommon mint block of four.
The large, well balanced margins and fresh colour make this an
eye-catching item. Full original gum with pair of hinge remnants
..........................................................................................Sc. $85
1552  F-VF - French Colonies 3 - Eagle and Crown - 10c Bistre on
Yellowish Paper - Imperforate. Although the stamp is a relatively common issue, available throughout the numerous French
colonies, this item was postally struck on the small Indian Ocean
island of Nossi-be, situated to the north of Madagascar. Early
issued stamps from the colonies universally hold high catalogue
values due to their scarcity. We offer a fine-very fine used item
with tidy “Nossi-be” (NSB) lozenge cancel.
............................................................................................Sc. $6
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1553  VF - French Colonies 8 - Emperor Napoleon III - 5c Yellow
Green on Greenish Paper. Handsome, four full margined example without fault. Fresh, even colour tone. Used with “Cochin
China” (CCH) lozenge cancel. Excellent item with pleasing aesthetic qualities.
........................................................................................Sc. $350
1554  VF - French Colonies 15 - Emperor Napoleon III - 80c Rose
on Pinkish Paper - Imperforate. Very fine and fault free item
with nice colour tone. Used with light “Cochin China” (CCH) cancel in black.
..........................................................................................Sc. $92
1555  F-VF - French Colonies 23 - Ceres Definitive - 80c Rose on
Pinkish Paper - Imperforate. Presentable horizontal pair with
ample top an bottom margins but close on the vertical margins.
Minute scuff at base of hair on right stamp - virtually unnoticeable. Used with very tidy “Cochin China/Saigon 12 OCT 76” cds
cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $300

1557

1558
1556 * F-VF - French Colonies 58 - Commerce - 75c Carmine on
Rose Paper. Key value of this 1881-1886 series. We offer a
fresh example with rich colour and well centered for the issue.
Original gum with small hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
1557 ** VF - French Polynesia C47a - Discovery of Tahiti Anniversary
Issue. Attractive souvenir sheet of three values. Crisp and fresh;
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1558 ** VF - French Southern and Antarctic Territories C8 - ITU
Anniversary - 30fr Multicoloured. One of the key values of this
French omnibus series. We offer a very finely centered, fresh
example with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
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Germany
1559 * F-VF - Germany (Bavaria) 7 - Numeral of Value - 12kr Red
with Silk Thread. Very fresh example showing three full margins
with top margin close. Small tear in bottom margin not extending
into design. Original gum with paper hinge.
........................................................................................Sc. $125

1568  F-VF - Germany 36a - Numeral of Value - 2m Purple. Early,
1875 printing in distinctive purple shade. Cancelled by manuscript “Dm2 1/6/78”. Accompanied by Sismondo, 2004 certificate stating “The stamp is genuine, postally used according to
regulations. It has a rounded corner at upper-left. No other
faults.”
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1569 ** F-VF - Germany 658b-661a - Holsten Gate - Type II Printing
- Perf 11.0 x 11.0. Complete set of four high values from this
1948-1951 series. Scarcer type II printings. Very fine centering,
except 1m value, and each with original, never hinged gum.
(Michel 97IIwg-100IIwg - CV €530)
........................................................................................Sc. $400

Lot 1560
1560  VF - Germany - (Bremen) 14 - Coat of Arms - 10gr Black Perf 13.0 x 13.0. Officially the last issue, in 1867, of the Free
City of Bremen, which became integrated with the North German
Confederation the following year. Typical centering else very fine
in all respects with period usage “Bremen” straightline boxed
cancel. Accompanied by 1983 Friedl photo certificate stating
“...is in my opinion genuine. I have signed it. (Herbert Bloch)”. (Mi
14 €1400)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,000
1561  F-VF - Germany 6 - Imperial Eagle with Small Shield - 5gr
Bistre. Attractive pair with typical centering for the issue. Used
with pair of “ALTONA-BAHNHOF” R.P.O. cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $165
1562  F - Germany 8a - Imperial Eagle with Small Shield - 2kr Red
Orange. Scarce deep shade of this 1872 issue. Graded as fine
with perforations just clearing design elements at top. Used with
sock-on-nose “LAMPERTHEIM” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1563 * F-VF - Germany 9 - Imperial Eagle with Small Shield - 3kr
Rose. Scarce, unused stamp with minor faults. Slightly clipped
perfs at upper left and light inking along bottom perfs. Full original gum, with tiny thin beneath hinge remnant. Much better than
a space-filler and missing from most collections.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,500
1564  F-VF - Germany 11 - Imperial Eagle with Small Shield - 18kr
Bistre. Key, high value of this first German 1872 issue. We offer
a typically centered example with nice colour tone. Used with partial cds cancel at top.
........................................................................................Sc. $350

1570 ** VF - Germany 702-721 - President Heuss Definitives.
Complete twenty value set of this 1954-60 series. Great colour,
post office fresh appearance, very fine centering and never
hinged gum consistent.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
1571 ** VF - Germany B310-313 - Personalities Semi-postal Issue.
Complete set of four values with surtax for welfare organizations.
Very fine with rich colour; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1572 ** VF - Germany B315 - Marienkriche Frescoes - 20+5pf
Brown Lake and Grey. Issued in 1951 with surtax to aid the
reconstruction of Mareinkirche (church) in Lubeck, which was, in
that year celebrating its 700th anniversary. We offer a very fine,
never hinged single.
..........................................................................................Sc. $95
1573  VF - Germany B316-317 - Marienkirche Frescoes Issue.
Complete set of two values with surtax to assist in the reconstruction of Marienkirche (church) in Lubeck, which celebrated its
700th anniversary in 1950. The stamps are very fine with tidy
favour cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $137
1574 ** F-VF - Germany C20-26 - Carrier Pigeon Issue - 19.0 x
23.0mm. Complete set of this 1924 issue, with “pf” absent from
design. Great, fresh examples with watermark showing through
on the thin paper. Trivial LR corner crease on 300pf value. Typical
centering for the issue, however, tough to find in this never hinged
state.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,127
1575  F-VF - Germany C38-39 - Graf Zeppelin First South American
Flight. Pair of used commemorative issues. The 2m stamps is FVF, while the 4m is very fine with light corner crease at lower-right.
........................................................................................Sc. $580

1565 ** VF - Germany 18 - Imperial Eagle with Large Shield - 2gr
Ultramarine. Very well centered, fresh example. Full, original
never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $60
1566 ** F-VF - Germany 23 - Imperial Eagle with Large Shield - 3kr
Rose. Very fresh, never hinged item. Well centered for this early
1872 issue.
..........................................................................................Sc. $87
1567 (*) F-VF - Germany 25 - Imperial Eagle with Large Shield - 9kr
Red Brown. Presentable 1872 issue that is well centered (finevery fine) with four ample margins. Unused without gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
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Lot 1576
1576 ** F-VF - Germany OL16-21 - Local Officials for use in Prussia.
Complete set of six values from 1905 issue. All are never hinged
with original gum; fresh and generally fine-very fine. Scarce set as
NH !
........................................................................................Sc. $800
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1577 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N1-20 - “Berlin” Overprint Issue. First
, 1948 issue of Allied occupation sector of Berlin with black overprints. Complete, never hinged set, with majority very fine.
Consistently fresh with bright colour.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
1578 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N21-34 - “Berlin” Overprint Issue.
Difficult, never hinged complete 1948-49 issue with red overprints. Consistent freshness throughout; F-VF to VF centering; full
original gum.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,250
1579 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N35-41 - UPU 75th Anniversary Issue.
Scarce, never hinged complete set of this 1949 issue, depicting
UPU founder,Heinrich von Stephen. Great centering for the issue
and each with full,original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $725

x1579

x1580

1582

1580 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N64-67 - Provisional Issue
Surcharged New Values in Green. Complete set of this 1949
issue. Nice margins, fresh colour and never hinged gum throughout.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1581 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N59 - Brandenburg Gate - 3m Henna
Brown. Key value from this 1949 architectural definitive issue.
Impressive, large margins; brilliant colour; pristine, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
1582 ** VF - Germany-Berlin 9N60 - Tegel Castle - 5m Deep Blue.
High value from this 1949 architectural definitive issue. Deep,
intense colour with faint tone spot adjacent to “5”; very fine margins; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $160
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Germany continued
1583  VF - Germany (Rhineland) 6Nb1-2 - Ludwigshafen Explosion
Victims’ Surtax. Pair of interesting examples with margin counters, depicting St. Martin and St. Christopher. Clean and well centered with LUDWIGSCHAFEN cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $115
1584 * VF - Germany Mi 4a - Winged Humans - 50pf Light Dull Blue.
Very early semi-official airmail (Halbamtliche Flugmarken) issued
in conjunction with the Margaret Fair, held at Leipzig-Lindenthal.
Exceptionally fresh and well centered, with lightly hinged original
gum.
..........................................................................................Mi. €70
1585 ** XF - Germany (Saar) B43 - Church of St. John - 5fr (+ 5fr)
Red Brown. Exceptional, high value of this 1932 semi-postal
issue. Wonderful, generous margins with fresh, never hinged
gum. (Mi 167 - CV €320).
........................................................................................Sc. $120

Lot 1593
1593 ** F-VF - German Offices in China 35 - Unveiling of Kaiser
Wilhelm Memorial - 3m Black Violet with Red “China”
Overprint. Presentable example graded as fine-very fine with
post-office fresh quality. Original, never hinged gum. Ex. Reiche
........................................................................................Sc. $375

1586 * F - Germany (Saar) 38 - King Ludwig III - 5m Deep Blue - Issue
of Germany Overprinted “SARRE”. Presentable, fresh key value
from this 1920 series. Despite design shift, image remains well
clear of perforations. Single shorter perf at right. Full, original,
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $650
1587  VF - Germany 10NB11 - Goethe Issue - 50pf + 4.50m Blue.
Souvenir Sheet issued in 1949 from Soviet Occupied Zone of
Germany. The surtax was applied for the reconstruction of
Weimar. Scarce used, we offer a very finely centered, fresh example.
........................................................................................Sc. $450
1588 ** F-VF - Germany Democratic Republic 58-67 - Portraits of
Prominent Germans Issue - Multiple Florets Wtmk. Complete
set of ten values issued in July, 1950. Each item is fresh with
never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $121
1589 ** VF - German Democratic Republic 82-84 - Sino-German
Friendship Issue. Complete set of three values. Very fine and
fresh. Never hinged with glazed gum on the 50pf value.
........................................................................................Sc. $230
1590 ** VF - German Democratic Republic 122-136 - Portraits Multiple DR and Post Horn Wtmk. Complete set of fifteen values from this 1953 printing. Consistent centering throughout with
majority very fine; all with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $266

Lot 1594

Detail Lot 1594

1594 * VF - German Offices in China 36b - Kaiser Wilhelm II
Overprinted “China” - 5m Slate and Carmine - Die I - White
Retouched Variety. Wonderful example of this variety with
retouch clearly visible. Deep, rich colour; very fine; original gum
with hinge remnant. (Mi 27iii - CV €260)
........................................................................................Sc. $200
1595 * VF - German Offices in China 56var - Wilhelm II Speaking $2.5 on 5m Slate and Deep Carmine - Lozenges Wtmk.
Uncommon 1906 printing with distinctive deep carmine shade.
Paper has natural light toning. Original, disturbed gum. Ex
Reiche.
..........................................................................................Mi €200

Greenland

1591  VF - German Democratic Republic B21a - DEBRIA Philatelic
Exhibition Souvenir Sheet. Attractive souvenir sheet of two with
sock-on-nose “Leipzig 1951” cds cancel. Fresh and very finely
centered.
........................................................................................Sc. $140

German Offices
1592 * F-VF - German Offices in China 1c - Numeral of Value - 3pf
Yellow Brown with “China” Overprint at 45’ Angle. Fresh,
unused single with original gum with hinge remnant. Well centered and graded as fine-very fine. Ex. Reiche
........................................................................................Sc. $125
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Lot 1596
1596  VF - Greenland 25a - Polar Bear - 2kr Brown and Grey Black
with Overprint in Blue. Issued in 1945 with overprint celebrating
the liberation of Denmark from the Germans. One of the key values of Greenland philately. With most issues overprinted in
carmine, we offer the scarcer overprint in blue. Very fine with tidy
“Godthaab” cds cancel at lower-right.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
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1597 * F - Greenland Q2 - Parcel Post - 2o Yellow - Perf 11.5 x 11.5
Typical centering for this early 1916 printing. Bright colour and
overall fresh appearance. Original gum with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $325
1598 * F-VF - Greenland Q5 - Parcel Post - 15o Violet - Perf 11.5 x
11.5 Fresh, clean example with beautiful colour tone. Couple
shorter perfs along top margin. Original gum with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $200

Guadeloupe
1599 * F-VF - Guadeloupe 14var - Commerce - 1c Black on Lilac
Blue Paper. Interesting overprint flaw produced by the slight
diagonal alignment which caused the progressive disappearance
at top and appearance at bottom. Offered in a fresh strip of three,
the flaw becomes quite apparent, with the central stamp having
two overprints. Unusual curiosity with only the central stamp
hinged with the outer items being never hinged.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

x1601

Guam
1600 * F+ - Guam 10 - Henry Clay - 15c Olive Green with Black
“GUAM” Overprint. Issued in 1899 in response to the recent
acquisition of the former Spanish colony following the American
victory in the Spanish-American War. Graded as fine with perforations at top just shy of design. Fresh with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Guinea
1601 ** VF - Guinea 201-202, C24-C26 - Rome Olympic Games
Issue Complete set of five overprinted values. Consistent, very
fine centering. Fresh and never hinged.
..........................................................................................Sc. $89
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Haiti
1602 E/P VF - Haiti C168 - United Nations Headquarters - (50c Red
Orange and Black) Series of four progressive colour plate
proofs. Two examples of the second state (without clouds in background) are found in red and green. The third state (clouds
added) is found in orange and sepia. All are fresh on thick card
stock.
......................................................................................Est. $150

Hungary
1603 * VF - Hungary 4620465 - Madonna and Child Issue. Complete
fresh set of four values of this 1932 issue. Each is consistently
very fine with large, generous margins. Full original, lightly hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $252

1613  VF - Iceland CO1 - Gyrfalcon - 10a Deep Ultramarine and
Grey Blue with Red Overprint. This 1930 issue representing
Iceland’s only air post official issue. We offer a very fine example
with light cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $125

Iran
1614 ** XF - Iran C79-C82 - Oil Industry Airmail Issue Complete set
of 1953 issue. Each with exceptional, large margins and never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $162

Israel

1604 */** VF - Hungary B1-17 - Turul Crown and Franz Josef Semipostal Issue. Complete set of seventeen values which, when
issued in 1913, had the surtax applied to aid flood victims. All the
stamps are exceptionally fresh and well centered. Valued as lightly hinged, we noted that several values were never hinged. Tough
to find this nice.
........................................................................................Sc. $124
1605 ** F-VF - Hungary C24-25 - Eagle Carrying Messenger with
“Zeppelin 1931” Overprint. Complete, never hinged set of two
values commemorating the Zeppelin flight of 1931. While the 1p
stamp is very finely centered, the 2p has a shift towards the right
margin. Both are post-office fresh.
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Iceland
1606 * F-VF - Iceland 2 - Numeral of Value - 4s Dark Carmine Clean
classic issue with bright colour. Fine-very fine grade with design
well clear of the margins. Original, lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1607  VF - Iceland 13 - Numeral and Posthorn - 20a Violet - Small
Crown Wtmk - Perf 14.0 x 132. Scarce as used, early 1876,
issue with certificate verifying its postal usage. Very finely centered with well balanced margins; light colour; thinned in hinge
area. REYKJAVIK circular datestamp. Tough stamp to find postally used.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1608  VF - Iceland 98 - King Frederik VIII - 5k Brown. Used high
value of this 1912 issue. Very fine with cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1609 * F-VF - Iceland 125 - King Christian X - 50a Dark Grey and
Claret. One of two key values of this 1920-22 definitive series.
Fresh and lightly hinged with original gum; fine-very fine.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
1610 * F-VF - Iceland 130-138 - Danish Kings Surcharged Complete
set of 1921-1925 issue. While grading differs throughout, the
fresh quality is consistent. All items have original gum and are
hinged, some with remnants.
........................................................................................Sc. $131
1611 * VF - Iceland 144-148 - Pictorial issue of 1925 Complete set
of five values each with very nice centering. Consistently fresh
with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $260
1612  VF - Iceland B5 - King Christian X Silver Jubilee Issue.
Souvenir Sheet issued in 1937 featuring three stamps, in conjunction with anniversary of king’s reign. Scarce used, we offer a
a very finely centered, fresh example.
........................................................................................Sc. $290
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xLot 1615
1615 ** VF - Israel 7-9 - Ancient Judean Coins Issue. Set of the three
key values of Isreali philately. The high values of this first definitive issue of 1948, each with full tab. Fresh and very finely centered with high value showing a light corner crease. Each with
original, never hinged gum. Highly sought after items !
....................................................................................Sc. $6,000
1616 ** VF - Israel 8 - Judean Coins - 500m Red Brown on Cream
Paper. One of the key elements of for collectors of Israeli postage
stamps. We offer a never hinged, unused single without tab. Very
finely centered with ever so slight toning of perf tips at bottom.
Valued as never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1617 ** VF - Israel 9 - Judean Coins - 1000m Blackish Blue
Wonderful quality on this high value, first issue from 1948.
Intense, rich colour and very fine, well proportioned margins. Full
original, never hinged gum with trivial fingerprint mark.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1618 ** VF - Israel 18-21var - Judean Coins Issue. Series of low values (5p-30p) in two distinct formats. First a complete set of tetebeche pairs (Bale catalogue #22a-25a), very finely centered with
never hinged gum (CV $ 90.00). secondly, a complete set of tetebeche gutter margin pairs (Bale catalogue 22b-25b) also very
fine and never hinged (CV $60.00).
......................................................................................Bale $150
1619 ** VF - Israel 25 - “The Negev” - 500p Deep Orange and Brown
One of the key Israeli stamps, we offer a very fine fresh example
complete with tab. Full, original never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $225
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1620 ** VF - Israel 33 - Struggle for Free Immigration Part of 1950
issue commemorating Independence Day. Very fine, fresh example complete with tab. Full original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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Lot 1621
1622

1621 ** VF - Israel 33-34 - Independence Day Issue Complete set of
two values issued in 1950. Very fine centering and full tabs
attached. Original, smooth, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $525

1623

1622 ** VF - Israel 55 - Menorah - 1000p Dark Blue and Grey One
of the key Israeli stamps, issued in 1952. Complete with tab and
full, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

1623 ** VF - Israel (Bale) B1 - Advertising Booklet. The first booklet
released by the newly founded State of Israel was issued in
September, 1949. Complete with three full panes of the Judean
coin definitive series. Stapled with Paint and Automobile advertisements on the outside cover. Fresh and sound.
......................................................................................Bale $280
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Israel continued

Ivory Coast

1624 ** VF - Israel C1-C6 - First Airmail Issue Complete set of six all
with attached tabs. Fresh with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1625 ** VF - Israel J1-5 - Judean Coins with Black Overprint. Fresh
complete set of five values from first postage due issue from
1948. Each is well centered and without tabs. Full, original never
hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $79

Lot 1632
1632 ** VF - Ivory Coast 521A-521B - Tropical Fish Issue Complete
set of two values from 1979 issue. These scarce modern items,
depict the Coelacanth and Lionfish. Very fine and fresh with never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

xLot 1626
1626  VF - Israel (Bale) 42d-51d - Diaspora Series I - Green with
Red Overprint. Uncommon, complete set of ten values issued in
1948 during the interim period. The stamps are all used and onpiece with closely trimmed margins. Interesting lot with historical
significance and unlisted in Scott catalogue.
......................................................................................Bale $165
1627  VF - Israel (Bale) SR.REV 203/209 - Consular Tax First
Issue. Lower-right cut square from Israeli passport hosting four
Foreign Ministry “Consular Tax” items, issued in 1948. Bale
shows combined value of individual stamps at US $600.
Interesting piece of early State of Israel material.
......................................................................................Bale $600

Italy
1628  F-VF - Italy (Sardinia) 14 - King Victor Emmanuel II - 80c
Orange Yellow - Imperforate. Presentable, genuine example of
this 1862 printing. Four clear margins on all sides, but close in a
couple of areas. Appears to have MILANO 29 APR 62 cds cancel.
Accompanied by 2004 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
1629  VF - Italy (Sicily) 12 - King Ferdinand II - 1g Olive Green Plate III - Imperforate. Impressive very fine example, with four
balanced, generous margins. Design elements can partially been
seen of adjacent stamps on two margins allowing for confirmation of plating. Appears to be lightened area above king’s forehead that looks naturally occurring. There is a small corner
crease at upper right, visible only from the reverse. Tidy “frame”
cancel in black dictated by the monarch so that his face would
not be obscured by cancellation.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
1630 * F-VF - Italy 111 - King Victor Emmanuel III - 15c Slate Black
- Perf 13.5 x 14.0. Tough-to-find mint example of this 1909
redrawn issue. Graded fine-very fine with perforations well clear
of the design on all four margins. Very fresh with lightly hinged,
original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $210
1631 ** VF - Italy (Trieste) Q24 - Post Horn “Parcel Post” Issue “AMG-FFT” Overprint. Very fresh, unsevered pair with balanced
margins. Original, never hinged gum . Key value from this 19491954 issue.
..........................................................................................Sc. $75
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1633 ** VF - Ivory Coast 737B - Jacana Bird - 100fr Multicoloured
part set of scarce, modern 1985 birds issue. Attractive and fresh
with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $140

Japan
1634 ** VF - Japan 223-226 - Fuji-Hakone National Park Issue. This
very collectible, national parks series began with this issue in
July, 1936. We offer a complete, fresh set each in corner blocks
of four. All are well centered and never hinged, except in
selvedge. Valued as hinged stamps only.
........................................................................................Sc. $118
1635 ** VF - Japan 230-233 - Imperial Diet Building Issue. wonderful fresh complete set of four values from this 1936 issue. Each
is very well centered and offered in corner blocks of four. All are
never hinged, except in selvedge and valued as hinged stamps
only.
..........................................................................................Sc. $92
1636 ** VF - Japan 311a - Kirishima National Park - Souvenir Sheet
of Four. Attractive 1940 representative from this sought after
national park series. Accompanied by presentation folder in
which the light, natural paper fold occurred. Fresh and never
hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
1637 ** VF - Japan 318a/323a - National Parks Issue - Souvenir
Sheets. Pair of souvenir sheets from 1941 national parks issues.
Accompanied by presentation folder, the issues commemorate
Nitaka-Arisan and Tsugitaka-Taroko National Parks. Fresh and
never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
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Jordan
1639 * F-VF - Jordan B1-12 - “Locust Campaign” Semi-postal Issue.
Issued in April, 1930, to assist in the raising of funds to help combat a plague of locusts. Amir Abdullah ibn Hussein definitive
issues were overprinted in black. We offer the complete set of
twelve values, fresh and generally graded as fine-very fine. All
have original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $235

Lebanon

Lot 1638
1638 * F-VF - Japan C2 - Kikumon Crest with Blue Airmail Overprint
- 3s Rose on Granite Paper. Elusive 1919 item, of which excellent counterfeits are known. We offer a clean example accompanied by 2006 Sismondo certificate. Typical centering for the issue
with single, blind perf at bottom; original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $450

1640 * VF - Lebanon C35 - View of Beirut - 25p Ultramarine with
“Republique Libanaise” Overprint in Red. Very well centered
high value from this 1929 airmail issue. The stamp is fresh with
lovely colour tone and original, hinged gum. It is accompanied by
low values which each have prominent thins and have not been
included in the total. One of the key Lebanese postal items.
........................................................................................Sc. $175

Libya
1641 ** F-VF - Libya 31 - “Victory” - 10l Dark Blue and Olive Green.
Scarce key and high value of this 1921 issue. Fine-very fine, top
margin single with large section of selvedge attached. Fresh with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $425
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Liechtenstein

Mexico

1642  VF - Liechtenstein C9-13 - Birds of Prey Issue. Well centered, complete airmail set from 1934-35. Features golden eagle
and osprey. Select copies with unobtrusive, favour cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $124

1648 * F-VF - Mexico 104a - Miguel Hidalgo - 100c Grey Lilac on
Moire Paper (Reverse) - Pin Perforated. Very well centered for
the issue with clear margins and visible perforations on each
side. Overprinted “MONTEREY 23/73”. Stamp measures 24mm
vertically, consistent with original printing. Original gum with
hinge remnant along top margin.
........................................................................................Sc. $125

Lithuania

1649 ** VF - Mexico 951 - Campeche Coat of Arms (Galleon) - 5p
Dull Blue and Dark Green - MEX and Eagle Wtmk. Scarce modern definitive issue from 1963-66 series. Fresh and very finely
centered with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Monaco
1650 * F - Monaco 5 - Prince Charles III - 15c Rose . Classic Monaco
issue with hinged, original gum. Fine centering, typical of these
early printings; small album adhesion; fresh colour. Accompanied
by 2006 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $350
1651 * F-VF - Monaco 6 - Prince Charles III - 25c Green . One of the
key values of this first. 1885 issue. Clear margins all around; nice
colour tone; full original, hinged gum. Accompanied by 2006
Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $700
Lot 1643

Mongolia
1643  VF - Lithuania under German Occupation - Panevezys
Locals. Stunning, on piece trio of this 1941 issue consisting of
Soviet definitives with “Laisva / Lietuva / 27 VI 41/ Panevezys”
lithographed overprint in black. Michel catalogue adds a substantial premium for issues on cover and we have valued this lot as
singles only. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate. (Mi 4b,
6b, 8b €520).
..........................................................................................Mi €520

Luxembourg
1644 ** VF - Luxembourg 329-331 - Europa Issue. Post office fresh,
never hinged complete set of this 1957 omnibus series. One of
the key Europa sets.
........................................................................................Sc. $151
1645 ** VF - Luxembourg C16-20 - Postage Centenary Issue.
Presentable, topical airmail issue from 1952. Very fine centering
as should be expected; never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $100

Macao
1646 * VF - Macao 309 - “Portugal” - 5a on 7a Bright Rose with
Black surcharge. Well centered, fresh example without fault.
Wonderful colour tone and paper quality. Full original, very lightly
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $300

Mayotte
1647 * F-VF - Mayotte 20 - Navigation and Commerce - 5fr Red Lilac
and Blue on Lavender Paper - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Attractive fresh
item with wonderful colour. Typical centering for the issue and
original gum with hinge remnant. Very light pencil notation on
reverse.
..........................................................................................Sc. $92

150

1652 ** F-VF - Mongolia 62-74 - Pictorial Definitive Issue.
Uncommon as never hinged, we offer a fresh complete set of this
1932 issue, which are only valued as hinged in the major catalogues. Generally graded as fine-very fine.
..........................................................................................Sc. $51

Mynamar (Burma)
1653 ** VF - Mynamar (Burma) 339-344 - Musical Instruments
Series. Complete set of six values from this 1998-2000 issue
featuring local instruments. Each is fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $136

Netherlands
1654 ** VF - Netherlands 226-243 - Surcharged Numeral of Value
Issue. Exceptionally fresh, complete set of 1940 definitive issue.
Consistent colour and grade throughout; all with never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $130

New Caledonia
1655 * VF - New Caledonia 6var - Navigation and Commerce - 5c on
40c Red on Straw Paper - Imperforate. Very presentable upperright corner block of four of this early, 1884 issue. As each typeset position was individually prepared, numerous minor varieties
exist. On the first stamp, the number “5” is severed vertically. In
the lower-right item, the number has a bitten ball at top and
deformed ball at bottom. Fresh appearance with light gum bend
and additional corner crease outside of design in upper-right
selvedge. Original gum with few toning spots and single hinge
mark at top. Scarce multiple valued as hinged.
..........................................................................................Sc. $70
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Nicaragua
1656 * F-VF - Nicaragua 2 - Liberty Cap on Mountain Peak - 5c Black
on Yellowish Paper. Fresh example which is very well centered
for the issue. About 90% original gum that has been hinged - valued in Scott catalogue as unused without gum. Unusual item not
often offered at auction.
........................................................................................Sc. $150

Norway

xLot 1657
1657  VF - Norway “Spitzbergen” Locals on Piece. The August
2001 edition of The Posthorn has a wonderful article on these
local issues. A small seasonal base was established in the late
1800’s which acted as a launch for a series of expeditions in
attempts to reach the North Pole. In the mid-1890’s, Captain Otto

Sverdrup began making weekly voyages between Hammerfest
and Advent Bay aboard the ship Loften. Realizing a financial
opportunity, Richard With launched a weekly tourist voyage to the
extreme location. Local stamps were issued to carry mail posted
on board the passenger ships, that were tolerated by the
Norwegian postal authorities. Problems arose since Russia and
Norway had failed to reach agreements over the sovereignty of
the island, and Norway determined that Spitzbergen was a foreign destination, requiring an additional postal charge to be
applied. By 1900, the shipping contract had been taken over by
the German ship S.S. Auguste Victoria. Violet hand-stamps were
applied on the ship once the additional 10o was applied for mail
to Germany. We offer two, on piece examples. Both depict the
hunting of Polar Bears and show 1900 dated cancels. The 10o
red larger format stamp is very uncommon and was in use for a
short period, while the 10o brown was in use from 1896 to 1906.
Interesting historical lot.
..........................................................................................Est. $85
1658  F+ - Norway 2-5 - King Oscar I Issue. Complete set of four
values from this 1856-57 series. Stamps are graded as fine or
better, but have attractive, true colour tones. The 2s value has
“Christiana” #42 three-ring cancel, while the other three have cds
cancels from the same city. The yellow/orange colour of the 2s
has been left to the potential buyer to distinguish, and we have
valued the item at the cheaper yellow shade.
........................................................................................Sc. $312
1659  F - Norway 15a - Coat of Arms - 8s Rose with Clear
Impressions. Certified example of this scarce 1867 issue with
clear impression printing. Typical centering for the issue with perforations just shy of the design at top. Used with partial black and
blue cds cancels. Accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $450
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Norway

San Marino

1660  VF - Norway B1-3 - North Cape Issue - Measures 33.25 x
21.5mm. Popular Norwegian issue that, in 1930, provided the
surtax revenues to the Tourist Association. We offer a well centered complete set of three, each with partial “Oslo” cds cancels.
The 20o value has a couple of light tone spots, visible on the
reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $165

1666 * F-VF - San Marino 7 - Coat of Arms - 10c Ultramarine. The
first printing of this issue, in 1877, produced this dull ultramarine
shade. Typical centering for the issue; unused with large part original gum. Increasing in demand, this item saw a 70% jump in catalogue value over the past year. Accompanied by 2006 Sismondo
certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $300
1667 * F - San Marino 7/7a - Coat of Arms - 10c Ultramarine/10c
Blue. Two colour shades from 1877 (ultramarine) and 1890
(blue) printings. Both have somewhat poor, typical centering for
the issue. While the ultramarine shade has full original gum, and
is accompanied by 2006 Sismondo certificate, it has even, overall toning. The blue shade, is fresh and clean with part original
gum, and small, corner adhesion. Dramatic, 40% increase in catalogue value in past year alone !
........................................................................................Sc. $625

Obock

1668 (*) F - San Marino 1/27c - Numeral of Value and Coat of Arms
Definitive Issue. Small selection of first state issue, 1877-99.
Number 1-3 each with part original gum; #11 with lightly hinged,
full gum; #17 unused with no gum; and #27c double overprint
error, hinged gum. Typical centering for this series and each fresh
and presentable.
........................................................................................Sc. $900
1669 * F-VF - San Marino 26 - Coat of Arms - 5c on 30c Brown. Fresh
example with typical centering for this narrow margined, 1892
issue. Nice tone of colour; original, hinged gum. Accompanied by
2006 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $300
Lot 1661
1661  VF - Obock 64 - Somali Warriors - 5fr Red Violet and Green
- Simulated Perforations on Quadrille Lined Paper. Impressive,
scarce used item with centrally struck “OBOCK 26 SEPT 96” cds
cancel, consistent with colonial usage at that time. Tough stamp !
........................................................................................Sc. $650

Palestine
1662 ** F-VF - Palestine SG SB2 - 1933 “POSTS and TELEGRAPHS”
Advertising Booklet. Interesting, scarce item listed in Stanley
Gibbons, but unpriced. Fresh overall quality, however, six of the
2mils stamps have been removed for usage. All advertising interleaves remain intact. Similarly priced items have £1600 value.
....................................................................................Sg. £1,600

Portugal
1663  VF - Portugal 18 - King Luiz - 10r Yellow - Imperforate.
Exceptional large margined example of this early, 1866 classic.
Used with centrally struck, numeral (#4) obliterator cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1664  F-VF - Portugal 143 - St. Anthony - 200r Blue and Bistre.
One of several key values of this 1895 issue commemorating the
700th anniversary of the birth of Saint Anthony of Padua. Graded
as fine-very fine with slight shift of design toward the top. Used
with tidy “Porto 1895” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $125

Ryukyu Islands
1665 ** VF - Ryukyu Islands 18 - Dove and Map - 3y Deep Plum. Very
fine choice example. Post office fresh with full, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $120
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1670 * F-VF - San Marino 28 - Coat of Arms - 10c on 20c Vermilion.
Clean, presentable example with typical narrow margins producing fine-very fine centering. Original, hinged gum. This issue saw
a 33% increase in value over the past year! Accompanied by
2006 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $300

Somali Coast
1671 ** VF - Somali Coast 41a var - Somalis Rider on Camel - 25c
Indigo and Blue - Inverted Vignette Error. Very dramatic error on
this wonderfully fresh item. Perfectly balanced margins and original, never hinged gum. There exists some speculation on this
issue which originated from Paris, where similar errors were discovered on the philatelic market.
..........................................................................................Sc. $20
1672 E/P VF - Somali Coast 291 - Griffon Vulture - 40fr Dark Brown,
Blue and Grey. Late production trial colour proof in full pane of
twenty-five with complete colour separation. Printed on fully
gummed, never hinged paper without perforation. Fresh and
attractive item.
......................................................................................Est. $125

Somalia
1673 * VF - Somalia (Italian) Mi 2iii-2vii - Colonial Arts Exhibition
Issue - Overprinted “11 NOV 1934 - XIII. / SERVIZIO AEREO/
SPECIALE” in Black. This set of five overprinted values were prepared for use in November, 1934. The low value in the series
(25c) had a very limited issue of 203 items. These unissued
denominations are valued at €30 each. All stamps are fresh with
hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Mi. €150
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1672

x1673
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1676

1677

1678

1675 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 214var - Fishing Steamer 1.75fr Black and Dark Brown - Inverted “FRANCE LIBRE /
F.N.F.L.” Overprint. One of only three known denominations
known to officially exist with inverted overprint. We offer a fresh,
never hinged example which is signed on reverse, however, without certificate. Scarce and interesting item.
................................................................................Ceres €1,600

St. Pierre & Miquelon

1676 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 222 - Dog Sled Team - 2c Dark
Blue Green with “FRANCE LIBRE” Overprint. Scarce item with
large, well centered margins. Fresh with original, never hinged
gum. Less than 300 overprinted items were issued. Valued as
hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $440
Lot 1674
1674 (*) F-VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 209var - Fishing Steamer - 40c
Deep Blue and Dark Brown - Inverted “FRANCE LIBRE /
F.N.F.L.” Overprint. Unlisted in Scott catalogue, this variety is
accompanied by 2007 Sismondo certificate stating: “The stamp
submitted, with its rare overprint variety, is genuine, unused,
without gum. The stamp is otherwise without faults or repairs at
this time. The overprint corresponds to Position 2 in the setting of
25 subjects. In spite of its lack of gum, I have signed the stamp
in order to attest to its rarity and authenticity.”
................................................................................Ceres €1,600

1677 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 224 - Dog Sled Team - 4c Dark
Red Violet with “FRANCE LIBRE” Overprint. Very well centered,
fresh example with original, never hinged gum (valued as hinged).
Only 842 overprinted items were issued.
..........................................................................................Sc. $92
1678 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 228 - Dog Sled Team - 20c Blue
Violet with “FRANCE LIBRE” Overprint. very fine, large margined example with original, never hinged gum (valued as hinged).
Only 625 overprinted items were issued.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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St. Pierre & Miquelon continued

Sweden
1687  VF - Sweden 14 - Lion and Arms - 17o Red Violet - Perf 14.0
x 14.0. Impressive, jumbo margined example of this 1866 printing. Used with illegible duplex cancel. Tough to find with margins
like these !
........................................................................................Sc. $160
1688  VF - Sweden 15 - Lion and Arms - 17o Grey - Perf 14.0 x 14.0.
Presentable 1869 printing, in grey shade. Large, generous margins with light soiling of paper from postal usage. The stamp carries a tidy “Stockholm 1869” cds postmark.
........................................................................................Sc. $650

Lot 1679
1679 (*) VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 241var - Tortue Lighthouse 1.40fr Dark Brown - Inverted “FRANCE LIBRE” Overprint.
Unlisted in Scott catalogue, this variety is accompanied by 2007
Sismondo certificate stating: “The stamp submitted, with its rare
overprint variety, is genuine, unused, without gum. The stamp is
otherwise without faults or repairs at this time. The overprint corresponds to Position 23 in the setting of 25 subjects. In spite of
its lack of gum, I have signed the stamp in order to attest to its
rarity and authenticity.”
................................................................................Ceres €1,450

1689  VF - Sweden 37 - Coat of Arms - 1rd Bistre and Blue - Perf
13.0 x 13.0. Used key value example of this 1877-79 series, in
which the Rixdaler currency was officially demonetized and
replaced by the Krone values in 1878. We offer a very finely centered item with Stockholm cds. In one area, the sharp impression
of the cancellation device has caused a slight, natural impression
on the reverse of the stamp, but does not appear to have broken
through.
........................................................................................Sc. $400

1680 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 256-259 - Paris International
Exhibition Issues with “FRANCE LIBRE” overprints. Pair of
complete sets of two stamps each, offered in fresh blocks of four.
All blocks are never hinged (valued as hinged) and three have
margin imprints in selvedge. Excellent quality.
........................................................................................Sc. $268
1681 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 393/C49 - Ships Issues. Three
complete sets featuring historic ships (#393-95) issued in
October, 1969; and Free French Forces naval ships (#412-14)
issued in September, 1971; and Explorers and Ships (#C47-49)
issued in November, 1970. All stamps are fresh and never
hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $233
1682 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 408-411 - Deep-sea Fishing
Fleet Issue. Complete set of four values issued in August, 1971.
All stamps are post-office fresh, very finely centered with never
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $161
1683 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon 408-411P - Deep-sea Fishing
Fleet Issue. Complete set of four, margin plate proofs.
Imperforate and with full, never hinged gum as issued - valued as
original stamps.
........................................................................................Sc. $161
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xLot 1690
1690 * VF - Sweden 197-211 - Universal Postal Union Congress
Issue. Complete set of unwatermarked values of 1924 commemorative issue. Wonderful, fresh examples, with exception being
few toned perf tips on 2k value. Very fine; original hinged gum.
Scarce this nice !
........................................................................................Sc. $740
1691  F-VF - Sweden 210 - King Gustav V - 2kr Rose Red. On piece
example of one of the two high values of this UPU congress issue
of 1924. Fine-very fine with slight paper toning.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

1684 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon J48-57 - Atlantic Codfish with
“NOEL 1941 / FNFL” Overprint. Complete set of ten values of
this 1942 commemorating the Christmas Day plebiscite ordered
by Vice Admiral E.H. Muselier, who operated the Free French
naval forces. The set is consistently fresh, very fine and never
hinged - valued as hinged. Only 2000 sets were issued.
........................................................................................Sc. $465

1692 * F-VF - Sweden 213-227 - Universal Postal Union Congress Unwatermarked. Complete set of this 1924 commemorative
issue, with watermarked paper printing absent. Generally very
fine with several fine-very fine items. All are fresh and unused;
lightly hinged. Complete set often missing from many collections.
........................................................................................Sc. $811

1685  VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon J50 - Atlantic Codfish with “NOEL
1941 / FNFL” Overprint. Very fine block of four of the 15c value.
Used with sock-on-nose cds cancel.
..........................................................................................Sc. $70

1693 * VF - Sweden 229 - Royal Palace - 5k Dark Green. Exceptional,
large margins on this 1831 issue. Post office fresh with original,
very lightly hinged gum. Choice example.
........................................................................................Sc. $110

1686 ** VF - St. Pierre et Miquelon J58-J66 - Atlantic Codfish with
“FRANCE LIBRE FNFL” Overprint. Set of nine complete to the
2fr value (missing only the 3fr). Stamps are all fresh and never
hinged with consistent quality throughout - valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $133

1694 * F-VF - Sweden B11 - General Post Office - 10o + 4.90k on 5k
Blue. Commemorative, 1903 issue surcharged for use as semipostal in 1916. Crisp, sharp detail; fine-very fine; fresh, hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
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1695  F+ - Sweden B12-21 - Swedish Crown Semi-postal Issue.
Complete set of ten values from 1916 issue. The surtax was
applied in the written component at bottom of overprint. Typically
off-centered for the issue, and each with light CDS cancel.
Accompanied by 2004, Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $577

Switzerland
1696 E/P VF - Switzerland - 1882 Helevtia Unadopted Essay. Late
production essay with many similar design elements that were
later adopted for the “standing Helvetia” issue introduced in
1882. This essay featured the bust of Helvetia and incorporated
larger “Franco” tablets in lower corners. Fifty centimes denomination in salmon rose on India card. Hinge remnant on reverse.
......................................................................................Est. $125

1697  VF - Switzerland 10a - Swiss Cross “Rayon I” - 5rp Light Blue
and Red without Frame around Cross - Thin Paper Printing.
Very well centered example that meets all the standard elements
and measurements that define the stamp as an original example.
Margins on all sides are well clear of the design and dividing lines
appear at right an top. Tidy blue lozenge obliterator.
........................................................................................Sc. $290
1698  VF - Switzerland 12 - Swiss Cross “Rayon III” - 15rp
Vermilion with Frame around Cross - Large Numeral of Value.
Large margined item with even colour tone and meeting the standard elements and measurements that define the stamp as an
original example. Used with tidy black lozenge obliterator.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1699  F-VF - Switzerland 26 - Helvetia - 10r Milky Blue with Red
Silk Thread. Three margined example with bottom margin cut
into outer frame-line. Used with tidy MORGES 7 AOUT 57 cds cancel. Nice appearance and wonderful colour.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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Switzerland continued
1700  F - Switzerland 35 - Helvetia - 1r Grey with Green Silk
Thread. Presentable example with three tight margins and right
margin cut into. Used with light “1862” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $550
1701  VF - Switzerland 42 - Helvetia - 3c Black - Swiss Cross Wtmk
on White Wove Paper. Very finely centered item that has wonderful appearance. Used with tidy “Neuchatel” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $125
1702  VF - Switzerland 56a - Helvetia - 30c Blue - Swiss Cross
Wtmk on White Wove Paper. Attractive four-margined example
with single shorter perf at upper-left. Used, scarce first printing
shade with “ZURICH” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

Detail Lot 1703
1703 * VF - Switzerland 61a/67b - Helvetia Issue - Double
Embossing (One Inverted) Error Very interesting pair, clearly
showing double embossing error, each in pair with normal. The 5c
brown is lightly hinged and very fresh; the 50c deep violet pair
has hinge only on normal stamp with small thin area, while error
stamp is never hinged and sound. Unusual and scarce combinations.
........................................................................................Sc. $270
1704  F+ - Switzerland 67 - Helvetia - 50fr Violet on Granite Paper.
Scarce used item with interesting “split frame” at left. Graded as
fine with perforations just touching outer frame-line at bottom.
Partial “Neuchatel” dated parcel cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $575
1705 * F-VF - Switzerland 75 - Numeral of Value - 15c Yellow - Swiss
Cross Wtmk on Thin Granite Paper. Fresh unused single without
gum. Graded as fine-very fine with clear, however, close margins
at bottom and right.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
1706  F - Switzerland 77/81 - Numeral of Value Issue. Small dealer’s remainder stock of three items. All have been graded as fine
and each with cds cancel. As follows : Scott #77 x 2 and 81 on
watermarked, white paper.
........................................................................................Sc. $850
1707 * F-VF - Switzerland 145 - Helvetia - 3fr Bistre and Yellow.
Hard-to-find unused example of this 1908 issue. Overall fresh
appearance with very slight bends caused by natural cracking in
gum, which has been hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1708  VF - Switzerland 160a var - William Tell Booklet Pane of Six
Unusual type pane (5x5c green + 1x10c violet) on buff paper in
combination with tete-beche part pain (4 stamps) at right. The
multiple is tied by pair of clean, LUZERN 1933 CDS cancels. Very
curious item !
........................................................................................Sc. $130
1709  VF - Switzerland 293-305,B145 - Peace Issue. Issued in
1945 to commemorate the end of war in Europe, we offer a complete set of 14 values. All are select, very fine copies with c.d.s.
cancels. The 30c and 5fr key value are used on part of a commercial cover front mailed in Zurich, 1945.
........................................................................................Sc. $895
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1710 ** VF - Switzerland 352a - National Philatelic Exhibition
Souvenir Sheet. Expected high quality for this 1955 commemorative issue. Full, never hinged gum.
..........................................................................................Sc. $90
1711 ** VF - Switzerland B3 - Girl from Lucerne - 10c Red on Buff
Paper. Very fine, never hinged example with fresh appearance.
Light pencil notation on reverse
........................................................................................Sc. $225
1712 ** F-VF - Switzerland B6 - Girl from Vaud - 10c Brown Red on
Buff Paper. Well centered (fine-very fine) example that is postoffice fresh. Even colour tone and never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $142
1713 ** VF - Switzerland B144 - Basel Postage Centenary Souvenir Sheet of Two. Issued to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the Basel Dove cantonal issue. The surtax was for
the Pro Juventute Foundation. We offer a fresh, never hinged
example.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
1714 ** VF - Switzerland B206 - LUNABA National Philatelic
Exhibition - 40c Souvenir Sheet. Surtax was applied to assist
Swiss schools abroad. Very fresh and never hinged item, with
small pair of staple holes along left margin.
........................................................................................Sc. $275
1715 * F-VF - Switzerland J5 - Numeral of Value - 10c Ultramarine Cross in Oval Watermark on White Paper. Curious, 1878
postage due issue with production ink smudge on numerals.
Fine-very fine centering, with lightly soiled perf tips. Original gum
with heavy, but contained hinge mark.
........................................................................................Sc. $180
1716  VF - Switzerland 7O18/7O20 - United Nations European
Offices Issue. Issued in 1950, this overprint was applied to
Swiss stamps for use at the European offices of the United
Nations, located in Geneva. Two of the key high values are offered
used with tidy “Geneva” cds cancels. Both stamps are very finely
centered.
........................................................................................Sc. $285

Thailand
1717 * VF - Thailand 33 - King Chualongkorn - 4a on 24a Lilac and
Blue. Very nice example of this October 1892 provisional issue
with surcharge entirely in Thai alphabet characters. Fresh and
very fine, with original, lightly hinged gum. Light pencil notation
on reverse.
..........................................................................................Sc. $50
1718  VF - Thailand 43,44 - King Chulalongkorn - 2a on 64a Lilac
and Orange Brown. In 1894, this definitive issue was surcharged this new value to provide a provisional solution to a
shortage of the low value. Six settings are recognized from the
single overprint plate. This block of four shows the upper pair with
scarcer setting type “j” (Scott catalogue), while lower pair is setting type “k”. The block is postally used, sound and very well centered.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
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Detail Lot 1719
1714

1719 * VF - Thailand 68var - King Chualongkorn - 2 Atts. on 64a
Lilac and Orange Brown - Inverted “S” in Surcharge Variety.
Interesting variety on this 1894 provisional surcharged issued.
The stamp is fresh, well centered with original, hinged gum.
Variety unvalued in major catalogues.
..........................................................................................Est. $60
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Tibet

Venezuela
1724 E/P VF - Venezuela C323 - Simon Bolivar Memorial Statue
Issue. Rarely seen in the North American marketplace, we offer
an attractive engraved die proof mounted on large manila card.
Issued in 1951 to commemorate the relocation of this statue in
New York City.
..........................................................................................Est. $50

Viet-nam
1725 (*) F-VF - Viet-nam 23-27 - Land Reform Issue. Complete set of
five values, issued by the newly established North Vietnamese
Republic in 1855. Well centered for the issue and all never
hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $109

Lot 1720
1720 (*) VF - Tibet 18-18a - Tibetan Lion - 4t Green - Heavy Toned
Native Paper. Automatic eye-appeal with this full pane of twelve
stamps, each with its own setting. The lower-left and lower-right
stamps stand out as being larger than the others and have been
recognized as Scott #18a. The pane is unused and without gum
as issued. Value has been applied as total of individual stamps.
........................................................................................Sc. $193

1726 (*) VF - Viet-nam 121a - Vladimir Lenin - 5xu Olive Brown and
Blue - Imperforate. Fresh, lightly hinged example of this miniature sheet that was issued without gum in April 1960.
..........................................................................................Sc. $75

Togo

x1723

1724

Lot 1721
1721  VF - Togo 165 - Kaisers Yacht - 5pf Green. Issued under the
joint Anglo-French Occupation, this overprint was utilized by the
French contingent in 1915. Bearing a genuine (ANEC)HO datestamp in blue. Very finely centered with pair of light creases at
top, visible only under fluid. Accompanied by 2005 Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................................Sc. $375

Turkey
1723
1722 * F-VF - Turkey 605-622 - Crescent and Star Issue. Complete
1923-25 series to the 100pi value and missing only the high
value, however, includes Scott #613a printing variety. Consistent
freshness throughout and generally fine-very fine. All stamps
have hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $122

Vatican City
1723 * VF - Vatican City 155a - Papal States Postage Centenary Souvenir Sheet of Four. Fresh clean unused example, with single
hinge mark in selvedge. Issued in 1952 in both this souvenir format and in larger pane form, this printing has creamy tone to
paper.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
x1725
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1525 See description on page #138.

1526 See description on page #138.
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We have embraced modern technology as a valuable
and effective means in which to enhance our auction
listings. This five-page “Empress of Ireland” Exhibit
(Lot 2038) represents how most of our cover lots will
be represented on our on-line site. When appropriate,
many covers will show additional scans of the
reverse, and multiple scans when more than one item
is found within a lot.

www.sparks-auctions.com
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This is our most diverse session in the sale.
Many of the single covers are destined to grace
award-winning Exhibits. The range of interesting envelopes, postmarks, postal rates etc. is
fascinating. We hope you find a good number
of items which tempt you.
Also in this session it will be possible to buy LITERALLY tons of covers. One lot alone would
easily fill at least two large SUVs. Have fun.
And WE certainly hope that all the floor lots sell
to the floor.
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CO VERS & POS TAL HIS TORY
Canada and B.N.A.
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006


Canada - 1821 Stampless Cover with Early Cornwall
Straight-line. Stampless folded letter from Cornwall (straightline) to York, posted in 1821. Usual filing folds, but early example
of this straight-line postmark, which is faint as usual.
......................................................................................Est. $200


- Canada - 1826 Domestic Stampless Folded Letter.
Appealing folded letter with manuscript seven pence charge
applied in upper-right. Large “Niagara U.C. JAN 9 1826” circular
datestamp. Addressed to Honourable John H. Duncan, His
Majesty’s Receiver general.
..........................................................................................Est. $75



Canada - 1832 Stampless Folded “Money” Letter from
Chatham. Attractive 1832, stampless folded letter from Chatham
to Bathurst District, sent as a money letter, rated 1N2.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1852 Prince Albert (6d Slate Violet on Laid
Paper) Cover to United States. Lovely piece posted from MONTREAL SP 23/1852 with red “CANADA” and “PAID” hand-stamps.
Four margined stamp (#2) has vibrant colour, but short tear at
bottom and tied by black target cancel. No back-stamps.
Accompanied by 2004 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $2,500
 Canada - 1855 Beaver (3d on Wove Paper) “Mourning”
Cover. Very presentable item with pleasing esthetic qualities.
The stamp (#4) has been graded as fine-very fine and is tied by
target cancel. Posted with PERTH JUL 21, 1855” split rings cds
cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $300

Lot 2008
2009

2010

 Canada - 1857 Prince Albert (6d Slate Violet on Wove
Paper) Cover to New York. Impressive half-ounce rate cover to
United States with 1855 Prince Albert (#5) issue in slate violet
shade. Stamp has three full margins with right being trimmed
along frame-line. Tied by target cancel and LENNOXVILLE
NO12/1857 double ring cancel and addition Canada hand-stamp
in red. No back-stamps. Accompanied by 2005 Greene
Foundation certificate. HISTORICAL NOTE: Abraham Bell and Co.
transported thousands of immigrants from Ireland during the
potato famine.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500
2008  Canada - 1857 Jacques Cartier (10d Blue on Thin Paper)
Unique Double Rate Cover to Ireland. Two singles of the 10d
bright blue (Scott #7) with clear to good margins, and tied by
“Hamilton” four-ring cancels with September 7, 1857 datestamp.
Addressed to Ireland with scarce “AMERICA’DUBLIN’PAID/SE
21/1857” postmark in blue. The cover shows some toning with
repair in lower right; the left hand stamp has trivial corner crease.
The only double rate cover recorded to Ireland. Accompanied by
1968 RPS certificate “genuine” and 1986 Holcombe certificate
“Genuine”. An important exhibition item. Recent Firby-Wilson
“Wilkinson” auction item realized US $8,000 for more common
rate to England.
....................................................................................Est. $8,000

2011

2012

2007
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 Canada - 1859 Prince Albert (10c Deep Red Purple) Double
Rate Cover from Montreal to London (CW). Pre-printed folded
letter addressed to London (Canada West) with MONTREAL OC
15/ 1859 cancel. Stamp (Scott #17e with perf 11.75) tied by
four-ring #21 cancel. Accompanied by 1990, Greene Foundation
certificate. Ex. Roberts
....................................................................................Est. $1,100



Canada - 1856 Prince Albert (6d Brownish Grey on Wove
Paper) on Preprinted French Address Cover.. Desirable cover
with scarce, printed corner card in French, addressed to
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Tied by tidy QUEBEC NOV 27, 1856
split two-ring cancel. Prince Albert stamp (#5a brownish grey)
with three full margins. Accompanied by 2005 Greene
Foundation certificate stating “it is genuine but in our opinion the
stamp has been lifted and replaced on the cover.”
....................................................................................Est. $1,850

 Canada - 1858 Three Penny Beaver Domestic Rate Cover.
Attractive exhibition piece enhanced by its simplistic appeal.
Stamp (Scott #4) with large balanced margins, tied on neat cover
with blue ink four-ring numeral cancel, with an accompanying
BELLEVILLE U.C./ NO 15/1858 cds. Back-stamped with
Brockville C.C./ No 15/1858 cds. Accompanied by 2002 Greene
Foundation certificate. Ex. Carrington.
......................................................................................Est. $700

2013

2014

 Canada - 1861 Embossed “Beaver” Cover with Oshawa 4ring Numeral (#25). Five-cent beaver (#4) on embossed, ladies
cover from Oshawa to Ottawa, via Prescott in 1861, with four-ring
numeral 25 canceling stamp. Some trivial flaws, but above-average quality for this fragile paper. Rarity factor -RF 5 (“very
scarce”) - numeral cancel off-cover, and the earliest large-size
embossed cover we’ve seen from Canada.
......................................................................................Est. $170
 Canada - 1862 Cross Border Rate Cover. Two superb MONTREAL CE Berri duplex DBE-56 strikes (only 32 strikes recorded)
dated “PM/OC 9/62” and addressed to Rouses Point, New York.
Embossed advertising cover from H.W. Ireland, Hardware Broker
with two 5c Beaver stamps (Sc. #15). An outstanding cover.
......................................................................................Est. $120


Canada - 1866 Domestic “Mourning” Cover with Rare
Franking. Unusual cover posted from QUEBEC DE 16/66 to
Megantic and franked with single 1c Victoria (Sc#14), which is
very fine with trace of imprint and pair of 2c Victoria (Sc #20) with
top stamp having damaged perfs, while the bottom is very fine
with full imprint. A rare franking with only 13 recorder by Firby.
......................................................................................Est. $350

 Canada - 1866-1867 One Cent Printed Matter Rate
Covers. Pair of covers paying the printed matter rate. The first
shows a preprinted cover from the Victoria Mutual Fire Insurance
Company and is tied by a “HAMILTON C.E. NO 17/66” Split-ring
cds cancel. Apparent water damage at left. The second cover
bears a well-centered stamp and is tied by a MONTREAL FE
15/67 duplex on an attractive small cover (115x65cm). The
stamp has a horizontal crease, but otherwise an exhibition item.
......................................................................................Est. $120
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2015

2016

2017

 Canada - 1867 Two Cent Single Franking Rare Usage
Victoria Issue on Folded Letter. Folded document posted from
QUEBEC DE 16/67 with 2c Victoria issue (Sc. #20). The stamp
was affixed over “FREE” as the one ounce weight was surpassed.
Stamps is fine and tied by target cancel without back stamp.
....................................................................................Est. $2,100
 Canada - 1867 Two Cent Single Franking with Imprint
Victorian Issue on Municipal Cover. Attractive, uncommon
piece showing 2c Queen Victoria (#20iv), with imprint, on cover
addresses to the Municipal Secretary-Treasurer. Tied by QUEBEC
C.E. JA11/68 circular date stamp. Cover has been roughly
opened at left with typical wear. Unitrade catalogue values stamp
on cover at $3000 CA. Accompanied by 2001 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $3,000
 Canada - 1867-1967 “Century of Covers” Lot. Small selection of covers extending between first 100 years of the Dominion
of Canada. Beginning with 1867 folded letter, 1937 1c-3c plate
block first day covers with Regina flag cancels, and addressed to
China. Additional selection of 25 postal stationary items, mostly
mint. Viewing recommended.
..........................................................................................Est. $50

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2019

2020
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 Canada - 1868 Rate Cover to United States. Three 2c
Large Queen stamps (single and pair) tied by red, lightly cancelled “PAID ALL” hand stamp. Addressed to Pennsylvania, the
stamp bears no dated cancels, other than pencil notion “1868
Firth Cover” on reverse. Stamps are fine to fine-very fine (SC
#24b) - deep green on thin paper. Accompanied by 2007 AIEP
certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $1,200

 Canada - 1869 Montreal Telegraph Co. Cover with
Contents. Preprinted cover with Montreal Telegraph Co. logo, in
blue, at upper-left. This cover includes the original contents, on
preprinted form with notations, dated March 6, 1869 and
received in Haliburton from Toronto. Cover has been opened
roughly at right and has a small tear at top.
......................................................................................Est. $150

 Canada - 1873-1898 Small Queen “Cover and Postal Card”
Lot. Appealing lot with 132 domestic rate covers and postal
cards that appear to have been collected from maritime region.
Due to period rates, most bear the 3c denomination, however,
the range of dates indicated that the earlier printing is represented. Housed in a large stockbook it is easy to view the range of
cancels, illustrated commercial envelopes, etc. Stamps, of
course, are in mixed condition as should be expected.
......................................................................................Est. $350


Canada - 1875-1898 “Bridgetown N.S.” Double Ring CDS
Cancel Collection. Excellent quality collection presented on
vario pages with total of 62 covers. All seem to be from the same
correspondance, addressed to Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia.
Interesting progressive use of this single hammer. Stamps vary in
condition, most being the 3c vermilion (Sc. 41) paying the domestic rate, however, a few exceptions noted.
......................................................................................Est. $200

 Canada - 1882 Illustrated “Boot and Shoe” Covers. Pair of
illustrated 3¢ Small Queen covers from Montreal, Quebec to
Woodstock, Ontario, one with money order receiver. Both advertising a wholesale manufacturer of boots & shoes, and with
slightly different building views. Each a bit reduced.
......................................................................................Est. $100
 Canada - 1883 Small Queen Printed Matter Rate on
Unsealed Circular Envelope. Early usage of this stamp (#34),
tied by bull’s eye obliterator. Sent within MONCTON, New
Brunswick with JY 2, 1883 receiver. Minor wear and with flap
removed.
........................................................................................Un. $300


2027





Canada - 1868 Three Cent Laid Paper Large Queen Issue
on Cover. Certified cover showing this scarce paper printing. Tied
by MONTREAL JY 22/68 Circular date stamp and bears a RICHMOND C.E. JY 23/1868 back stamp. Stamp (#33) is finely centered with tear in lower-right corner. The envelope has light traces
of tape residue on vertical margins. Accompanied by 2001
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Un. $1,400

Canada - 1871 Montreal Telegraph Co. Cover with
Contents. Attractive small-sized preprinted cover with Montreal
Telegraph Co. 1847 logo at upper-left. Includes telegraph contents, dated August 23, 1871, from London to Wardsville
addressee. Interesting and uncommon item.
......................................................................................Est. $150

2026

Lot 2018
2018



2028

2029

Canada - 1890 Small Queen Cover to India. This tidy cover
is addressed to the port village of Cocanada, originally named
Kaki Nandiwada but changed when the Canadian Baptist Mission
was established here. The cover hosts a 10c Small Queen (#45b)
and is tied with “Dundas, Ont. JA 9, 90” cds and obliterator postmarks. The reverse shows a “Hamilton” transit and an uncommon “Sea Post Office” cds cancel. The “FIRST DELY
(delivery)/COCANDA/ 14 FEB 90” cancel, is presumably very
scarce. The cover shows couple of light tone spots and has small
piece of the corner removed at lower-left.
........................................................................................Un. $250
Canada - 1893 Preprinted Advertising Postal Card.
Handsome postal card with trio of local Tannery company advertisements on the reverse. Although the card has been addressed,
there is no indication of having been posted through the mail.
Scarce item !
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1898 Preprinted Private Postal/Response Card.
Early usage private post card, which were only allowed as of
January 1, 1898, from the T.J. Lovell Cop. of Toronto. Bearing
Queen Victoria 1c stamp (#75) which is tied by “Toronto June 27,
1898” flag cancel. Attractive with great deal of additional promotional content on the back.
..........................................................................................Est. $50
 Canada - 1899 Preprinted “Newlands and Co” Advertising
Cover. Attractive illustrated advertising cover for Saskatchewan
Buffalo Robes by the Newlands and Co. of Galt, Ontario. Hosts FVF Victorian provisional (#87) and tied by barred-circle obliterator
with “Galt, Ontario AU 31, 99” cds cancel. Back shows
“Georgetown” squared-circle postmark.
......................................................................................Est. $100
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2030

2031

2032

2033

2037

 Canada - 1899 Advertising Cover to New Brunswick.
Advertising cover from the Monetary Times Printing Company.
Bears a very fine Queen Victoria (#75) stamp paying the printed
matter rate and tied by “Toronto” flag cancel. Tidy “Sussex N.B”
back-stamp. Nice quality without fault. Photo on page 169 .
..........................................................................................Est. $75


2038

 Canada - 1901 Earliest Known Usage “Exposition Flag”
Cover Toronto. Provisional Victorian 2¢ on 3¢ numeral corner
card cover form Toronto (May 20 1901, EKU of this flag) to
Chatham, Ontario. Crease affecting stamp.
......................................................................................Est. $125

2039

Canada - 1901 Royalty Patriotic Postcards. Two unusual
Queen Victoria patriotic Tuck’s postcards, one depicting Queen
Alexandra and King Edward VII, the other of the Duke of Cornwall
and York, and with quotes from Shakespeare, both with 1¢
numerals from Toronto (flag) to Sarnia. A few minor creases, and
light soiling.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1903 Preprinted “White Store” Advertising
Cover. Handsome cover advertising “Buffalo - Manitoba Hard
Wheat” from the White Store of Waterville, Nova Scotia. Bears
Edward VII issue (#90) and tied by “Waterville AU 8, 03” obliterator and cds cancels. Addressed to Halifax with appropriate
machine cancel on reverse.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2040

2041

Lot 2034
2034



2035



2036
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Canada - 1908 Complete Quebec Centenary Issue on
Cover. Unusual cover posted from MONTREAL AUG 4/08
undoubtedly of philatelic origin. Boasting the complete set of
Quebec Tercentenary issue released several weeks earlier.
Stamps generally fine to fine-very fine. Bottom margin of envelope clipped. (Scott catalogue value for set alone $ 479)
......................................................................................Est. $650
Canada - 1909-1938 Saskatchewan “Law Stamps
Documents” Lot. Interesting selection of twenty-four documents, each with affixed law stamp(s). Broad scope of material
that should prove of benefit to interested collectors.
......................................................................................Est. $125

 Canada - 1910 UPU Rate Cover to France with Additional
Registration Charge. Busy, preprinted cover with additional
postage (#90) applied to pay the 5c UPU rate to France. An additional 5c was applied for registration. Posted from “WAUCHOPE
SASK. OC 13/01”. Total of 14 additional back-stamps on reverse
showing “Souris and Regina” (as well other indistinct RPO’S),
“Montreal” Transit, and “Paris” receiving stamp. The letter was
then hand-stamped “Retour a L‘envoyeur” (on front) which eventually led to a “Dead Letter Office, Montreal” stamp in violet (on
reverse). Great item.
......................................................................................Est. $150



Canada - 1911 Preprinted “Victoria Fair” Advertising
Cover. Appealing illustrated cover with high interest value for the
Equestrian topical collector. While promoting the Annual Fair ,
held at Victoria, B.C., the cover truly aims at promoting the
Insurance and real estate agents Gillespie and Hart. Bearing a 2c
King Edward stamp (#90) and tied by “Victoria 1911” machine
cancel. Cover has some light toning and has been repaired at top.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1914 Empress of Ireland Five Page Disaster
Exhibit. Wonderful exhibit with handsome and scarce material
telling the unfortunate philatelic history of the sinking of this
Canadian Pacific Liner on May 29, 1914. This story of Canada’s
worst peace-time sea disaster unfolds with picture postcards, salvaged mail and very scarce “Ambulance” cover sent from Dead
Letter Office, Ottawa. The exhibit is supported by excellent text
and supplementary material.
....................................................................................Est. $1,500
 Canada - ~1920 Select Admiral Postal Cards Lot. Small lot
of two interesting 1¢ orange admiral postal stationery cards. The
first, with the second line measuring 69mm (#P29o), unused.
The second, pre-cancelled, sent within Vancouver BC, with interesting illustrated Re-nu piston oil ring in blue and red (#P29b).
The latter is lightly soiled.
......................................................................................Est. $150
 Canada 1924 First Flight Cover “Estevan” to “Winnipeg”.
Preprinted advertising cover promoting Souris Coal on reverse. It
was adopted for use on first flight from ESTEVAN, Sask. to WINNIPEG, Man. dated Oct. 1st, 1924 in oval violet postmark
inscribed “via aeroplane”. Rate paid by strip of three 1c yellow
Admirals (#105). Winnipeg, Oct. 1, 1924 back-stamp.
......................................................................................Est. $125
 Canada - 1925 Laurentide Air Services Ltd Private
Commercial Cover. One of the earliest stamps produced, found
on the back of this “Via Air Mail” cover addressed to Montreal.
The stamp on reverse (Unitrade CL#3) was issued by the
Laurentide Air services Ltd. generally operated between
Haileybury, Ontario and Rouyn/Angliers, Quebec. This cover, however, is backstamped “TRANS-CANADA FLIGHT/ 1925./ VANCOUVER- MONTREAL” in blue green. Scarce early flight cover. Front
postage stamp removed (as valued) and shows signs of typical
slight wear. Unitrade value is for cover in this condition.
........................................................................................Un. $125

2042



2043



2044



Canada - 1926 Fairchild Air Transport Ltd. Private
Commercial Cover. Wonderful cover with fine King George V
Admiral issue on front and tied by pair of ROUYN P.Q. OC 19/26
cds cancels. Bears a HAILEYBURY ONT. OC20/26 back stamp. On
the back flap is a (25c) deep blue stamp (Unitrade #CL11) as
issued by this commercial airline company. It is underscored with
a First Flight Handstamp with “Haiieybury: spelling error and
signed by the pilot. This airline operated between these two
towns.
..........................................................................................Un. $90
Canada - 1927 Confederation Issue on First Day Cover.
This registered first day cover has instant appeal. The complete
set of the Confederation issue is neatly affixed and tied by tidy
WINNIPEG JUN 29/27 cds cancels, with three similar back
stamps. Stamps are generally fine-very fine. (Scott #41-145)
........................................................................................Un. $500

Canada - 1927 Illustrated CN Railway “Admiral” Postcard.
Canadian National Railways illustrated 2¢ admiral (Die II) postcard (Chateau Laurier Hotel, Ottawa #CNR17), sent within
Farnham, Quebec.
......................................................................................Est. $100
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2053
2045

2046

2047

2048

2049



Canada - 1927 Registered “Admiral” Commercial Cover to
Switzerland. Preprinted 2c stationary envelope with 16c in additional postage to pay 8c UPU rate and 10c registered letter rate
to Zurich, Switzerland. Two finely centered stamps (#115) are
tied with “Calgary” cds cancels. Back-stamped with pair on
“Montreal” transits and “Zurich” receiver’s mark. Attractive item.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1928 Yukon Airways and Explorations Co. Ltd.
Private Commercial Covers. Lot of three commercial covers
from this airline company. Two stamps are affixed with 2c
“Fathers of Confederation” stamps and are tied by “WHITEHORSE” cds cancels. The third cover, with a 2c George V Admiral,
is tied by “CARCROSS, YUKON AP 13/28” cds cancel. Each cover
front has the company’s own private stamp (CL42) which was typically applied to the reverse of the envelope. All three covers are
fresh and sound in all respects.
........................................................................................Un. $195

2054



2055





Canada - 1928-9 Semi-official Airmail Cover Lot. Two interesting airmail, semi-official covers. The first: 2¢ Confederation to
Carcross, Yukon from Atlin BC, in 1928, with 25¢ Yukon Airways
(#CL42) for conveyance within Yukon. The second: 1¢ orange
scroll pair from Prince Albert, Saskatchewan to Ile a la Cross, with
10¢ Cherry Red Airlines (#CL46) on Christmas Day 1929. Each
with minor wear, and the latter with peripheral crease.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2056



Canada - 1929 George V (#152) Bisect on Cover.
Interesting piece with right half bisect used on cover and tied by
ABBOTSFORD P.Q. DEC 4/1929 cancel to pay 2c American rate to
Texas. The bisect stamp was refused and the letter was rated due
4c, evident of the black “4” hand-stamp. Philatelic in origin, however, an attractive, curiosity. See photo on page 192.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2057

 Canada - 1929 Semi-official Airline Variety Cover. 1929 2¢
scroll cover from Prince Albert, Saskatchewan to Montreal Lake,
with 10¢ Cherry Red Airline (#CL46ii - varieties with serif on
crossbar of air and snow on wings) airmail semi-official applied
on reverse. Trivial mount toning.
......................................................................................Est. $100
2058
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2050



2051



2052



Canada/Mexico - 1930 Airmail, Forwarded and Registered
First Flight Cover. Unusual mixed franking cover with Canadian
2¢ Scroll, 5¢ airmail, 20¢ special delivery, 12¢ historical, 1¢
Admiral on airmail, registered 1930 first flight cover from Regina,
Saskatchewan to Mexico, and from there, forwarded via
Brownsville, Texas, to Havana, Cuba, with 4c and 10c Mexico
stamps applied, forwarded to Ottawa, Ontario DLO. Some faults,
but six-month journey, and registered first flight covers are very
scarce, especially to a foreign destination.
......................................................................................Est. $100
Canada - Early-1900’s Wooden Postcards. Unusual, small
lot of three wooden post cards. Two depict lifestyle images from
the 1930’s and have “Banff” hand-stamps. The third is a lithographed design from St. Jean Port-Joli, Quebec. Interesting and
unmailed.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

Canada - 1931 Commercial Airways Ltd. First Flight Cover.
An interesting two-stage cover that was posted from PEACE
RIVER, ALTA FE 12/31 onto a coil pair of 1c George V “scroll”
issues. The letter was received with EDMONTON FE 12/31 backstamps and was then forwarded to FORT WORTH TEX. FE 17. The
airline’s private issue (CL48) has an American Airmail slogan cancel in violet. Interesting first flight cover with minimal wear.
..........................................................................................Un. $50

 Canada - 1933 Canadian Airways Private Commercial
Cover. Attractive airmail rate cover with pair of 1c and 2c George
V stamps tied by FORT McMURRAY, AB DE 31/32 cds cancels.
The cover is back-stamped with “Edmonton, Alberta JAN 3/33”
cancel. The airmail service was provided by the Canadian Airways
Ltd, which serviced Northern Alberta and Manitoba and large
tracts of the North-west Territories. Its private 10c stamp (#CL51)
is found on the back flap and bears a blue handstamped cancel
from the same airlines.
..........................................................................................Un. $70

2059

2060

Canada - 1935 RCMP First Day Cover to India. The tencent Mountie issue (#223) first day cover posted from Ottawa, to
a Captain in a military hospital, in Quetta, India (now Pakistan). It
was re-addressed to Karachi with Bombay back-stamps. Slight
wear. Catalogue value is for domestic destinations.
............................................................................................Cv. 15

Canada - 1935 Victoria Parliament First Day Cover to
India. The fifty-cent Victoria (BC) parliament issue (#226) first
day cover posted from Ottawa, to a Captain in a military hospital,
in Quetta, India (now Pakistan). It was re-addressed and with
Karachi and Bombay backstamps. Slight wear. Catalogue value is
for domestic destinations.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

 Canada - 1935 Champlain Monument First Day Cover to
India. The one-dollar high value (#227) first day cover posted
from Ottawa, to a Captain in a military hospital, in Quetta, India
(now Pakistan). It was re-addressed and with Karachi and
Bombay backstamps. Slight wear.
......................................................................................Est. $200


Canada - 1935 Attractive Cover Delivered by Tin Can Mail
to Tonga Islands. Impressive cover showing RCMP stamp (#223)
tied by “Winnipeg, 1935” cds cancel. The cover was later delivered via TIN CAN MAIL to “Niua Foou, Tonga” with receiver’s
stamps on reverse. Once at Tonga, the cover received over ten
philatelic cancels in various languages and formats. Cover shows
some light wear and has short tear below the postage stamp at
right.
..........................................................................................Est $75

 Canada - 1939 Scarce Special Delivery, Airmail AND
Paquebot Cover. Most unusual cover posted under almost
unique circumstances, with very few known to exist. Although
most likely philatelic in nature, the forty cent rate covered the
multiple expenses of this three part journey. The cover bears contemporary, George VI issues and was posted at sea “Paquebot”
on the Empress of Britain at “Southampton, August 3, 1939.”
The Imperial Airways first flight was then completed to Montreal,
where it was received a back-stamp dated August 6. Scarce and
attractive cover.
..........................................................................................Est. $75


Canada - 1944 Censored “Prisoner of War” Cover from
Internment Camp 132 “Medicine Hat”. Interesting World War II
cover with “P.O.W. 132” cds cancel dated 16 Jun, 1944.
Addressed to “Great Germany” from Luftwaffe prisoner.
Censorship markings and indications that the cover had also
underwent chemical testing. The camp, used also in World War I,
received over 4000 prisoners, sent from England in early 1940.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Canada - 1945 Military Post Office Airmail Cover to
England. Scarce MPO cover posted from R.C.A.F. base at Vulcan,
Alberta. A plate block of four 8c stamps (#256) is tied by several
violet postmarks. The cover has been slightly reduced at left and
right and the postmark has rarity factory “E”. The post office was
opened in September, 1943 and closed in April, 1945.
..........................................................................................Est. $50
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2067

 Canada - 2004 Household Pets FDC Dealer Lot. Lot of 200
first day covers featuring this 2004 issue. Primarily of interest to
Canadian FDC or topical collector’s, the opportunity exists to
attain a quick return. All fresh and in original packaging. Valued
at CA $6.00 each in Unitrade catalogue (#2057-2060).
....................................................................................Un. $1,200

British North America
2068

Lot 2061
2061

2069



Newfoundland - 1856 Stampless Ship Letter with Way
Straight-line Cover. Stampless, 1856 outer letter sheet from ship
posted at Basque Island, Newfoundland to Montreal, Quebec,
with “WAY” straight-line. Usual file folds.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2062



Canada - 1949 Cover via Denmark and France to England.
Interesting twice-forwarded cover from Bancroft, Ontario to
Denmark in 1949, with Danish stamps applied to pay forwarding
to France, with French stamp applied to forwarded to England.
Some wear and aging, as expected for a seven-month journey.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2070



2063



Canada - 1952 Train Wreck Disaster Cover with Official
Response Letter. Heavily charred cover (letter enclosed) posted
from “Toronto” to London, Ontario. The train carrying the mails
crashed causing severe damage to the baggage car and its contents. The letter was the forwarded to it original destination inside
an official envelope with accompanying letter from District Post
Office Inspector.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2071



 Canada - 1954 TCA airmail wreck cover. Charred cover
from Winnipeg, Manitoba in 1954, suffering in the Trans-Canada
Airways airmail wreck near Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, with correspondingly charred letter, in addition to the post office letter of
explanation, and dead letter office covering envelope.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2072



2073



2064

2065

2066
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 Canada - 1947 “Salved from the Sea” Disaster Cover. A
truly magnificent, eye-appealing cover. The lot includes details as
presented when this item was presented in philatelic exhibit, as
follows: “A cover from the wreck of RMS Nascopie. She struck an
uncharted reef during a storm on 22 July; all of the 54 passengers and crew were rescued but the ship was abandoned that
day. Some of the mail was saved on 22 July, with more being
recovered on 23 July. As were most such letters, this was marked,
at Churchill Manitoba, with a rubber stamp bearing the words:
SALVED FROM THE SEA. The cover was then postmarked with
EAP oval cachet. This oval hammer was only used, in violet, from
1 August to 11 August 1947. The exhibit below is the first day of
use of a very short-lived cancellation on a rare cover.” Obviously
this item still warrants showpiece contention!
......................................................................................Est. $500

 New Brunswick - 1858 Scarce Bisect Rate Cover to
England. Despite high demand, New Brunswick never issued a
stamp to pay the often used 7.5d Trans-Atlantic rate which was
introduced in August, 1854. As a result for six years residents
who wanted to pre-pay letters to the “old country” had to pay
cash, or, if using stamps, had to “bisect” a three penny stamp to
make up the rate. Bisects were officially sanctioned for this purpose and also were occasionally tolerated when a lack of stamps
of a required denomination were unavailable. This lot features a
stunning envelope from the “Miss Smith” correspondence, dated
November 29, 1858 with a pair of New Brunswick #1’s with an
additional bisect covering the 7.5d rate to Great Britain. The
stamps are tied with St, John (#1) oval grid and back-stamped
with St. John double-ring postmark. The cover is accompanied by
1995 RPS certificate, which notes stamps lifted and replaced
and envelope cleaned. Part of the back-flap is missing and we
mention this for the record. An important New Brunswick piece.
....................................................................................Un. $6,000



Canada - 1984 Testing Proof for Stick and Tick Labels.
Introduced at Winnipeg in 1983 to expedite Christmas mail delivery, the idea was expanded nationally in 1984. We offer a very
scare trial proof of the pre-printed envelope. Ex. Bileski.
......................................................................................Est. $250

 Canada - 2003-4 Alaska Cruise Lot of 12 Covers. Group of
twelve #10-size or large piece covers, all bearing Canada-Alaska
Cruise picture postage issue of 2003 (#1991C-D), including one
to Papua New Guinea, and two bearing the set of two. Some with
faults, but extremely scarce stamps on-cover (only 250 000 of
each issued), and Canada Post did not announce these stamps
were issued until after they appeared.
......................................................................................Est. $100

Newfoundland - 1878 Twillingate Drop Letter. Drop letter,
sent within Twillingate in 1878, with 1¢ brown (#32A) (short
perfs). Roughly opened and some whitening, but 19th century
drop letters, outside of St. John’s are extremely scarce, especially with dated cancel.
......................................................................................Est. $250
Nova Scotia - 1850 Stampless with Scarce “Paid at
Amherst” Crown Cancel. Blue, stampless outer sheet posted
with “PAID at AMHERST N.S.” crown cancel and addressed to
Calais, Maine. Rated aa 11-1/2d with Sackville N.B., St. John
N.B., and St. Andrews N.B. transit marks. Lower flap has been
removed, but still an impressive, scarce item. Amherst crown cancel valued in Stanley Gibbons(#CC1) catalogue.
....................................................................................Sg. £1,000
Nova Scotia - 1856 Inland Rate Cover to New York.
Exceptional piece bearing pair of 1d Queen Victoria (Sc #1) and
6d heraldic emblems (Sc. #4). Posted from WINDSOR N.S. JA
28/1856 and tied by pair of barred oval obliterators. Carried via
Halifax to New York “per Steamer” receiving BOSTON FEB 2 packet cancel on front. Stamps are sound with no hidden faults.
Accompanied by 1985 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................................Est. $6,500

Nova Scotia - 1859 Overland Rate Cover from Guysborough
to New York. Two 3d blue (Sc #2) stamps tied by barred oval grid
cancels and an American Paid 10, red circular hand stamp. Back
stamped with GUYSBOROUGH / MR14/59 cancel via Truro with
Amherst (MR 17) and St. John (MR 18) transit cancels. Stamps
are fine-very fine with right stamp having a short corner at upper
right. Slight wear on cover, with tear at left. Accompanied by 2007
AIEP certificate.
......................................................................................Est. $700
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2080

2081

2082
Lot 2074
2074



Nova Scotia - 1860 Domestic Rate Bisect Cover.
Impressive, certified piece showing Queen Victoria 10c stamp (Sc
#12b) bisected to pay 5c domestic rate. Tied by barred oval obliterator. Posted from WILMOT N.S. DE 18/1860 with a
“Bridgewater” split ring receiver’s stamp, both on reverse. Cover
has natural paper folds and back flap has been removed.
Accompanied by Royal Philatelic Society (London) certificate. Ex.
Argenti and Ex. Mayer.
....................................................................................Un. $1,500

2083

British Commonwealth
2075
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Great Britain - 1868 “Notice of Objection” Folded Letter.
Queen Victoria issue (#49) - 3d rose, plate 5, lettered QD, wing
margin - on folded letter (of notice of objection to a voters name
being retained on a list of those eligible to vote) from London to
Maldon. File folds, and somewhat dirty, but stamp off-cover catalogues $52.50 A very unusual form, and an unusual weight
(either a triple-weight letter, or hextuple printed matter).
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2084

2085



Great Britain - 1898-1924 Printed-to-Private-Order Postal
Stationary Lot of 8 Covers. Interesting lot of eight covers, 18981924, each with different compound printed-to-private-order
postal stationery, including QV 2d+0.5d, KEVII 2d+2.5d,
4d+1/2d (three different types), KGV 1/2d+1.5d, 3d+0.5d,
1.5d+3d. Three with faults, but all to foreign destinations, including Turkey, and all but one being registered.
......................................................................................Est. $300

 Great Britain - 1900 Patriotic Baden-Powell Scout
Postcard. Postcard rate usage of Victorian 1d lilac on unusual
1900 Tuck’s patriotic postcard (depicting Lt. Col. Baden-Powell,
with flag ) to St. Petersburg, Russia. Fingerprints, wear, vertical
crease, but an early scout item.
......................................................................................Est. $125
 Great Britain - 1902 Illustrated Beetonite Postal stationery cover. Half-penny printed-to-private-order postal stationery envelope, with illustrated advertisement of the Improved
Portable Range, Beetonite on reverse. Posted from London,
1902. Some ink staining, and tear.
......................................................................................Est. $100


Great Britain - 1902 Advertising Cover to United States.
Presentable “American Boots” advertising cover posted from
“London AP 26/02”. The front also bears a pair of faint, indistinct
violet cancels. The reverse of the cover bears a bold slogan “No
Experiment. The People DO Want Them. American Boots and
Shoes/ Do Fit./Do Wear./ Do Sell.” The reverse also hosts an
“East Wynmouth, Mass” Receiver’s stamp and a “Boston’
Machine cancel. Light wear and opened along top.
..........................................................................................Est. $50

2086

2087

2088

 Great Britain - 1924 Illustrated Strand Magazine Cover.
Appealing advertising cover with pair of King George V 1/2d
(#159) and single 1.5d (#161) paying rate to Finland. Stamps
tied with “London JAN 29, 1924” cds cancel. Double-ring
“Hameenlinna” cds cancel on reverse. Cover is fresh with very
minimal usage wear.
..........................................................................................Est. $50
 Great Britain - 1924-5 Wembley Exhibition Lot of Four.
Group of four 1924 or 1925 Wembley Exhibition sets on cover,
including one with commemorative exhibition postmarks; another registered to USA, with additional #186(2). Cover faults, but
stamps off-cover catalogue $240.
......................................................................................Est. $160


Great Britain - 1935 Complete George V Silver Jubilee
Issue First Day Cover. 1935 KGV Silver jubilee set of four on first
day cover, sent within Witheridge, Tiverton, Devon. Trivial Faults.
........................................................................................Sg. £650

 Australia States - 1891-1906 Assortment of Five Covers.
Five Australian states covers, 1891-1906 including New South
Wales H+G#6a to England, postage due (faults); Queensland 118
from the inspector or police in Cairns; Queensland 113, 114 on
illustrated butter factory cover to USA; South Australia 132, 133
to Switzerland, initially charged postage due; Tasmania 77 from
the consular service to USA. Some cover faults, but vendor’s
retail: $365.
......................................................................................Est. $160


Australia (Victoria) - 1859-1911Colonial Period Lot of Four
Covers. Group of four covers, 1859-1911, including #38 from
Prahran; 180(3) on postcard (glimpses of Melbourne) to Italy;
193, 194 on postcard (of Bush Home) to France; 194(3) on frontand-back illustrated cover (of nursery) to USA. The first two covers with faults, but vendor’s retail: $355.
......................................................................................Est. $140

 Australia - 1916 King George V Pictorial “Ship” Lettercard.
1d KGV pictorial lettercard, perf. 12.5, depicting the transport
ship HMAS Melbourne, from Outer Harbour to Johnsburg in 1916.
Toning, and a few abrasions, but scarce pictorial card.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
 Australia - 1931 Signed First Flight Airmail Cover. Six
pence airmail issue (#C2) used on cover posted from “Ship Mail
Room, Melbourne” to Sydney in 1931. Signed by pioneer aviator,Charles Kingsford-Smith. Cover shows some wear and central
vertical creasing causing tears.
......................................................................................Est. $150


Australia - 1931-4 First Flight airmail Cover Lot. Six first
flight covers flown between 1931 and 1934 to United Kingdom,
Papua New Guinea and New Zealand. Each bearing assorted
Australian stamps and several with additional mixed frankings
from destination countries. Attractive lot with some light wear.
See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $140

 Australia - 1934 “Official Overprint” Airmail Cover to Great
Britain. Overprinted issues (#O2, CO1) on registered, first flight
airmail cover from Woodend to London, England, via (according
to endorsement) Singapore; Allahbad (India); and Baghdad (Iraq).
Slight edge wear, but stamps off-cover have a Scott catalogue
value of US $125.
......................................................................................Est. $125

2089 Lot Australia - Registration Labels Collection. Selection of registration labels mostly mounted on Philatelic Stationary Society of
Australia circuit sheets. Boast over 900 Victoria (state) with about
85% different and includes a selection of over 100 additional
labels representing the other Australian states. Very interesting
assortment with wonderful post office names.
......................................................................................Est. $100
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Bahamas - 1940 Original Sea Floor Expedition Cover.
What appears to be a rather mundane cover from this familiar
underwater post office, found at Nassau’s popular Sea Gardens,
has a more substantial history. An example of one of the original
covers, offered here, is one of only a few that were posted as
such as part of underwater photographic pioneer, John E.
Williamson’s expedition. Posted to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Penny Black, several promotional items were only prepared on the May 6th, 1940 date. Months after this event, public
demand warranted economic consideration to open a permanent
tourist-based business allowing for mail to be posted from “the
Sea Floor.” Scarce item accompanied by informational clipping.
..........................................................................................Est. $65



Barbados - 1893-1925 Specimen Stationary Cover Lot.
Five stationery items, 1893-1925, including Higgins and Gage #4
(toned), 8, and 10 (+reply), each overprinted SPECIMEN. Also
#C7d posted to United States and #13 to Canada (stamps
removed, and vertical crease). See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $150

2092



2093



2094



2095

.

British Antarctic Territory - 1971 Decimal Surcharge Issue
on Pair of First Day Covers. Complete set of fourteen decimal
surcharge issue on two first day covers posted from Signy Island,
South Orkneys to New York. Stamps off-cover catalogue US $108.
......................................................................................Est. $125

Burma - 1943 Japanese Occupation Cover. State government crest stamp, issued during the Japanese occupation
(#2N29) and applied by the post office over Indian 1a postal stationery stamp impression. Posted from Katha to Ahlone, Rangoon
in 1943. Cover faults, including rough opening at right and stamp
having short perfs. Scarce on cover item.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2102
Ceylon - 1846-1854 Colonial Period Stampless Cover Lot .
Three stampless covers, 1846-54, each with scarce postmark.
Includes Colombo Post Paid (with crown) in oval; “Colombo”
Steamer Letter and “Kandy” Steamer Letter. Vendor’s retail at US
$950.
......................................................................................Est. $350
2103
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Falkland Islands - 1942 Censored cover to Bermuda.
Interesting military censorship cover with some light wear on the
edges. Taken from a collection which states : “This letter was sent
in 1942 from Port Stanley to St. George, Bermuda. It travelled via
Montevideo (Uruguay) according to the back-stamp. The censor
label was applied at Port Stanley and is known as Type A, one of
two types of label used during the war.
......................................................................................Est. $200

2104



Falkland Islands - 1952 Registered Covers - Port Stanley
to New York. Following a post office fire in 1944, new cancellers
were ordered from London. While earlier hammers had two circles and a letter above the date, these replacements had a single circle and a star, and were the smallest of all Falkland Islands
date stamps. Used on these philatelic, registered covers bearing
the complete new George VI issue (CV $ 143). Both covers bear
an April 7, 1952 mailing date and New York back-stamps.
......................................................................................Est. $200



Falkland Islands - 1952 First Overseas Airmail Cover. Our
second offering of this scarce first air cancel. Attractive display of
the newly issued George VI issue complete to the 2sh6d value.
Registered from Port Stanley to United Kingdom, without back
stamp.
......................................................................................Est. $125

2105

2106

Falkland Islands - 1952 First Overseas Airmail Cover.
Attractive, registered airmail cover showing scarce first air cancel.
In James Andrews book The Cancellations of the Falkland
Islands, he writes: “On 21st April 1952 a Hudson flying boat GAGJN left Southampton on the first direct flight to Port Stanley
and back, The aircraft had been chartered by the Falklands
Islands Company from Aquila Airways Lt.d......The Hudson arrived
at Stanley on 28th April, and on the following day mail was backstamped....The mail accepted for the return flight to England on
2nd May was cancelled the large hand-stamp Type 17 (seen here)
- the first cancellations of the Colony to commemorate an event.”
An interesting and potentially exciting lot for the postal historian.
......................................................................................Est. $130
Falkland Islands - 1952 Registered Cover - Port Stanley to
Switzerland. Scarce usage, registered cover from PORT STANLEY
dated 18 OC 52, with George VI issues from 1938 series. Tidy
23.XI.52 ZURICH (Switzerland) back stamp in black.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
Falkland Islands - 1959 Double Rate Airmail Cover.
Attractive and presumably philatelic, oversized cover paying double rate to Canada. Attractive selection of George VI definitive
issues neatly tied with “Port Stanley 21 SP 59” cds cancels.
Customs label and associated postmark has been applied to the
front cover at Quebec City. No back-stamps and light wear from
usage. See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $100
Gibraltar - 1893-1938 Unused Postal Stationary Cards.
Two scarce unused stationery cards. The first (Higgins and Gage
#14) with reply has a few tone spots. The second (H+G#A2), with
“Travel to the Mediterranean” slogan and illustration on reverse.
Vendor’s retail: US $270.
......................................................................................Est. $125

 Gibraltar - 1918-1929 Registration Cover Lot of Three.
Group of three KGV registered covers, 1918-29, including #66,
67(4) to Chile (three-month journey); 77(6) to France (AR); 82 to
USA. Cover faults, but scarce commercial registered covers.
Vendor’s retail: US $285.
......................................................................................Est. $125


Hong Kong - 1936 Registered Cover to Canada with Perfin
Stamps. Pair of twenty-cent King George V issue, each with HSBC
perfin, on registered cover to Weston, Canada, via Toronto. Some
toning, and wear/creasing, but with corresponding embossed
return address and seal.
..........................................................................................Est. $50

 Hong Kong - 1937First Flight Airmail Covers. Two 1937 airmail first flight covers, one from Hong Kong to Macau to
Philippines, the other to the USA. Each with slight faults, but
attractive 4- or 5-colour frankings.
......................................................................................Est. $100
 Hong Kong - 1937-1992 Illustrated First Day Cover Lot.
Group of four illustrated first day covers issued between 1937
and 1992. Includes Scott #151-3, to Trieste which is lightly
soiled, #199, #218 and #630/651E, 1992 issue with light
crease.
......................................................................................Est. $125
 Hong Kong - 1937-1969 First Day Cover Lot. Group of four
first day covers, 1937-69, including Scott #151-3, 180-3, 225-8,
and 249-50 with scarce Repulse Bay c.d.s.. Three of the covers
are registered and three have illustrated cachet. Two have light
soiling.
......................................................................................Est. $175
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“The Samoan Shipping and Trading Company Ltd.” stamp also
appears on the reverse. Central tear at top otherwise a very fine
and elusive cover. See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $250

British Commonwealth continued
2107  Hong Kong - 1961 University Cachet First Day Covers. One
dollar Hong Kong University Golden Jubilee issue on pair of illustrated first day covers. Addressed to Canada and each with private cachet. Slight wear.
......................................................................................Est. $100
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India - 1924 Everest Expedition Exhibition Cover with
Commemorative Label. King George V issue on postcard depicting Mount Everest. Posted from Calcutta with Wembley Exhibition
slogan cancel and addressed to Toronto, Canada. Additional blue,
1924 Mount Everest Expedition label tied by “Rongbuk Glacier
Base Camp” cachet cancel. Tone spots.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Jamaica - 1892-1919 Registered Cover Lot. Three registered covers (1895-1919), including Scott #24(x2), #26 from
posted from “Dry Harbour” to USA (creased and toned); #50, #58
(fault) to USA, and #69 to United Kingdom. Vendor’s retail: US
$230.
..........................................................................................Est. $80

2118

2119



Kenya - 1938-1953 King George VI Period Covers. Four
uncommon Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika covers (1938-53), including Scott #72b on Higgins and Gage #C6 posted from
“Kakamega” to Nairobi. Also (H+G#8) up-rated to Holland, and
charged postage due; registered cover to Canada with #66(x5),
68(x22), 69, and 74; and up-rated (H+G#C8) to United Kingdom.
......................................................................................Est. $150

2121



Mauritius - 1860-2 Pair of Rate Covers to France via Suez
Canal. Two attractive covers with first to Paris, in 1860, with Scott
#26 and French Suez Ambulant c.d.s. The second, 1862, with
Queen Victoria (#26) showing large wing margin in pair to France,
with different Suez ambulant c.d.s.
......................................................................................Est. $125

 Nepal circa 1898 Early Issue on Home-made Wove Cloth
Cover. Four Annas stamp (#17) tied by negative intaglio seal, on
hand-sewn cloth cover, with four back-stamps. Usual cover faults,
but scarce commercial usage on an unusual cover construction.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2122



Niue - 1911 Registered Cover with Complete 1902-03
Surcharged Issue. Legal size format envelope neatly showing
full range of stamps and tied by NZ NIUE DE 4/11 c.d.s. The cover
is addressed to Apia, Samoa with Auckland transit stamp and violet Apia Samoa 8.2.12 receiver’s back-stamp. A stylized, purple

Samoa - 1919-1921 Registered Pair of Covers with
Overprinted Postal Fiscal Stamps. Small lot of two covers showing New Zealand postal fiscal stamps, overprinted for use in
Samoa. Includes Scott #123 on registered censored cover; and
#120-1 on registered cover. The first with mounting faults, the
latter with a few creases, but very scarce on-cover.
......................................................................................Est. $150
Samoa - 1945 Registered Cover with £2 Overprinted Arms
Issue (Sc. #179). Impressive domestic cover showing scarce
issue tied by APIA 6. DE.45 large c.d.s. cancel. Reverse of cover
with interesting “Receipt for Registered Mail” label, matching that
on the front, which would typically be retained by sender. The
stamp itself is 1935 Cowan Paper printing in bright purple and
from upper-left corner. Scott catalogue value for stamp alone is
$400. A rare solo usage and lovely used example of this high
value. See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $375

 South-west Africa - 1958 Official Cover to Canada with
Multiple Se-tenant Multiples. Impressive franking of #026
(block of 18 and strip of nine) on airmail, O.H.M.S. cover posted
from “Windhoek” to Montreal, Canada. Minor cover faults noted.
Scott catalogue values a single se-tenant pair at US $13.
......................................................................................Est. $125
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Nepal/India - 1912 up-rated Special Postmark Postcard
Lot. Two interesting 1912 postcards. First, an up-rated postcard
with commemorative King Emperor’s Camp Post Office postmark
with Nepalese stamps (Scott #13, 15, 17, 27, 28, and 29) tied on
reverse. Secondly, a scarce Nepal native horse postal stationery
card, up-rated with India 1anna to the same addressee, with the
same postmark, and referring to the India postcard. Slight faults.
......................................................................................Est. $200

 Samoa - 1919-1926 Registered Covers with Overprinted
New Zealand Postal-Fiscal Stamps. Three New Zealand, Victoria
postal fiscal stamps, overprinted for use in Samoa. Each on separate 1919-26 registered covers, including Scott #121 on censored cover; #122 (minor cover creasing), and #123 (cover
creases, toning, hinge remains).
......................................................................................Est. $200




 Nauru - 1919 King George V Overprint Issue on Registered
Cover. Selection of ten Great Britain KGV stamps, overprinted for
use in Nauru (#1/12) on registered cover from Pleasant Island to
London, England in 1919. Stamps off-cover catalogue $109.50.
......................................................................................Est. $125

 Samoa - 1893 - 1916 Kingdom Period Cover Lot. Group of
three 1896-1916 covers. Includes stamps (#9d(x3) and 11f)
posted to San Francisco (tone spots, piece of reverse removed);
#114, 115(2) on censored, O.H.M.S. cover, also to San Francisco
via Pago Pago; and #114 on active service postcard with real
photo depicting “Natives Fishing with Hand Nets”.
......................................................................................Est. $200

2120



Leeward Islands - 1892-1943 Colonial Period Cover Lot.
Interesting grouping of three covers posted between 1892 and
1943. Includes Scott #1(x5) from the Dominican postmaster to
USA, which includes original letter; #3 from Antigua to Scotland;
and #109 from Anguilla Valley to USA via St Kitts. A few with
faults. Vendor’s retail: US $245.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 Rhodesia and Nyasaland - 1962 Registered Airmail Cover
to United States. High value definitive (#155) tied by “Zomba 3
APR 62” cds cancel. The reverse of the stamp hosts two different
“Limbe C.S.O. Nyasaland” transit stamps and a “New York”
receiver’s stamp. Value of stamp alone is US $27.50.
..........................................................................................Est. $50

Togo - 1916 Anglo-French Occupation Registered Cover.
Wonderful looking registered cover posted at LOME 31.1.16 and
addressed to Switzerland. Violet “Passed by Censor at Lome
(Togo) hand-stamped at bottom. Basel 25.11.16 receiver’s stamp
on reverse. Neatly shows off the 1915 overprinted, George V
series to the 2sh6d value (Scott #66-74 catalogue value of
stamps off cover $57.20)
..........................................................................................Est. $80

Tristan da Cunha - 1949 Cover with Paquebot Cancel.
Scarce cover posted from Tristan da Cunha, December 1, 1949.
As few visits were made to this remote mid-Atlantic island, the
Canadian stamp (#269) was tied with “Cape Town (South Africa)
Paquebot” cancel, dated December 15, 1949. A “Bern3.1.50”
transit cancel is found on the back flap. The cover is in very nice
condition with couple of hinge marks on the reverse.
......................................................................................Est. $150
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 United States - Early “American Covers and Folded
Letters” Lot. The key items are a pair of local carriers - Boyd’s
City Post (#20L7) tied to cover with “New York 29 Oct 5cts” CDS
and black grid cancel. (CV $ 135). A fine-very fine toned American
Letter Mail Co. folded letter, dated March 14, 1844, with untied
typical, red “brush” cancel. The cover is toned and has been folded (CV $ 750). Included is a selection of six Washington
covers/folded letters (#11 x2, 184, 136, 65x2) in mixed condition ($ 64.50). Finally, a series of five unused, illustrated Civil War
period envelopes.
......................................................................................Est. $300
 United States - ~1853-1863 Early Lot of Stamped Covers.
Seven covers, ~1853-63, each bearing 1851 or 1861 issue
stamps, including #11 on part cover to Halifax, Nova Scotia, four
small covers bearing #11, #63(3) on small cover, #65 on Paid 3
cover. Mixed condition, but stamps off-cover catalogue $223.
......................................................................................Est. $150
 United States - 1854 Ohio Cross-border Covers. Pair of
stampless envelopes from West Andover, Ohio (manuscript postmarks) to Lundy’s Lane, Drummondville (receiver), one with Fort
Erie transit, both from 1854, each with faults.
......................................................................................Est. $100
 United States - 1858 Cross-border Rate Folded Letter.
Small-sized, attractive cover showing 10c / 6d rate(s) handstamped at upper right, accompanied by U.STATES straight-line.
Tidy, large “Niagara Falls N.Y. AUG 10” CDS cancel stands out on
the front. The reverse of the letter bears a “Queenstown U.C.”
transit stamp and a “Toronto U.C.’ receiver’s stamp. Minimal wear
with light marginal soiling.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
 United States - 1859 Washington Stamp Variety Cover.
1859 cover from New Orleans, Louisiana, bearing, 3¢ dull red
issue of 1857, perf 15.5, type II, with inner line re-cut at right variety (#26var). Minor whitening and short perfs, with off-cover
value of stamp at US $350.
......................................................................................Est. $100

2133

2134

2135

2136

 United States - 1862-1886 Revenue and Military
Documents. Interesting collection of unused American Internal
Revenue “Special Tax” documents primarily for use of the manufactured tobacco industry. The series spans the period 18741886 with approximately 30 documents. This lot also includes an
ten extra documents ranging from bank and railroad drafts to a
used Civil War Period (1862) Military Volunteer Discharge
Pension form. Several items with US revenue stamps affixed.
Should be viewed to appreciate scope. See photo on page 192.
..........................................................................................Est. $75


United States - 1863 - Illustrated Cover Front USA to
France. An unusual cover bearing #68a -Washington 10c dark
green and #76 - Jefferson 5c Brown, each with strong color. Tied
to a bi-color, illustrated front only with indistinct town of origin
manuscript postmark, dated April 11, 1863. A pair of red New
York Paid CDS dated April 18 and a red Calais (France) postmark
dated May 1, 1863. A small rectangle “PD” box cancel is found
atop the Calais CDS. CV for #76 on Patriotic cover is $850.
..........................................................................................Sc $850



United States - ~1865 Blackjack Cover Lot. Four 2¢ blackjack single frankings(Sc #73), including Boston drop letter, the
other three having printed return address. One is stained, the others with lesser soiling, as is expected for printed matter, and
stamps off-cover catalogue $280.
......................................................................................Est. $150

 United States UX3a - 1873 Preprinted Liberty Postal Card
without Watermark. Scarce item among earliest issued by the
United States. Accompanied by 2007 Philatelic Foundation certificate stating “Used, without watermark, New York duplex cancel, card addresses to Ontario Canada.” The card also bears an
oval AM Newspaper Directory G.P.R. & Co. JAN 12 1876 cancel on
the reverse.
........................................................................................Sc. $800
 United States - 1887-1894 Specimen Stationery Cover Lot.
Three postal stationery envelopes of 1887-1894, each overprinted SPECIMEN., and each with “SAMPLE No. ... PROPOSALS OF
189... BIDDER’S SAMPLE.” Two with toning, but scarce.
......................................................................................Est. $200
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United States - 1863-1864 - Andrew Jackson Lot of Four
Covers. Group of covers featuring #73 Andrew Jackson “Black
Jack” stamp of 1861.An interesting pair with 1866 date stamp;
revenue usage on 1864 Newcastle treasure’s receipt; a single
with Washington DC cancel and “Carrier” date stamp. CV $350
as stamps.
..........................................................................................Sc $350

 United States - 18(63) Andrew Jackson “Maine” Military
Cover. A fine example of this stamp (SC #73) with sharp impression. Tied with an Augusta, Maine, ring cancel, October 8, 18(63)
?. Wonderful, fully illustrated “State of Maine” civil war cover
addressed to Sergeant Joseph P. Snow, 7th Ward, Bangor. Lightly
soiled.
..............................................................................................Sc 70

2140

2141

United States - 1891-1930 Dead Letter Office Cover Lot.
Group of five dead letter office envelopes, 1891-1930, including
two postal stationery penalty, three with additional postage due
or regular postage stamps, one with original post office letter,
and all five having a printed triangle or square.
......................................................................................Est. $150
United States - 1893 Bee-Keeping Advertising Cover. Very
attractive, highly detailed illustrated cover from the A.I. Root
Company of Medina, Ohio. Bears a 2c Columbus stamp (#231)
which is tied by light “Medina APR 16,1893” cds cancel. Backstamped with “Abilene, Kansas Apr 23, 1893” receiver’s cancel.
The cover has some natural, light wear, but also has light traces
of tape adhesives visible on the front peripheries.
......................................................................................Est. $100

United States 1908-1922 Wooden Postcards. Interesting
lot of three wooden postcards; one unused with humour based
marriage slogan; one large with image of devil and posted to
Templeton, Massachusetts, 1906; and one sent from Brooklyn
with 2-cent Washington stamp. Addressed to Austria, the card
shows a three-line hand-stamp in red “SUBJECT TO/LETTER
RATES/POSTAGE STAMPS” with addition “15 Centimes” due
marking, applied at New York.
......................................................................................Est. $200

 United States - 1914 Missionary Cover to China. Five-cent
Washington-Franklin on illustrated missionary cover from Topeka,
Kansas to Tzechow, China, via Chungking, Ichang and the US
post office in Shanghai in 1914. Minor wear.
..........................................................................................Est. $50


United States - 1923 Warren Harding Memorial Issue First
Day Cover Lot. Two Warren Harding 1923 first day covers, the
imperforate pair and perf. 10 (#611-2). Light toning/aging (CV.
$200.)
......................................................................................Est. $100
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 United States - 1924 Huguenot - Walloon First Day Cover
Lot. Set of three 1924 Huguenot - Walloon tercentenary on separate first day covers (#614-6), 614 being a line pair; 616, a pair;
615, a plate number single. Light toning, but catalogues $150.
for singles on separate fdcs.
......................................................................................Est. $125
 United States - 1925 Lexington - Concord First Day Cover
Lot. Lexington - Concord plate number set of three in combination
with 1/2c 4th bureau (#617-9, 551 (2)) on 1925 first day cover
from the unofficial city of Washington DC. Light overall toning,
and one 1/2c moved, but belongs.
......................................................................................Est. $150
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 United States - 1920’s First Day Cover Lot. All different
group of first day covers, including #617-9, 620-1, 621 (plate
number), 629 (block of eight), 646 (plate block, illustrated airmail label), 704-15. The first with faults, others affected by toning, but a good group of early fdcs. Vendor’s retail US $585.
......................................................................................Est. $200
 United States - 1934 National Parks Miniature Sheet
Cachet First Day Cover. 3¢ National Parks souvenir sheet
(#750) on Beverly Hills illustrated 1934 first day cover from
Atlantic City to Hammond, Indiana. Small faults including wear.
Scarcer cachet maker which catalogues US $225.-$300.
Unusual New York & Pittsburgh RPO clerk postmark on reverse.
......................................................................................Est. $100
 United States - 1940 Vancouver-Skagway R.P.O. Princess
Alice Oval Cancel on Cover. Quaint cover with Ralph Waldo
Emerson “Famous Americans” issue (#861) tied by highly collectable “Vancouver-Skagway R.P.O Princess Alice” oval cancel on
reddish violet and additional “Vancouver” machine cancel. Short
tear at top where envelope has been opened.
See photo on page 192.
......................................................................................Est. $125

2152
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United States - 1942 Airmail “La Guardia” Disaster Cover.
On April 11, 1942, the United Air Lines plane carrying this posted
cover attempted to land at La Guardia Airport, New York, and
overshot the runway. The plane plunged into Flushing Bay and
was recorded as the first airline disaster of the airport, which
opened in December, 1939. This advertising cover received a
five-line postmark “DELAY DUE TO/ AIR MAIL INTERRUPTION/ AT/
NEW YORK N.Y./ APRIL 11 1942”. The cover shows signs of water
damage.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2154



United States - 1953 DC-4 Skymaster Stationary (UC16c)
Dealer Lot. Uncommon large lot of 100 unused, unfolded 10c
preprinted, airmail stationary envelopes. Distinguished by the
four-line inscription on the reverse of the envelope (Scott
#Uc16c). The United States Specialized catalogue values these
items at US $45 each (Scan shows a folded example).
....................................................................................Sc. $4,500

 United States - 1953 DC-4 Skymaster Stationery (UC16d)
Dealer Lot. Interesting lot of 80 unused, unfolded 10c preprinted, airmail stationary envelopes. Distinguished by the three-line
inscription on the reverse of the envelope. Scott United States
Specialized catalogue applies a value of US $9 per item.
........................................................................................Sc. $720
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Austria - 1892 Newspaper Stamp on Italian/Bosnian
Periodical from Zara, Dalmatia. Interesting period item with
large margined Austrian “Mercury Head” newspaper stamp
(#P9B) on dated periodical written co-currently in Italian and
Bosnian. Stamp is tied by tidy “KORCULA/CURCZOLA 26/9/92”
cds cancel. While on-piece items are somewhat common, full
journals are scarce.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

 Austria - 1922 Encased Postage “Kapselgeld” used as
Emergency Money. Adopted from this American solution, introduced during the Civil War period, encased postage saw limited
usage in Austria at the end of World War I and in the early
Republic years. Known as Kapselgeld, they are usually celluloid
or metal backed with a stamp, which creates the face value of the
piece, in the front...being protected by a plastic cover. During this
time period, shops and manufacturing outlets, issued kapselgeld
pieces due to the shortage of small change. They were produced
to protect the stamps, which were used instead of money. The
reverse side of the item was used as to promote various retail
items and services. Few pieces have survived the past ninety
years and often realize higher prices at auction. Unusual and very
interesting piece. See photo on page 192.
..........................................................................................Est. $80
 China - 1903-14 Foreign Offices Cover Lot. Five foreign
offices in China covers or cards, 1903-14, including Kiautschou
#23 (11) on registered cover (label partly removed); 1906 postcard from the German military brigade with German offices in
China #38; 1903 picture postcard with French offices in China
#35; 1914 picture postcard (crease) with French offices in China
#57(2); ~1910 unmailed picture postcard with USA offices in
China #K1 (may not belong, but scarce postally used). Vendor’s
retail: $439.
......................................................................................Est. $150


China - 1911-1926 Early 20th Century Lot of Unusual
Covers. Group of eight coiling dragon or junk issue covers, all but
one having a different franking, including #111(2) on postcard
from Peking to the French arsenal in Tientsin; 1914 cover to
Canada with 203, 205(3); 1915 cover to Canada with 207(2);
1924 cover to Canada with 249(10); 1924 domestic express
cover with 251(4), 249; 1925 domestic express cover with 254,
257; 1925 registered cover to Canada with 249(6), 252(3), 263;
1926 cover to Canada with 254. Mixed condition, but vendor’s
retail: $645.
......................................................................................Est. $250

 China - 1926-1939 up-rated Junk or SYS Stationery Cards.
One-and-half cent Junk issue postcard, up-rated with 4¢, 0.5¢,
from Hingwa Fu to Dundas, Canada, via Foochow and Shanghai;
and 1939 up-rated Dr SYS postcard, from TIentsin. The latter with
minor edge wear, but scarce commercially used cards.
..........................................................................................Est. $75


China - ~1930 Large “Junk” Multiple (20 stamps) on Cover
to Canada. Surcharged 1c on 3c (#289) blue-green junk issue
multiple of 20 (+ one extra) on reverse of ~1930 cover from
Chengt to London, Canada. Top strip of stamps with perf faults,
tear, wear/creasing, but a most impressive franking, and vendor’s retail: $250.
......................................................................................Est. $100

 China - 1938-1939 Sun Yat-sen Issue Cover Lot. Group of
four covers and one postal stationery card, all with Dr SYS stamps
or impressions, including unused card with commemorative postmark, 1938 postage due airmail cover to France via Hong Kong
with #321, 323; 1939 airmail cover to Manchuria with 343 (8);
1939 airmail cover via Hong Kong to Canada with 317(2), 358,
359; 1939 airmail cover to UK via Hong Kong with 321, 322(3),
359. Three with usual creases, but vendor’s retail: $290.
......................................................................................Est. $125
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Consulting the CD-ROM or our website will allow
you to see many more scans (and sometimes
longer descriptions) than found in this
catalogue.
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REMAINDERS, L O T S and COLLECTIONS
Canada
2301 F-VF Canada - Valuable Used Remainder Lot. Attractive and
valuable remainder collection. Includes #4a,4d, 15x3, 17b, 18a,
22bx2, 23, 24, 25, 26,3 8, 41a, 45a, 59, 76a, 95, 128a, OA118
and a few not counted. #26 and #95 have short perfs; #4a and
59 have trivial thins else generally sound and fine to very Fine in
appearance.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,875

xLot 2302
2302  F-VF Canada 4/20 “Provincial” Era. Interesting lot of preconfederation “Pence” and “Cents” issues. Broad range of shade
and perforation varieties noted by owner. Evaluated using basic
Scott catalogue values, with many varieties unlisted, with some
real potential. Condition is typical of the series and mis-identified
#16 not counted.
....................................................................................Sc. $2,195
2303  F Canada 4/20 - Classic Reference Lot. Study lot of 43
stamps from 3p Beaver to 2c Victoria. Many different shades,
perforations, cancels and unchecked for varieties. Mixed
condition with obvious faults on several items.
......................................................................................Sc. $4,272

xLot 2305
2305  F Canada 15 - Beaver - 5c Vermilion - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Selection of thirteen examples from a dealer’s stock with range of
shades and cancels. Unchecked for perforation or plate varieties.
We noted one example with nice margin imprints, and a few more
unusual fancy cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $357
2306  F-VF Canada 21-30 - Queen Victoria “Large Queens” Lot.
Selected grouping from larger Canadian collection to form a basic
representative set of 10 issues. Most have very fine centering and
are used. The 1c brown red is fine,unused, with original gum, with
couple shorter perfs. The 3c red is presentable, but has a small
internal tear and not counted. The 15c red lilac is unused, without
gum and valued as used. Unchecked for perforation and paper
varieties. Nice overall lot.
....................................................................................Un. $1,450
2307  F Canada 21/29 - Large Queen Study Lot. Interesting
Reference grouping of 75 items on stock pages. Broad range of
unchecked shades, watermark and perforation varieties. Also
noted scope of cancellations. Mixed condition with several
obviously faulty.
......................................................................................Sc. $5,825
2308  F Canada 26/26iv - Queen Victoria - 5c Olive Green - Perfs
Variable. Small study lot of five singles in which two perforation
varieties have been selected. Two examples of the Perf 11.5 x
12.0 and three with 11.75 x 12.0. Stamps also show a range of
shades and papers. Lot valued as fine and all items are used.
........................................................................................Un. $600

xLot 2309

Lot 2304
2304  F Canada 14 - Queen Victoria - 1c Rose - Perf 12.0 x 12.0.
Small lot of six used examples. Unchecked for shade or
perforation varieties, however, there are some obvious
differences. Few with interesting cancels. Graded as fine with
some slightly better and viewing recommended.
........................................................................................Sc. $450
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2309 */ F Canada 34/47 - Victoria “Small Queen” Era. Impressive
remainder lot of 51 singles, pairs and blocks with real depth. We
simply graded all items as fine and did not factor in any premiums
for never hinged or very fine items. A couple items may have been
regummed, and a couple are unused without gum. Following
owner’s identification of shades, perforations and other varieties,
our low-end catalogue value was well over $2000. Great lot for
further exploration.
........................................................................................Est. $600
2310  F-VF Canada “Small Queen” Calendar Collection. Calendar
collection representing at least one 3c Small Queen (#37, 41) for
every year between 1870 and 1897. The years 1883-97 have one
for each month (total 180). The earlier years (1870-82) have 69
months represented. An old-time effort which has not been
added to in about 30 years, We noted coloured cancels with many
sock-on-nose strikes.
........................................................................................Est. $200

2311 * F-VF Canada 46/MR7a - Eclectic Group of Scarcer Items.
Interesting mix of completely unrelated items! Noted #46 fine,
lightly hinged and fresh with trivial thins, #75v fine with hinge
remnant, #95 fine with hinge remnant and small thin, #96i fine
and lightly hinged, #138ii very fine R-Gauge imprint in selvedge,
typically collected as block, #MR7a fine and lightly hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,130
2312  F Canada 51 - One-cent Jubilee “Remainder” Lot.
Assortment of twenty-five one cent Jubilee issue mounted on
stock card. Some shade varieties become apparent, with several
having noted oxidizing issues, otherwise a predominantly very
fine, clean lot. Some interesting cancels add some appeal to this
lot.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2313  F Canada Jubilee “Select Cancels” Lot. Nice presentable
assortment of examples showing better selection of cds cancels.
Values represented are the 1c to 3c denominations. Stamps are
generally fine-very fine or better, a couple with trivial faults (ie
short perfs).
........................................................................................Est. $100
2314  F Canada Jubilee “Railway Cancels” Lot. Unusual and
difficult lot to piece together, presenting a variety of unchecked
railway cancels. Each is found on a low denomination Jubilee
issue (mostly the 3c value). The lot has been graded as fine-very
fine, with many better and a few choice items. Well worth a visit.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2315 * F Canada 50-60 - Queen Victoria Jubilee. Fresh collection of
1898 issue to the 50c value. Few better singles, however, most
graded as fine. All with original, hinged gum, with 10c unused
without gum and with short tear at bottom.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,182

2320 * F-VF Canada - King George V to George VI Unused Remainder
Lot. A very presentable remainder lot of hinged items. Almost all
are fine or better with many very fine. Predominantly clean and
fresh, but a few short perfs or other trivial faults will undoubtedly
be found. Nice range of earlier material (Sc#92/MR7)
......................................................................................Sc. $3,466
2321 ** F+ Canada 96,96i - Prince and Princess of Wales - 1/2c
Black Brown. Half panes (originally a full pane of 100). Stain on
top selvedge and 3-4 stamps in lower left and lower right corners
being lightly stuck to the support cardboard, else never hinged.
Stamps have been graded at fine or better. The constant plate
variety (#96i) is found in a fine-very fine hinged block. Valued as
sum of individual stamps in respective grades.
........................................................................................Un. $735
2322 * F-VF Canada Mint Classic Collection. Fresh range of complete
sets beginning with Quebec Tercentenary issue of 1908 through
to Fishing Resources of 1951. Complete Admirals, scroll, arch,
medallion, pictorial, war effort and peace issues in between.
Wonderful opportunity for collector/dealer as we conservatively
valued the lot using Scott catalogue. Many better singles and ALL
unused.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,633
2323 ** F-VF Canada - Classic Period NH Remainder Lot.
Remarkable remainder lot of exclusively never hinged stamps.
Typically fine or better with some minor duplication. We noted
about 12 stamps with minor faults (ie short perf or fingerprints on
gum, while #100 has a crease). Several coil strips included.
......................................................................................Sc. $4,322
2324 */** F-VF Canada “George V Admirals” Period. Presentable
assortment of various coil pairs and strips, with few paste-ups
included. Some depth with mix of hinged/never hinged with
variable grade.
........................................................................................Un. $712

2316 * F Canada - Mint Lot of Victorian Period. Fresh remainder lot
of fifteen Queen Victoria issues. All are fresh and unused, two
Small Queens with part gum. Stamps are generally fine or better
and all have been hinged. Note #60 ($275), 79b ($200) and #83
($350).
....................................................................................Sc. $1,540

2318  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Re-entries” Lot.
Accumulation of 25 examples all with various plate position reentries, unfortunately not annotated . There is some duplication
of varieties, and the condition varies, however, most appear
sound and fresh. Amazing contrast of shade within the issues.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2319  VF Canada 89-95 - King Edward VII Issue. Complete
collection of 1903-1908 series with minor duplication and shade
varieties. All stamps are very finely centered and without obvious
faults, although some cancels on the higher values are typically
heavy. Noted are a stunning 2c value with brilliant colour and
superb margins, a 5c value on whiter paper (Sc. 91b), three
shades of the 7c value and the light/dark shades on the 10c and
20c values.
........................................................................................Sc. $328

xLot 2325
2325 ** F-VF Canada 104/119 - King George V “Admirals”.
Interesting assortment of Admiral issue selected for range of
shade, paper, or minor varieties. All never hinged with fine-very
fine centering. Scott catalogue value for cheapest, NH version
exceed $1600 US. Great opportunity lot.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,625
2326 * F Canada 104-122 - King George V “Admirals”. Complete
basic set with at least one example of each issue. All were
selected for range of shade, paper, or minor varieties - three
shades of 20c for example. All are hinged with fine to very fine
centering. Included is a #184 Perf 12.0 x 8.0. Scott catalogue
values complete basic set of eighteen values at $855 without
extra copies. Great reference lot !
........................................................................................Sc. $885

Lots & Collections

2317  F-VF Canada 66/84 - Queen Victoria “Leaf and Numeral” Lot.
Choice accumulation of items from these late Victoria issues.
Despite the apparent lack of organization, many of the stamps
have atypical centering, clear postmarks or some other
distinguishing feature. Supplemented with a scattering of
provisionals, multiples or stationery items. Interesting lot with
many better singles.
........................................................................................Est. $140

2327 */** F-VF Canada 104/110 - King George V “Admiral” Era.
Block of four assortment, mostly hinged, with couple never
hinged. Fine-very fine as blocks, however, suitable to break up for
select, very fine, never hinged singles.
........................................................................................Un. $931
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2328  F-VF Canada 104-138 - King George V “Admirals” Lot.
Essentially a complete collection with representatives from each
of the eighteen issues. It quickly becomes obvious that there is a
broader scope of material supplemented with coil pairs, imperf
singles and war tax issues. Appears to be put together without
attention being given to shades or wet/dry printing varieties. All
the stamps appear sound and have been graded as fine-very fine,
although better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $175
2329  F-VF Canada 104-138 - King George V “Admirals” Lot. Ni ce
lot with more attention appears to have been applied to varying
shades and possibly wet/dry printing varieties, although we have
not confirmed the latter. Again, the lot is reinforced with selection
of coils. Lot has been graded as fine-very fine, although
predominantly better.
........................................................................................Est. $140
2330 */** F-VF Canada “George V Admirals” Period. Small selection
of booklet panes. Lightly toned #140a**, fine-very fine 105a*, fvf 105b* and f-vf 107c** with missing tabs (CV $ 840). High
overall catalogue value.
....................................................................................Un. $1,110

2335 */** VF Canada “George V Scroll” Period. Assortment of three
booklet panes, each very fine and fresh; #149a**, 150a** and
153a with lightly disturbed gum.
........................................................................................Un. $280
2336 ** VF Canada 162/172 - George V “Arch” Issue. Almost
complete set of fresh, very fine, never hinged blocks of four. Nine
blocks in total, with 2c brown and 5c blue notably absent.
........................................................................................Un. $573
2337 */** F-VF Canada “George V Arch” Period. Small collection of
booklet panes from this 1930-31 series and including 12c
Quebec Citadel. Mix of hinged/never hinged and generally with
fine-very fine centering. Original gum on #174 has been
redistributed and not counted. (Scott #163/174)
........................................................................................Un. $510
2338 */** F-VF Canada 163a/165biii - George V “Arch” Issue Booklet Panes. Nice selection of fresh booklet panes from
1930-31 series. Noted 163a*, 163c*, 164a*, 165b**, 166c**,
167a* regular panes and 165bi* and 165biii plate inscription
panes. Generally fine-very fine.
........................................................................................Un. $422
2339 */** F-VF Canada “George V Arch” Period. Nice selection of
coil issues, with material advanced beyond singles. Strips, joint
lines, end strips, pre-cancels and cock-eyed king strip. All are
never hinged, except strip of #182iii and all are fresh. Centering
varies, with many very fine. (Scott #178-182)
........................................................................................Un. $704
2340 */** F-VF Canada 195-207 - King George V “Medallion” Issue.
Assorted mix showing range of more uncommon elements of this
series. A complete set including noted shades, is accompanied by
blocks of four, booklet panes, coil strips and presentable, very
fine plate block of 13c value. Most are never hinged and very fine.
Interesting lot with high catalogue value.
........................................................................................Un. $965

xLot 2331
2331 */ F-VF Canada “Precancel” Collection. An excellent starter
collection with more than 1200 different examples mounted on
quadrille pages. Very few bar types other than type V or later. The
strength is in decent quality precancel city types generally in $5$25 value range. We noted Type I-30 (corner crease), V119,
Beamsville I-109, Montreal 9-109, Winnipeg 6-109 (the last three
with original gum), Toronto 3-105I (closed tear), 15-221, etc.
Huge catalogue value.
..................................................................................Un. $10,139
2332 ** VF Canada 106 - King George V - 2c Carmine Shades
Selected grouping of shades, each showing strong characteristic
colours - carmine, rose carmine, deep rose red and dark carmine.
All with nice margins and never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $360
2333 */** F-VF Canada 106/109 - King George V. Selection of fresh
plate blocks of eight. Early printing 2c rose carmine (#106c) plate
No. 8 with 2 x NH. Later printing, 2c deep red (#106v) plate no.
74 with 2 x NH. Fresh 2c yellow green (#107iv) plate no. 212 with
2 x NH. Finally, plate No. 139, 3c carmine with 5xNH.
....................................................................................Un. $1,067
2334 * F-VF Canada “Georgians” in Unused Multiples. Early 19201940’s assortment of fresh, unused multiples - blocks of four to
fifty. Noted Sc #126a block, #144 block of 28, #211 half pane of
50, just to mention a few, with twenty-two blocks in total.
........................................................................................Sc. $961
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2341 */** F-VF Canada 196-199 - George V “Medallion” Issue.
Small selection of various plate blocks from this 1932 series. Mix
of hinged/never hinged and graded as fine-very fine.
........................................................................................Un. $164
2342 ** F Canada 203 - Grain Exhibition - 20c Brown Red. Fresh
upper left plate block (no.1). Fine centering; original, never hinged
gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300
2343 */** VF Canada 211-216 - Silver Jubilee Issue. Attractive,
complete collection of inscription plate blocks of this 1935
commemorative issue. Typically collected in blocks of six, the 1c,
3c and 10c values are in larger multiples which are never hinged
(smaller blocks are lightly hinged).
........................................................................................Un. $537
2344 ** VF Canada 217-227,C5 - King George V Pictorial Issue. The
set includes the airmail issue as well. The stamps are each
presented in blocks of four with very fine centering and each is
mint never hinged. The gum has no toning. An attractive overall
set in pristine condition.
..........................................................................................Un $872

2353 */** VF Canada 284/310 - George VI “Postage-Postes” Issue.
Complete issue of 1949-1951 definitives, including Oil, Fur and
Fishing Resources issues. Select singles, plate blocks, blocks of
four, coil strips, paste-up strips, and booklet panes. Includes
never hinged plate block of $1 Fishing Resources (CV $ 300). All
inclusive lot of mostly never hinged material.
....................................................................................Un. $1,471

2345 */** VF Canada 217-230 - King George V Pictorial Issue. A
very well represented grouping of this 1935 issue,
commemorating the King’s Silver Jubilee. The regular issues are
fully represented in an initial complete set - each very fine and
never hinged, except for the dark blue shade of the $1 Champlain
Monument, which has been hinged. (CV $ 212 US for NH). The
three coil stamps are found in fresh strips of four, also very fine
and each never hinged (CV $ 390 CAN for NH). Mostly well
centered plate blocks #219, 220, 222, 225 and 226 have each
been hinged and the 4c value has been reinforced. (CV $ 522).
Three booklet panes of six (#217b x 2 and #218b), each having
nice centering with one 217b NH (CV $ 245). This lot is rounded
off with a selection of low value singles and blocks, most with
light hinging as well as a period use 1879, Victorian cover posted
from the Wellington county Sheriff’s Office.
......................................................................................Un $1,369
2346 ** VF Canada 217/243 - King George V and George VI Era.
Remainder lot of blocks of four and larger multiples from pictorial
issues. All fresh and never hinged. Noted are #241, 241a, 243,
and block of sixteen #118.
........................................................................................Un. $604
2347 */** F-VF Canada 231/240 - King George VI. Very collectable
selection of coil pairs, jump strips, paste-up strips, booklet panes
and pre-cancel blocks from this 1937 series. All never hinged
except for single pane; fresh and generally very fine.
........................................................................................Un. $349
2348 */** F-VF Canada 231/256 - King George VI Period.
Interesting assortment of seventeen plate blocks. Range through
Mufti series of 1937 to War Effort series of 1942-43. Mix of
hinged/never hinged and most very finely centered.
........................................................................................Un. $239
2349 */** F-VF Canada 249a/281i - King George VI. Interesting
complete selection of plate block and coil pairs/strips from this
1942-48 series. Mostly never hinged and all fresh quality;
majority very fine centering.
........................................................................................Un. $606
2350 ** VF Canada 257-262 - War Effort Issue. Impressive select
group of plate blocks from 10c to $1 values of this series.
Excellent large margins and fresh quality consistent; never
hinged, original gum.
....................................................................................Un. $1,548
2351 ** VF Canada 263-266 - King George VI. Complete set of coil
start and end strips with attached blank tabs. Difficult to find as
a single lot. Each fresh and never hinged with slight variance in
grade.
........................................................................................Un. $385
2352 ** VF Canada 268-273 - Peace Issue. Complete set of plate
fresh blocks of this 1946 issue. Very fine centering and each with
original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $784

2355 */** F-VF Canada “Wilding Definitive” Collection. In-depth
collection of this 1954 series mounted on White Ace album
pages. Great representation of singles, plate blocks, coils, tagging
and paper varieties. Mostly never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $707
2356 */** VF Canada 342/756a - Postage Lot of “Better” Panes.
Unusual assortment of “better” panes in that they include
selected items that have a much higher than face catalogue
value. A few early Elizabethan plate blocks included. All stamps
are never hinged except panes of #496-8 each with a few stamps
having disturbed gum. Viewing recommended.
....................................................................................Un. $1,364
2357 */** VF Canada 345/348 - Queen Elizabeth II “Wilding” Issue.
Difficult to find selection of matching coil start and end strips,
each with blank tabs attached. Fresh and generally never hinged
with end strip of the 4c value sensibly reinforced with a hinge. Six
strips in total.
........................................................................................Un. $326
2358 */** F-VF Canada “Queen Elizabeth II Cameo Definitive”
Collection. Almost entirely complete selection of material neatly
mounted on album pages. The owner collected full range of items
- singles, plate blocks, booklet panes, tagging varieties, etc. Very
few items remain to be added and mostly never hinged. Includes
$1 Export definitive as well.
....................................................................................Un. $1,047
2359 ** VF Canada 454-465B - Centennial Definitive Series. One of
the most studied areas of Canadian philately, we offer an
interesting selection of plate blocks. Four blocks of each
denomination, unmatched and unchecked for varieties, papers,
etc. All are fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $486
2360 */ Canada 454-550 - Centennial Collection in Four Volumes.
When we sought an expert opinion on this lot, we were advised
that only a handful of items were missing. The owner had
obviously spent a great deal of effort over a thirty-five year period,
slowly piecing together this wonderful story. The lot includes
paper, tagging, perforation, plate and booklet varieties (lots of
them). Mixed of mint and used with conservative grading of finevery fine, but majority better. Great for future study and reference.
....................................................................................Un. $1,880
2361 */** F-VF Canada “Caricature and Landscape” Definitive
Collection. Nice selection of singles, plate blocks, coils, tagging
and paper varieties, and errors. Mostly never hinged and neatly
mounted on album pages.(Scott #586-605)
........................................................................................Un. $650

Lots & Collections

xLot 2345

2354 ** VF Canada 295-300; 309-310 - George VI “Postes-Postage”
Issue. Very difficult to find complete set of start and end coil
strips with blank tabs. Overall impressive quality and select
centering. Great lot that is rarely offered !
........................................................................................Un. $707

2362 ** VF Canada 599a/1702 - Postage Lot of High Value Panes.
All face values in this lot range from $1 to $8 mostly in full panes.
Includes panes of Scott #599a, 600, 726, 756, 1698 (x4),and
1702 (x4 - one with inscription). For collecting or for efficient
large-volume postage.
....................................................................................Face. $538
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2363 */** F-VF Canada “Mint Centennial Definitive” Collection.
Impressive collection of singles, plate blocks, booklet panes,
coils, paper, tagging and gum varieties. Neatly mounted on White
Ace album pages. Fresh and clean mostly never hinged material.
....................................................................................Un. $1,183
2364 ** VF Canada - Millennium Collections Lot. Original shipping
carton containing 10 editions of the Canada Post Millennium
collection in hardbound books.. All remain shrink wrapped as
issued. Total issue price value is $599.90 with catalogue value
for souvenir sheets (Un. #1818-1834) exceeding $1200 CA.
....................................................................................Un. $1,275
2365 ** VF Canada 1991Di - Alaska Cruise Panes. Six full panes of
ten and severed ends equivalent to two pairs of 1991Da from this
2003 controversial issue. The stamps were printed in limited
quantities with only 1000 panes made available through the
National Philatelic Center. The balance were offered to cruise
guests whose pictures were printed on the stamps. Somewhat
difficult to find they are missing from many collections.
........................................................................................Un. $480
2366 */** Canada - 1953-1998 Mint Elizabethan Definitives
Collection. Impressive collection presenting an almost full range
of material including singles, plate blocks, and coil strips with
paper, perforation and plate varieties noted extensively
throughout. Vast majority of material is never hinged and if it is
not well centered it is there for a reason! Neatly mounted on
White Ace album pages. Highlights include 45c ATM , tough
wildlife singles, full pane of $8 Grizzly Bear. Notably missing
Wilding, Cameo, Centennial and Caricature series which appear
within their own auction listings.
....................................................................................Un. $1,659

xLot 2372
2372 */** VF Canada CL10/CL45 - Private Commercial Airways.
Impressive collection of semi-official airmails, neatly mounted on
album pages. Mixed hinged/never hinged with all items fresh.
Scarce to find such range offered as a single lot. Twenty-seven
items in total.
....................................................................................Un. $1,286
2373 */** VF Canada E1-E11 - Special Delivery Issues. Complete
selection of all eleven issues from 1898 through 1946. While first
two issues are hinged, the remainder are all never hinged with
original gum; fresh and generally very fine.
........................................................................................Un. $740
2374 */** VF Canada E1/E11 - Special Delivery Issues. Nice
selection of later issued blocks and plate blocks. Included is
unused #E1 in deep green shade. Fresh with six of seven blocks
never hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $615
2375 ** VF Canada EO1 - Coat of Arms - 10c Green with “O.H.M.S.”
Overprint. Full pane of fifty with plate 1 inscriptions. Fresh and
never hinged with stamps generally very fine. Pane has been
folded across center.
....................................................................................Un. $1,350

2367 ** F-VF Canada - Booklet Pane Remainder Lot. Unusual; lot of
unused booklet panes from George V Scroll issues to Elizabethan
‘Karsh’ period. Majority are hinged with many in selvedge only. As
noted 149a, 149a without tabs, 163c, 164ax2, 165b, 165bi,
165biii, 195b, 217a, 250a, 251a, 286b, 328a, with 219a and
287bi never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $520
2368 ** VF Canada BK5d/BK93 - Collector’s Accumulation of over
130 Booklets. Mostly different with includes very broad range of
items. We noted BK28bF, 32dF, 32dE, 33aE, 34dF, 36eE, 38b,
39aE, 41bB, 59d with fluorescent ink. Most are very fine with
high catalogue value.
....................................................................................Un. $2,539
2369 ** VF Canada C1-C9a - Airmail Issues. Complete never hinged
set of 1928-1946 airmail issues. Included is scarce #C9a on thin,
yellowish ribbed paper. Excellent quality collection.
........................................................................................Un. $595
xLot 2376
2370 */** VF Canada C5-9a/CE1-4 - Airmail Blocks. Presentable
plate blocks of later airmail and special delivery issues, with
special delivery singles included. Most are never hinged and all
are fresh. Includes stunning bottom half imprint block of ten of
#C5.
........................................................................................Un. $343
2371 ** VF Canada CE1/E11 - Special Delivery Issues. Pane of fifty
#CE1, plate 1 upper-left. Three stamps and section of selvedge
affected by creasing with most stamps very finely centered. Also,
two part panes of #E11, with much separation and some minor
creasing. Graded as fine or better. Valued as sum of graded
stamps.
........................................................................................Un. $387
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2376 * F-VF Canada F1/F2b- Registration Postage Issue. Four
examples selected for their outstanding fresh appearance. The
light orange (#F1) stands out in contrast with the vermilion (#F1a)
shade of the 2c, while the subtle differences between the dark
green (#F2) and yellow green (#F2b) become more apparent. All
graded as fine-very fine with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Un. $667
2377 */** F-VF Canada J1/J7 - Postage Due Collection. Top quality
selection of 1906-1974 postage due issues. All complete, except
for varieties of 1972-74 series. Most are very finely centered and
never hinged. Noted paper and shade printing varieties
throughout. Also includes imprint plate blocks of twelve of #J16B
and J19.
........................................................................................Un. $877

2388  VF Canada - 1950’s to 1990’s Private Perfin Lot. Variety of
unusual, modern private perfins on selected stamps and
presented in bank vault stockbook. Typically selling between $1
and $15 each on the marketplace, there are over 100 stamps in
the lot. Owner’s retail at $300 CA.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2378 */** F-VF Canada MR1-7 - War Tax Issues. Presentable
remainder lot of 1915-1916 issues, including MR2C-D
overprinted items. Noted coil pair of MR7 and imprint blocks and
strips. Mostly fine-very fine and unused, hinged with couple never
hinged items.
....................................................................................Un. $1,540
2379 */** F-VF Canada “G Overprint Officials” Lot. Virtually
complete selection with singles, block, plate varieties. Mostly
mint never hinged. An interesting accumulation.
....................................................................................Un. $1,784
2380 */** F-VF Canada “OHMS Officials” Remainder Lot. High value
remainder lot with nice selection of OHMS perfin and overprinted
material. Noted singles, blocks, plate blocks and large multiples
mostly in never hinged condition. Graded as fine-very fine with
most better.
....................................................................................Un. $1,091
2381 ** VF Canada O1-O4i - George VI War Effort “OHMS”
Overprints. Fantastic complete set of four values that includes
singles as well as the “narrow spacing” strips of three. All fresh
and never hinged with original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $278
2382  VF Canada O25/O272 - Official Overprint/Perfin on Piece.
Unusual on piece, used combination of 1946 Peace issues. The
$1 train ferry (O25) is very fine and with “G” overprint, while the
50c lumbering (O272) has 4-hole OHMS perfin, with small perf
issues at right. Both are tied by illegible violet cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $142
2383 ** VF Canada O32 - Totem Pole - $1 Grey Black with “G”
Overprint. Matched pair of lower-right plate blocks (No.1 and 2).
Both are extremely well centered, however, the No 2 block has
what appear to be a light pencil marking on the surface. Never
hinged with full, original gum.
........................................................................................Un. $300
2384 */** VF Canada O249-262 - War Effort “OHMS” Issues.
Spectacular complete set of four-hole OHMS perfins. All are fresh
and never hinged, except 8c value which is lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Un. $473
2385 ** VF Canada O269-273 - Peace “OHMS” Issues. Fresh, very
fine complete set of six values with four-hole OHMS perfins. All
are never hinged. Includes #O285-6 George VI issues.
........................................................................................Un. $301
2386  F-VF Canada OA118/190 - OHMS Perfins. Small lot of three,
uncommon used singles with early official perfins. George V 10c
bistre Admiral (#OA118), Mount Hurd (OA155) and Georges
Etienne-Cartier (OA190).
........................................................................................Un. $115
2387 */** VF Canada OC1/OCE3 - Airmail and Special Delivery
“OHMS” Perfins. Very presentable almost complete selection of
issues. Eleven mint singles (7xNH) and a No. 1 UR plate block of
OE11 (CV $ 75.00). Generally very fine and fresh.
........................................................................................Un. $393

2389  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 5” Lot.
Selection of 39 stamps identified by the owner as being plate V
printings each from a different plate position. Stamps graded as
fine-very fine and some variation should be expected.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2390  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 2” Lot.
Selection of 58 stamps identified by the owner as being plate II
printings and apparently from all different positions. Consisting of
primarily the deep blue shade with stamps generally graded as
fine-very fine (CV $ 348 as fine). Interesting lot to supplement
further study.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2391  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 1” Lot.
Selection of 56 stamps identified by the owner as being plate I
printings and apparently from all different positions. The lighter
ocean shading suggests the consistency of his findings. Stamps
generally graded as fine-very fine. Interesting lot to supplement
further study.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2392  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 3” Lot.
Clean selection of 59 stamps identified by the owner as being
plate III printings each from a different plate position. The
incredible colour consistency becomes very apparent with this lot.
Stamps graded as fine-very fine and some variation should be
expected.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2393  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 1” Lot.
Unusual selection of 33 stamps identified by the owner as being
plate 1 printings each from a different plate position. Overall
sound and graded as fine-very fine, however some variation
should be expected.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
2394  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 5” Lot.
Interesting lot of sixty stamps identified by the owner as being
plate V printings each from a different plate position. Broad range
of period cancels enhances the overall appeal of these items.
Stamps graded as fine-very fine and some variation should be
expected.
........................................................................................Est. $140
2395  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 3” Lot.
Unusual lot containing plate 3 printings as identified by the owner
and each apparently from differing plate position with 72 stamps
in total. Few better cancels adds to the potential interest in this
lot. Stamps graded as fine-very fine and some variation should be
expected.
........................................................................................Est. $140

Lots & Collections

xLot 2378

The following ten lots were provided by a consignor who exhibited
such material. They consist of Imperial Penny Postage items
arranged by plating or cancellations.

2396  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Plate 2” Lot.
Sixty-five different plate positions from plate 2 printing. generally
five-very fine with few better singles and cancellations noted.
........................................................................................Est. $130
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2397  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Street Cancels”
Lot. Interesting assortment of 29 items selected for the usage of
Montreal and Toronto “street “ postmarks. The majority of stamps
present very well and have generally been graded as fine-very
fine.
........................................................................................Est. $175
2398  F-VF Canada 85-86 - Commonwealth Map “Ontario Town
Cancels” Lot. Identified and annotated accumulation of 24
stamps each with a distinctive Ontario town cancel. Most stamps
present very well, however, we have graded the lot as fine-very
fine.
........................................................................................Est. $125

The following 28 lots represent a large consignment of Small
Queen issues sorted into lots reflecting shades or usage.

2399  F-VF Canada 41a-41i - Queen Victoria - 3c Rose Carmine
(Shades). Unusual lot of this uncommon shade with couple
identified as deep carmine rose. Generally fine-very fine, all
stamps were valued in this grade and as the cheapest shade.
Nice variety of cancels, with 21 stamps in total.
........................................................................................Un. $210
2400  F-VF Canada Small Queen’s Ontario Town Cancel Lot.
Unusual accumulation of 3c Small Queens each with legible
Ontario town cds cancel, many being on piece. Total of 83 items
in total. While condition varies, the lot remains unchecked for
better items.
..........................................................................................Est. $65
2401  VF Canada Small Queens “Select” Lot. Six Album pages
mounted with select examples of Small Queen issues. All stamps
were graded conservatively as very fine, and large margined
jumbos make up about 40% of the lot. Some shade varieties are
included but we are uncertain that they were collected as such.
Great lot of items rarely seen this nice as a collection.
........................................................................................Est. $300
2402  F-VF Canada Small Queens Cancel Lot. Interesting lot of 1c
and 3c Small Queens collected primarily for their cancellations
and complete unchecked for shade, perforations and plate
varieties. Consists of two pages with identified postmarks and
two additional pages yet to be explored. Great lot for the postal
historian or Small Queen enthusiast.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2403  F-VF Canada Small Queens Squared Circle Cancel Lot. Small
accumulation of 46 stamps, most in pairs an strips, each showing
representative of OTTAWA squared circle cancels. Appealing for
the postal historian or Small Queen specialist.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2404  F-VF Canada Small Queens Quebec Town Cancel Lot.
Unusual selection of 130 items (few in pairs) each with Quebec
town cancel. Vast majority of stamps are 3c denomination,
however, we noted several with earlier cancels indication scarcer
shades and/or perforation varieties to be discovered or verified.
While condition varies, several very fine or better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $250

xLot 2405
2405  F-VF Canada Small Queens Manitoba Town Cancel Lot.
Impressive selection of over 150 items each depicting a Manitoba
town cds cancel. Majority of stamps are 3c denomination,
however, several 1c, 2c and 5c values also included. Plenty of
opportunity for study. While condition varies, several very fine or
better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2406  F-VF Canada Small Queens Toronto Orb Cancel Lot. Specific
collection of over 125 items laid out on album dated pages,
showing the progression of this TORONTO Orb cancel. Mix of 3c
and 1c denominations with several in pairs. Condition varies
throughout with better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2407  F-VF Canada Small Queens Yearly Progression Lot. Anyone
who collects these issues realizes the effort that was required to
put together this interesting lot. The contrast in shades becomes
clearly evident as each item is an example of a unique yearly
strike between 1870 and 1898. Thirty stamps in total with
variable condition.
........................................................................................Est. $135
2408  F-VF Canada Small Queens Nova Scotia Town Cancel Lot.
With over 150 stamps in this lot, it acts as a great introduction or
supplement to a Nova Scotia town cancel study. All stamps
consist of the 3c denomination with a few noted dated in the
1870’s. While condition varies, several very fine or better singles
noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2409  F-VF Canada Small Queens Early Fancy Cancel Lot.
Impressive lot with over 160 items (including covers) each
featuring a fancy cancel. It becomes immediately obvious that the
bulk of the 3c denominated issues are from the earlier period.
Unchecked for shades, perforation, or plate varieties and
completely lacking any annotation, opportunity for great deal of
further study. Condition varies but better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $450
2410  F-VF Canada Small Queens British Columbia Town Cancel
Lot. Partially mounted collection of over 95 stamps, with several
on piece, this lot may act as a detailed introduction or
supplement to a British Columbian town cancel study. A full stock
page of 3c values accompanies the collection. While condition
varies, several very fine or better singles noticed.
........................................................................................Est. $200
2411  F-VF Canada 1c Small Queens Dated Cancel Lot. Stock
pages of 1c Small Queens, over 300 items in total, with many
pairs or strips. Each collected for its legible dated cancel. Great
variety of shades immediately noticeable. This material is often in
demand and fortunately, these items have already been chosen
for their attributes. Condition varies throughout the lot and
viewing is recommended.
........................................................................................Est. $175
2412  F-VF Canada Small Queens “Range” Lot. Mixture of selected
Small Queens offering a wide range of shades and perforation
varieties, with a few unused examples. Over 160 stamps in all,
this lot offers some real promise to the generalist and specialist
alike. Condition varies, with only a few obvious faults, several
multiples and interesting cancels scattered throughout.
........................................................................................Est. $200
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........................................................................................Est. $450

2414  F-VF Canada 5c Small Queen “Dated” Collection. Album
pages neatly organized and presenting 43 examples of the 5c
value (Sc. #42) with legible, dated cancels applied between 1893
and 1898. Interesting lot for the specialist or enthusiast.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2415  F-VF Canada 6c Small Queen “Dated” Collection. Neatly
organized presentation of 25 examples of the 6c Small Queen
issue. Several shades easily recognized at a glance, and each
with a tidy cds cancel. Generally fine-very fine and without
obvious faults.
........................................................................................Est. $200
2416  F-VF Canada Small Queens “Halifax Squared Circle” Cancel
Lot. Assortment of 125 Small Queen stamps noted as having
“Halifax” squared-circle cancels. Majority of stamps are 3c
denomination with few 2c and 5c noted. Several pieces appear
on piece. Condition varies and viewing recommended.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2417  F-VF Canada Small Queens “Halifax Squared Circle” Cancel
Lot. Small accumulation of fifty one-cent Small Queens, each
having “Halifax” squared-circle cancels. A few are used in
combination with 2c value to make up the 3c domestic rate of the
period. While condition varies, the lot is generally fine-very fine.
........................................................................................Est. $100

2423  F-VF Canada 41 - Small Queen “3c Select” Lot. Incredible
array of choice examples of this 1888 issue. All eighty stamps are
very fine or better and may contain a few copies of the earlier
1873 issue by quick assessment looking at the shades. Some
interesting cancels also noted. You can’t really go wrong with this
material.
........................................................................................Est. $200
2424  F-VF Canada Small Queen “Railway Cancels” Lot. An
interesting lot presented in a 16-page stockbook containing over
155 stamps selected for their railway cancellations. Each is the
3c value with some minor duplication of cancels. Annotated with
collector’s notes. Condition of stamps variable.
........................................................................................Est. $275
2425  F-VF Canada Small Queen “Better Remainder” Lot. A very
interesting lot presenting part of a collection and part of a
dealer’s remainders. Nice unchecked selection of 30+ two-cent
values, 35+ mostly early three-cent values with many unusual
fancy cancels, 65+ five-cent values with several pairs, and 20+
6c values with wide variety of shades. Condition varies, but no
obvious faults noted. Owner’s value in excess of $2200.
........................................................................................Est. $500
2426  F-VF Canada “British Columbia Cancels” Lot. Assortment of
early issues each with British Columbia cds cancel. Range from
Small Queens, through Leaf and Numeral issue and ends with
Map stamp of 1898, including piece on cover. The lot is generally
fine-very fine with few better singles.
........................................................................................Est. $150

British North America

2418  F-VF Canada 5c Small Queen “Dated” Collection. Single
annotated album page identifying dates of usage from a selection
of 24 items. Few better singles stand out on this lot graded
generally as fine-very fine and with no obvious faults.
........................................................................................Est. $100

2427 */ VG British Columbia 6/9 - Queen Victoria/Colonial Seal
Issues. Small, interesting lot of four items. Notably used #6 with
grid cancel, #7-7a unused, hinged with typical centering; and
partially faded, #9 with grid cancel.
........................................................................................Un. $825

2419  F-VF Canada Small Queen “Shades of 5c” Collection.
Grouping of thirty-six 5c Small Queens assorted on album page.
Probably put together as duplicates by a collector and unchecked
for shades, perforations or plate varieties although the former
becomes very easy to detect in this format. Generally fine-very
fine with a few better singles.
........................................................................................Est. $100

2428 */ F-VF New Brunswick Study Lot. Large selection of 83 items
on stock page. All stamps from 1860 “Cents” issue (Scott #6-11),
with range of interesting shades. Most items are unused, many
without gum with about 20% used. Overall quality varies with
conservative catalogue value using cheapest variety.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,165

2420  F-VF Canada 36 - Small Queen “2c Green” Lot. Mounted
collection of this issue that began its journey in 1872. The
collection is annotated with a range of colours, perforation
varieties , offset and printing types. Included is a yet unsorted
accumulation of 56 additional items on stock card. Stamps have
been generally graded as fine-very fine and viewing is
recommended.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2421  F-VF Canada 35 - Small Queen “1c Yellow” Lot. Completely
unchecked accumulation of 350 examples of this issue. For the
enthusiast - an opportunity to get your feet wet, and for the
specialist - the opportunity to potentially make a find. Hours of
enjoyment regardless and well worth a view.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2422  F-VF Canada Small Queen “Railway Cancels” Lot. This
appealing lot begins with five covers mounted on described
album pages. (ie Ex. Steinhart, Rarity factors, etc.) It follows with
five double-sided stock pages of 3c issues selected exclusively for
the railway cancels and otherwise completely unchecked. An
interesting lot that will undoubtedly provide a great deal of
research and patience. Condition varies and viewing
recommended.

2429 */ New Brunswick “Colonial Period” Collection. One page
album collection with Scott #1/11. While #1 Heraldic Emblems
stamp is faulty (not counted) the rest have been graded as fine,
with few better. Three have large part original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $333
2430 */** Nova Scotia “Colonial” Collection. Presentable collection
of 26 stamps (Scott #2/13). The pence stamps have four margins
but small faults. The five-cent is unused, without gum and has a
prominent tear, but is well centered for this elusive mint stamp.
The balance of the cents issues include eleven never hinged
items with the rest typically fresh and lightly hinged.
....................................................................................Un. $1,043
2431 * F-VF Prince Edward Island Study Lot. Large selection of 179
items on stock page, which includes Tilleard proof on India card.
Unchecked for shade, paper and perforation varieties. Only a
couple of stamps are used, balanced valued as hinged, but many
never hinged included. Overall quality varies with conservative
catalogue value using cheapest variety.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,500

Lots & Collections

2413  F-VF Canada Small Queens “Dated” Lot. Clean selection of
one-cent Small Queens collected as representatives of yearly
dates between 1870 and 1898. Includes an additional page of
shades with noted perf 12.0 x 12.0 and 12.0 x 11.5 perforation
varieties. Great study group lot with 65 stamps in total.
........................................................................................Est. $275

2432 */ Prince Edward Island “Colonial” Collection. Mounted
collection of 24 stamps and two proofs with eleven never hinged
items. Two used stamps - #6 (elusive this nice) and #10 (faulty).
The rest are generally fine or better with definite potential for
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varieties (ie. #4 printed on thick paper).
........................................................................................Sc. $318
2433 */** VF Newfoundland C6/C19 - Airmail Issues. Top quality lot
of late issue airmails. Collectively very fine with mixed
hinged/never hinged. Includes #C6-C10 with and without
watermarks; C13-C17 with perforation varieties; U1 stationery
cutout and #C1 Trans-Atlantic overprint forgery (not counted).
........................................................................................Un. $663
2434 */ VF Newfoundland - Choice Unused Remainder Lot.
Impressive remainder lot of 72 fresh, unused items. While most
are hinged, about 20% are never hinged, with less than four trivial
faults noted. An additional four used items are included.
Generally very fine, and completely unchecked for perforation or
watermark varieties.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,227

collectors and dealers.
....................................................................................Un. $1,935
2439 */** F-VF Canada - Early Plate Block Remainder Lot. Nice mix
of plate blocks in mixed hinged/never hinged condition. Typically
very fine with only a couple of exceptions. The block of 10 airmail
(C1) has some separation at center. We simply valued all the
items as singles using the Scott catalogue, so potential for some
additional value to be found.
........................................................................................Sc. $550
2440 */** F-VF Canada - Blocks and Coils Remainder Lot. We
realized that after we had dismantled a collection and
established a series of remainder lots, that we had missed
several items. The result is this remainder-remainder lot of plate
blocks, coil pairs, stick-and-tick cards, officially sealed postage,
etc. Appears that items are never hinged with only a couple of
exceptions. Interesting lot.
........................................................................................Sc. $703
2441 */** F-VF Canada - High Value Unused Remainder Lot. This lot
represents the balance of a major estate consignment in two
volumes. All stamps are unused (with about 1% used) with many
never hinged earlier items. The lot begins with a page of Large
Queens (CV $520), progress through Jubilees ($350), to Victoria
Numerals ($ 1987), and on and on......From the 1950’s onwards,
the balance of the collection is never hinged and estimated at
about $150 face and not included in the total. Many plate blocks
and multiples with identified paper varieties in modern issues.
The few obvious faulty were also excluded from the total. Grade
varies and was taken into account while evaluating the collection.
....................................................................................Un. $7,678
2442  F-VF Canada “King George V Period” Lot. Dealer’s remainder
selection of George V definitives and commemoratives beginning
with the historical issue of 1927. We noted the Mount Hurd,
Bluenose, and Grand Pre issues, coil pairs and many cds cancels.
Some duplication and generally graded as fine-very fine.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,050

xLot 2435
2435 */ Newfoundland - Remainder Collection in Jarrett Album.
Stunning remainder collection that is much better than most
complete collections that we come across. The first page alone,
which depicts only the imperforate values, has fourteen items !
Varied mix of mint and used, and each stamp valued with respect
to its grade. Some impressive jumbos with very few unattractive
items, most being fresh. Numerous blocks and perforation
verities included.
....................................................................................Un. $8,515

Canada Larger Collections
2436 */** VF Canada Accumulation of Annual Collection and
Souvenir Packs. Assorted mixture of Canada Post packages from
1959 through 1974. While many of the stamps are hinged to
presentation packs, the key 1974 and 1975 annual collections
contain never hinged items. Twenty “packages” in all.
........................................................................................Sc. $553
2437 */ F-VF Canada Collection on Album Pages. Earlier collection
that appears to have been periodically added to beyond the
1960’s, with few modern issues. Some range of value in Victorian
era, with few jumbo examples and varieties amongst mixed
quality items. Owner had valued bulk of collection at £ 345 with
better material on pair of stock sheets, not included in total.
........................................................................................Sg. £200
2438 ** VF Canada - Never Hinged Lot. The remainder collection of
over 40 selected items all fresh with original, never hinged gum.
Each is Very Fine or better. Range from early 1898 Victorian
issues through 10 modern 1990’s. Well worth a visit for both
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2443 /** Canada - Eclectic Lot in Shoebox. Range of material with
mix of covers, postage, faulty stamps (#19, 20,46x3, 55, 102,
etc) and other assorted odds and ends. Includes wholesale
#926A x 130, #1306-09 x 100. Viewing recommended.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2444 */** Canada - 1950’s to 1975 on White Ace Album Pages.
Almost complete mint collection for the period, neatly mounted in
two binders. Includes plate blocks, singles and a great deal of
additional information. Mixed hinged/never hinged and valued
entirely at face value. Many varieties and such that contribute to
a much higher catalogue value.
......................................................................................Face $115
2445 */** Canada - Modern Postage Lot. Small odds and ends lot of
material that includes over $85 in face value, modern postage.
Also added is a small selection of singles : #14 with trivial thin,
#77 regummed, #84, 91, 119 and a imperf between #155b with
upper and lower perfs clipped to resemble #155a, with trace of
perfs at upper-left. Few other unmentioned items included.
........................................................................................Est. $100

We offer an extensive range of additional photos
for most of our lots and collections. In many cases
the entire lot can be seen through a series of fullpage images. please visit www.sparks-auctions.com.

British Commonwealth
Many of our Commonwealth lots were taken from an
impressive multi-volume collection that had been identified
exclusively with using Stanley Gibbons catalogue numbers. While
singles and sets have been valued with Scott and Stanley Gibbons,
the larger lots were expressed using the Gibbons values, and are
identified as such in the listings. NOTE: Items from Great Britain
are listed in lots #2496-2503.

2447 */** VF British Commonwealth George V Silver Jubilee Issue.
Accumulation in dealer stock cards of complete sets from 1935
Jubilee Omnibus series. We valued each lot as hinged, although
we noted some never hinged sets. Eighteen sets in total with one
duplicated. Valuable Hong Kong set included.
........................................................................................Sc. $293
2448 */** VF British Commonwealth “King George VI” Period.
Interesting assortment in dealer stock cards of full sets/part sets
and singles from George VI definitives. We valued the entire lot as
hinged, but noted many never hinged items. Short sets were
either counted for high value only or skipped all together.
Potential for value well in excess of what we catalogued. Several
sets valued at more than $50 each.
........................................................................................Sc. $815
2449 */** VF British Commonwealth “George VI” Period. Selection
of George VI keyplates from Malacca State (Scott #3-17) and
Mauritius (Scott #211/222). While the Malacca series is
complete, unused hinged, the Mauritius series is represented by
twelve items, including 5R and 10R high values. (SG CV £ 244)
........................................................................................Sg. £244
2450 */** F-VF British Commonwealth - 1937 Coronation Omnibus
Collection. White Ace album pages in black binder that is about
95% complete missing only a few sets. Stamps are mix of
hinged/never hinged and generally fine-very fine or better. Neat
presentation that requires little to complete.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
2451  F-VF British “Victorian” Period. Small selection seven used,
fault free singles. Fiji, Bechuanaland, Gold Coast, and noted
singles Natal Sc #57a and Malta #14. Used remainders from
mint Commonwealth collection. (SG CV £ 185)
........................................................................................Sg. £187
2452 */ F-VF Commonwealth Classic Collection in Two Volumes.
Pair of Simplex Springback albums with presentable range of
material, with strength in George VI and Elizabeth II periods. The
previous owner bought this lot to supplement his own collection,
however, we have left it entirely intact. Basic Scott catalogue
value over $6000 but completely unchecked for watermark,
perforation and shade varieties. Many full, mounted sets and
better singles over $75 each.
......................................................................................Sc. $6,166

xLot 2453
2453 */ F-VF British Commonwealth “Fakes and Forgeries” Lot.
Small reference/space-filler collection of thirteen Commonwealth
items with forged overprints, cancellation or repairs. Retaining
some real value as almost all are accompanied by certificates,
clearly explaining the issues. High catalogue value if legitimate.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2454 * F-VF Commonwealth - 1953 Elizabeth II Coronation Omnibus
Issue. Commemorative album with complete series lightly affixed
with hinges. Accompanied by selection of 75 all different first day
covers celebrating the event.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
2455  F-VF Commonwealth - Dealer’s Lot in Envelopes. A dealer’s
stock sorted in envelopes with mostly cancelled-to-order modern,
topical sets in quantities from one to fifteen of each. Unusual and
attractive items ideal for mail order style business. Mostly
Caribbean, East and West Africa countries. Evaluated from 2006
Scott catalogue values.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,795
2456 */ VF British Guiana/Antigua “Classic Period” Lot. The
British Guiana component of this lot begins with very early
classics, 1860, and extends to about 1897 surcharged issues.
Most are unused and fresh, with a few of the earliest items used.
Noted #13* 73 and 77 used, as well as a pair of “Specimen”
perfin items. The Antigua component hosts a few earlier items
Victoria/arms but has more strength in late George V and George
VI issues. Extends into a couple of the Elizabeth II
commemorative issues and has an out-of-place “Redonda”
overprint issue from the 1970’s. In all there are 170 stamps.
........................................................................................Sc. $900
2457  F-VF Australian Used Collection. Two volume collection with
good depth, beginning with Kangaroos through to mid 1990’s.
Unchecked for watermarks, perf varieties, etc. and noted used
booklet panes and souvenir sheets. Most key values over $100
catalogue are absent, but mostly complete below this value.
Owner’s 2006 Scott catalogue value in excess of $2000 US, and
appearing to be without duplication.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,099
2458 * VF Australia 218-221 - Coat of Arms Definitives Complete set
of four values. Very fresh and sound. All have original gum and are
lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $231
2459 */ F-VF Bahamas Colonial Period Lot. Remainder lot covering
Edward VII through George VI periods with few better. Most
unused, hinged with few never hinged or used examples. From
collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG CV £ 579.15)
........................................................................................Sg. £579

Lots & Collections

2446 */** VF British Commonwealth UPU Omnibus Issue.
Accumulation in dealer stock cards of complete sets from UPU
75th anniversary omnibus series. About 75% complete with
minor duplication. All are fresh and most are never hinged - noted
never hinged Hong Kong set included.
........................................................................................Sc. $276

2460  F Bahamas 13/25 - Queen Victoria “Chalons”. Small lot of
four single items representing a range of material featuring early
“Chalon Head” issues. Scott #13a Rose lake with minor perf
faults, #13 Deep Rose, #14 Deep Violet with uncommon “27”
Outer islands grid cancel (clipped), and #25 rose with “Nassau”
B-grid.
........................................................................................Sc. $272
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2461 */** VF Bahrain King George VI Period. Remainder lot of fresh
examples, split evenly with hinged/never hinged items.
Unchecked for watermark varieties. From collection identified
with Gibbons catalogue. (SG CV £ 197)
........................................................................................Sg. £197
2462  F-VF Bahrain 30/37 - King George VI Issue Select group of
used high values from 1938-41 issue. Originally issued in India
and overprinted “BAHRAIN” in black, the 12a value has
questionable overprint and was not included in total. Condition
varies and each has valid, CDS cancel. (SG30/37 CV £ 331)
........................................................................................Sc. $263

xLot 2469

2463 */ F-VF Barbados Colonial Period Collection. Better lot
covering 1882-1952. Many better sets/singles mostly unused,
with few used examples. Great Seahorse selection with noted
varieties. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG
CV £ 1341.65)
....................................................................................Sg. £1,341

2469  F-VF Bermuda 50/53a - King George V Issue - Crown and
Multiple CA Wtmk Selected group of fiscally used high values
from the 1910-1924 issue. Each item is sound with very fine
centering. High catalogue value. (SG 52/54c CV £ 830)
........................................................................................Sc. $975

2464 */ F-VF Barbados 1906-1916 Used Lot. Small selection of
better, used items with complete Nelson monument, 1909-10
Seahorse series and first George V definitives. Most very fine and
all appear to be fault free. From collection identified with Gibbons
catalogue. (SG CV £ 365.15)
........................................................................................Sg. £365

2470 */** VF British Africa “Colonial Period” Lot. Remainder lot of
sets and singles, mostly from George VI reign, but several George
V and Edward VII sets included. All are unused and presumed
hinged, but likely some never hinged included. Better singles in
$50 range noted. Bechuanaland, Gambia., Nigeria, Swaziland.,
Gold Coast, Rhodesia, etc. from collection identified with Gibbons
numbers. (SG CV £ 655.45)
........................................................................................Sg. £655

2465 */** VF Basutoland Colonial Lot. Clean selection of sets/
singles and mixed H/NH. Nice, LH 5sh George V, Silver
Jubilee/Wedding sets and George VI and Elizabeth II definitives
series. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG CV
£ 162)
........................................................................................Sg. £162
2466 */** VF Bechuanaland “Protectorate” Period. Attractive
unused lot beginning with late, 1889 Victorian issue through to
Elizabethan issues. Most are lightly hinged and fresh, with few
varieties and postal card included. From collection identified with
Gibbons catalogue. (SG CV £ 315)
........................................................................................Sg. £315

2471 */** VF British Africa “Edward VII” Period. Small assortment
of various keyplate issues from British African colonies. Fresh and
unused (valued as hinged), with range from Northern and
Southern Nigeria, Somaliland, Sierra Leone and Gambia. No
complete sets, but twenty mid-value singles to high £55 value.
From collection with items identified with Stanley Gibbons
catalogue. (SG CV £ 343)
........................................................................................Sg. £343
2472 */** F-VF British Caribbean “Colonial” Period. Very mixed
assortment of remainder sets and singles from Commonwealth
Caribbean colonies. Most are lightly hinged (couple used) and all
are fresh. Most items valued in $5-$20 range.
........................................................................................Sg. £277
2473 */ VF British Guiana “Kings” Period. Clean collection of
issues from 1905-1952 era. Fresh, unused hinged items with few
used examples noted. Several with shade and perforation
varieties. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG
240/319b CV £ 342.80)
........................................................................................Sg. £342

xLot 2467
2467 */ F-VF Bechuanaland “Victorian” Period. Very presentable
collection of earliest material with mixed unused and used. Faulty
#7 and thin #18 not counted. From collection identified with
Gibbons catalogue. (SG 6/65 CV £ 672.10)
........................................................................................Sg. £672
2468 */** VF Bermuda Classic Period. Wonderful collection covering
George V to Elizabeth II eras. Mostly complete unused, hinged
sets with better intact. Noted caravels, tercentenary and
definitives. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG
CV £ 719.45)
........................................................................................Sg. £719
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2474  F-VF British Honduras 28/104 - Victoria/George V “Cancels”.
This lot is comprised of two uncommon items. First, an 1888
surcharged provisional (2c on 1d rose) bisected on piece with
“Belize MY3/88” cds cancel (CV $100). Followed by an example
of the 1922-33 series high value with light violet, fiscal cancel.
While available for regular postal duty, this high denomination
issue was primarily used for fiscal purposes (CV $ 240).
........................................................................................Sc. $340
2475  VF British Middle East Forces Lot. Complete set of used,
George VI “B.A. ERITREA” overprinted issue of 1950 (Sc #14-26).
Accompanied by very fine, used single (Sc #5b) with Type II
13.5mm, square dots overprint. (SG M10; E13-25 CV £ 170)
........................................................................................Sg. £170
2476  F-VF British Morocco Agencies Lot. Used remainder lot with
several choice singles. Victorian through to Edward VIII mostly
very fine. Stanley Gibbons #2,3c,7,15 / 18.19.20.29, 75-75a
(pair)/ 58a, 139, 61b/ 66-72/ Z173 cancel. (SG CV £ 400.70)
........................................................................................Sg. £401
2477 ** VF British Middle East Forces Lot. Very presentable, fresh
complete sets from Somalia, Eritrea and Tripolitania occupied
regions. All are never hinged and generally very finely centered.
From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue. (SG CV £ 302)
........................................................................................Sg. £302

2478 */** VF British Caribbean “Edward VII” Period. Small selection
of unused keyplates. Montserrat Sc #40, Cayman Islands #3-7
and St. Vincent 73. All lightly hinged and fresh. (SG CV £ 166.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £166
2479 */** VF British Morocco Agencies Lot. Fresh, unused (mostly
hinged) collection from various currency zones. Beginning with
early 1898 overprinted Victoria through to George VI issues. Many
choice singles and sets with stunning selection of George V
Seahorses. From collection identified with Gibbons catalogue.
(SG CV £ 617.60)
........................................................................................Sg. £617
2480 */ VF Burma “Kings” Lot. Small lot of eight, early items.
Complete 1937 George V high value overprints: #13 and 16 used,
#14 and 15 never hinged and #17 hinged. Trio of George VI
issues as well with noted “Tick Bird” Variety. From collection
identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG CV £ 210.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £210

xLot 2485
2485  VF East Africa and Uganda 21/51 Choice selection of used
Edward VII and George V 1904-1912 issues. Each with period
CDS cancels, except George V 3R with MOMBASSA fiscal. Scott
#’s 21, 27, 28, 39 and 51. (SG 24,28,41,42.55 CV £ 249)
........................................................................................Sc. $286
2486 * VF East Africa and Uganda “Edward VII” Period. Fresh clean
selection of fourteen items from 1903-1908 era. Beautiful Scott
#26 and #29, large format issues. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 1/42 CV £ 241)
........................................................................................Sc. £241

2481  F-VF Cape of Good Hope “Triangles” Lot. Small lot of nine
triangles. Generally graded as fine with at least one close margin
on each, but without obvious faults. Noted Scott #1, 1a, 3, 5,
6(x2), 12, 12a and 15
......................................................................................Sc. $2,465
2482 */** VF Ceylon “George V” Period. Nice selection of high values
from 1927-29 definitive series and 1935-36 pictorial series. Very
fine and fresh and all unused, hinged. Also noted Scott #255 with
SPECIMEN overprint. (SG CV £ 151.70)
........................................................................................Sg. £151
2483 * VF Dominica “George V” Period. Almost complete selection
from 1921 through 1933. View of Rousseau issue missing only
2sh6p value; stunning 5sh (Sc #54); colonial badge series
missing only 2sh value. All unused hinged and fresh. (SG CV £
243.25)
........................................................................................Sg. £243
2484 * VF East Africa and Uganda “George V” Period. Attractive
selection from 1912-1921 era, identified in Scott’s catalogue in
both East Africa and Kenya,Uganda, Tanganyika country
headings. Twelve unused, hinged items in total with most value in
Scott #8-10 (K.U.T.) high values. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG CV £ 355.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £355

2487 */** VF Falkland Islands Dependencies - King George VI
Issues. Virtually complete collection of all George VI issues.
Includes both thick and thin line maps issues. Also South
Shetlands, South Georgia, Graham Land and South Orkneys
overprints. Missing only Silver Wedding and Peace issues. Mixture
of hinged/never hinged items. (SG CV £ 202.50)
........................................................................................Sc. £202
2488 * VF Falkland Islands 107-120 - King George VI Pictorial Issue.
Complete set of fourteen values form this 1952 pictorial issue. All
stamps are fresh and very fine. Original, lightly hinged gum. (SG
172-185 £ 150)
........................................................................................Sc. $143
2489 */ F-VF Falkland Islands “Victoria” Period. Small selection of
1d and 6d values with shades identified by previous owner.
Difficult to distinguish but appear to match Stanley Gibbons
accurately. Noted SG #18, 20*, 21(*), 33* and 33x with reversed
watermark. All sound and fresh. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 18/33x CV £ 433)
........................................................................................Sg. £433
2490 */ F-VF Fiji Islands “Colonial” Period. Nice grouping taken
from Commonwealth collection beginning with 1878 Crown series
through to 1922-27 George V keyplates. There are 33 stamps in
all, with mix of unused/used. Noted Scott #89 and #90 as VF,
never hinged (valued as hinged). From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 59/103 CV £ 330)
........................................................................................Sg. £330

Lots & Collections

xLot 2481
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Lot 2496

xLot 2491

Lot 2493

2491  F-VF Gibraltar “King George V” Issues Small accumulation of
better used copies taken from range of George V period. While
grade differs slightly, all appear fault free with legitimate CDS or
registered cancels. Owners current catalogue value £ 304.75
........................................................................................Sg. £304

2496 * VF Great Britain - 1900 Manchester Philatelic Society War
Fund Issues. Issued in 1900 to help raise funds for the Boer War
effort, these two stamps were made available at the Manchester
philatelic exhibition. While the 1d value, issued in blue and pink,
is rather common, the 2/5d (brown and yellow green) is rather
scarce in comparison. While the 1d is never hinged (fine), the 2d
value has been hinged and is very finely centered. Unusual and
historic items.
..........................................................................................Est. $85

2492  VF Gibraltar 20 - Queen Victoria - 1sh Bistre - Crown and CA
Wtmk Wonderful appearance on this early 1886 issue.
Unfortunate thin area at bottom, detectable under fluid. Clean,
face free CDS cancel. (SG 14 CV £ 190)
........................................................................................Sc. $225

2497  F Great Britain “George V” Period. Interesting accumulation
of 1912-13 series each with “CPR” (Canadian Pacific Railway)
perfins. Mostly singles, with few larger multiples, all postally used.
There are 78 stamps in total, with obvious faulty not included in
Scott catalogue value of $251.10 for stamps alone.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

2493 * F-VF Gibraltar 61 - King Edward VII - 4sh Violet and Green Multiple Crown and CA Wtmk Interesting, 1904 printing with
lightly washed appearance due to mishandling of chalk-surfaced
paper. Four clear margins, original gum with hinge remnant. (SG
63 CV £ 250)
........................................................................................Sc. $250

2498  F Great Britain Classic Selection. Used selection of 113
stamps on stock sheet covering Victorian and Edward VII reigns
(1841-1911). Graded primarily as fine, with some few having
obvious faults. Includes some apparent duplication, but noted as
primarily differences in shades and/or plate numbers. The later
Edwardian period consist of items boasting legible c.d.s. cancels.
Good basis for continuation with several better values noted.
....................................................................................Sc. $6,133

2494 * F-VF Gibraltar 111a/116a - King George VI Issue Nice select
grouping with key perforation varieties. Scott #111a Perf 14.0;
#113a Perf 14.0; #115a Perf 13.5 and #116a Perf 14.0. Each
with fresh appearance and hinged gum. (SG 125a/129 CV £
465)
........................................................................................Sc. $435
2495 */ F-VF Gold Coast “George V” Period. Almost complete set
of 1913-1921 keyplate issue, mixed used/unused with noted
shade varieties. Also part set of 1928 Christiansborg Castle
series, unused, hinged that includes 5sh high value. Generally
very fine without obvious faults. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 70/112 CV £ 263 )
........................................................................................Sg. £263

2499  F Great Britain High Value Accumulation. Large organized
stockbook from early Victorian period through to 1960’s
Elizabethan. Condition is quite mixed in earlier issues, however
this obviously improves. Strong in surface printed issues arranged
by plate numbers, which includes two additional stock-sheets of
1d red plates. Kings period with many clear c.d.s cancels. (useful
for assigning printers and shades). Quantities are generally
manageable and may represent a useful approval stock for show
dealer. Most faulty stamps have been disregarded.
..................................................................................Sc. $20,527
2500  F Great Britain “Victorian” Collection. Collection of Victorian
issues (Sc #1/126) neatly mounted on album pages. Generally
very good to fine with a few very fine. A total of 95 stamps. We
noted #1,2, 24, 28, 37, 42, 44, 48, 52, 53, 55, 57, 60, 70,
73,87, 94, 95, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 126. Most have
original or close to original colours. Very high catalogue value.
..................................................................................Sc. $10,458
2501  Great Britain Penny Red “London Cancels” Collection.
Neatly mounted collection of perforated penny reds accumulated
exclusively for their London numeral-grid obliterator cancels.
Arranged by district with many decent strikes. Stamps range from
faulty to very fine and appears to be unchecked for plate
numbers. Inspect.
........................................................................................Est. $100
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2502  F-VF Great Britain 127-138 - King Edward VII Issue.
Complete basic set to one shilling value, complete unchecked for
colour or paper varieties. Selected used copies based on overall
appearance, most with very fine centering.
........................................................................................Sc. $332
2503  VF Great Britain 185-186 - British Empire Exhibition Dated
“1924” Interesting, on piece example with July 9, 1924
Exhibition cancellations. Stamps have small faults. (SG 430-31)
..........................................................................................Est. $50

2510 ** VF Jamaica Stockbook of Mint Elizabethan Issues.. All mint
from 1953 to 1990 housed in stockbook. Quite complete from
period (Sc #154/744) and apparently all never hinged. Includes
total of 507 stamps including a few gutter pairs, 38 souvenir
sheets and 3 booklets. Many nice topical sets from birds to Bob
Marley.
........................................................................................Sc. $801
2511  VF Jamaica 15 - Queen Victoria - 5sh Violet Difficult, used
item from 1875 issue. Great margins for the issue; March 17,
1882 double-ring CDS cancel.. (SG 15 CV £ 190)
........................................................................................Sc. $150

xLot 2504

2505 * VF Hong Kong 147-150 - King George V Silver Jubilee Issue.
Complete set of four values from this 1935 omnibus series.
Generally very fine and all are fresh with hinged, original gum. The
10c value has numerous vertical guidelines which are frequently
found on this issue, however, not often in this quantity. (SG 133136 £60)
..........................................................................................Sc. $67
2506 * F-VF Hong Kong 166A var - King George VI - $10 Violet and
Ultramarine - Ordinary Paper Printing - Perf 14.0 x 14.0. Fresh
example with typical centering for this 1938-48 series. Valued in
Scott as chalky paper printing only, we offer the ordinary paper
with original, lightly hinged gum. ( SG 162 £140 for NH)
..........................................................................................Sc. $75
2507 ** VF Hong Kong 650a/651Bm - Elizabeth II Definitive
Souvenir Sheet Dealer Lot.. Great dealer lot of 200 each of
three souvenir sheets still in original, shrink wrapped packaging
with HK $ 9000 face value. The sheets are each part of the “Hong
Kong Classics Series” and commemorate Hong Kong’s Transport
(#650a), Post office (#651Al) and Electricity (#651Bm).
......................................................................................Sc. $5,900
2508 ** VF Hong Kong 650a/792 - Modern Souvenir Sheet Dealer
Lot.. Wonderful dealer lot of five souvenir sheets, each in
packages of 100. All are never hinged with three in original
packaging. Features Scott #650a, 651Al, 651Bm Elizabeth II
definitives, 783a Year of the Ox and 792 Royal Postbox.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,550
2509 */ F-VF Jamaica “Victoria to George VI” Period. Nice part
collection of definitive series spanning early 1889 series through
to 1951 definitives and including War Tax issues and blocks of
Coronation series. Mostly unused with small selection of used
examples. Fresh and generally very fine with several
perforation/shade varieties. From collection identified with
Gibbons numbers. (SG 27/133 CV £ 514.60 )
........................................................................................Sg. £514

xLot 2512
2512  F-VF Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika “George V” Lot. Tough to
find complete set of fourteen values of this 1935 issue (Scott
#46-59). Generally fine-very fine with three key high values each
very finely centered. All used.
........................................................................................Sc. $350
2513 */** VF Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika- King George VI Issue
Fresh remainder lot from 1938-1954 series including many
better perforation varieties. Very finely centering throughout most
of the lot, with mixed hinged/never hinged. Couple of Scott
unlisted plate varieties included with 1941-1942 overprint series
as well. From collection identified with Gibbons numbers. (SG
131a-154 CV £ 286.10 )
........................................................................................Sg. £286

xLot 2514
2514 * F-VF Lagos “Victoria” Period Scarce, unused collection of
early Victorian era. Strength in early 1874 series and almost
complete 1887-1902 keyplate issue, with most high values
accounted for. Margins appear clear of designs on each item, and
overall quality is fresh. Previous owner’s Gibbons numbers
identify numerous shades. (SG 1/42 CV £ 731.75 )
........................................................................................Sg. £731

Lots & Collections

2504  F-VF Hong Kong 15/43a - Queen Victoria with “Foreign
Offices” Cancels. Select grouping of five items each with foreign
office cancel. Scott #15 with “D27” grid from Amoy, ,#34 with
“S1” grid from Shanghai (short corner), #40a VF with “Swatow
1888” cds cancel, #42 with “C1” grid from Canton and #43a blue
green shade with “Hoihow 1887” cds cancel (now Kiunhchow).
Attractive lot generally fine with several better.( SG Z12/Z568
£256.75)
........................................................................................Sg. £256

2515 */ F-VF Leeward Islands “George V and George VI” Period
Collection with nice range of items from 1912 to1951. All items
are unused, with most of George VI items being never hinged,
with pair of used singles. Noted Gibbons #110bb (£130) and #57
(£50).. Consistent, sound quality throughout. Owner’s Gibbons
numbers identify issues. (SG 46/122 CV £ 469.30 )
........................................................................................Sg. £469
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2516 */** VF Malta “George V” Period Great collection of colonial
era beginning with 1922 “Allegory” series through to 1930
overprinted issue. All are fresh and unused, with majority hinged,
however, we noted several never hinged items. Key high values
noted. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG 123/209
CV £ 546.75 )
........................................................................................Sg. £546
2517 ** VF Montserrat 1953-1984 Collection in Two Stockbooks.
All mint collection, virtually complete for period (Sc #127/839),
with only a few sets missing and apparently all never hinged.
Includes good number of popular topical souvenir sheets and
sets from the late 1980’s and 1990’s that have been recently
rising in value due to demand and lack of availability. Perfect
collection as basis for further expansion.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,527
2518  F Nauru 14 - Britannia Rules the Waves - 5sh Carmine.
Tough stamp to find used in any condition, we offer a fine
example which with respect to the issues, is almost a dramatic
misperforation. Tidy cds cancel on bottom half of design. (SG 22
£ 140)
........................................................................................Sc. $160
2519 (*) VF New Zealand - Universal Postal Union Congress Souvenir
Book. Elusive UPU presentation book for the 1934 Cairo
Congress. Includes high value range of stamps from New Zealand
and its Niue and Cook Islands Dependencies. Interspersed with
local period photos and with text printed in French. Stamps are
fixed on the manila pages. Catalogue value for stamps alone is
$926.75.
........................................................................................Sc. $926
2520 */ F-VF New Zealand Collection. Mostly mint collection from
1938 through 1970, with pattern continued into back-of-book
material. Owner had identified numerous, minor printing varieties
and shades. Used examples basically duplicating unused copies.
Additional range of semi-postal miniature sheets and early,
definitive plate blocks.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2521 */ F-VF New Zealand “Elizabeth II Period” Lot. Relatively
complete collection beginning with 1967 issues to early 1990’s.
Continues with same period through the semi-postal issues.
Mixed mint and hinged (often both) and mounted on springback
album pages. Accompanied by two additional stockpages of
supplementary material (not counted). Stamps all appear sound
and well centered.
........................................................................................Sc. $650

xLot 2523
2523  F-VF New Zealand 9e/30 - Queen Victoria “Chalons”. Small
dealer’s grouping of five better singles with fine-very fine margins
or better. Includes Scott #9e F-VF with light toning and short
corner crease, #14 VF with thinned area, #14d black brown F-VF,
#14e Brown F-VF and #30 green F-VF.
........................................................................................Sc. $960
2524  F New Zealand 29/37a - Queen Victoria “Chalon”. Small
dealer’s lot of five Chalon issues with all stamps graded as fine.
Scott #33 3d lilac with “Otago” cancel; #33a Mauve with
“Dunedin” duplex; #36a 6s red brown with grid cancel; #37a 1sh
pale yellow green with “C” grid and #37a 1sh yellow green with
barred oval grid.
........................................................................................Sc. $388
2525 * F+ New Zealand 32-33 - Queen Victoria “Chalons” - Large
Star Wtmk. Two unused singles form this 1864-1871 series.
Scott #31 F-VF unused without gum; #32 fine-very fine and fresh
with original, hinged gum; #32a F-VF unused without gum; #33
unused, without gum and fine.
........................................................................................Sc. $485
2526 (*) F New Zealand 59 - Queen Victoria - 2sh Deep Rose - Perf
12.0 x 11.5. Unused example of this 1878 issue with a
prominent misperf leaving portion of adjacent stamp design
showing at left. Fresh colour with small area with lightened ink at
upper-left and without gum. (SG 185 £ 350)
........................................................................................Sc. $475
2527 ** F-VF New Zealand 298-301 - Queen Elizabeth II Issue.
Issued between 1954 and 1957, we offer this complete set of
high values of this definitive series. Generally fine-very fine and
fresh and all with original, never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $110

2522  F New Zealand 7/41 - Queen Victoria “Chalon”. Diverse
selection of 22 making the foundation of a nice study lot of
shades, perforation types and watermarks. Range from earlier
imperf varieties to late 1871 printings. All are used with most
showing small faults. Owner’s identification using Scott
catalogue.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,414

xLot 2528
2528 ** VF New Zealand OY23/28 - Life Insurance Postage Issues.
Lot of three examples, each in small blocks. Scott #OY23 6d pink
in very fine block of four and block of six, both never hinged with
light tone spots on gum; #OY27 in never hinged block of six.
........................................................................................Sc. $263
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2529 * VF Nigeria 53-68 - King George VI Issue. Complete basic set
of this 1938-1951 issue with several, key perforation varieties of
shilling values - notable Scott #63c ($42.50) and #64c ($75).
While fresh with typically very fine centering, all stamps are
hinged. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG 49-59c CV
£ 307.50 for NH )
........................................................................................Sg. £307
2530 * VF Northern Rhodesia “George VI” Period. Complete set of
1938-1952 definitive series (Scott #25-45). All are fresh and
unused, hinged as valued by Scott catalogue. Accompanied by
postage dues of the same period (#J1-4). (SG 25/D4 CV £ 197 for
NH )
........................................................................................Sc. $158

2537 */** VF Sarawak “Colonial” Period. Selection of complete sets
between 1899 and 1950. All items are unused, lightly hinged
with the exception of a single used item. Key items noted with
individual catalogue values to $50 range. Fresh and sound lot
with shade varieties included. (SG 36/185 CV £ 361)
........................................................................................Sg. £361
2538 */** VF Seychelles 125/148 - King George VI Issue. Complete
basic set of issues with several colour shades/paper varieties
included. All unused with mix of hinged/never hinged. Better
values all noted. Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG
135/149 CV £ 524 for never hinged)
........................................................................................Sg. £524
2539  F-VF Singapore “Definitives” Lot. Over 330 stamps collected
on album pages of primarily Elizabethan definitive issues from
earliest to about 1990’s. Although there is some duplication and
few commemoratives scattered through (some mint), the value is
found in the range of high values of each issue. If you collect
Singapore we suggest you take a little longer look than what may
seem warranted.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2531 */ VF Nyasaland “George V and George VI” Period. Nice
selection of items beginning with complete, lightly hinged KGV
Leopard issue and pair of fiscally used high values from scroll
series (not counted). Continuing with the Scroll series, we offer a
complete set from the George VI period in mixed hinged/never
hinged. Finally, a set of UPU anniversary issues. Owner’s Gibbons
numbers identify issues. (SG98/143 CV £ 523.75 with fiscals
included)
........................................................................................Sg. £263
2532 */** VF Pakistan - 1947-49 George VI Period. Four sets of early
overprint issues including the 1947 first issue (Scott #1-19),
1947-49 officials (#O1-O13), 1948 officials (O14-O26) and
Bahawalpur States issues of 1948 (#1-15). All are fresh and
unused, mounted on album pages.
........................................................................................Sc. $412
2533  VF Pakistan O28a - Star and Crescent - 1-1/2a Grey Green Inverted “SERVICE” Overprint in Carmine. Three blocks of this
1949 official issue with unusual error. Fine-Very fine with single
stamp having a thinned area. Indistinct black cancels. (SG O28a
£504)
........................................................................................Sc. $480

2534 * F-VF Rhodesia (British East Africa) 14/30 - Coat of Arms
Issue. Almost complete set missing only the scarce 8a and 1r
grey issues. All are legitimate examples, fresh and with original,
hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $120
2535 */ F-VF St. Helena “Edward VII to George VI” Period. Nice
selection from lifetime collection beginning with 1902 Edwardian
issues through to complete 1938-40 Colonial Badge series.
Majority are unused and hinged, with couple of better used
singles noted (Scott #67 and 70). Fresh and sound lot from highly
collected area.Owner’s Gibbons numbers identify issues. (SG
53/140 CV £ 480.10)
........................................................................................Sg. £480
2536 */ VF Saints “Colonial” Period. Accumulation of of smaller
lots from St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent. Mostly
complete, unused hinged sets with occasional used item from
1905 to 1952 issues. Noted St. Kitts Scott #21** and used, 3751*, St. Lucia #76-89* and St. Vincent #104-113 plus many
others. (SG CV £ 694.80)
........................................................................................Sg. £694

2540 ** VF Solomon Islands “George VI” Period. Complete, never
hinged set of thirteen from 1939-1951 series. UPU 75th
anniversary set accompanies. (SG 60-72; 77-80 CV £ 78.25)
..........................................................................................Sc. $95
2541 */** VF South Africa “Union” Period. Interesting lot exploring
early George V definitives to War Effort series. Includes range of
semi-postals and postage dues. Several Gibbons varieties noted
with impressive tete-beche block of twelve (Scott #4). (SG CV £
305.80)
........................................................................................Sg. £305
2542  VF South Africa J53/J78 - Postage Due Large Multiples Lot.
A very unusual lot of used postage dues, mostly in large part
panes of fifty. Noted J53 x 415, J54 x 500, J56 x 390, J67 x 71,
J74 x 162, J76 x 31, J78 x 68. Actually an attractive lot with
potential for the enthusiast or the specialist. Incredible catalogue
value (SG £5141) so make us an offer.
......................................................................................Sc. $5,141
2543 (*) F-VF Stellaland 1 - Coat of Arms - 1d Red. Uncommon
original example of this 1884 issue. Many collectors shy away
from these items, as there are many common forgeries in the
marketplace. The key distinguishing feature is the length of the
value “Een Penny” which measure 13.5mm on the original and
12.5 on the forgeries, as per Robson Lowe Empire in Africa. Finevery fine; unused, without gum; Roumet expertising mark on
reverse, showing through thin paper at bottom. (SG 1 £180)
........................................................................................Sc. $225
2544  F-VF Straits Settlements 202 - King George V - $25 Blue and
Violet on Blued Paper - Multiple Crown and Script CA Wtmk.
This was the highest denomination that saw any practical postal
use, from the 1921-1932 printing. Fine-very fine centering with
illegible cds cancel. (SG 240b CV £ 130)
........................................................................................Sc. $140
2545 * F-VF Turks and Caicos “Three Kings” Period. Very presentable
lot covering 1909 to 1950 issues, including War Tax. All unused,
hinged, except George VI era. Complete sets with various colour
shades noted. Fresh, clean lot ! (SG 115/233 CV £ 373.65)
........................................................................................Sg. £373

Lots & Collections

xLot 2531

Worldwide
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2546 */** VF Afghanistan Dealer’s Lot of Souvenir Sheets.
Accumulation of souvenir sheets from the 1960’s representing
thirteen different sets. All are mint and never hinged, with
duplication between 3 and 38 copies. Due to world events an
area with increasing popularity.
........................................................................................Sc. $702
2547 */** VF Austria Modern Collection. Complete 1963-1985
unused collection on Lindner hingeless album pages. All appear
never hinged and fault free. Many great topicals. Owners 2006
catalogue value $382 US.
........................................................................................Sc. $382
2548 */** F-VF Austria Accumulation in Stockbooks. Pair of 20
page stockbooks, filled with predominantly unused issues. We
noted no duplications and only about 15 used singles. Range of
material from 1920’s to 1980’s including back of book, and laid
out in chronological order. Nice fresh selection. Owner’s 2006
catalogue value exceeds $2400 US.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,457

Collection in Minkus Album. Uncommon countries collection
housed in Minkus album ending with 1980’s issues. Although
many of these issues are relatively inexpensive, collectors of this
area can appreciate the difficulty in finding such material. All
issues appear to be mint and lightly hinged into the album. A
breakdown in value : Guatemala $419.80, Honduras $203.45
and El Salvador $266.95. Nice fresh material in this unusual lot.
........................................................................................Sc. $475
2555 ** VF -China People’s Republic “Booklet” Lot. Seldom seen
selection of thirteen intact booklets from 1980’s. Fresh and with
much topical interest. price range between $4.50 and $35.00
each.
........................................................................................Sc. $165
2556 ** VF -Comoros 131/C95 - “State Overprint” Lot. Fresh
selection of over 50 stamps issued in 1975 when the islands
declared their independence from France. All stamps are never
hinged and dramatically undervalued by Scott catalogue in
relation to European markets.
..........................................................................................Sc. $83

2549  F-VF Austrian Used Collection. Nice range of material housed
in two-volume collection. Range from earliest 1850 issues
through to to mid 1990’s, arranged by Scott numbers, with no
back-of-book material. Majority are very fine with some variability
in earlier issues. Owner’s 2006 Scott catalogue value exceeds $
1600 US.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,650
2550  F-VF Austrian Accumulation in Stockbook. A stockbook with
several hundred, generally fine used stamps with some
duplication. Several older pages of material with noted Foreign
Offices, Liechtenstein, and earlier classic material. A second
stockbook with over six hundred stamps in total and only partially
catalogued.
........................................................................................Sc. $643

xLot 2557
2557 */** F-VF Danzig 241-253 - Coat of Arms Surcharged.
Complete set to the 1rm value, issued during the German
protectorate period in 1939. Most values are very fine with couple
slightly off center; 10pf,15pf and 30pf values are hinged while
balanced are never hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $147

xLot 2551
2551  F-VF Belgium 3/12 - King Leopold I. Remainder lot of five
used singles from early imperforate issues. Items as follows: Scott
#3 (x2) VF and F-VF examples, #8 VF with large margins, #9 F-VF
with one close margin and rest very large.
........................................................................................Sc. $515
2552  F-VF Bolivia - 1897-1962 In-depth Collection in Springback
Album. Extensive and neatly laid out collection of over 2000
stamps covering 1897-1962 period (Scott #47/474) including
back-of-book material. Minor duplication with interest in shades
and postmarks. Approximately 70% postally used with balance of
mint material being hinged. Accompanied by eight pre-1902
covers, and loose souvenir sheets.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,330
2553 */ F-VF Bosnia and Herzegovina Complete Collection on
Album Pages. Very clean, well presented complete collection.
Majority of early issues are used and appear sound. Most issues
after 1910 are unused and hinged. Owner’s 2006 Scott
catalogue value at $ 372 US. Not very often do we have the
opportunity to offer any complete country collection !
........................................................................................Sc. $372
2554 * F-VF Central America (Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador) 210

2558  F-VF Denmark Single Volume Collection. Interesting
collection from first, 1852 issue through to 2000 and back-ofbook material. Representation of all key sets, with full page of
Heraldic emblems. Airmails, postage dues and definitives
addressed with many shade and perf varieties. While condition
varies, most are sound examples with legible cancels. Owners
2006 catalogue value in excess of $3500.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,549
2559  F-VF Denmark - 1851-1999 Collection on Quadrille Pages.
Clean collection of mostly used. High values included for most
sets and few surprises possible in back-of-book as perforation
and watermark varieties are unchecked. Also includes a couple of
pages of Danish-West Indies. Over 700 stamps in total and
generally fine-very fine, with most better and very few faulty.
........................................................................................Sc. $858
2560  F-VF Estonia - 1918-1999 Collection in Binder. A wonderful
used lot of Estonia with sets spaced neatly on home-made
annotated album pages. Shades, multiples and nice cancels start
right from the beginning issues and carry through the modern
period and into the back-of-book material. The album is
supplemented with stock pages of mint and used duplicates and
a small stack of postal covers. Nice foundation collection with
little required for completion.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,094

This lot and the following are from an old-time hoard.
Most are in full panes with a block or several singles cut from one
corner and many have singe marks affecting the corners or edges.
All are without gum. Stamps showing burn marks are not counted
in the total and some stamps have creases or other faults. Three
interesting lots for the student of these issues.
2561 (*)/* Estonia 2/104 - Classic “Large Multiples” Lot. Over 2800
stamps in large multiples of part panes. Some with faults and
mostly unused without gum. Includes Scott #283 with favour
cancels.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,646
2562 (*) Estonia C1-6; C9-10 - Airmail “Large Multiples” Lot. Over
500 stamps in condition similar to previous lot, which also
includes pane of fifty Scott #C3 which is adhering to the back of
#C1 which retains a small part of original gum.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,475
2563 (*) Estonia C4-C6 - Airmail Overprints “Large Multiples” Lot.
Three full panes of fifty stamps for each of the these 1923
overprint issues. Condition as per notations above and counted
as 48 sets of this scarce issue.
......................................................................................Sc. $5,160
2564  F-VF Finland Two Volume Collection. High catalogue value
collection with near full range of issues, beginning in 1859
through to 2000. All stamps used with variable grading to 1917,
arms series. Continued strength in back-of-book material. Many
clear CDS cancels on early material and some range of colour
shades and varieties. Owner’s 2006 catalogue value in excess of
$2000 US.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,019
2565  F-VF Finland 24 - Coat of Arms - 1m Violet. Presentable used
item with tidy “Helsingfors 1881” cds cancel. Graded as fine-very
fine with even colour tone.
........................................................................................Sc. $160

2569  F France 2b - Ceres Definitive - 15c Dark Green on Greenish
Paper - Imperforate. Presentable item with two large margins
and two close and graded as fine/ Used with lightly applied RPO
cancel. Wonderful deep colour and without fault.
........................................................................................Sc. $900
2570  F-VF France “Early Classic” Lot. Dealer’s lot in 102-cards of
twenty single items, most in better condition with only a few trivial
faults noted. Range of material from imperforate Ceres definitives
to end of Empire period. Well worth a view.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,002
2571  F-VF France 7 - Ceres Definitive - 40c Orange (Shades) Imperforate. Selection of five examples of this issue, identified
by dealer as being same shade, but obviously in sharp contrast
with one another. No obvious faults and full range from close
margins to large margins all around. All used with typical lozenge
or numeral cancels.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,375
2572  F-VF France 7/46 - Ceres Definitive Issues. Presentable lot
of high value items, each with an unfortunate thinned area,
however, visible from the back. Noted #7 F-VF centered, #7a VF,
#9 (x2) both Fine with toning, #42 with private pin-perforation,
and #46 with British-style 723 barred-oval cancel. They look
much better than space-fillers.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,560
2573  F France 9b - Ceres Definitive - 1fr Brown Carmine Imperforate. Presentable tight margined single-item lot with light
toning, but retaining distinctive shade of colour. Used with period
lozenge cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $900
2574  F France 7 - Ceres Definitive - 40c Orange (Shades) Imperforate. Selection of five examples of this issue, identified
by dealer as being same shade, but obviously in sharp contrast
with one another. No obvious faults and full range from close
margins to large margins all around. All used with typical lozenge
or numeral cancels.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,000
2575 (*) F-VF France - Unused Classic Lot with High Value. Dealer’s
remainder lot of eleven items all unused, however, without gum.
Generally graded as fine + with few better items and one graded
as good. Each is fresh and none appear to have had cancels
removed. Scott #12, 29(x2), 64, 70, 77, 78, 84, 89, 91a, 99. If
you are interested in France, we recommend this lot for viewing.
......................................................................................Sc. $1,578

xLot 2566

2576  F-VF France “Faulty Classics” Lot. Small selection of four
high-value but faulty items, taken from dealer’s retail stock. Note
Scott #9b F-VF with thin, #12a VF with tone spot, #31* fine with
prominent thin, and #37 with clipped perfs at bottom.
........................................................................................Sc. $625

2567  France “Official Documents” Lot. A collection 103 different
official documents issued by the French postal service. Similar in
concept to the popular Maxim cards, however, on standard sized
paper and with a great deal of historical information. Valued in
Yvert & Tellier at 7100 Fr. Each is in protective covering and still
in original packaging. Fresh and in lovely condition.
........................................................................................Est. $350
2568  F-VF France 1a,3 - Ceres Definitive - 10c Bistre/20c Black.
Small lot of three early classics. Noted Scott #1a F-VF with
lozenge cancel, #1a F-VF with small thinned area and “petitechiffes” cancel, and #3 VF with very light pen cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $690
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2566 * VF France B11/B19 - War Period Semi-postal Issues. Pair of
well centered semi-postals with surtax towards Red Cross or War
orphans Fund. Both are unused with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $205

xLot 2577
2577  F-VF France “Napoleon Imperf Pairs” Lot. Attractive selection
of seven pairs from French Empire period. Generally fine-very fine
with couple better pieces. All are used and we note #12, 13, and
14 (x5) in variety of shades. Each valued as pairs in Scott
Specialized Catalogue.
........................................................................................Sc. $438
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2578  F-VF France “Napoleon Imperf Pairs” Lot. Five pairs of
Napoleon III issue - 40c orange (Sc #18) with shades noted.
Generally fine-very fine with one having faulty single in pair. Each
used with period postmarks.
........................................................................................Sc. $120
2579  F-VF France 19 - Emperor Napoleon III - 80c Lake on
Yellowish Paper - Imperforate. Small, dealer’s lot of four pairs of
stamps. Two are in pale lake and two in deep lake shades. Each
has a minor fault - light crease (x2), toning, and shallow thin. Used
with double strike petite-chiffre cancels. Pairs are each valued at
US $165 in Scott Classic catalogue.
........................................................................................Sc. $660
2580 * F-VF France 30-31 - Emperor Napoleon III - 2c Red Brown/4c
Grey - Perf 14.0 x 13.5. Selection taken from dealer’s retail stock
of mint examples of this pair of 1863-1870 issues. Three copies
of Scott #31 and six of #32 with some shade differences noted.
Condition varies within this lot and viewing highly recommended.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,110
2581  F France 37 - Emperor Napoleon III - 1fr Grey Lilac. High
value item with four examples, each with fault - short tears,
toning, clipped perfs, etc. All used with interesting cancels.
Viewing highly recommended.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,100

2587 * F-VF France “Peace and Commerce” Lot. High value selection
of four items each with trivial fault. All unused as follows: Scott
#76 fine with rounded corner and perf thin, #89 very fine with
light paper wrinkles, #100 never hinged and very fine with very
light corner crease, and #102 fine with short perf at top.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,233
2588  F-VF France “Peace and Commerce” Used Lot. Selection of
five better items, that appear fully sound except for couple of
shorter perfs. All used with cds cancels. Noted Scott #76, 79, 83,
84a (short perfs) and 96a.
........................................................................................Sc. $807
2589 * F+ France 82-82a - Peace and Commerce - 30c Yellow
Brown/Brown. Small lot with two distinct colour shades of this
1876 issue well represented. Each is graded as fine + and fresh
with hinged, original gum. The yellow brown shade was a light
gum bend.
........................................................................................Sc. $152
2590 * F-VF France 83 - Peace and Commerce - 75c Carmine on
Rose Paper - Type II. Key value of this 1876-77 definitive issue.
We offer a finely centered example with small perf faults at top
and re-enforced corner in lower-left. The stamp is fresh with
hinged original gum which has a gum bend in lower-right corner.
Tough unused stamp in any condition.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,725
2591 * F+ France 94-96 - Peace and Commerce- Type II. Selection of
three high values of the 1877-1880 printings of this definitive
series. Noted as Scott #94 fine, fresh and very lightly hinged (CV
$375); #95 fine-very fine and lightly hinged (CV $ 72.50); and
#96 fine and fresh with hinge remnant and light pencil notation
(CV $ 350)
........................................................................................Sc. $797

xLot 2582
2582  F-VF France “Bordeaux Ceres” Lot. Fair selection of seven
items from dealer’s retail stock, mostly sound and with four
adequate margins. All used and from 1870-71 Bordeaux printings
: Scott 3 38,,41, 42, 43, 46, 47, and 47b.
........................................................................................Sc. $698
2583  F-VF France - Classic Ceres Used Lot. Nice selection of five
single items with one graded as fine-very fine and the remainder
as better, each with four margins. All are used with period
numeral cancels. Scott #42, 43, 44, 46, and 47. Nice lot and
viewing recommended.
........................................................................................Sc. $787
2584 */ F-VF France and Colonies - Dealer’s Lot on Stock Pages.
Selection of mostly used sets and singles of primarily back-ofbook material and few colonial items. generally fine-very fine with
many better.
........................................................................................Sc. $723
2585 * F+ France 57 - Ceres Definitive - 20c Dull Blue on Bluish
Paper. Presentable example of this 1870 issue graded as fine
and with light, even toning. Unused with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $200
2586  F-VF France “Turn of the Century” Lot. Dealer’s lot of material
taken from retail-ready stock. Assortment of Peace and
Commerce issues and a few better commemoratives from 1930’s
era. Generally fine-very fine with some range of condition but
appears to have no obvious faults. Nice range of cancels. (Scott
#64/348a)
........................................................................................Sc. $855
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2592 * F-VF France “1890’s-1960’s Mint” Lot. Dealer’s lot in
prepared in 102-cards and stock cards of primarily earlier
definitives and commemorative issues. Mostly better single items
with few complete sets noted. Typically fresh with most lightly
hinged. About 25 items in total. (Scott #98/2N10)
......................................................................................Sc. $1,170
2593 * F+ France 101,107 - Peace and Commerce - 50c Carmine on
Rose Paper - Type I and Type II. Nice lot of late printings of this
19th century definitive series showing two printing types. Scott
#101 (Type II) is fine and fresh with hinged, original gum and
gutter margin counter. Scott #107 (Type I) is a top margin single
with selvedge which is fine-very fine, fresh and lightly hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $350
2594 * F+ France 118/136 - Rights of Man Issue. Small lot of five
items. Each is fresh and mint-hinged and as follows: Scott #118
fine with shifted numeral of value; #118 fine-very fine; #135 finevery fine; #136 fine-very fine with gutter margin counter; and
#137 fine-very fine with hinge remnant.
........................................................................................Sc. $425
2595 ** F-VF France “20th Century Never Hinged” Lot. Very nice
selection of dealer’s cards with high catalogue value. Range of
better sets and singles all never hinged and fresh and generally
graded as very fine. (Scott #138/1100)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,010

xLot 2604
xLot 2596

xLot2597

2596 * VF France 247,247A,248 - Reims Cathedral - 3fr Dark Grey.
Three type printings of this 1929-1933 issue. Each item is very
fine and fresh with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $205

2604 * VF France B34/B67 - Semi-postal Issues. Selection of three
items from the 1930’s. The issues feature The Smile of Reims
(#B34), Allegory of Music (#B43) and Winged Victory (#66-67).
Each is fresh and very fine with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $250

2597 * VF France 251, 252A, 252 - Port of La Rochelle - 10fr
Ultramarine (Shades). Fresh, very finely centered selection of
three type printings of this 1929-1933 issue. Each shows full,
original lightly hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $240
2598 ** VF France 253 - Pont du Gard, Nimes - 20fr Red Brown - Die
I - Perf. 13.5 x 13.5. Attractive large margined example which is
very finely centered. Slight scuff through “LI” of Republique.
Never hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $325

2600 ** F-VF France “Back-of-Book Never Hinged” Lot. Dealer’s
accumulation of retail-ready items all never hinged and featuring
better singles and sets. Catalogue value range from $10 to well
over $100. Typically fresh and very fine material. (Scott #B2/J97)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,044
2601 * F-VF France “Mint Back-of-Book” Lot. Retail stock items
prepared in 102-cards into choice singles or sets (31 in total). All
are mint with most being lightly hinged. Generally very fine with
few earlier exceptions and all are fresh. No items noted below
$10 and range above $100. (Scott #B4/J92)
....................................................................................Sc. $1,361
2602  F-VF France “Used Back-of-Book” Lot. Selection of better
back-of-book items, all postally used and prepared for retail
stock. Generally fine-very fine or better with sixteen items in total.
(Scott #B5/J64)
........................................................................................Sc. $638
2603 * VF France B19, B23 - La Marseillaise. The surcharged
printing of this item was issued in 1922 to continue to collect a
surtax to assist the War Orphans Fund. The stamp was then reissued in a new value in 1926. We offer well centered examples
of both with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $197

Lot 2605
2605  VF France C15 - Monoplane over Paris - 50fr Ultramarine on
Paper with Red Network Overprint. Showpiece quality item with
perfectly balanced margins and impressive quality. Used with
face-free cds cancel at upper-right.
........................................................................................Sc. $250
2606  VF France C17 - Airplane over Atlantic - 10fr Prussian Green.
Issued in 1936 to commemorate the 100th airmail flight across
the South Atlantic. Very fine, generous margins with centrally
struck cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
2607 * VF France J15,J18 - Numeral of Value Postage Dues - 5c
Black/20c Black. Selection of two items from this 1882-1892
series. Each is very fine and fresh with hinged, original gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $292
2608 ** VF France - 1972-1982 NH Collection and Die Proofs. An
attractive and lovely Red Moroccan leather-bound album and
slipcase, displaying several dozen different issues from 1972 to
1982. All stamps are fresh and never hinged. The album also
exhibits select die proofs as follows (Ceres catalogue number and
price in parenthesis): 1414 Horticulture (1801; 175FF), 1474
Chateau de Malmaison (1867; 175FF), 1536 Hotel des Invalides
(1931; 225F) and C48 Concorde Issue A49; 1150FF). The face
value of the included stamps is 156,25FF.
........................................................................................Est. $200
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2599 ** VF France - New Issue Dealer’s Lot. An attractive collection
neatly presented on Vario stock sheets. All stamps are fresh, very
fine and in original post office condition, having been purchased
as new issues. We noted only about twelve duplicates. Owner’s
careful Yvert & Tellier catalogue values is €998.45. Our sample
of about 10% has Scott catalogue value at just over 80% in US
dollars of the French prices, equivalent to about $800 US. (Scott
#1310/2635)
....................................................................................Yvert €998

2609  F-VF France - 1853-1969 Collection of all Different Used.
Owner’s collection on homemade pages and housed in blue
binder. Beginning with early Empire period (CV $ 720 on first
page) and well represented through to the late 1960’s. Continues
with back-of-book material with a few better noticed. Condition
varies, however, obvious faulty were not counted. Over 1500
stamps in total.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,000
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2610 ** VF -French Antarctica “New Issue Block” Dealer’s Lot.
Selection of fourteen blocks and two pairs of fresh items. Many
have gutter margins and a great deal of topical interest. All post
office fresh and never hinged, housed on Vario stock pages.
........................................................................................Sc. $153
2611 ** VF French Antarctica “New Issue” Dealer’s Lot. Selection of
fifty-six stamps on Vario stock page. All are different with high
topical interest. Fresh and never hinged consistently throughout.
Nice material from this highly collected area.
........................................................................................YT €125

xLot 2617
2617 ** VF French Community - Curie Omnibus Series. Complete set
of twenty-one values from 1938 omnibus issue celebrating the
40th anniversary of the discovery of radium, by Pierre and Marie
Curie. Each is very fresh, well centered and never hinged.
........................................................................................Est. $125
2618 * VF German Offices in China 46/56 - Wilhelm II Addressing
Crowd - $2.5 on 5m Slate and Carmine. Pair of similar issues on
unwatermarked (#46) and watermarked (#56) papers. Both are
very fine and fresh with original, hinged gum. Owner has detailed
the packaging with Ex Reiche. notation.
........................................................................................Sc. $127

xLot 2612
2612 */** VF French Antarctica Collection. French Antarctic
Territory. Attractive, clean collection housed on a Kabe Hingeless
album pages (1948-1999). About 50% complete with strength in
the earlier issues (noted #16-19, 28, C6-8, C14). Some additional
blocks and larger multiples included on vario sheets. Mostly
never hinged.
......................................................................................Sc $2,633
2613  VF French Antarctic Territories - 1972-1985 Cover Collection
in Three Albums. Attractive collection of over 360 covers neatly
arranged in three volumes. Each envelope hosts commemorative
issues, most with interesting hand-struck cachets, ship cancels,
signatures or combinations thereof. Great topical interest and
modern postal history value.
....................................................................................Est. $1,000
2614  VF French Southern and Antarctic Territories C8 - ITU
Anniversary - 30fr Multicoloured. One of the key values of this
French omnibus series. We offer a very finely centered, used
example with sock-on-the-nose cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $160
2615 * French Colonies - Intercolonial Presentation Booklet.
Interesting booklet printed in 1941 and endorsed by the French
Secretary of State for Colonial Affairs. The 46 page booklet
depicts large-format illustrations of colonial stamps and
photographic images that inspired their creation. Each image
bears the actual stamp which has been affixed firmly onto the
page. Neat little item with small degree of spot toning.
..........................................................................................est. $50
2616  F-VF French Colonies 11- Ceres Definitive - 20c Blue on
Bluish Paper - Imperforate. Presentable example with three full
margins and top margin touching frame-line at right. Small
scissor cut (1mm) just outside margin in upper-right. Light tone
spot in lower-left quadrant. Used with “Martinique” (MQE) lozenge
cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
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xLot 2619
2619 */ F-VF Germany and Colonies Lot. Small, dealer’s remainder
lot of seven 102-cards. Items as follows: Germany #415-431**
VF Fresh (CV $ 62.70) #B23-7 * part set ($10.45), #C36(*) VF
regummed ($37.50), #C56 * VF ($125), Offices in China #5a F
used ($57.50), #54 VF used ($35.00) and Caroline Islands #18*
VF (9.00). Eclectic mix and worth a view.
........................................................................................Sc. $337
2620 ** VF Germany 1964-1994 Unused Collection. Wonderful,
clean collection on Lindner, hingeless album pages. Appears to
be complete and never hinged ! Catalogue value of €1426 from
owner’s Michel evaluation.
......................................................................................Mi €1,426
2621 */** F-VF Germany Unused Accumulation. A collector’s lot of
unused stamps that were gradually accumulated as he only
collected used. Arranged in stock sheet binder, with vast majority
being never hinged. Selection from early 1870’ s through to mid
1990’s with many in $25 to $100 value range. Owner’s Michel
catalogue value exceeds €6,000. Great lot for the collector or
dealer.
....................................................................................Sc. €6,060
2622  F-VF Germany Used Collection. Lifetime collection in set of
three 3-ring binders. The owner used Michel catalogue and has
identified number of shades and varieties. Most key values noted
in collection throughout, with many $100 + items. While grading
is variable for earlier issues, most are very fine and without
obvious faults. No duplication noted and souvenir sheets, covers,
se-tenants interspersed throughout. Single, large volume of semipostal items including most of earlier souvenir sheets (No airmail,
colonies, etc.). Owner’s Michel catalogue value at over €20,000
which may included unverified postmarks and viewing
recommended.
..................................................................................Sc. €23,168

2623 */ F-VF Germany Back-of-Book, States and Colonies
Collection. Impressive accumulation with many mid-range items
($ 50 +) arranged chronologically, on stock pages. Begins with
German airmails, postage dues, officials, etc with mixed mint and
used items. Selection of unused, modern semi-postals then
progressing into German states and colonies. Some mixed
condition with obvious faulty not counted. Owners Michel
catalogue value exceeds €8,000 which may included unverified
postmarks and viewing recommended.
....................................................................................Sc. €8,993

2625 ** VF Germany/Berlin - Semi-postal “Large Multiples” Lot.
Interesting variety of West Germany and Berlin periods from early
to mid 1960’s. All items are in complete sheets or large multiples
in series of four mint-sheet files. Many topicals including
Olympics, animals, etc. All fresh and never hinged.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,308
2626 */ F-VF Germany, States and Colonies Selection in Large
Stockbook. Filled with mint and mostly used Germany and area
with light duplication. Majority of value is in postally used
material, but also includes souvenir sheets, better airmails (ie
C27-34 $100; C46-56 $71) and semi-postals. Great depth of
material from early Germania through to inflation periods. Decent
states, colonies, occupation issues. In all seventeen pages were
not included in that catalogue value and the lot definitely
warrants inspection.
......................................................................................Sc. $5,558
2627  F-VF Germany - 1880-1989 Collection. Presentable
collection on owner’s album pages. Range of mint and used
material from 1880’s to 1954 (mostly used with better cds
cancels) and 1950’s to late 1980’s semi-postals, progressing
from used towards unused, hinged. Consistency in quality almost
entirely throughout.
........................................................................................Sc. $725
2628  F-VF Germany - 1950-1990 Collection. Presentable
collection on owner’s album pages complementary to previous
lot. Range of mint and used material from early 1950’s to 1990’s.
Almost entirely used with clear cds cancels and without
duplication.
........................................................................................Sc. $540
2629  F-VF Germany - Dealer’s Stock on Approval Pages. A clean,
generally fine or better, used stock mounted on 8.5 x 11 approval
pages, with 25 stamps per page. Does not appear to have any
noticeable duplication. Catalogue values as follows Germany ($
1401), Berlin ($630), DDR ($20) and Bavaria ($237).
......................................................................................Sc. $2,288
2630  F-VF Germany and Worldwide “Duplicates” Lot.
Accumulation of several thousand German stamps in small boxes
sorted by period with a value applied to only one box. All off paper
and ready for sorting with possibility of unexpected finds. The lot
also includes a stock-book of pre-priced items valued at
€791.80. As well, a larger box of older material on mounted,
dealer cards - not pretty but completely unchecked. As only about
30% of material has a value associated with it we suggest taking
a look.
......................................................................................Mi €1,128

xLot 2631
2631  F Germany 1/21 - Imperial Eagle Issue. Small dealer’s lot of
eleven early issues. Generally fine with several very fine examples
included. All are used without obvious faults. Includes Scott #1,
#2 VF, #4 with 2nd day of usage cds, #7 “Romrod” cds, #8
“Schotten”, #8a “Sondpfeim” , #10 “Freiburg”, #14, #15a
“Berlin”, #19, and #21 “Mainz”.
........................................................................................Sc. $935
2632 ** VF Germany 3N4b/3N17 - Allied Military Government
“Large Multiples” Lot. Full, complete sheets in six different
denominations. Included are examples of each of the three
printings - Washington, London and Brunswick. Michel identifies
dozens of plate flaws which could potentially add several hundred
additional Euros to the catalogue value. Note 5pf (Scott #3N4b)
is partially stuck together and not included in the total. Other
issues are 3N6a, 3N7, 3N13, 3N14 and 3N17. Excellent lot for
the specialist.
........................................................................................Mi. €120
2633 * F-VF Germany 4/28 - Imperial Eagle Issue. Selection of four
mint singles from these 1872 issues. Includes Scott #4* F-VF
with small adhesion, #20** Fine, #26* F-VF and #28* F-VF. High
combined catalogue value.
........................................................................................Sc. $374
2634 ** VF Germany 557/583 - Allied Occupation Zone “Large
Multiples” Lot. This post office fresh, unused collection provides
a tremendous opportunity for further study with respect to shade,
printing and plate varieties. Most significant is the range of colour
shades than can easily be seen in almost every denomination,
including what may be some of the scarce printings listed in
Michel catalogue and undifferentiated in Scott. The number of
position plate blocks and notations may allow for numerous flaws
to be located as denoted within Michel. Without taking these
differences into account, the basic catalogue value is over €960,
however, we believe that the true value could easily surpass
€3000. Literally hundreds of stamps all in multiples.
........................................................................................Sc. $508
2635 ** VF Germany 557/585 - Allied Occupation Zone “Large
Multiples” Lot. Large collection of part sheets, marginal and
positional blocks of the definitive issues of the 1947 and 1948
Allied Occupation of Germany. Represented are nearly every issue
from those two years (Michel #941-970) with the exception of
some of the Leipzinger Messe issues. These definitives include
wonderful examples of plate flaws, colour and perforations
varieties (with most recorded in Michel represented here). While
many of the colour shade have been identified, there still remain
many colour shades unidentified, leaving the potential for several
thousands of Euros in unrecorded value. Basic catalogue value
for this collection is €6000. This does not include the values
already identified as scarcer shades. All items are fresh and never
hinged.
......................................................................................Mi €6,000

Lots & Collections

2624 */ F-VF Germany and DDR Remainder Lot. A collector’s lot of
unused semipostal and used duplicated not required for his used
collection. Arranged on stock sheets in binder. Earliest 1870’s
issues through to 1990’s with many key stamps/sets and very
little duplication. Broken down as €5850 in Germany used, €635
unused and €2567 DDR. Owner’s Michel catalogue total of
€9052. Great lot for the collector or dealer.
....................................................................................Sc. €9,052

2636 ** F-VF Germany 634-661 - Architecture Definitive Issue - Perf
11 x 11. Complete basic set of 1948-1951 issue with extra
shades of 40pf and 90pf values. Fresh with overall fine-very fine
grade; never hinged, original gum. (Mi 73-100)
........................................................................................Sc. $210
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2637 ** F-VF Germany 634-661 - Architecture Definitive Issue - Perf
11 x 11. Complete basic set of 1948-1951 issue, except 60pf
value has 14x14 perforation. Attractive quality with typical
centering for the issue; never hinged, original gum. (Mi 73-100 CV
€280)
........................................................................................Sc. $210
2638 * VF Germany 681-685 - Numeral of Value Issue. Series of high
values from this 1951-52 definitive series. Each is fresh and very
finely centered with original, lightly hinged gum - valued as
hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $482
2639 ** VF Germany Berlin 1964-1990 Unused Collection.
Wonderful, clean collection on Lindner, hingeless album pages.
Appears to be all never hinged and virtually complete missing less
than ten values. Arranged chronologically, with semi-postal items
intermixed. Catalogue value exceeds €900 from owner’s Michel
evaluation.
........................................................................................Sc. €930
2640 */ F-VF Germany Berlin Remainder Lot. A collector’s lot of
unused stamps and used duplicates not required for his used
collection. Arranged on stock sheets in binder. Early overprints
period through to 1990’s with many key stamps/sets and very
little duplication. Several high value overprints not counted due to
lack of certificates. Owner’s Michel catalogue value of €4,489
with 1844 unused and balanced as used.. Great lot for the
collector or dealer !
......................................................................................Sc.€3,589
2641  F-VF Germany-Berlin - Collection in two Volumes. An
essentially complete used collection housed in two volumes,
missing only a couple of the key souvenir sheets and a handful of
other singles. The owner had annotated the album extensively
with additional information. Volume one - regular issues - has a
value of €5006.86, however, we removed the “BERLIN”
overprints from the total as we suspect that some of them (not all)
have forged overprints. The semi-postals are found in volume two
and have an owner’s catalogue value of €1862.25. He was
aware that the 1949 Berlin Bear souvenir sheet was a facsimile
and was also not counted. Overall a great, sound lot and worth a
visit.
......................................................................................Mi €4,444
2642 ** VF Germany-Berlin 9N42/60 - Architecture Definitive Series
of 1949. Very presentable part set, missing 15pf and 1m values.
Generally very fine with slight variant; bright colour; tough, never
hinged gum, carrying a high catalogue premium.
........................................................................................Sc. $646

2644  F-VF Germany Democratic Republic (DDR) Used Collection.
Lifetime collection in pair of 3-ring binders. Virtually complete and
arranged chronologically, using Michel catalogue numbering
system. Many early key sets noted - ex. Chinese friendship (Sc 8284), Portrait series of 1953 (Sc 122-134) and includes Russian
occupation period. Perhaps the strongest feature is that vast
majority are postally used. Well over €3,000 in owner’s Michel
catalogue value.
....................................................................................Mi. €3,361
2645  VF Germany-Wurttemberg 1 - Numeral of Value - 1kr Black
on Buff Paper - Imperforate. First, 1851 issue of this former
German kingdom. Tidy “Stuttgart 1854” cds cancel. The stamp
has four margins clear of the design and has been graded as very
fine.
........................................................................................Sc. $100
2646  F-VF Germany-Wurttemberg 39b - Coat of Arms - 9kr Black
Brown - Perf 10.0 x 10.0. Attractive example of this 1863 issue
with typical margins, which are well balanced, however, with perfs
touching the outer frame-line. Tidy “Tettang 18/9/64” cds cancel.
Light horizontal crease, and single shorter perf at lower-left.
........................................................................................Sc. $140
2647 ** VF German Democratic Republic 58-67 - Academy of
Science Portraits. Fresh, complete set of ten values from 1950
issue. Each very fine with never hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $121
2648  F-VF Greece - 1861-1980 Collection in Binder. A wonderful
used lot of Greece with sets neatly spaced out on home-made
annotated album pages. Although weak in the earliest Hermes
heads, the collection is more complete from the 1875 issues
forward, with many complete sets, which continues into the back
of book material. Many items in the $5-25 range that are too
numerous to list. All stamps appear sound and postally used.
Owner’s Scott catalogue value applied.
......................................................................................Sc. $1,347
2649  F-VF Greenland and Faroe Islands Collection. Often difficult
to find, used collection of these Danish Dependencies. Fair
representation of all issues through to mid- 1990’s, with key
overprint sets and parcel post issues from Greenland noticeably
absent. Consistent quality throughout, most examples being
postally used. Owner’s 2006 catalogue value exceed $600 US.
........................................................................................Sc. $637

xLot 2650
2650 ** VF Greenland (Thule) 1-5 - Local Issue. Uncommon,
complete set of five values that were issued in 1935-36 for local
use. While initially tolerated, the stamps were quickly
discontinued . Unlisted in Scott catalogue they are valued by
Michel #1-5 at 60DM for never hinged set.
..........................................................................................Mi. €60
Lot 2643
2643 * VF Germany Berlin 9NB3a - Currency Devaluation Souvenir
Sheet. One of the key items of the entire Berlin occupation period
issues. We offer an unused sheet with several hinge marks.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
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2651 */ F-VF Guinea Republic 1959-1983 Collection. Mounted on
Scott International pages with about 90% complete with over 600
non-duplicated stamps in total. Majority of larger souvenir sheets
and miniature sheets included.
........................................................................................Sc. $509

2652  F-VF Iceland Collection. Presentable collection beginning
with early 1976 numeral issue through to 1990’s. Many stamps
in excess of $20 with several over $100 in catalogue value. Some
strength in back-of-book as well. Condition variable and obviously
improves with more contemporary issues. All used with only a few
with obvious faults and without duplication. Owner’s 2006 Scott
catalogue value at over $3500US.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,739
2653 */ F-VF Iceland Collection on Album Pages. Very tidy
collection from 1870’s to 1950’s period. Nice range of back-ofbook material as well from same period. Majority used with about
20% unused. While condition is mixed, most are very fine with
clear cancels. Few notations indication individual stamps in $4060 range. Noted Unused #146, 147, 181 and used O8. Owner’s
2006 Scott catalogue value at $670 US.
........................................................................................Sc. $670
2654  F-VF Iceland 10/17 - Numeral and Posthorn. Selection of
four better examples of this early Icelandic design. We offer #10
F-VF, #12, 15 and 17 each very fine with light cds cancels. Great
little lot.
........................................................................................Sc. $150
2655 */** VF Indonesia and Dutch Indies Better Selection. Large
48-page stockbook filled with a collection of Indonesia and area.
The collection is made up of a mint Indonesia (CV $1202) with
many sets, part sets and souvenir sheets. Thirteen used pages,
also of Indonesia, have had only two catalogued, the balance not
counted (CV $ 45). The balance of material (CV $189) is
represented by Netherlands Indies material. Very attractive lot
with depth well beyond the few typical definitive sets offered in
most lots, with high value in premium souvenir sheets.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,436
2656 */** VF Indonesia Selection in Stockbook. Old 16-page
stockbook filled with duplicated mint issues, mostly never hinged
including better sets and souvenir sheets and a fair stock of RIAU
overprints. Nice quality throughout and a great lot for general
collector to break down into smaller units. Includes value in
souvenir sheets that typically sell for full catalogue value.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,183
2657 */ F-VF Iran Collection in 24 Page Stockbook. Clean, well
sorted collection from early 1876 period through to mid 1990’s,
including back-of-book material. While some of the earlier sets
are suspect, there appears to be consistent genuine issues from
1930’s onward. Although many of the high values are missing, we
noted many stamps in the $3 to $7 range. Over 850 stamps in
total with about 40% are being larger, used commemoratives.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2658  F-VF Italy - Accumulation of Sets and Singles in Stockbook.
Nice range of material all identified and valued by owner using
2005 Scott catalogue. Range of material primarily from 1930’s to
1950’s with mixed mint and used, with back-of-book scattered
throughout. We noted a few faulty or questionable items and did
not include them in the total. Most seem to have been selected
for resale as price ranges between $3 and $150 with no common
material. Also includes additional pages of unlisted revenues.
......................................................................................Sc. $1,017

2660  F-VF Italy “Kingdom Era” Collection. Mounted collection of
approximately 220 stamps (#37/229 plus back-of-book) with
some issues represented both mint and used, with more of the
latter. Spanning the years 1878 to 1929, we have note that Scott
#51, 57 and 72 with a nominal catalogue value of US $1300 are
NOT counted within the total. With the exception of these,
condition is generally sound with most having very good to fine
centering.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,567
2661 */** F-VF Japan - Unused Remainder Lot Valued as Postage.
Small, however interesting remainder lot of over 100 stamps,
most of which are never hinged, with total face value of over
•5,000. We did note several items with moderate catalogue
values including #444*, C43** in pair and M1 used with a
pressed crease, A few additional Asian items have been added.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2662 */ VF Japan 223/572 - National Parks Series. Complete set
of ALL stamps in this 1936-1952 series. Mounted on album
pages, stamps are unused - hinged/lightly hinged, with two sets
(#280-83 and 527-30) used and not included in total. Prior to
1941, Scott catalogue values sets as hinged ($161.60) and as
never hinged thereafter (CV $350.50). Great opportunity to
obtain this highly collected series.
........................................................................................Sc. $512
2663  F-VF Latin America - Accumulation on Stock Pages. Two
binders with 27 full manila stock pages. All three country groups
begins with imperf classics and extend through to the 1960’s,
including back-of-book and souvenir sheets. All have mix of mint
and used with some minor duplication. Completely unchecked for
better material, however, the first two items from Bolivia #2 and
#7* catalogue $50 in Scott.
..........................................................................................Est. $80
2664 */ F-VF Mali - 1959-1996 Collection on Album Pages.
Minkus album pages for the Republic of Mali virtually complete to
the mid 70’s and about 40% complete thereafter. All different
and mixed mint ($404) mostly hinged and used ($110). Great
range of topical material throughout.
........................................................................................Sc. $514
2665 */** VF Mauritania “Colonial and Early Republic” Lot. Small
selection of seventy-two items neatly presented on Vario stock
pages. Stamps are crisp, fresh appearance with mostly never
hinged items. Noted value in Scott #J1-J8* ($72.75).
........................................................................................Sc. $112
2666 ** VF Mexico Selection of Modern Mint Material.. Four ring
binder with stocksheets, filled with duplicated, never hinged
stamps and souvenir sheets from 1970’s to 1990’s. Great
selection and consistent quality throughout.
........................................................................................Est. $100

Lots & Collections

2659 */ F-VF Italy Collection Plus Stockbook. Collection of
hundreds of mainly used Italian stamps arranged neatly in album
with Scott numbers annotating, with catalogue value of over
$700 US. Accompanied by a full stockbook with a broad range of
duplicated stamps, many hundred in total and not valued.
........................................................................................Sc. $731
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........................................................................................Sc. $305
2674  F-VF Norway Collection on Scott Album Pages. Well
presented collection beginning with Scott #1, 1855 issue through
to 1961 issues. Continues with semi-postals, airmails, postage
dues and officials. Strength in earlier material, with noted choice
cancellations favoured by many collectors of Norwegian stamps.
Owners 2006 Scott catalogue value at $1265 with obvious
damaged not counted.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,265

xLot 2667
2667 ** VF Micronesia 157/167 - Tropical Fish Issue. Unusual
selection of thirteen half panes of 20 stamps from this 1993-94
pictorial series. Almost complete, missing only three mid-range
values. Great for topical collector or dealer.
........................................................................................Sc. $354
2668 ** VF Monaco - Europa Collection of Souvenir Sheets.
Complete series of Europa souvenir sheets issued by Monaco
between 1974 and 1990 with two of each. All are never hinged
and a very diligent collector remarked on the most minor
condition faults. Thirty-four sheets in total and housed in 16-page
stockbook.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,500
2669 */** VF Nepal 60/193 - Complete Collection 1954-1965.
Mounted unused collection on album pages, complete from 1954
through to 1965, with most of 1965 issues. All stamps are fresh
and very finely centered. Quick catalogue value in excess of US
$500.
........................................................................................Sc. $500
2670 */** VF Netherlands Colonial Collection in Lighthouse
Hingeless Album. Very clean 1940-1990 collection. Vast
majority of items unused, with strength in late 1950’s through to
late 1970’s. Many topical interest items from Netherlands
Antilles, Suriname and Netherlands New Guinea with over 791
stamps and booklet panes. Estimate lower than cost of album
alone !
........................................................................................Est. $300
2671 */ VF Netherlands Collection in Lighthouse Hingeless
Album. Very clean 1940-1990 collection, almost 90% complete.
Majority of stamps are unused, and well represented by
additional booklet panes and miniature sheets. Used stamps
generally from few earlier sets and missing items generally earlier
semi-postal. Album alone worth few hundred dollars. Much better
than a start-up collection with over 600 stamps in total.
........................................................................................Est. $250
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2675  F-VF Norway Two Volume Collection. Presentable collection
beginning with Sc #1, 1855 issue, through to 2000. Mixed
condition on earlier issues, but many key stamps and colour
shade varieties noted. Some strength in back-of-book as well.
Description will not do this lot any real justice and well worth a
look. Scott catalogue value at over $3400 US.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,690
2676  VF Norway 2-3 - King Oscar I - 2s Yellow/3s Lilac. Attractive
pair of early 1857 issues. Both are very finely centered, with the
2s value having a single shorter perf at upper-left. Used with
centrally placed numeral target cancels.
........................................................................................Sc. $245
2677 ** VF Panama “Popes Pius” Issue. Found in footnote following
Scott #403, this 1956 set of twelve stamps shows the Popes
named Pius from I through to XIII. Offered as fresh, never hinged
top marginal blocks of four. An elusive set which is rare in
multiples.
........................................................................................Sc. $400
2678 */ VF Paraguay Collection in 48 Page Stockbook. Mint and
used with great selection of stamps and souvenir sheets
including earlier issues, errors and varieties (ie. misplaced and
inverted overprints with several unlisted. We noted #427 double
with one inverted, #428 and 429 with inverted surcharge as well
as double both inverted, 406-413 including airmails, 623-629,
683 souvenir sheet, C803 sheet of four and many, many others.
We selected these obvious items which alone catalogues over
$450 which represents only a small portion of stamps included.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2679 */ F-VF Poland - Accumulation on Stock Pages. Variable lot
of Poland material housed on 26 manila stock pages. Broad
range of material that is better than first glance may indicate.
beginning with early Germania overprints, the lot progresses
gradually into the early 1970’s with the bulk of items being
postally used (not CTO as is typically found). The lot is rounded off
with five pages of back-of-book material including mint/used
German occupation, Exile government, Gdansks overprint and
unlisted local issues. Of course there is some normal duplication
and condition varies. Great opportunity for the enthusiast or the
specialist.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
2680 ** VF Portugal - Europa Collection of Souvenir Sheets.
Complete series of Europa souvenir sheets issued by Portugal
between 1977 and 1989. Two of each value, all are never hinged
and fresh. Twenty-six sheets in total and housed in small format
stockbook.
........................................................................................Sc. $630

2672  F-VF Netherlands and Colonies - 1864-2002 Collection of all
Different. Owner’s collection on homemade pages and housed
3-ring binder. Beginning with early William III issues (CV $ 486 on
first page) and well represented right through, including semipostals. Value for Netherlands proper is $827. The colonial
stamps (CV $ 86) are less complete and extend to about 1980’s.
Mostly used and a few mint with variable condition. Over 1100
stamps in total.
........................................................................................Sc. $913

2681 */ F+ Portugal 377-397 - Independence Issue. Use of these
stamps was obligatory for four days in late 1926. We offer a
complete set of twenty-one values. Generally fine, with many
better singles. All are unused with original, hinged gum, except
64c value which is used.
........................................................................................Sc. $160

2673  F Netherlands 1-6 - King William III Issues. Lot of the first six
issues from 1852-1864. The imperforate values all have four
clear margins, however, each with a thinned area. The 10c value
has an uncommon cds cancel. The perforated values, have
centering typical of the issue and bear “FRANCO” handstamp
cancels. Most of the value is in the two 15c orange printings.

2682 ** VF Portugal (Azores and Madeira) - Europa Collection of
Souvenir Sheets. Complete series of Europa souvenir sheets
issued by these Portuguese districts 1981 and 1989. Two of each
value, all are never hinged and fresh. Thirty-six sheets in total and
housed in small format stockbook.
........................................................................................Sc. $738

2684  F-VF Portugal and Spain - Accumulation on Stock Pages.
Interesting lot of Portugal (9 pages) and Spain (17 pages) in
three-ring binder. We are uncertain as to the original intent as
there are no notations, however, the stamps are laid out in basic
chronological order. Some strength in early Portugal, beginning
with the imperf classics and continuing to the late 1950’s. Most
stamps are used, but many mint Ceres and omnibus issues
noted, with some minor duplication throughout. The Spanish
material begins with material from the 1920’s to the late 1960’s.
There are also six pages of mostly unused back-of-book material
including 1927 Coronation jubilee overprint, catacombs
restoration and revolutionary overprint issues.
..........................................................................................Est. $80
2685 * F-VF Portuguese Colonies - King Carlos Issues. Two combined
lots representing diverse colonial extremes. First, a complete
colonial collection of Kionga Scott #1-4. Each used with violet cds
cancel and generally very fine (CV $ 71.00). The second item,
Macau #136 is a fine-very fine example with small thinned area,
where hinge had been removed, otherwise fresh (CV $ 70.00),
........................................................................................Sc. $141
2686 ** VF Saudi Arabia - Collection of 275 MNH Different. Housed
in 16-page stockbook and neatly arranged by Scott numbers.
Range of dates from 1924 to 1982 with particular strength in the
issues of the 1960’s. The lot includes a few early Hejaz issues. A
seldom seen country collection.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,580
2687  F-VF Saudi Arabia - Collection of 150+ all Different Used.
Nice selection of items housed in 16-page stockbook. Ranges
from early, 1916 Hejaz issues to 1975 definitives. Strength in
Gas-oil plant and dam series of the 1960’s.
........................................................................................Sc. $402
2688  F-VF Spain “Classic Kingdom” Collection. Very interesting
collection of early issues mounted on fifteen handmade album
pages. The previous owner had valued the individual items for
retail sale at well below catalogue. There is amazing depth with
some issues, as numerous shades, paper types and
cancellations had been collected (ie there are seventeen copies
of #45). Also noted were nine Queen Isabella period covers with
great appeal. Several hundred stamps in total and completely
intact as we received it. Well worth a view by enthusiast or
specialist.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2689 ** VF St. Pierre et Miquelon “Post Office Fresh” Modern Lot.
Wonderful assortment of modern issues neatly sorted on seven
double-sided Vario stock pages. Originally collected by a new
issues dealer all are in superb condition and never hinged. Great
deal of topical interest, which is often hard to find from this
1990’s period. Includes several larger souvenir sheets. Over 180
stamps in total. Owners careful catalogue value of €670.90 is
about 20% higher than equivalent Scott values.
........................................................................................YT €670
2690 ** F-VF St. Pierre et Miquelon 165-170 - Paris International
Exhibition Issue. Complete 1937, French community omnibus
set of six values offered in full panes of twenty-five. Each is fresh
and never hinged - valued as hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $285

generally fine-very fine with original, hinged gum.
........................................................................................Sc. $192
2692 * F-VF St. Pierre “Dealer’s Mint Stock” Lot. Nice range of
material (Scott #160/J31) which includes seven better sets and
singles. All are mint and most have been hinged. Noted nice set
of Jacques Cartier overprints (#160-4) and complete set of
Newfoundland Dog Postage Dues (J21-31). Fresh and generally
very fine material.
........................................................................................Sc. $249
2693 ** F-VF St. Pierre “Never Hinged” Lot. More than thirty-five sets
and singles each fresh and never hinged. Prepared for dealer’s
retail stock and individual sorted in 102-cards. Nice topical
interest material and worth a view.
........................................................................................Sc. $907
2694 ** VF Sweden Lot of Discount Booklets. Group of discount
booklets with ten each of the following years: 1979, 1984, 1985,
1987-89. Popular group and often difficult to locate in any useful
quantity.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,040
2695 ** VF Sweden Lot of Discount Booklets. Selected group of cot
of arms booklets with 20 copies of 1984 issue and 10 copies of
1985 issue.
........................................................................................Sc. $900
2696  F-VF Sweden Three Volume Collection. In depth collection
range from 1855 first issues through to 2000. Huge Scott
catalogue value at over $4000 US. While condition varies
considerably to about 1920’s issues, most have clean cancels,
and clear margins. Continues through back-of-book material.
Noted UPU congress; early semi-postals, etc., with some single
items in excess of $100.
....................................................................................Est. $4,128
2697 * VF Sweden Post Office Presentation Book. Bound book with
expanse of issues from 1920 through to 1952 and presented at
UPU Congress at Ottawa. Includes many better sets such as Sc
#139-140, 145-59, 167-188, 194-96 and 251-262. All with
vibrant, fresh colour. Each stamp is loosely hinged into the book.
Attractive and scarce item.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,255
2698 * F-VF Sweden Unused Accumulation. Useful selection of 49
mint stamps including strong 1891-1904 King Oscar II (noted
#58-65), 1910-10 Gustaf V (noted #94) and other better values.
Also includes 1963 official reprint of “skilling banco” issue. Fresh
and hinged.
........................................................................................Sc. $728
2699  VF Sweden 209/225 - 2kr Green - Perf 10.0 x 10.0. Two
examples of the one-Krone values from both the UPU congress
and the UPU 50th anniversary issues of 1924. Both are very finely
centered and used.
........................................................................................Sc. $175
2700 ** VF Sweden 1277a - Carrier Pigeon - (1k) Ultramarine and
Yellow - Booklet Pane of 20. Dealer lot of twenty-five booklets
including two with counter marks. High catalogue value as panes
alone. (Facit H313)
........................................................................................Sc. $750
2701  F-VF Switzerland “League of Nations” and “Labor Bureau”
Collection. Almost complete collection of extreme-back-of book
material from Switzerland. Range of “League of Nations” issues
(Sc. #2O1-2O78) with majority very fine and used. Comparable
“Labor Bureau” selection (Sc. 3O3-3O104) with initial used, and
then mint from 1954 issues forward. Opportunity for many high
value issues.
........................................................................................Sc. $928

Lots & Collections

2683 * VF Portugal - 1957 Universal Postal Union Presentation
Pack. The UPU congress was held in Ottawa, Canada, in 1957
and this pack was made available to delegates. All stamps appear
to have been lightly hinged into the booklet. High catalogue value
for year set.
........................................................................................SC. $345

2691 * F-VF St. Pierre et Miquelon 136-159 - Pictorial Issue of 193233. Complete set of twenty-four values. Each is fresh and
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2702 */ F-VF Switzerland 1854-1989 Collection Clean, in-depth
three volume collection of Switzerland covering 136 years of
issues. Beautiful range of early used imperfs, that progressively
evolves to mint, never hinged items by the late 1940’s. Strong
range continues into back-of-book material, with almost complete
mint semi-postals, and great range of early, used postage dues.
We only pulled one notable error from the collection, but
otherwise was left completely intact. Price ranges from basic to
several hundred dollars. We noted a broad range of tete-beche
pairs, booklet panes, identified varieties, and colour shades. The
collection is intermixed with usage covers and FDC not included
in total. While condition is mixed on the earliest issues, overall
very fine. A single page of the 1862-1881 Helvetia series that
catalogued over $8000 dollars was not included in the total value
due to the awareness that forged cancellations exist on this issue,
but many appear legitimate. With over 2000 stamps in total, a
great purchase for collector or dealer !
..................................................................................Sc. $12,826
2703  F-VF Switzerland 17a/34 - Helvetia Issues. Selection of five
early items. All are quite presentable without obvious faults.
Includes Scott #17a F-VF with “Hausten” cds, #19 F with lozenge
cancel, #21 F-VF with unusually thick right frame-line and cds
cancel, #23 F-VF with lozenge cancel, and #34 F-VF also with
lozenge cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $920
2704  F Switzerland 30 - Helvetia - 1fr Lavender with Black Silk
Thread. Fine horizontal pair with top margin absent and cut into
at upper-left. Bending between the stamps has produced a
prominent crease down the central margin and partial
separation. Right stamp has thinned area covering approximately
20% of the stamp that has partially dislodged the silk thread.
Used with multiple lozenge obliterator strikes. Tough stamp from
early 1855 issue.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,850
2705  F Switzerland 31a - Helvetia - 1fr Lavender - Thin Paper
Printing with Yellow Silk Thread. Presentable three margined
example with right margin cutting into main design elements.
Unfortunate 4mm tear at top and thinned area on top third of
stamp. Used with centrally struck 1862 cds cancel. Tough stamp
in any condition and an excellent spacefiller.
......................................................................................Sc. $7,250
2706 * F+ Switzerland 41/65 - Helvetia Issue. Selection of three
unused single lots. Items as follows : Scott #41* F-VF lightly
hinged, #43b F with short corner - lightly hinged, and #65 var
Fine with strong double-transfer of entire image.
........................................................................................Sc. $255
2707  F-VF Switzerland 48 - Helvetia - 60c Bronze - Swiss Cross
Wtmk on White Wove Paper. Presentable four margined
example with lightly blunted perfs along right margin. Used with
tidy “(BAS)EL” cds cancel.
........................................................................................Sc. $180
2708  F-VF Switzerland 50/81 - Helvetia Issue. Selection of five
used single lots. Each is sound with cds cancel. Items as follows:
Scott #50 VF “Schaffhausen” and signed, #58 F-VF “Bern 1878”,
#58 F-VF, #64 VF “Luzern” and #65 “Geneve 1882”.
........................................................................................Sc. $705
2709  F+ Switzerland 87a/111a - Helvetia Issue. Dealer’s
remainder lot of five single items. Each is used and without fault.
Items as follows : Scott #87a VF “Schaffhausen” cds, #93 F-VF
“Geneve”, #111 VF “Chiasso 1906” cds, #111 F “1908”, and
#111a F-VF “Chiasso 1907” cds.
........................................................................................Sc. $501
2710 */ F-VF Switzerland B3/B6 - Swiss Children Semi-postal
Issues. Small remainder lot of three items: Scott #B3* VF, #B4
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F-VF “Eysins” cds, and #B6 VF “Kandersteg” cds.
........................................................................................Sc. $261
2711 ** VF United Nations Collection. Selection of early issues in
stock book, with singles and numerous imprint blocks of eight or
nine. Includes a never hinged #38 souvenir sheet and a similar
piece on first day cover as well as additional usage covers. Fresh
and appearing to be all never hinged. Value of stamps only !
........................................................................................Sc. $211
2712 ** VF United States “Postage” Lot. Mixed period lot of postage
with most in complete or half panes. There are a few 1980’s year
packs, including “Legends of the West” book with stamp panes
included. Most of the modern postage is in the 6c-15c range with
face value of $1044 (single stamps not counted). There is also a
better selection almost entire full panes of earlier 1c-3c range
stamps, including airmails, special delivery, and 1920-30’s
period (ie Pulaski, National Parks, Overrun Countries). Also of
interested is a full pane of the 10c Crossed Flags (#1509) with an
interesting printing ink flaw running the entire length of the item.
Total Face Value in excess of $1213.
........................................................................Face Value $1,213
2713  F-VF United States “Postal Century” Collection 1857-1948.
Tidy collection of classic material. When the owner made his
latest notation, the minimum value for stamps was 3 cents. ! As
should be expected, the quality is mixed, however, many earlier
items have light cancels, fine-very fine grade and appear fault
free. Several pages of EACH definitive series from the 1800’s with
shade varieties noted. Balanced with similar range back-of-book
material, cut-squares, perfins, pairs and larger multiples. Very few
unused stamps scattered throughout. Over 1350 stamps in total
- and all before 1950 !
........................................................................................Est. $200

xLot 2714
2714  F United States “ Old Time” Accumulation. United States Interesting old time accumulation on stock page with some
depth. Highlights include a #1 Benjamin Franklin with Red cancel
(thin), #11 with blue grid cancel, #65 Washington (22 different
with shades and cancels), #71 fine, #83 Mint-Hinged,#114, #143
(x3), #156 (x6), #185 (x4), 260 plus others. Over 50 stamps in
total with Scott value of $2203.50 -( obvious faulty not counted)
......................................................................................Sc $2,203
2715 */** United States “Turn of the Century” Lot. An overall fresh
lot with large majority of items mint, with about 75% never
hinged. Expect some mixed condition. We noted a crisp plate
block (Type V) Washington SC #267, two sets of the national
parks issues in plate blocks as well as two sets in imperf blocks
of 4. Several plate blocks of the 1922-1932 definitive series. A
full pane of #CE1 - fresh and NH. Two copies of #65 in fine fresh
condition (both hinged). Two miniature sheets of the Century of
Progress #731 and one #730. A fresh, hinged copy of #834 - $5
Harding. Two fine, hinged copies of Franklin #219. The lot is
rounded off with a selection of Washington-Franklins and singles
from the 1922-32 Series. Scott catalogue value in excess of
1250.00.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,250
2716 ** VF United States - Unchecked Postage Face Value Lot. At
quick glance it was noted that material begins around 1920’s and
extends right through to modern era with booklet panes and
Comic Book Sheets. Valued entirely at face value, but obviously

2718 */ F-VF Uruguay and El Salvador Accumulation in Stockbook.
Mint and used selection housed in stockbook with many never
hinged items. Early issues to modern high values and more.
Promises to be a rewarding lot once properly organized, with great
range of issues. At a quick glance we noted Uruguay 282-4*, 38890*, 1022 perf and imperf, C98** perf and imperf.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2719 ** VF Vietnam Mi 12-14 - National Anniversary Issue.
Complete set of three stamps, currently unlisted in Scott, that
were issued in December 1967. Valued at €15 for the set, we
offer a dealer’s lot of forty complete sets. Each never hinged and
very fine.
..................................................................................Michel €600

Worldwide & Topical
2720 */ F-VF Worldwide Lot of 8 Albums/Stockbooks. Estate lot
housed in series of stockbooks and home-made albums. Wide
range of material with no particular strength in any single area,
however, we noted some better Canada and an older stockbook
of mostly 19th century stamps and revenues. Thousands of
stamps.
........................................................................................Est. $200
2721 VF Worldwide Mint Accumulation on Stockpages. Binder full of
stocksheets with selection of all mint (most never hinged) sets,
singles and souvenir sheets. Primarily European, there is strong
representation of Luxembourg (note #315-7**), Syria, Turkey,
Greece. Vatican, Cyprus and few others. Not the typical countries
found in similar lots. Potential for a wonderful deal and plenty of
stamps to sort out !
........................................................................................Est. $250
2722 VF Worldwide Mint Accumulation on Stockpages. Assortment
of stocksheets with selection of all mint (most never hinged)
material. Includes selection of sets, singles and Souvenir sheets
from array of countries, many more exotic and uncommon.. Some
topical interest with flowers, space, animals, etc.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,361
2723 F-VF Worldwide Five Volume Collection. After putting together
primarily European albums for over forty years, a collector offered
us this five volume consignment. As he collected only used, any
mint item was deemed unnecessary and added to his duplicates.
The lot has a fairly good selection of most western European
countries, Russia, Australia and several other Commonwealth
countries. The net result was massive volume of items, each
catalogued and annotated on stock pages, with very minor
duplication. Items range from cents to hundreds of dollars each !
A few examples: Australia $1187, Danzig $174, France $3620,
Mexico $152, Belgium $477, Ireland $ 1873, South Africa $644,
etc. We suggest you set aside a little time to view this lot as value
is scattered throughout.
..................................................................................Sc. $18,929
2724 F-VF Worldwide Classic Collection in Album Printed in 1900.
Fairly well preserved International Postage Stamp Album issued
in 1900 with most stamps from earlier years. With over 1700
stamps, an attempt was made to catalogue the collection and the
cheapest version was always used with many lower values and all
damaged not included. We noticed several stamps well over $100
in catalogue value. Great opportunity for some great classic finds
! Generally graded as fine-very fine with exceptions in both

extremes.
......................................................................................Sc. $9,997
2725 F-VF Worldwide Classic Collection in 1901-1905 Album.
Supplementary to the previous lot, this International Postage
Stamp Album hosts stamps issued between 1901 and 1905. We
counted 752 stamps in total, but includes better sets (ie USA
$294-299 and Canada #96-103 and nice selection of Admirals).
Stamps generally graded as fine-very fine and obvious damaged
not counted.
......................................................................................Sc. $3,796
2726 F-VF Worldwide Old Time Collection. Nice old-time collection
including elusive issues not often seen. Over 4800 stamps in
total with high catalogue value in excess of $8000. Generally fine
and worth inspection.
......................................................................................Sc. $8,085
2727 Worldwide “Collections” Lot. Dealer’s assortment of worldwide
material in six albums/stockbooks plus dozens of additional
stock sheets, etc. We noted a Strand Album with hundreds of
stamps, mostly from 1841-1908. Worth inspecting.
........................................................................................Est. $200
2728 Worldwide “Collections” Lot. Ten kilogram carton including nine
albums/stockbooks with Canada, USA, Commonwealth, Britain
and worldwide material. Many thousands of stamps !
........................................................................................Est. $100
2729 Worldwide “Collections” Lot. Carton, weight 15kg, with twelve
albums/stockbooks of Canada, Channel Islands, Denmark,
France, Great Britain, Indonesia, Italy, Vatican(2) and
Worldwide(x3) collections. Viewing recommended
........................................................................................Est. $300
2730 Worldwide “Packet” Lot. Large carton weighing 15kg, which
includes stockbooks and stock pages of material, that seems to
be mostly packet material. Unlikely to find better items.
..........................................................................................Est. $75
2731 Worldwide “Good Old Times” Album. Two volume “Good Old
Times” postage stamp album, half leather-bound with gold
blocking. The album covers the period 1840-1907 and contains
several hundred stamps. Pages are high quality, in landscape
format, used but serviceable. A fascinating album which we have
not previously seen. Inspect for surprises among the stamps.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2732 Worldwide “Carton” Lot. Thirteen kilogram carton containing
USA, New Zealand, British Americas, Jamaica, Germany and
miscellaneous collections. Also a large stockbook, a Scott
Specialty album for St. Pierre et Miquelon and Scott International
to 1899. The latter three have been stripped of material but
remain useable. High catalogue value and worth inspection.
........................................................................................Est. $300
2733 Worldwide - Assorted “Collection Remnants” Lot. We managed
to pull apart a major consignment and were left with a box of
“Stuff” that just did not fit anywhere else. Hundreds of stamps in
envelopes and glassines, mounted covers, stockbooks, etc. One
book had an unused Canada #50* and was left intact. Inspect.
........................................................................................Est. $100
2734

 Worldwide “Eclectic Cover” Box Lot.

One lot that got away
and found itself in the lots an collections section. We offer two
small boxes with a very diverse selection of items. One box
features exclusively Polish covers including postal usage and first
day covers. The second contains about 70 covers all with Lions
International cachets, postmarks or mention. Great for topical
interest.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

Lots & Collections

better value included. Well worth a look.
......................................................................................Face. $63
2717 */ F-VF United States - Mint and Used Remainder Lot. Small
lot 28 stamps including Scott #209*, O52*, 217(*), 326 (pulled
perf) and others with range of grade. Eighteen of total are unused
(CV $701) with some never hinged; ten are used (CV $ 112) inc
#11 (thinned) and #210 with jumbo margins, but trivial tone spot.
........................................................................................Sc. $813

2735 Worldwide -Unpicked worldwide estate carton lot with a broad
range of potential.
An eclectic mix of Canada, American
collections, Canal Zone, Circuit books, United Nations postage,
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European collections, etc.
........................................................................................Est. $150
2736 ** VF Primitive Art Topical Collection. Absolutely incredible
uncommon topical collection depicting Primitive Art. The
collection is housed in three large 3-ring binders, with all stamps
mounted in Hawid mounts. Almost entirely unused, never hinged
with less than 1% used. The collection is basically broken into
three regions - Latin America, Africa and rest of the world, with a
few issues out of place. Majority from 1960’s to 80’s, but extends
in both directions, with all sets seeming to be complete and in
immaculate condition. Owner’s Scott 2007 catalogue value just
under $2,000 US.
......................................................................................Cv. $1,879

270 stamps and 42 souvenir sheets.
........................................................................................Sc. $517
2744 F-VF Worldwide - Omnibus Collection Album. Very interesting lot
of issues representing numerous omnibus series issued between
1946 (Peace Issue) and 1967 (Montreal Expo). The bulk of the
issues are from the British Commonwealth and are mostly
unused and hinged into the album. General campaigns of a more
global relevance are also represented (ie Freedom from Hunger),
by non-Commonwealth countries. It is assumed that no series is
complete. We did a quick check on the 1949 UPU anniversary
series and believe that only the French New Hebrides are missing.
........................................................................................Est. $200

2737 ** VF Frama Labels Topical Collection. Marvelous, worldwide
collection of Frama labels in Lighthouse, hingeless album. Total of
403 all fresh and unused and appearing never hinged. About half
are of European origin, while balance from Australia, Hong Kong,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Singapore. Very interesting
lot.
........................................................................................Est. $250
2738 ** VF Coins Topical Collection. Stunning, large three volume
collection with over 230 pages and all mounted in Hawid mounts.
Virtually all never hinged, with very few used and 40+ first day
covers. The collection has not been catalogued and one look will
be evidence enough as to the overall quality of the collection. We
did note Israel 1-9 and #16 (hinged), just to whet your appetite.
Great opportunity for collector or dealer, with over 1450 stamps.
....................................................................................Est. $1,200
2739 ** VF Space Topical Collection. WOW factor on this impressive
collection. The owner utilized the Sieger Spezial-Katalog for
space issues, so many imperfs, proofs, and unlisted varieties
found scattered throughout the collection, housed in five-volume
Lindner album. All stamps mounted in Hawid mounts almost
entirely unused, never hinged with very few used scattered
throughout. We noted many sets and singles in $50 range at a
quick glance. Great for specialist collector or dealer.
....................................................................................Est. $1,600
2740 */ F-VF Worldwide - Royal Wedding Collection. In depth
collection of worldwide issues celebrating the Royal Wedding
between Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer. Housed in five
large volumes of all mint material which appears to be all never
hinged, but may have occasional variant. Includes specimen
overprints, unlisted colour varieties, first day covers and
numerous souvenir sheets and miniature sheets. Great addition
or foundation to a detailed collection.
......................................................................................Sc. $2,465
2741

 Worldwide “Scouting” Lot.

Another lot that slipped through
the cracks and ended up with the lots and collections. We offer
an unusual lot of philatelic Scouting items containing what
appears to be two complete sets of Norman Rockwell Scouting
first day covers from Liberia as well as about thirty packages of
preprinted post cards made available during National Scout
Jamboree in 1993.
..........................................................................................Est. $75

2742 ** VF Worldwide - 1976 Montreal Olympic Games Collection.
Fresh selection in 32-page stockbook covering international
commemorative issues. Great topical collection from Afars and
Issas through to Wallis and Futuna. All stamps are very fine and
never hinged appearing to be in complete sets. Approximately
460 stamps and souvenir sheets in total.
........................................................................................Sc. $739
2743 ** VF Worldwide - 1981-1982 Charles and Diana Royal
Wedding Collection. Fresh selection in 32-page stockbook
covering international commemorative issues. Great topical
collection from Aitutaki to Vanuatu. All stamps are very fine and
never hinged appearing to be in complete sets. Approximately
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xLot 2745
2745 Worldwide “Wildlife” Topical Collection in 23 Albums.
Incredible collection neatly mounted on album pages of primarily
modern, fresh complete sets. Vast majority of stamps are never
hinged. Completely international from Afars and Issas to
Zimbabwe. This topical collection is very well supported with
souvenir sheets, proofs, imperf varieties, and first day covers. We
noted many of the high value World Wildlife Fund issues and
some of the better items have certifying backstamps. The owner’s
catalogue total was produced a couple of years ago, and many
are aware of the dramatic increases seen across the board on
hard-to-find modern, topical material. Definitely not the type of
material seen very frequently. Please note you will need to buy a
bookshelf at your local furniture store as well !
..................................................................................Cv. $29,483
2746 Europa - Never Hinged Collection on Lindner Pages. The
increased demand for this material over the past decade has
seen a dramatic increase in prices. We offer a fresh collection on
album pages which is about 60% complete, covering period
1956-1973. All are apparently never hinged and have an owner’s
Scott catalogue value.
....................................................................................Sc. $1,712

We have embraced modern technology as a
valuable and effective means in which to enhance
our auction listings. This five-page “Empress of
Ireland” Exhibit (Lot 2038) represents how most of
our cover lots will be represented on our on-line
site. When appropriate, many covers will show
additional scans of the reverse, and multiple scans
when more than one item is found within a lot.
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SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS
**
Never Hinged with original gum
*
Hinged with original gum
(*)
Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully removed.
o.g.
Original Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-to-order,
precancels)
XF
Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality and
margins well in excess of what would typically be found. This term is used
rarely and is not applied for modern stamps. The term ‘Superb’ is
occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a description.
VF
A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered and
without fault.
FVF
Applied to stamps that are somewhat less well-centered than
very fine, while taking into account what may considered as typical
margins of classic material. The term has also been applied to multiples
with individual stamps with range of grade or for larger lots/collections.
F(ine)
Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the design
and without damaging faults. Items described as such may have slight
detracting features such as short perforation tips or natural inclusion.
Many better classic material naturally falls into this category and may be
expected to command prices similar to those ascribed by catalogue
values.
VG
Term accepted as equivalent to ‘average’. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light creases,
etc.
Faulty
Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly
postmarks, serious thins or surface scuffs.

Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters (SFL),
mailed envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s) etc.
FDC
First Day Cover
E
Essay
P
Proof
DP
Die Proof
UL
“Upper Left” and used in conjunction with corner of sheet,
block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR LR and LL are used
similarly.

c.d.s.
“Circular date stamp” postmark
l.h.
lightly hinged
v.l.h.
very lightly hinged
h.r.
hinge remnant
perf.
“Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short perfs” or
perforation measurement in the context of “perf 12.0 x 11.5”
Est.
Our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average
competition for the lot.

Notes on catalogue values and reference
Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered. These are the best
available guides to the retail price of a single stamp or set provided that
the item(s) are the same quality as the standard described in the
introduction to each catalogue. Exceptional quality will often sell above
the catalogue value; inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot
can result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue price.
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade specified.
For Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we use the grade specified
at the start of the textual description. Thus a "fine" collection will have
all stamps added at the fine price. We do not count obvious forgeries,
reprints etc. and usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly
penciled X under a stamp means it was not counted in the catalogue
value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive stamps and put
a total catalogue value at the bottom of each page to assist viewers.
The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance, this will
be mentioned in the text of the description. The term "owner’s catalogue
value" indicates a variety of approaches and may include older versions
of catalogues. We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not recatalogued; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of catalogue value.
2008 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 5
2007 Scott Volume 6, US Specialized, and the Classic
2007 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps
2007 Stanley Gibbons
2007 Michel
Other Specialized catalogues are usually the current edition.

The weighing machine at the General Post Office.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
(Please read carefully)
1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at
public auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of
various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or
through an agent, via Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax,
telephone, website, or any other means, the bidder
acknowledges and agrees to all of the following Terms and
Conditions of Sale.
2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be
the buyer. The term “hammer price” means the last bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer. The purchase price payable by
the buyer will be the sum of the hammer price and a commission
equal to 15% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium”), together
with any sales tax which may be due on the sale.
3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The
auctioneer shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to
reject any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith; to
withdraw any lot prior to sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or
more lots and to act on behalf of the vendor. In the event of any
dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall be final. Sparks will
execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients, but will not be
responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.
4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the
sale, Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be
delivered. Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in
full within five days from the date of sale. Accounts more than
thirty days in arrears will be subject to a late payment charge of
2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from
delinquent accounts will be charged to the defaulter. A fee of
$100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned for insufficient
funds.
5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS. Payment may be made by
bank draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S.
bank, Canadian or International postal money order, cash or
credit card (VISA and MasterCard only). There are no additional
fees for payment by credit cards if information is provided at time
of bidding, otherwise an additional fee of 2.5% will be charged
for credit card payments. Payment in U.S. funds is acceptable at
the same rate which Sparks can purchase Canadian Funds at
our bank (2.5% percent above the mid-market rate). Contact us
if you require the exact amount owed in U.S. funds. Credit cards
will be processed in Canadian Funds.
6. Buyers from Canada will be charged applicable Ontario Retail
Sales Tax and Federal GST or HST. Absentee bidders resident
outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if purchases
are delivered outside of Canada. See shipping instructions.
7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on
behalf of the seller.
8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and
agrees to pay for prescribed shipping costs.
9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be
available in a printed catalogue, a CD, our website and on Stamp
Auction Network, there is a chance of technical error. In that
event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If discovered before
the sale a notice will be posted on sparks-auctions.com.

Opening bids will be available on the websites and will be
updated. These are only provided as a service to bidders and
Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.
10. All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser
wishes to obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable
authority, an extension may be granted on a lot prior to the
commencement of the auction provided that the following
conditions are met; (1) the purchase price of the lot must be paid
in full, (2) the item must be submitted to the mutually acceptable
expertizing committee with a properly executed application form
within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application form must
be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made,
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days; (5) if in
the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly
misdescribed, the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement
of the purchase price plus costs of certification up to $100, and
(6) lots back stamped or marked are not returnable. It is the
purchaser’s responsibility not to let this happen.
11. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is
returnable, but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of
receipt. All disputed lots must be returned intact with the original
packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any
reason: Lots containing ten or more items; any lot described with
“faults” or “defects” may not be returned because of any fault or
defect. No illustrated lots may be returned because of centering,
margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unless specific other arrangements are made between the buyer
and Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following
manner:
Within Canada:
a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular
EXPRESS POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with
signature required. These lots will be charged postage only but
not a handling, packaging, or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post
with signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of
$1000 they will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature
required. This category of lots will usually be charged an
additional handling or packaging fee.
To the USA:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature
required and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground with
signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged
an additional handling or packaging fee. NOTE: The U.S. Postal
Service policy of irridiating mail risks damage to stamps
especially when they are encased in a plastic mount. We will risk
sending lots by the USPS only after receiving written instructions
from a purchaser who has paid in full and specifically accepts
receipt on an as is basis.
Overseas:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature
required and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only.
We reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served
by Fed-Ex.
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About Bidding
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$1 - $20
$1
$1600 - $3000
$22 - $40
$2
$3200 - $7000
$45 - $150
$5
$7500 - $15,000
$160 - $300
$10
$16,000 - $30,000
$325 - $750
$25
$32,000 - $50,000
$800 - $1500 $50
above $50,000

$100
$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

9) We have a section of “floor lots” which are impractical to ship.
However in keeping with our policy of offering the best service
anywhere we have arranged for Ottawa-area collectors to provide
the shipping of any “floor lot”. Arrangements have to be made
well in advance and there will be a charge for labour, materials,
and postage. These charges will have to be agreed to in advance
and must be paid by credit card. The collector who will ship the
lot will then bid for you on the “floor lots” of your choice.

How To Bid Live Via The Internet
1) Please bid using the increments above. All bids not
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the
appropriate amount.
2) You have the option to break ties or increase your bids if
needed by checking the appropriate box on the bid sheet.
3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have entered
your bids you will receive a computer generated email describing
each lot you bid on and telling you where you stand in terms of
other bidders without divulging the high bid. You then have the
option of updating your bids. If you bid by mail or fax you have
the option of asking to receive this email by checking the
appropriate box and including your email address.
4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Network, or to Sparks
Auctions you will only pay your top (maximum) bid if another bid
is one increment below yours, or exactly the same as your bid but
was received after yours. In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid
received by us will be successful. We do not accept “buy” bids.
5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during the
auction. This must be arranged well in advance of the auction
starting time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse telephone
bidding at any given time. Sparks will not be held responsible in
the event that a telephone bidder cannot be contacted.
Applicable telephone expenses will be charged to telephone
bidders.
6) OPENING BIDS will be available approximately one week
before the auction. (With one week to go many of these will be
well below the final price). New opening bids will be updated at
least daily. If you see that an opening bid is higher than you wish
to bid for a lot you would like to buy, this feature allows you to
focus on other lots of interest to you. Sparks will not be held
responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids provided
before the sale.
7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a specified
dollar figure (e.g. $325), or to an approximate figure. This
feature allows you to bid with the confidence that you will not be
financially embarrassed if you are very successful in the auction.
It also allows you to use a strategy of bidding just above the
opening bid for many lots with the expectation of winning only a
minority of these.
8) With currencies fluctuating as widely as they do it is no longer
practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and U.S. dollars.
However you can specify the limit of your total purchases in US
funds and it will be converted to the appropriate amount on the
day of the sale.
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Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the world
to participate in this auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased to make
the auction available through Stamp Auction Network, and we
will do everything we can for our customers to make the process
simple, trustworthy and fun.
Connect
to
Stamp
Auction
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

Network

at

Register once and create a user name, which will allow you to
choose auction firms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions.
There is also a practice auction (Droege Computing) you can use
to see what the screens look like and how the system performs.
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:
Place Bids on-line at any time before the auction begins.
This is similar to any other form of advance bidding (ie.,
sending us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will receive
acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted.
Bid Live by watching action on-screen and clicking the button
with the amount of your next bid (the next six increments over
the current bid are shown).
Watch The Auction by logging in beforehand and
participating as a spectator only. You can even listen to the
audio broadcast of the auction on your computer.

More detailed information about internet live bidding will be
made available on sparks-auctions.com. We will provide you
with step-by-step instructions on registering, and direct you to
more resources.
Stamp Auction Network has a very
comprehensive Help section, including frequently asked
questions.

BID SHEET
Inaugural Auction — November 8, 9 and 10, 2007

SPARKS AUCTIONS
62 Sparks Street, Ottawa, ON Canada K1P 5A8
Telephone: (613) 567-3336 FAX: (613) 567-2972
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com www.sparks-auctions.com

______________________________________________________

I authorize Sparks Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following
lots at or under the limited stated. I agree to the terms of sale as
printed in the catalogue.

______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Name and full mailing address:(please print):

______________________________________________________

Signature
References:

______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Daytime telephone______________________________________
Fax:___________________________________________________

Stamp Firm

____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

Lot No.

Telephone

A buyer’s Premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price and
becomes part of the total purchase price.

Email:_________________________________________________
Lot No.

Telephone

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS ON REVERSE OR COPY TO LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS
Check appropriate boxes:
You may increase my bids by one increment to break a tie.
You may increase my bids by _______% if competition warrants.
Please bid using these increments. All bids are in Canadian dollars.
$1 - $20
$1
$1600 - $3000
$22 - $40
$2
$3200 - $7000
$45 - $150
$5
$7500 - $15,000
$160 - $300
$10
$16,000 - $30,000
$325 - $750
$25
$32,000 - $50,000
$800 - $1500
$50
above $50,000

$100
$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

See reverse for options such as limit bids, credit card payments etc.
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LIMIT BIDS If you wish to limit the total amount of your successful bids (not including the 15% buyer’s premium) enter the amount
here. $_________
Your bids will be executed until this figure is reached.
I would like to pay by VISA or MASTERCARD. There is no extra fee for using a credit card if the credit card information
and signature are received by Sparks Auctions before the auction.
CC # ________________________________________________ Expiry _______/_______
Validation number on back____________ (this must be provided)
Name as shown on card: ______________________________________________________
Authorizing Signature_________________________________________________________
Please check here if you have provided us with your email address and you would like us to enter your bids in the Stamp
Auction Network system. You will receive email messages advising you of the status of your bids.

Other services
Limited Time Offer for the 2008 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps at a special price of $39.95, plus shipping
and applicable taxes (CDN $). Our normal retail price is $42.95.
Yes, I would like a copy of the 2008 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canada Stamps
shipped separately
shipped with my lots if I am successful
Please contact me about including my collection in a future auction

ADDITIONAL BIDS
Lot No.
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My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

Lot No.

My top bid

SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS
**
Never Hinged with original gum
*
Hinged with original gum
(*)
Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully removed.
o.g.
Original Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-to-order,
precancels)
XF
Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality and
margins well in excess of what would typically be found. This term is used
rarely and is not applied for modern stamps. The term ‘Superb’ is
occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a description.
VF
A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered and
without fault.
FVF
Applied to stamps that are somewhat less well-centered than
very fine, while taking into account what may considered as typical
margins of classic material. The term has also been applied to multiples
with individual stamps with range of grade or for larger lots/collections.
F(ine)
Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the design
and without damaging faults. Items described as such may have slight
detracting features such as short perforation tips or natural inclusion.
Many better classic material naturally falls into this category and may be
expected to command prices similar to those ascribed by catalogue
values.
VG
Term accepted as equivalent to ‘average’. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light creases,
etc.
Faulty
Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly
postmarks, serious thins or surface scuffs.

Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters (SFL),
mailed envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s) etc.
FDC
First Day Cover
E
Essay
P
Proof
DP
Die Proof
UL
“Upper Left” and used in conjunction with corner of sheet,
block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR LR and LL are used
similarly.

c.d.s.
“Circular date stamp” postmark
l.h.
lightly hinged
v.l.h.
very lightly hinged
h.r.
hinge remnant
perf.
“Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short perfs” or
perforation measurement in the context of “perf 12.0 x 11.5”
Est.
Our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average
competition for the lot.

Notes on catalogue values and reference
Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered. These are the best
available guides to the retail price of a single stamp or set provided that
the item(s) are the same quality as the standard described in the
introduction to each catalogue. Exceptional quality will often sell above
the catalogue value; inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot
can result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue price.
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade specified.
For Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we use the grade specified
at the start of the textual description. Thus a "fine" collection will have
all stamps added at the fine price. We do not count obvious forgeries,
reprints etc. and usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly
penciled X under a stamp means it was not counted in the catalogue
value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive stamps and put
a total catalogue value at the bottom of each page to assist viewers.
The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance, this will
be mentioned in the text of the description. The term "owner’s catalogue
value" indicates a variety of approaches and may include older versions
of catalogues. We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not recatalogued; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of catalogue value.
2008 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 5
2007 Scott Volume 6, US Specialized, and the Classic
2007 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps
2007 Stanley Gibbons
2007 Michel
Other Specialized catalogues are usually the current edition.

The weighing machine at the General Post Office.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
(Please read carefully)
1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at
public auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of
various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or
through an agent, via Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax,
telephone, website, or any other means, the bidder
acknowledges and agrees to all of the following Terms and
Conditions of Sale.
2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be
the buyer. The term “hammer price” means the last bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer. The purchase price payable by
the buyer will be the sum of the hammer price and a commission
equal to 15% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium”), together
with any sales tax which may be due on the sale.
3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The
auctioneer shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to
reject any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith; to
withdraw any lot prior to sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or
more lots and to act on behalf of the vendor. In the event of any
dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall be final. Sparks will
execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients, but will not be
responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.
4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the
sale, Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be
delivered. Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in
full within five days from the date of sale. Accounts more than
thirty days in arrears will be subject to a late payment charge of
2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from
delinquent accounts will be charged to the defaulter. A fee of
$100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned for insufficient
funds.
5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS. Payment may be made by
bank draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S.
bank, Canadian or International postal money order, cash or
credit card (VISA and MasterCard only). There are no additional
fees for payment by credit cards if information is provided at time
of bidding, otherwise an additional fee of 2.5% will be charged
for credit card payments. Payment in U.S. funds is acceptable at
the same rate which Sparks can purchase Canadian Funds at
our bank (2.5% percent above the mid-market rate). Contact us
if you require the exact amount owed in U.S. funds. Credit cards
will be processed in Canadian Funds.
6. Buyers from Canada will be charged applicable Ontario Retail
Sales Tax and Federal GST or HST. Absentee bidders resident
outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if purchases
are delivered outside of Canada. See shipping instructions.
7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on
behalf of the seller.
8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and
agrees to pay for prescribed shipping costs.
9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be
available in a printed catalogue, a CD, our website and on Stamp
Auction Network, there is a chance of technical error. In that
event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If discovered before
the sale a notice will be posted on sparks-auctions.com.

Opening bids will be available on the websites and will be
updated. These are only provided as a service to bidders and
Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.
10. All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser
wishes to obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable
authority, an extension may be granted on a lot prior to the
commencement of the auction provided that the following
conditions are met; (1) the purchase price of the lot must be paid
in full, (2) the item must be submitted to the mutually acceptable
expertizing committee with a properly executed application form
within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application form must
be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made,
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days; (5) if in
the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly
misdescribed, the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement
of the purchase price plus costs of certification up to $100, and
(6) lots back stamped or marked are not returnable. It is the
purchaser’s responsibility not to let this happen.
11. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is
returnable, but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of
receipt. All disputed lots must be returned intact with the original
packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any
reason: Lots containing ten or more items; any lot described with
“faults” or “defects” may not be returned because of any fault or
defect. No illustrated lots may be returned because of centering,
margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unless specific other arrangements are made between the buyer
and Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following
manner:
Within Canada:
a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular
EXPRESS POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with
signature required. These lots will be charged postage only but
not a handling, packaging, or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post
with signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of
$1000 they will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature
required. This category of lots will usually be charged an
additional handling or packaging fee.
To the USA:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature
required and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground with
signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged
an additional handling or packaging fee. NOTE: The U.S. Postal
Service policy of irridiating mail risks damage to stamps
especially when they are encased in a plastic mount. We will risk
sending lots by the USPS only after receiving written instructions
from a purchaser who has paid in full and specifically accepts
receipt on an as is basis.
Overseas:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature
required and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only.
We reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served
by Fed-Ex.
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About Bidding
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$1 - $20
$1
$1600 - $3000
$22 - $40
$2
$3200 - $7000
$45 - $150
$5
$7500 - $15,000
$160 - $300
$10
$16,000 - $30,000
$325 - $750
$25
$32,000 - $50,000
$800 - $1500 $50
above $50,000

$100
$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

9) We have a section of “floor lots” which are impractical to ship.
However in keeping with our policy of offering the best service
anywhere we have arranged for Ottawa-area collectors to provide
the shipping of any “floor lot”. Arrangements have to be made
well in advance and there will be a charge for labour, materials,
and postage. These charges will have to be agreed to in advance
and must be paid by credit card. The collector who will ship the
lot will then bid for you on the “floor lots” of your choice.

How To Bid Live Via The Internet
1) Please bid using the increments above. All bids not
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the
appropriate amount.
2) You have the option to break ties or increase your bids if
needed by checking the appropriate box on the bid sheet.
3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have entered
your bids you will receive a computer generated email describing
each lot you bid on and telling you where you stand in terms of
other bidders without divulging the high bid. You then have the
option of updating your bids. If you bid by mail or fax you have
the option of asking to receive this email by checking the
appropriate box and including your email address.
4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Network, or to Sparks
Auctions you will only pay your top (maximum) bid if another bid
is one increment below yours, or exactly the same as your bid but
was received after yours. In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid
received by us will be successful. We do not accept “buy” bids.
5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during the
auction. This must be arranged well in advance of the auction
starting time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse telephone
bidding at any given time. Sparks will not be held responsible in
the event that a telephone bidder cannot be contacted.
Applicable telephone expenses will be charged to telephone
bidders.
6) OPENING BIDS will be available approximately one week
before the auction. (With one week to go many of these will be
well below the final price). New opening bids will be updated at
least daily. If you see that an opening bid is higher than you wish
to bid for a lot you would like to buy, this feature allows you to
focus on other lots of interest to you. Sparks will not be held
responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids provided
before the sale.
7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a specified
dollar figure (e.g. $325), or to an approximate figure. This
feature allows you to bid with the confidence that you will not be
financially embarrassed if you are very successful in the auction.
It also allows you to use a strategy of bidding just above the
opening bid for many lots with the expectation of winning only a
minority of these.
8) With currencies fluctuating as widely as they do it is no longer
practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and U.S. dollars.
However you can specify the limit of your total purchases in US
funds and it will be converted to the appropriate amount on the
day of the sale.
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Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the world
to participate in this auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased to make
the auction available through Stamp Auction Network, and we
will do everything we can for our customers to make the process
simple, trustworthy and fun.
Connect
to
Stamp
Auction
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

Network

at

Register once and create a user name, which will allow you to
choose auction firms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions.
There is also a practice auction (Droege Computing) you can use
to see what the screens look like and how the system performs.
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:
Place Bids on-line at any time before the auction begins.
This is similar to any other form of advance bidding (ie.,
sending us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will receive
acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted.
Bid Live by watching action on-screen and clicking the button
with the amount of your next bid (the next six increments over
the current bid are shown).
Watch The Auction by logging in beforehand and
participating as a spectator only. You can even listen to the
audio broadcast of the auction on your computer.

More detailed information about internet live bidding will be
made available on sparks-auctions.com. We will provide you
with step-by-step instructions on registering, and direct you to
more resources.
Stamp Auction Network has a very
comprehensive Help section, including frequently asked
questions.
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Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
55
56

Hammer Lot#
260
290
115
130
135
65
65
145
38
115
625
80
55
150
220
220
250
2,800
300
130
80
375
130
180
270
325
425
160
100
50
32
150
45
32
100
90
75
75
1,600
70
55
50
55
65
140

57
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
97
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Hammer Lot#
115
95
26
100
50
290
26
220
45
180
20
22
22
525
130
210
325
30
45
1,750
190
3,800
230
10
475
34
95
65
45
32
650
140
70
260
32
375
105
105
85
55
26
11
65
250
115

107
108
109
110
111
113
114
115
116
118
119
120
121
122
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
155
156

Hammer Lot#
26
90
115
105
120
85
190
80
105
230
325
85
160
350
24
280
45
325
400
350
32
350
145
210
80
425
375
80
50
270
170
375
210
30
95
350
55
55
38
55
160
17
300
28
45

157
158
159
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
171
172
173
174
176
177
178
179
180
181
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

Hammer Lot#
85
32
36
135
65
95
1,900
375
210
190
160
220
850
65
450
160
575
750
110
625
260
170
425
125
75
115
150
105
70
30
70
40
55
60
230
70
280
40
230
145
220
38
38
125
500

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

Hammer
45
130
140
90
425
180
240
95
135
170
260
140
65
90
170
375
32
350
20
325
145
100
210
125
65
95
22
85
50
145
110
75
375
100
55
125
90
230
220
70
105
40
80
325
270

columns52.frx
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Lot#

Hammer Lot#

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
293
294
295
296
297
298

22
70
270
850
150
34
260
125
350
575
135
220
95
220
625
20
95
125
45
95
24
80
190
160
260
260
135
135
300
180
160
180
170
170
280
260
210
280
80
240
26
26
60
50
105

299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
343
344

Hammer Lot#
55
75
350
160
140
95
95
135
425
50
85
550
425
260
110
135
475
475
500
210
290
55
60
210
60
425
210
180
80
150
120
350
220
45
40
65
40
20
170
36
230
190
65
220
2,200

345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

Hammer Lot#
100
180
26
95
60
100
55
85
475
475
210
230
160
110
2,200
100
120
45
105
170
110
325
230
110
105
625
65
65
90
65
40
22
145
350
115
425
65
22
65
180
28
100
70
1,500
36

390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

Hammer Lot#
16
160
100
85
160
28
300
10
45
26
90
210
260
80
105
34
625
10
45
24
220
20
60
210
85
60
115
220
45
105
115
90
180
145
170
95
50
70
60
130
45
210
190
280
160

435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479

Hammer
100
90
80
130
110
110
85
110
120
105
85
85
325
95
210
95
105
145
80
450
125
55
18
135
85
2,200
85
625
55
130
38
80
400
115
65
120
105
75
160
200
170
75
135
170
100
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Lot#
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524

Hammer Lot#
1,250
350
1,050
85
200
90
24
65
675
38
26
55
60
34
22
65
80
70
150
210
130
95
65
100
55
45
65
28
130
22
22
26
26
80
1,050
55
550
300
260
26
95
65
170
85
75

525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

250
55
50
38
105
75
130
145
75
850
24
45
22
60
22
50
85
26
36
140
90
160
55
36
75
135
110
160
55
50
375
22
55
130
22
20
26
65
30
34
50
26
90
160
32

115
50
210
50
70
60
32
180
95
90
95
90
70
95
15
115
130
135
40
32
30
32
55
210
190
425
26
230
50
60
10
38
100
500
50
55
450
100
40
85
90
70
120
55
95

570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
583
584
585
586
587
588
590
591
592
593
594
595
597
598
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
613
614
615
616
619
620
621
622

623
624
626
627
628
629
630
631
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
673

Hammer Lot#
125
65
60
125
60
50
50
1,800
28
40
55
75
65
85
55
70
80
85
55
210
55
170
32
65
65
20
290
425
425
600
290
290
45
45
45
50
60
675
130
45
80
75
26
375
85

674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720

Hammer
115
105
190
60
110
85
60
50
55
60
800
85
180
160
20
70
34
130
400
45
60
160
170
75
170
95
60
150
40
145
260
90
45
60
40
200
125
115
65
260
180
100
17
55
375
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Sparks Auctions
Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
747
748
749
751
752
754
755
758
759
760
761
762
764
765
767
768
770
773
774
776

Hammer Lot#
85
40
190
65
15
60
28
85
38
160
60
45
85
115
180
180
85
70
70
70
100
180
325
105
19
130
55
32
210
95
290
34
210
125
55
80
32
325
75
75
325
45
1,800
170
450

777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
787
789
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
1001
1002
1004
1006
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

26
38
50
30
230
45
70
135
95
95
60
80
75
65
120
65
70
60
250
17
325
240
85
60
525
50
160
95
75
26
26
38
290
75
105
50
70
38
600
240
60
60
50
38
280

105
50
105
55
45
130
170
160
26
70
32
40
36
55
40
65
50
55
45
65
80
75
140
55
70
75
65
32
55
325
16
115
100
50
40
38
18
200
80
115
325
36
45
5
32

18
32
45
80
10
15
60
135
65
100
22
16
22
80
145
160
60
120
130
45
115
32
40
32
26
34
22
22
350
80
230
80
75
95
60
170
26
100
135
180
375
105
50
75
160

1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073

1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119

1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164

Hammer
60
250
650
170
75
80
60
160
105
65
350
30
125
125
100
55
50
60
55
60
22
210
95
50
45
50
22
100
70
14
22
40
30
40
150
55
100
85
95
85
38
36
22
28
45
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Sparks Auctions
Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209

38
160
140
120
95
85
90
115
100
85
80
160
65
85
26
50
70
130
38
55
70
45
120
13
45
55
34
75
115
28
90
55
95
60
125
90
24
115
34
115
26
26
32
45
70

115
65
26
60
28
55
24
38
95
65
50
45
50
65
32
110
22
32
260
70
28
85
60
140
65
55
26
85
160
60
190
19
50
140
40
45
38
55
50
75
130
75
65
350
34

110
45
45
125
190
80
180
40
100
32
32
85
70
34
80
75
38
32
40
65
120
18
70
16
28
50
70
70
38
100
60
65
60
70
180
45
50
75
115
45
55
40
36
85
200

1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254

1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300

1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1344
1345
1346
1347

Hammer Lot#
250
240
135
85
22
115
36
210
50
180
75
160
95
450
85
38
65
100
115
325
150
1,350
40
140
270
115
150
675
80
45
60
45
55
17
45
65
300
105
50
125
28
80
110
85
6

1348
1349
1350
1352
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411

Hammer
70
26
50
28
60
55
45
75
95
50
55
24
17
120
85
50
22
210
105
135
95
28
85
24
24
70
55
45
36
50
38
65
160
70
210
60
80
75
70
90
28
290
24
22
65
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Sparks Auctions
Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#

Hammer Lot#

1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1437
1438
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459

110
45
50
32
80
220
32
135
120
325
15
7
50
34
190
120
95
120
6
13
22
32
45
50
70
60
30
28
65
55
70
34
70
85
60
60
70
22
30
26
160
38
38
120
34

1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1470
1471
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509

Hammer Lot#
65
100
32
36
40
26
26
75
30
30
160
100
300
90
145
1,450
26
85
80
36
300
13
55
110
65
280
110
30
32
160
100
36
95
70
36
300
26
24
65
55
50
115
45
250
90

1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
1524
1525
1526
1527
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1535
1536
1537
1538
1539
1540
1541
1542
1543
1544
1545
1546
1547
1548
1549
1550
1551
1552
1553
1554

Hammer Lot#
100
160
90
100
26
160
55
190
36
145
210
50
80
60
24
32
325
50
85
34
90
65
60
115
55
36
45
1,800
250
36
110
200
280
105
38
190
350
34
135
28
90
32
32
80
30

1555
1556
1557
1558
1559
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567
1568
1569
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1577
1578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585
1586
1587
1588
1589
1590
1591
1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599

Hammer Lot#
50
40
40
65
22
250
22
45
375
70
30
40
40
12
70
65
30
20
34
260
220
475
65
230
190
65
75
34
75
26
45
80
150
32
60
65
65
32
105
65
55
75
70
45
70

1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646

Hammer
32
18
50
40
19
38
20
30
36
32
40
90
28
60
2,200
36
65
20
65
45
145
65
40
70
26
65
75
50
28
22
70
36
70
34
135
150
135
65
38
160
45
160
40
40
75
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Sparks Auctions
Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1667
1668
1669
1670
1671
1672
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1690
1691
1692
1694
1695
1696

38
13
24
45
150
38
36
45
34
26
90
90
45
220
105
16
26
38
65
70
60
60
24
80
400
400
180
75
60
350
70
70
55
55
220
17
60
18
105
170
100
170
36
80
20

45
32
24
45
24
32
85
38
10
85
10
26
28
26
19
40
45
26
80
12
40
17
105
70
28
45
50
28
24
80
45
55
115
600
300
70
250
50
70
60
75
325
120
55
220

1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
2001
2002
2003
2005
2009
2011
2012
2013
2014
2017
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2026

2027
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2035
2036
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2069
2070
2071
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080

Hammer Lot#
50
130
34
45
32
45
80
40
1,300
85
45
65
55
150
85
65
50
14
45
45
10
55
45
22
32
55
70
65
19
290
32
45
50
50
45
125
115
625
475
20
220
55
34
15
24

2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2103
2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2117
2119
2120
2122
2123
2124
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129

Hammer Lot#
75
55
90
60
20
95
160
75
45
65
38
32
180
90
95
95
100
70
65
34
100
50
55
60
75
20
75
65
65
70
70
70
45
125
26
120
85
65
55
105
200
65
20
34
45

2130
2131
2132
2133
2134
2136
2137
2138
2139
2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145
2146
2147
2148
2149
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156
2157
2158
2159
2160
2161
2163
2164
2165
2166
2167
2168
2169
2170
2171
2172
2174
2175
2176
2177
2178

Hammer
65
125
110
80
60
110
40
26
50
32
28
45
50
80
45
55
40
200
45
15
125
180
40
75
80
90
145
105
105
200
100
110
105
65
75
36
22
50
110
85
22
45
55
22
22
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Sparks Auctions
Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

2179
2180
2181
2182
2183
2184
2185
2186
2187
2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2195
2196
2197
2198
2199
2200
2201
2202
2203
2204
2205
2206
2207
2208
2209
2210
2211
2212
2213
2214
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221
2222
2223
2224

45
65
55
40
55
40
45
65
45
55
80
55
45
20
55
75
120
110
40
40
50
45
40
50
45
75
50
45
55
60
50
140
70
90
60
160
45
28
30
38
85
130
55
20
90

170
50
200
400
550
10
50
270
28
10
5
10
17
10
10
20
20
22
290
90
65
10
80
160
100
170
20
105
16
525
30
75
32
32
32
30
28
22
145
32
38
210
32
32
22

2225
2226
2227
2228
2229
2230
2231
2232
2233
2234
2235
2236
2237
2238
2239
2240
2241
2242
2243
2244
2245
2246
2247
2248
2249
2250
2252
2253
2254
2255
2256
2257
2258
2260
2261
2262
2263
2264
2265
2266
2267
2268
2269
2270
2271

2272
2273
2274
2275
2276
2277
2301
2302
2303
2304
2305
2306
2307
2308
2309
2310
2311
2312
2313
2314
2315
2316
2317
2318
2319
2320
2321
2322
2323
2324
2325
2326
2327
2328
2329
2330
2331
2332
2333
2334
2335
2336
2337
2338
2339

Hammer Lot#
13
1
1
55
40
105
190
600
150
90
95
280
280
65
350
140
95
40
28
30
160
125
160
105
45
160
40
270
450
100
270
120
110
80
30
65
1,700
90
325
90
55
70
80
120
75

2340
2341
2342
2343
2344
2345
2346
2347
2348
2349
2350
2351
2352
2353
2354
2355
2356
2357
2358
2359
2360
2361
2362
2363
2364
2365
2366
2367
2368
2369
2370
2371
2372
2373
2374
2375
2376
2377
2378
2379
2380
2381
2383
2384
2385

Hammer Lot#
180
36
50
105
105
190
100
70
70
70
220
100
140
240
180
75
135
75
160
50
280
125
425
210
375
210
220
100
600
75
60
50
625
100
75
240
95
105
190
210
125
60
34
903
75

2386
2387
2388
2389
2390
2391
2392
2393
2394
2395
2396
2397
2398
2399
2400
2401
2402
2403
2404
2405
2406
2407
2408
2409
2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2418
2419
2420
2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429
2430

Hammer
45
45
32
55
100
95
55
32
145
65
85
200
55
160
28
220
65
65
60
105
20
65
65
145
65
95
45
65
65
55
60
20
28
38
65
95
210
60
110
200
125
145
85
80
75
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Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#
2431
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437
2438
2439
2440
2441
2442
2443
2444
2445
2446
2447
2448
2449
2450
2451
2452
2453
2454
2455
2456
2457
2458
2459
2460
2461
2463
2464
2465
2466
2467
2468
2469
2470
2471
2472
2473
2474
2475
2476

Hammer Lot#
270
100
145
260
1,300
115
34
180
65
65
850
145
65
80
75
70
125
200
60
32
45
1,050
80
80
85
105
230
50
145
36
55
260
95
50
85
135
250
60
220
105
55
80
34
60
95

2477
2478
2479
2480
2481
2482
2483
2484
2485
2486
2487
2488
2489
2490
2491
2492
2493
2494
2495
2496
2497
2498
2499
2500
2501
2502
2503
2504
2505
2506
2507
2508
2509
2510
2511
2512
2513
2514
2515
2516
2517
2518
2519
2520
2521

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

Hammer Lot#

130
50
190
80
240
45
70
85
100
70
55
50
70
105
130
30
28
45
65
34
17
300
550
450
200
28
22
60
22
19
500
300
125
170
45
425
55
190
100
190
375
22
280
100
115

230
85
30
90
55
32
60
85
60
85
100
55
32
135
160
115
95
50
28
75
240
36
34
120
80
85
260
150
70
50
90
135
60
36
32
325
100
170
200
230
475
325
32
60
145

50
55
115
240
90
85
65
75
32
38
17
34
55
75
115
65
95
32
70
70
70
30
70
95
125
50
65
160
45
65
60
190
250
210
95
50
65
130
45
60
125
230
50
45
550

2522
2523
2524
2525
2526
2527
2528
2529
2530
2531
2532
2533
2534
2535
2536
2537
2538
2539
2540
2541
2542
2543
2544
2545
2546
2547
2548
2549
2550
2551
2553
2554
2555
2556
2557
2558
2559
2560
2561
2562
2563
2564
2565
2566
2567

2568
2569
2570
2571
2572
2573
2574
2575
2576
2577
2578
2579
2580
2581
2582
2583
2584
2585
2586
2587
2588
2589
2590
2591
2592
2593
2594
2595
2596
2597
2598
2599
2600
2601
2602
2603
2604
2605
2606
2607
2608
2609
2610
2611
2612

2613
2614
2615
2616
2617
2618
2619
2620
2621
2622
2623
2624
2625
2626
2627
2628
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2643
2644
2645
2646
2647
2648
2649
2650
2651
2652
2653
2654
2656
2657
2658
2659
2660

Hammer
600
34
40
13
75
28
80
230
425
2,000
900
800
60
400
105
90
100
150
28
36
85
425
60
45
55
150
240
525
160
325
15
10
26
150
170
26
105
475
105
24
100
50
150
130
180
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Prices Realized for
Sale 1 November 8-10, 2007 Sparks Inaugural Auction

Lot#
2661
2662
2663
2664
2665
2666
2667
2668
2669
2670
2671
2672
2673
2674
2675
2676
2678
2679
2680
2681
2682
2684
2685
2686
2687
2688
2689
2690
2691
2692
2693
2694
2695
2696
2698
2699
2700
2701
2702
2703
2704
2705
2706
2707
2708

Hammer Lot#
40
130
130
135
26
75
24
250
105
270
180
160
32
160
400
40
150
130
180
24
145
160
36
400
85
270
250
60
70
105
220
260
145
500
90
55
90
260
1,600
65
75
140
38
26
60

2709
2710
2711
2712
2713
2714
2715
2716
2717
2718
2719
2720
2721
2722
2723
2724
2725
2726
2727
2728
2729
2730
2731
2732
2733
2735
2739
2740
2742
2744
2746

Hammer
55
26
75
1,100
240
250
170
55
50
90
50
375
200
180
2,200
1,000
475
625
325
130
260
95
130
180
150
290
1,000
280
145
115
325

columns52.frx

Lot 1022

Lot 1034

Lot 1401

Lot 1458

Lot 1560

Lot 1490

Lot 1123

Lot 1058

Lot 1300

Lot 1262

Lot 1412

Lot 1321

Lot 1417

Lot 1469

Lot 1476

Lot 1628

Lot 1541

Lot 1343

Lot 1325

Lot 1421

Lot 1479

Lot 1638

Lot 1439

Lot 1485

Lot 1650

Lot 1675

Lot 1337

Lot 1506

Lot 1658

Lot 1679

Lot 2072

Lot 2068

Lot 2008

www.sparks-auctions.com

$25

